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Abstract 

This thesis presents studies in the dialect material 

of mediaeval Lincolnshire, and examines more than 150 MS, 

sources which are drawn from most of the major national 

collections. It is illustrated by maps, tables and appendices, 

and is supplied with a full index of the MS. sources. 

This is the first such study of the mediaeval dialects 

of a single county, and presents a detailed account of part 

of the material used by Professors McIntosh and Samuels for 

their Atlas of the Dialects of Later Middle English (see 

English Studies XLIV (1963), pp. 1-11,81-94). 

The thesis falls into three sections: 

I Sources. The dialect geography of mediaeval Lincso is here 

based on a study of MSS, written in Lincs, dialect; it does 

not attempt an account of the spoken dialects. The chrono- 

logical scope of the survey is c. 1350-c. 1450, and in this 

section are described the various types and sources of 

dialectal information available for Lincs. during this period. 

This account is detailed and comprehensive. Additionally 

there are included notices of Lincs. material from before this 

period, and also of some later dialect sources. 

iI. I comprises two chapters. The first treats of the eo r- 

hp ical and historical background to the mediaeval dialect 

pattern. The second includes an account of the salient 

characteristics of the mediaeval Lincs, dialects, and a 

collection of 60 dialect-maps with appropriate commentary. 

In III are presented some detailed textual and dialectal 

studies of certain MSSo written wholly or partly in Lincs. 

dialect. There follows the bibliography and index. 

A second volume comprises three appendices. 

Appendix I contains linguistic profiles (L. P's) of the scribal 

dialects so far recognised as belonging to mediaeval Lincs. 

Appendix II comprises dialectal material supplementary to 

the L. P's. 

Appendix III is a dictionary of the Lincs. forms recorded 
in respect of the 270 items on the present dialect survey 

questionnaire. 
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Introduction 

This thesis presents a study of some of the source 

material for the Atlas for the Dialects of Later Middle 

English. The Atlas was begun in 1952 by Professor Angus 

McIntosh, and since 1953 continued with the collaboration 

of Professor M. L. Samuels. In the course of its compilation, 

the dialectal outputs of more than 2,500 scribes have been 

analysed; and of these, about 1,100 have been entered on 

the draft maps for the Atlas. Professor McIntosh is 

responsible mainly for the northern material, Professor 

Samuels mainly for the southern material; sources for the 

Midlands and for Norfolk have been examined by both scholars. 

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a study more 

detailed than could be contained within the Atlas itself, of 

a comparatively small region having particular dialectal 

interest. Professor McIntosh suggested the county of 

Lincolnshire as suitable for this purpose: there is no 

shortage of source-material from this county and there is 

considerable dialectal variation within it. Within the 

overall pattern of M. E. regional dialects, the county , 

comprises a border region between the northern and midland 

types. $Lincolnshire' for the purposes of this thesis 

refers to the administrative county of Lincs. as it existed 

before the local government reforms of 1974. 

The thesis falls into three sections: Section I, 

Sources for the Dialect Geography of Mediaeval Lincolnshire. 



I 

This section consists of a single chapter, which is divided 

into five rather unequal sections. It deals with the 

chronological scope of the survey, and describes the 

various types and sources of dialectal information available 

for Lincs. Section II, The Dialect Geography of Mediaeval 

Lincolnshire. This section is divided into two chapters. 

Chapter 2, Mediaeval Lincolnshire: A Perspective, gives the 

geographical background to the survey. Chapter 3, The Maps, 

comprises (a). various sections on the recognition of Lincs* 

sources; and (b) the dialect maps themselves with some 

commentary appended. Section III9 Select Studies in the 

Dialectal Transmission of Middle English Texts. This 

section consists of a single chapter, Chapter 4, which 

contains four separate studies. These studies arose from 

the assessment of source material for the present dialect 

survey. 

After Chapter 4 there follows a bibliography of works 

cited and their abbreviated titles, a list of MS. catalogues 

consulted, a list of abbreviations used in the thesis, and 

the index of MSS. sources. The main index, arranged by 

repository, is followed by an index of linguistic profile 

(L. P. ) numbers cross-referenced to it, and by an index of 

texts composed in dialects not of Lincs. but which texts 

have been translated or partially translated into Lincs, 

dialect. 

The second volume of the thesis comprises three 

appendices. Appendix I lists the L. P's arranged in numerical 
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order. For a full explanation of the form and interpretation 

of the L. P's see the introduction to this Appendix. Appendix 

II comprises material of dialectal interest which does not 

appear in the L. P's. Appendix III is a dictionary of the 

Linose forms recorded for the 270 items on the dialect 

survey questionnaire; it is a reordering of the information 

contained on the L. P's, arranged by item-heads under which 

the relevant forms are listed alphabetically. 

It will now be necessary to discuss some of the above 

sections in greater detail. 

The source material which appears in the dialect maps 

has been localised by the 'fit'-technique, devised by Angus 

McIntosh and used extensively in compiling the Atlas. 
l This 

depends on setting up a matrix of dialects that are securely 

localised by non-linguistic criteria and then 'fitting' the 

unlocalised dialects into this matrix on the bases of 

linguistic similarity and dissimilarity. Unfortunately, 

although there are many sources which, on the basis of the 

survey as a whole, can be confidently assigned to Lincs., 

there are only four securely localised texts which may be 

used as 'anchor-dialects' within the county. Four points 

hardly constitute a matrix, and this paucity of anchor- 

dialects ensures that the definition of unlocalised dialects 

1. This method is outlined by Angus McIntosh, 'A new approach 
to Middle English dialectology', E. S. XLIV"(1963) pp. 1-11, 
and explained more fully by Michael Benskin, 'Local 
archives and Middle English dialects, Journal of the 
Society of Archivists, V, 8 (1977) pp. 502-504. 
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as of Lincs. origin merely on the grounds of their positive 

similarity to the localised dialects is for present purposes 

inadequate. For an area as large as Lincs., the total range 

of dialectal variation can hardly be expected to appear in 

a mere four samples. However, as Michael Benskin has 

observed 
It is possible to construct, solely on the basis of 

their linguistic similarities and dissimilarities, a 
topological map comprising a spectrum of the dialects 

of any given language. In such a 'map', the constituent 
dialects - for our purposes, the individual scribal 
dialects of Middle English - are so ordered that their 

relative positions are determined by their linguistic 

relationships one to another. This can be done on paper 
in a rather limited, but nevertheless very useful way, 
by means of Venn diagrams. Over the last few years, 
working with Mr. M. N. Mitchison and Dr. O. P. Buneman, 
we have developed computer procedures (a version of 
Kruskal's multi-dimensional scaling) to derive from 

the same kind of information, but using much more 

complex data, 'maps' in which dialects are so ordered 
that the relative distances between each dialect and 

every other are in direct proportion to their linguistic 

(dis)similarities. 

Although mathematically their properties are very 

different, for present purposes both the 'Venn maps and 
the 'Kruskal map' may be imagined as a map drawn on 

sheet rubber: we know neither its orientation nor its 

scale, and it can be stretched; but importantly, bits 

cannot be cut out of it and moved elsewhere, and we 

would need to know the geographical origins of only a 
few individual dialects within it in order to 'anchor' 

it to the real map. 
2 

2. Michael Benskin, 'Local archives and Middle English 
dialects', journal of the Society of Archivists, V. 
8 (1977) PP- 503-504. '-" 
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Recognition of the scribal dialects in the present 

survey as of Lincs. origin depends largely on the impossibility 

of associating them with areas outside Lincs. They cohere 

dialectally with such localised material as there is and 

they belong to a continuum which fits in a well-defined 

'hole'-in the larger continuum established for the M. $o 

dialects over all. 

The dialect maps presented in Chapter 3 show relative 

and not absolute geographical positions for the sources. The 

sources are merely samples of local written dialect, and as 

such may be representative for the written usage of several 

other settlements adjacent to the places from which they 

derive; such generalisation is implicit in any dialect 

survey, whether ancient or modern. There is hence considerable 

room for manoeuvre: since the survey's representation of 

regional usage is necessarily generalised, a given source can 

be placed anywhere inside the area for which it is the 

representative sample without invalidating the configuration 

overall. 

Fitting the 'Lincs. ' configuration to the real map of 

Lincs. itself requires that the topography and settlement of 

the mediaeval county be considered carefully. For the 

purposes of dialect geography 'Lincs. ' is settled Lincs., 

and mediaeval settled Lincs. is not the same as modern 

settled Lincs. Chapter 2, therfore, sets the historical 

and geographical background for the hypothetical dialect maps 

fdr Lincs. presented and discussed in Chapter 3. For each 
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item mapped, the entry at any point for which information 

is available on the map is the same as the item-entry on 

the L. P. compiled for the relevant 'informant'. Not all 

L. P's are mapped, but they are, however, listed in full in 

Appendix I. 

During the course of detailed analysis of well over 

a hundred 'Lincs. ' hands, I became aware of certain incon- 

sistencies in scribal behaviour and certain dialectal 

correlations in different copies of the same literary text. 

In some cases I felt it necessary to do much more detailed 

study of a text or texts before compiling an L. P. and . 

attempting to localise its language: in other words to 

define the scribal dialect. The result is the four individual 

studies comprising Chapter 4. They show that detailed 

linguistic analysis can very often lead into the prelimi- 

naries of textual criticism, and throw some light on the 

dissemination of texts. I have not had time to subject all 

the source material to such detailed scrutiny, and many more 

such studies could be made which would undoubtedly lead to 

revision in detail of the material presented in Chapter 3. 

The dialect maps and the conclusions drawn from them are 

obviously not final, but are provisional until such time as 
a 

further studies render their revision possible. 
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The representation of MS. spellings: editorial conventions 

Transcription of MS, forms in the present study is 

strictly diplomatic. 

(1) Abbreviations not effected by superscript letters are 

expanded conventionally and differentiated from the fully 

written equivalent by one of two typographical conventions. 

(a) Where such forms occur in tables or other lengthy 

citations of text, the expansions are underlined. Thus, 

e. g., MS. suite > sunne, MS. eu9ych > euerych, MS. aft? > 

after, MS. aft°' > aftur, MS* afti? > aftee, MS& calif > 

caller; and so on. (b) Where forms are cited in the body 

of the text, and the whole form is underlined, expansions 

are distinguished by the absence of underlining. Thus, 

e. g., MS* suite > sunne, MS. aftd > aftur, MS. calif > calies; 

(2) Superscript letters are here reproduced as in the MS.; 

thus, e. g., MS. pe 'the', MS. pei 'they', MS. ym 'them', 

MS. not snots, MS. strenge 'strength'. Superscripts which 

are abbreviations have not been expanded and are similarly 

reproduced as in the MS.; thus, e. g., MS9 bt 'that', MS. Mt 

'with'. 

(3) Word-division follows MS* usage. The separate parts of 

what is in Mod. R. a single word, are hyphenated; thus, 

e. g., bi-fore (MS. bi fore), ilk-2 , 
(MS, ilk a). 

l 

1. The above notes are adapted from Michael Benskin, 
Explanatory notes to Questionnaire for the preliminary 
analysis of Middle English dialectsTÄtlas of the Dialects 
of Later Middle English)* Copies of this unpublished 
typescript are available free on request from Epistemics 
Flat, University of Edinburgh, 2 Buccleuch Place, 
Edinburgh EH8 9JX. 
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(4) Citations of scribal usage in tables. Where a scribe 

has more than one form for a particular word or other 

category of analysis, the relative frequencies of the 

several forms are indicated by a system of brackets. 

(This is the same system as that adopted in the linguistic 

profiles (L. P's) presented in Appendix I. ) The dominant 

form is unbracketed; a form of less frequent occurrence 

is placed in single round brackets ( ); and a minor 

variant in double round brackets (( )). The relative 

frequencies are roughly 10: 5: 2; it must be emphasised, 

however,. that this is merely a convenient way of representing 

data that are often complex, and affords a useful means for 

general comparison - it is not intended to be a rigid or 

statistically impeccable system. Square brackets [ ], are 

used purely as a way of condensing information and do not 

link variants having different relative frequencies. Thus, 

e. g., hir ej means that the forms hir and hire appear in 

approximately equal numbers, and in dominant status; ((11it[t])) 

means that hit and Kitt appear in approximately equal 

numbers, and as minor variants. 



Section I 

Chapter 1 

Sources for the Dialect Geography of Mediaeval Lincolnshire 
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Sources for the Dialect Geography of Mediaeval Lincolnshire 

This chapter is divided into five very unequal sections, 

these dictated by the nature of the material. I is an 

account'of the chronological scope of this survey. II 

outlines the kinds of dialect information considered in the 

present survey. III discusses some other sources which may 

yield information about mediaeval Lincs, dialects. IV 

considers sources which might be supposed to provide evidence 

for Lincs. dialects, but which do not in fact do so. 

V lists other Lincso source material which for various 

reasons has been excluded from the present maps. 

I 

The primary source material for the present dialect 

survey of mediaeval Lincs. has been taken from the period 

c. 1375-1450; for it is this period that provides the best 

coverage of vernacular source material for the whole of the 

county. A dialect map must have a limited chronological 

spread. Conventionally, dialect maps are designed to 

represent patterns of variation over space, and for as long 

as such maps remain two-dimensional, the representation of 

other axes of variation (e. g. social or chronological) is 

obviously impractical. Equally, variation on the two- 

dimensional map should be variation over space only: for 

some third dimension to intrude would clearly invalidate 

part or all of the spatial representation. Thus, for 
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example, given dialect maps based on sources drawn from 

widely differing times, as are those of Moore, Meech and 

Whitehall, 
l for any represented variation the conditioning 

may be either geographical or chronological, and it is at 

best highly inconvenient to determine which is involved. 

Very little dialectal material assignable to Lincs. survives 

from before about 1350; after about 1450/1460 (and in some 

cases considerably earlier) much of the documentary material 

is linguistically standardised. The major chronological 

constraints are-thus the absence of vernacular documentary 

material from before c. 1350 and the sharp fall-off in the 

quantity of genuinely local material after c. 1450/1460. 

This, and the lack of much northern material of any kind 

from before about 1350, is the main reason for the concen- 

tration on the period 1350-1450 by Professors Samuels and 

McIntosh in their survey of M. E. dialects. 
2 

So far, dialectal material from much before 1350 can 

be meshed in with the present survey only in a very limited 

way, 
3 

and any comprehensive treatment would of course require 

1. Samuel Moore, Sanford B. Meech and Harold Whitehall, 
'Middle English dialect characteristics and dialect 
boundaries', Essa s and Studies in English and Comparative 
Literature, 13 (Ann Arbor, 1935)" 

2. See Angus McIntosh, 'A new approach to Middle English 
dialectology', E. S. XLIV (1963) p. 5. 

3" For an example on a small scale of the sort of corres- 
pondences possible over longer stretches of time, see 
Angus McIntosh, 'The language of the extant versions of 
Havelok the Dane' M. E. XLV (1976) pp. 36-149; and cf. his 

remarks in a review of G. Kristensson, A Survey of Middle 
English Dialects, 1290-1350: the six northern counties and 
Lincolnshire, MM. &. XXXVIII (19)E9__) -pp, 210-216. 
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a separate series of maps for the earlier period to ensure 

that chronological interference within the spatial pattern 

was reduced to a practical minimum. The sources are un- 

doubtedly available for the construction of dialect maps 

representing mediaeval English from before 1350-1450, but 

this second generation of dialect atlases has yet to be 

started. 

The dialect material on the present series of maps 

and in the linguistic profiles (L. P's) is therefore confined 

to the period 1350-1450; for Lincs. the limits are in 

practice about 1375-1450, since there is very little material 

available from before the last quarter of the 14th century. 

Dialect material which has been excluded from the main 

Lincso survey, either because it is too early or because it 

is too late, is discussed in the following handlist. 

A. Early Material 

The early material which can be confidently assigned 

to Lincs. is scanty. ' That the late 13th century Havelok 

the Dane was originally composed in Lincs. is undisputed; 

but the language of the MSS. in which the text or'part of 

it now survives, Bodley, Laud Misc. 108 (complete text), 

and C. U. L. Add. 4407, Art. 19 (fragments), belongs to 

Norfolk not to Lincs. 
4 

4. See Angus McIntosh, 'The language of the extant versions 
of Havelok the Danet, M. E. XLV (1976) pp. 36-49. 
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The scribal dialects of the following MSS. almost 

certainly belong in Lincs.: 

(1) Bodley, Rawlinson MS. D. 510 f. 3r: c. 1270- 

(2) Lincolns Inn, MS. Hale 135 f. 137v (flyleaf): c. 1300- 

(3) C. U. L., MS. Ff. 6.15 f. 21r: early 14th century. 

(4) B. M. Additional MS. 23986: late 13th century. 

(5) Oxford, Merton College, MS. 248 ff. 166r-167r: early 

14th century. 

(6) Bodley, Junius I, the Ormulum: co 1200. 

(1) is a Latin MS. of c. 1270 from Bardney, 
5 

which 

contains a tiny fragment of English on f. 3r: 

*so hend and so god he is he aues broct us into blis 

superni And I dit pe fule pit inferniO 

The form aues 'has' is comparable to the forms haues and as 

'has, and aue 'have' in Merton College, MS. 248. The forms 

ha uys, haues and as are also common in central Lincs, a 

century later. 

(2) has some extra-linguistic associations with Lincs. 
6 

It is a short carol written on a fly-leaf, in a different 

hand from that of the main part of the MS. There follows 

a memorandum dated 1302-1303 (31 Edward I), in the same hand 

5. Ibid, fn. 5. (Information from R. W. Hunt. ) 

6. See C. Brown, English Lyrics of the XIII Century (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1932) p. 119; C. Brown and R. H. Robbins, 
The Index of Middle English Verse (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1943 No. 36, P" 59; C. and K. Sisam, 
The Oxford Book of Mediaeval English Verse (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1970 p. 98; and K. Sisam, Fourteenth 
Cent Verse and Prose (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1928) 
p. 163. 



as the carol, concerning the swans of Sir Alan de Thorneton 

to whom the volume belonged in the time of Edward I (1297 

and later). ' 
Alan de Thorneton appears to be the son of 

Gilbert do Thorneton. 
8 

He had demise of seventy acres of 

land in Snitterby, Lindsey. 
9 

The memorandum on the swans 

contains references to 'Ancolme, (_ the river Ancholme) and 

Bliburg (= Blyborough, 3 miles west of Snitterby). Alan's 

father, Gilbert, who was a justice of the peace had two 

carucates of land at Cabourne, Lindsey conveyed to him in 

17 Edward I (1288-9). Also on f. 137v appears a memorandum 

about the harvest at the grange of 'Caburne'. About 6 miles 

from Snitterby and 10 miles from Cabourne, on a line directly 

between them, lies Thornton le Moor. It is possible that the 

Thornetons originally came from here, but the family also had 

connections further north. Gilbert de Thorneton had land in 

Roxby, three miles north of Scunthorpe and Alan witnessed 

a deed concerning these lands. 10 In 1282 an Alan de Thorneton 

was presented to the church of Rouleye, 11 
which may be Rowley 

in the East Riding of Yorks. Roxby, and Rowley across the 

7. See R. L. Greene, The Early English Carols (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1935) pp. 335 and 447; and N. R. Ker, Medieval 
Manuscripts in British Libraries vol. i, London Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1967) P" 132. 

8. Calendar of Close Rolls preserved in the Public Record 
Office, 137-1313 (London: H. M. S. O. g 1892 p. 581. 

9. Calendar of Inquisitions Miscellaneous (Chancery) preserved 
in the Public Record Office, 1307-1349 ((London: H. M. S. O. ' 1 91Jp. 351. 

10. D. N. i3. XIX (Oxford University Press, 1917-) p. 781. 

11. Calendar of Patent Rolls preserved in the Public Record 
Office, 1251-1292 (London: H. M. S. O., 1593) p. 20. 
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Humber, are nearer to Thornton Curtis, Lindsey, 8 miles 

north-east of Brigg, which Thornton must therefore also 

have a claim as the family's place of origin. There is of 

course no guarantee that Gilbert or Alan were born or brought 

up in either of these Thorntons. Nor is it certain that the 

poem was written by Alan or even a scribe from his locality. 

However, the linguistic evidence, such as it is, is in 

keeping with an origin in N. Lincs. The presence of shal 

beside sal and the use of P (in an, 2e and ou) beside 

(in iy der 'thither') for [b] rather suggests the more 

southerly Thornton le Moor. 

(3) is a Latin MS., containing on f. 21r a ten-line 

English verse on the Ten Commandments: 

yu salt hauen na god buten An 

Idel adh ne swere yu Nan 

ye halidayes yu shalt yieme 

Fader and mcder yu shalt queme 

Loke yat tu ne sla na man 

Leccherie do yu nan 

Be na yef ne yeues fare 

Pals witnesse yu ne bere 

yierne yu nout yin nethtebure hus 

Noth yat his is ne his spus. 

The C. V. L. catalogue dates the MS. as early 15th century; 

but A. I. Doyle considers it to be 114th century, and the' 

hand and language of the English poem suggest a date early 

in the 114th century. 
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There is an account on f. 245v of the sighting of two 

'ingentes dracones' on the feast of St. Augustine, 1408 near 

Saxflet in Spaldyngton, Yorks. Presumably this entry is the 

source of the catalogue's dating of the MS. as fifteenth 

century. I have not seen the MS. myself, but can only 

suppose that the hands on if. 21r and 245v are different 

and that the account of the-dragons is a later addition to 

an early MS. 

The language of the poem suggests a northern provenance 

(a for the reflex of O. E. ä in An, Nan and adh), but the 

presence of shalt beside salt, and the form nout 'not' 

indicate a provenance more southerly than the East Riding 

of Yorks. The survival of the -en ending for the infinitive 

in hauen at this date militates against an origin very far 

north. 

The MS. also has associations with Louth. According 

to A. I. Doyle, it contains a chronicle with original entries 

to 1308, and is marked out for continuations to 1399, of 

which those up to 1342 have been supplied with several notes 

relating specifically to Louth Park Cistercian Abbey. The 

language of the poem squares well with the later langugge 

of that area except that the later language does not have 

a as a regular form for the reflex of 0. E. R. According to 

Kristensson, however, in the 13th century the H/ö line came 

as far south as the Witham, and the whole of Lindsey was in 

the 9 area. 
12 The 15th century evidence indicates that ä 

12. A Survey of Middle English Dialects 1290-1350: the six 
northern counties and Lincolnshire, Lund Studies in English, 
35 (Lund: C. W. K. Gleerup 1967)- 
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4 

retreated until all but the extreme north and north-west 

of Lincs. was in the ä area. It is reasonable to suppose 

that. in the mid 14th century, Louth still lay in the ä 

area. 

(4) and (5) are linguistically very similar. (4) 

is Interludium de Clerico et Puella, an English inter- 

locutory poem in 84 lines, imperfect at the end. 
13 (5ý 

consists of various religious poems as follows: 14 

f. 166r-v Carmen de Christoo 

f. 166v " De falsitate, de cupiditate, de mundo, 

de poenis inferni, 

f. 167r Other poems on words of Christ, Crux Fidelis, 

Ave Maris Stella. 

(4), being much shorter than (5), has a considerably 

smaller yield of forms of dialectal interest. But the 

following table (Table I, overleaf) shows their close 

similarity. 

13. See C. Brown and R. H. Robbins, The Index of Middle 
English Verse (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1943 No. 6, p. 106; R. ll. Robbins and J. L. Cutler, 
Supplement to the Index of Middle English Verse 
(Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 19 5 p., 74; 
W. Heuser, 'Das Interludium do Clerico et Puella and 
das Fabliau von Dame Siriz', Äng. XXX (]: 907 pp. 306- 
309; and J. A. W. Bennett, G. V. Smithers and Norman 
Davis, Early Middle English Verse and Prose (2nd. ed., 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968 No. XV. 

14. Some of these are printed in C. Brown, Religious 
Lyrics of the XIV Century (2nd. ed. revised by 
G. V. Smithers, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952) 
Nos. 39,40 and 41. 
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Table I: Linguistic comparison between B. M. Add. 23986 
and Merton College, MS. 248 

Item H. M. Add. 23986 Merton 248 
(analysed from Bennett, analysed from 
Smithers and Davis) the MS. ) 

'the' )e(ye, the) ye 

'she' yo sho 

tits it it (yt) (iit )) 
'they' Pais pay, Hay yai, yei 
Iman' man 

-and -and (-ond 

(much' mikel 

list es 
shall sal 

'will' PA. wil 
'then' ban 

'if, hif, if 
'death' ded 

wh- w- (qu-, v-) 
'not' nouct; nöth pron. 
'nor' ne, no 
a, o o(a) 

y(hic, I, by 
((hi, yi, hyc 

'where' wer, wor 

'there' bar- 

Imightlvb. mithe, michc, 
michtis 2sA. 

Ird. Sä. 
prese ind" 

, 
2rd" pl» 
pres. inde 

wk. gpl" 

str. pQ1. 
I giveý 
tall' 

Ibeent 

-ys, dos 'does' 

lys I lieI 

-it (-yt, -t) 
-en, -in 
gef 

al 
ben 

man 

-and 
mykel 

es, is(ys, esse) 

sal(sul) M. sul pl. 

wi1((wyl )) 

yan 
if (hif ) ((hyf, yf )) 

dede 

w- 

nowth((nowt )) 

no(nor) 

o(a) 
hyp I 

war- (wore, wor-) 

yor-, yar-(yar, yor, 
yer [- ]) 

myth 

-is (-ys ) ((-es [s ]o-. Es)) 

-Y$ ((! d)) 

-d (-ed ) ((-yt, -et, -id, -de )) 

-eA. 

gyf, geu- 

al((alle )) 

bene(be) 
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Table I cont. 

Item H. M. Add. 23986 

'both' boyt 

'but' bot 

'by' by 

'day' day 

-er cpvv. -er 
'good' god 

'has' as 2il. hastu, 
hats 2. 

'have' haf(haue, haw) 

'heaven' heuene (efne ) 

'holy' aly. 
'love' b, luf (loue ) 

'love' vb, luf (lufe ) 

'-ly' -lic(-ly) 
'may' may 
'mother' moder 
'my'-i. Ce my ((ni )) 

'neither nouer 
(of)' 

'new' neu- 
'now' nu 
'other' other 
'say'pres. say 
'see' res. se 
'sin' sin; scynnes el. 
'son' son 

'sorrow'sb. sorg 

'thee' pe ((te )) 

'thou' pu((yu)) 

'thy' pi(ty) 

wate 'know' wot 

'well' Vol 

'without' wituten, vytvten 
prep* 

Merton 248 

boye 

bot 

be 

day 

-er 
gode(god) 

as ((haues )) 

haue(aue )((pa, a)) 
hew en %ieuen )) 

haly(aly, ? ely) 
loue(lowe) 

loue 

-ly(-li ) 

may 

moder 

my 
neyer 

new 

now 

over 

say 

Be 

syn 

sone 
sorW 

ye(the) 

yow((tow, thow, yu)) 

yi ( yin ) (( ? yng)) 

wot 

wil (wy ) ((Wille )) 

wyt-oten(wyt-owten) 
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Table I shows that some forms for 'I' in B. M. Add. 23986 

and Merton 248 have unhistorical h-' which h- occurs in other 

words in both texts: 

List I 

B. M. Add. 23986 

heuer 'ever' 

harm 'arms 

hand land' 

hup 'up' 

hers 'arse, 

herand lerrandl 

Merton 248 

heuer 'ever' 

' hallas Ialas 

hende lend' 

hopen 'opens inf. 

heue 'Ever 

? hered 'earth' 

In both MSS., the forms for 'has/haves, 'heaven' and 'holy' 

(see Table I above) lack etymological h-, a loss of which 

Merton 248 has many more examples: 

List II 

ornys 'horns' allow thalloweds 

aste thastet ys, is 'his' 

ope 'hope$ vngry 'hungry' 

Ole +whole, alwe, al, alf 'half$ 

adde 'had' be-yn tbehindt 

Unhistorical h-, often combined with loss of etymological 

h- in other words, is common in the later Lincs. material 

especially that from the northern half of the county. 

The forms for 'heaven' and 'love' in Merton 2Z8 have 

w for etymological v, a spelling widespread throughout Lincs, 

a century later. Other examples in Merton 248 are: 

List III 

dewel 'devil' woys 'voice' 

ywel 'evil' enwennymed 'envenomed' 

enwye tenvyt prewe 'prove' 

ower 'overt 
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A close comparison of the forms in Merton 248 with the 

later Lincs* material suggests that its language belongs to 

the Horncastle area. There is much less dialectal information 

yielded by the brief B. M. Add. 23986, but its language comes 

probably from slightly north of Horncastle. 

(5) The Orm ulum. Orm's dialect has been generally 

acknowledged as East Midland, and following Henry Bradley's 

biographical speculations, was for long taken to be the type 

example for 'N. E. Midland M. E. '15 This conclusion was 

reached mainly on the basis of the neogrammarian phonological 

criteria, and confirmed by the Ormulum's linguistic 

similarities - these again the product of a supposedly 

phonological analysis - to the roughly contemporary 

Peterborough Chronicle. The Ormulum is a century earlier 

than the other 'early' Lincs. material, and two centuries 

earlier than the Lincs. material from which the bulk of the 

present dialectal evidence has been assembled. Nevertheless, 

a more detailed analysis of Orm's language, using the same 

(mainly lexical) criteria as for the later material, is the 

means to a more satisfactory definition of its provenance 

than. hitherto. Given due allowance for its early date, and 

for its probable diachronic differences from the later 

material, Orm's dialect can be accommodated in (and only in) 

a small and quite well defined area on the later M. E. maps. 

Such forms as ess, essm, essre for the 3rde pl, pers. 

pron., sho 'she' and kirrke 'church' suggest a more northerly 

15" iienry Bradley, 'Where was the Ormulum written? ', The 
AthenDcam, No. 4099 (1906) p. 609. 
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position than Peterborough. On the other hand, the verbal 

suffix of the 3rdo pers* sge preso ind. in -e and pl. preso 

indo in -enn, sh- not s+ vowel in 'shall' and 'should', 

se33de rather than *sa33de for 'said', all militate against 

a position north of a line across southern Lincs, between 

Grantham and the Nene estuary. The entire corpus of forms 

suggests a location in the extreme south of Lincso in or 

around Crowland, about 8 miles north-east of Peterborough. 
l6 

One problem that has bothered Middle English scholars 

about Orm's language, particularly with reference to its 

localisation in S. Lincs., is the regular use of a for the 

reflex of O. E. R, But this need not indicate a more northerly 

provenance than S. Lincs. for Orm's dialect. Firstly, the 

pnonetic shift from [ a: ] to [3: 1 cannot be assumed to have 

taken place at the same time over the whole area in which, 

by later M. E. times, [0: ] was current. Evidence will be 

cited in a later chapter, showing that east of the Trent, 

the northerly advance of [o: ] was much slower than to the 

16. Angus McIntosh ('A new approach to Middle English 
dialectology' E. S. XLIV (1963) p. il) suggests Stamford 
as the location. My placing of the text in Crowland 
was made on the basis of my own analysis without reference 
to Professor McIntosh's opinion. But in the circumstances 
this 'differences turns out to be only a quibble. 
Crowland is about 14 miles east of Stamford and while 
there are bundles of isoglosses running west-east across 
the Fenland of S. Lincs. on. the later dialect maps, 
there are very few running north-south. The later 
M. E. dialects of Stamford and Crowland can be taken 
to be very similar, and an attempt to place confidently 
the much earlier Ormulum in one or the other is perhaps 
vain, particularly as we cannot ultimately be sure of 
absolute geographical positions even with the later 
material. 
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west, and that even in late M. E., a spellings in dominant 

frequency were still current south of the Humber. The date 

of the Ormulum has never been precisely determined, and the 

regional detail of the spread of [j: ] has yet to be established. 

On this criterion, it may even be that Orm's dialect belonged 

considerably to the south of Lincs., and that in his spoken 

usage [a: ] persisted. Secondly, the phonetic realisation 

of the reflex of O. E. äp and its phonological status in 

Orm's dialect, are not directly ascertainable from the 

spelling.: the tacit assumption that in Orm's written 

language a entails [ a: ], still less / 0: / in the spoken 

language, is by no means well-founded. It is entirely 

possible, for example, that the isolative phonetic change 

[a.: ] > [3: ] had indeed occurred, but that realisation as 

[3: ] had not been phonemicised. There was evidently no 

pre-existing / 3: / with which the new realisation of the 

O. E. N reflex could be identified, and until such time as 

[a: ] of a different origin had become phonemicised, there 

would be no phonological (contrast phonetic) pressure on 

the orthography. (The evidence so far in fact suggests that 

the phonemicisation of (0,: ] from [0. ] in open syllables-was 

considerably later than the time of Orm. 
17) 

To assume that 

his spoken language must have contained [a: ], and that this 

[a: ] was also /a: /, depends ultimately on one's view of Orm's 

17. See E. J. Dobson, 'Middle English lengthening in open 
syllables', T. P. S. (1962) pp. 124-148. 
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phonetic awareness and of his attitude towards the written 

language; and these are matters of deduction, not prior 

revelations. In summary, (1) Orm's spoken language may have 

had [3: ] rather than [&: ] for the reflex of O. E. ä, and 

(2) even if it is held that written ä corresponded to 

phonetic and phonemic / a: /, it still poses no problem for 

a localisation in S. Lincs.; certainly it is no evidence for 

a more northerly origin. 
18 

Although it is not really comparable with the material 

previously considered, a further source of information for 

early Lincs. usage appears in Göttingen University Library, 

MS. Theol. 107r, Cursor Mundi. Angus McIntosh has observed 

that until about line 11,000 (f. 75r col. 1) the scribe 

follows a non-northern exemplar, so that this part of the 

text, though northernised, is not as thoroughly and consis- 

tently northern as the rest, from f. 75r col. 2 onwards. 

Angus McIntosh believes that it is likely to derive from a 

text written in a S. E. Lines. dialect. Evidence from such 

a linguistic sub-stratum must be treated with great caution, 

and much more detailed study would be necessary in order to 

present a corpus of material from this text as representing 

S. E. Lincs. usage. The following table (Table II overleaf) 

lists certain forms which are peculiar to ff. lv-75r col, 
.1 

(G 1), beside their functional equivalents in ff. 75r col. 2 

to the end (G 2), and which may therefore derive from this 

Lincs. sub-stratum. 

18. The arguments for the local origins of Orm's dialect will 
be considered in a forthcoming study. 
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Table II: The Lincolnshire sub-stratum (G 1) in the 
Göttingen MS. of Cursor Mundi 

Item Usage in G1 Usa e. in G2 
(from an analysis of (from an analysis of 
if. lv-lOr; 21v-37v; if. 75r co].. 2- 85r 
70v-75r col. 1) col. 1) 

'these' yis[e] (thrice) yir 
'those' yos (once) ya[a], yas 
'them' him (once) yaip, yag 
'their' hir (4 times), yair, yar (and 

her (once 
, yer (once) variants in -a-) 

'such' suiche (4 times, suilk, sli[k] 
always in rhyme) 

'were' wer[e] (frequent) war (but wer once, f. 84v) 

'would' wild[e] (frequent) wold [e ], wald [e ] 

'shall' sul pl. '5 times), sal 
sule j. once 

'though' you (frequent), yow, [alle] if, yogh 
al[l] you, dow (once 
each) 

'not' nohut (frequent) noght 

'wheret 

cf. dohutyr 'daughter' cf. other forms in -ghtL-J 
wrohut 'wrought', 
50hut 'sought', dohuti 
'doughty', brohut 
tbrought', enohut 
'enough' (and so on) 

quere- (thrice 
, 

quer eý (6 timesý, 
quore (onceT 

quar[e]-. quar[e] 

'might' vbo miht (with) (frequent) might (4Fnigh, moght)) 
'. give' ppl, gouyn (once) 

-ald -old (frequent) 

-amb -omb (thrice) 

-ang -ong (thrice) 

'but' but (once) 

'could' coude (5 times), 
koud (once 

, coud 
(twice. 7- 

'has' hath (twice) 

giuen 

-ald 

-amb 

-ang, -ang 

bot 

cuth(couth) 

has 

'hundred' hundrid (Z times)t hundreth 
huiýdred (twice) 
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Table II cont. 

Item Usage in G1 Usage in G2 

'neither neiyer... ne (twice) nouyer... ne, na, no; 
(nor)' neyder... ne (once noyir, noyer, nouder... ne 

'say' press seys ipv. (once), sacs 
seas 2sß. and E1. 
(once each) 

'star' sterris pl. (twice) stern 
'went' jede (frequent) code 

'often' oftin (once)19 oft 

-ght wrath 'wright'(thrice forms in -Uht[-] 
sleyth 'slight' once) 
hith 'hight=promised' 

twice)'=called'(twice) 
thout (twice), thouth 

once)'thought' brouth 
'brought' (once) 

'drown' drenkil inf* twice) drowned jt. 
drinkled 2t. twice 
drenkled pt. once 7 

20 drinkled pal. once) 

Provisionally, this assemblage (G 1) squares best with 

the Crowland area in the early 14th century. The sub-stratum 

raises some interesting word-geographical questions. The 

dialect of the text underlying G1 was from far enough north 

to have retained many northerly words, i. e. words peculiar 

to the North and far North Midlands, but it had replaced many. 

19. Angus McIntosh has pointed out that often as opposed to 
oft is rare except in very late M. E., and is not found 
in northern M. E. at all. 

20. This word for fdrownt appears to be peculiar to Lincso 

. and N. E. Anglia: of. 
1. Leicester Museums and Art Galleries MS. L. Mus. 

l. D. 50/XII/5, drynkeled ppl., N. E. Lincs. 
2. Bodley, MS. 467, drenkyld ppl. , S. E. Lincs. 
3. Lambeth Palace, MS. 131, Hand As drenkled pt. and ppl., 

S. Lincs., probably with Wilts. overlay. 
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truly northern words, i. ee those only current further north 

than Lincs. This implies that no part of the textual line 

behind G1 involved a text more southerly than S. Lincs. 
21 

This matter is clearly worth following up. 

B. Late Material 

I have made no systematic collection of texts asso- 

ciated with Lines. but written after about 1460, since 

in general their use as source material for dialect study 

is very limited. (see below, sections III and IV). This 

section comprises an arbitrary selection of material that 

has turned up in the search for Lines. texts belonging to 

the period 1350-1450.22 The material can be divided into 

two groups: 

(a) Texts associated by extra-linguistic evidence with Lincs � 

still showing a considerable number of dialectal forms whichq 

on the earlier evidence, are to be expected'in the document's 

place of origin. 

(b) Texts having no extra-linguistic associations with Lincs. 

but which are still highly dialectal, and whose language may 

be assigned to Lincs, on the evidence of the material from 

1350-11450. 

21. Angus McIntosh, pots. comm. 

22. Most of the references were given to me by Angus 
McIntosh, and he in his turn received information from 
N. E. Hallam of Spalding and S. J. Kahrl of New York. 
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Group (a ) 
1. Letter of Dame Alice Rotherham to the Mayor of Grimsby, 

1174-80. Written at Nettleham (three miles north-east of 

Lincoln). 

Grimsby Borough Archives. (Reference in Historical 

Manuscripts Commission 14th Report, Appendix VIII, p. 251") 

This is still in a very uplandish kind of language, as 

the following table shows. (The Chancery Standard forms 

cited are from analyses of early Chancery Standard material 

by M. L. Samuels. See also p. 47 below. ) 

Table III 

Item 

(these' 

ýthey, 

themI 

'their' 

ýsuchI 

ýwhichý 

'any' 

I shallý 
'whereý 

: )rd. M. 
Pres. ind. 

3rd. pl. 
Pres. ind 

-aid 
#church' 

I -full ý 

'good' 

Document 

thys 

yai, thay 
am y 
are y 

syche 

ye qwhyche 
horsy, ony 

schall 

qwhare- 

-ys 

-ys 
wt howldys 

schyrche (cf. scharyte 
'charity', schansler * 
'chancellor I 

C. S. Equivalent 

theso, bese 

they, Pei, thei 

hem, them, peim 

peire, their(her[e]) 

such[e] 

which[e] 

any(eny) 

shal[l] 

wher[e] 

-eth 

-e (-en ) 

-old 
chirch[e](churche) 

-fwll (cf. dwte 'duty', -full 
trwste 'trust', wnto 
'unto' ) 

gwd go[o]do 
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Table III cont. 

Item Document C. S. Equivalent 

'have' haft le ] haue 

'holy' holy holy 

'old' holde old 

'poor' pwre pore 

'son' own son[e] 

'why' qwhy why 

'ye' 3e ye 

'you' 3ow[e] you 

'your' 3owre your 

Although rather idiosyncratic, the language of this document 

fits quite well in the Lincoln area. 

2. Dispute between the inhabitants of Frieston (three miles 

east of Boston) and Fishtoft (two and a half miles south- 

east of Boston )p 20th May, 1477" 

Lincolnshire Notes and Queries IV (189+-5) pp. 151-3 (from 

which analysed). 

The language accords well with the Boston area. Much 

of Boston usage over-laps with Chancery Standard, but the 

following table shows some non-standard forms which belong to 

Boston. 

Table IV 

Item Document 

'those' thoys 

'such' sych 

'each' ich 

'which' wych, the wich 

'where' wer 

'good' Bude' 
'have' 21. hath 

C. S. Equivalent 

those, Bose 

such[e] 

ech[e] 

which[e] 

wher[e] 

go[o]do 

haue 
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3. Customary of the City of Lincoln, 20 Edward IV, 1480. 

Lincoln City Library, Corporation White Book ff. 46v-59r. 

This document is written in a large textura hand by 

Thomas Grantham. The language is very mixed (see the 

appended analysis on pp. 13-9Sbelow). Much of it could be 

Lincoln language, but it is mixed with a more southerly 

component which could be from Grantham, 
23 

but is perhaps 

more likely at this date to be from the standard language. 

4. Trinity College, Cambridge MS. 0.2.40 (1144), ff. 54v, 

103r-104r, 114r, 117r-v. 
24 

This is a Latin MS. containing fragments of the 

`Prick 
of Conscience (ff. 103r-104r, 117r-v), a short 

account of Spanish history (f. 54v) and a fragment of 

astrological text (f. 114r), all in English and written in 

1182, or just after, by William Wymondham, an Augustinian 

canon of the priory of Kirkby Bellors, Leics. (17 miles 

south-west of Grantham). Wymondham is nine miles east of 

Kirkby, three miles short of the Lincs. border. The same 

scribe wrote part of Lincolns Inn MS. Hale 68. 

The language is still strongly dialectal (see the 

appended analysis on pp. 96-98 below), and meshes in well 

with the earlier material from that area* 
25 

23. But there is no evidence that Thomas Grantham came from 
there. 

_ 

24. Note that ou f. 58v there is a macaronic poem in a 
different hand. 

25. For a full discussion of this MS., see Derek Britton, 
'Manuscripts associated with Kirby Bellars Priory' 
T. c. B. S. vi, 5 (1976) pp. 267-2811. 
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5. Church Wardens' Accounts of St. Mary's Sutterton (six 

miles south-east of Boston), 1483-. 

Bodley, Rawlinson D. 786, ff. 13r-46v. 

Before f. 13r, the accounts are almost all in Latin, 

not English. After f. 46v, the English is much more 

standardised. The following table shows instances between 

ff. 13r and 46v of non-standard, Boston forms beside their 

Chancery Standard equivalents. 

Table V 

Item 

'the' 

'these' 

tthoset 

Accounts 

e y0 ye 

yes 

yoo 

'it' Yt[t] 
'which' 

I muchI 
'were' 

$tot + sb. 

wh- 

'there' 

'when' 

rd. ad" 
pres. ind. 

'church' 

quyche 
mekyl 

war 
tyll + vb, 

qwh-, qw-, w- 

yer 
qwen, wan 

-ys, -es 

kyrk[e], kerke, 
kerche, keyrke 

'hast has[e], hath m. and 
P-1- 

-IPA vbl. -eng 
sb. 

'owes' howth 

$year' ser[e] 

C. S. Equivalent 

>e, the 

these, pese 

those, pose 

it(hit) 

which[e] 

much[e](moch[e]) 

wer[e] 
to 

wh- 
ther[e] 

whan[nel(when[nel) 

-eth 

chirch[e](churche) 

hath 

-ing, -yng 

oweth 

yer[e] 

6. Extracts from the Church Wardens' Accounts of Wigtoft(six 

miles south-west of Boston), 1484-97" 
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J. Nichols, Illustrations of the Manners and Expences of 

Antient Times in England. London: J. Nichols, 1797, 

PP- 77-84 (from which analysed). 

The following table shows non-standard, Boston forms 

beside their Chancery Standard equivalents. 

Table VI 

Item Accounts 

'these' theis [e ] 

'them' yem 

'their$ yeir, yer 

3rd, pl. -eth 
pres. ind. 

'church' kirke, kyrk, cherch 
'have $ hafe inf., hath pl. 
$own, aune, awne 
Isoull saulel 
'year' sere, El. 

C. S. Equivalent 

these, pese 

hem, them, peim 

peire, their(her[e)) 

-e (-en ) 

chirch[e](churche 
haue 

own[e], owen[e] 

soul[e] 

yer[e] 

7" Memorandum between the Prioress of Nun Cotham, N. Lindsey 

and Sir Thomas Welbanke, parson of Croxton, July 20th, 1489. 
Bodley, Top. Lincs. d. l, f. 73r. 

The same MS* contains a scrap of English in another 

hand (f. 70v). The language of these texts is quite 

dialectal (see Table VII) but too short to yield much 

material. 

Table VII 

Item Top. Lincs. d. 1, f. 73r C. S. Equivalent 

'the' ye Je, the 

'shall' sail, schall shal[l] 
3d. 21. -es -e(-en) 
pros. ind. 

'have' hayfe haue 
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Table VII cont. 

Item f. 73r C. S. Equivalent 

'good' Bude go[o]de 

'lord' loyrd lord 

'years ser yer[e] 

f. 7ov 

'the* ye, ye Pe, the 

'these' thyss these, Pese 

fare$ er ben arn(beth) 
3rd. pl. -s -e(-en) 
pres. ind. 

8. Will of William Copuldike of Harrington (seven miles 

north-east of Horncastle), 1504. 

Lincolnshire Wills, ed. C. W. Foster, The Lincoln Record 

Society, V. 1914, pp. 20-22 (from which analysed). 

Although this is so late, its language is still quite 

dialectal, as the following table shows. 

Table VIII 

Item Document C. S. Equivalent 

'these' thise these, pese 

fis$ es is 

'as' as as 
'first' ferst first [e] (furst [e] 

'good' gud go[o]de 
+haves hawe, haf haue 

'heaven' hewne heuen[e] 

'soul' sawle soul[e] 

So also wywes 'wife's'; and compare pwtt 'put$ and., 

schilderen 'children' with B (a) 1 above. 

9" Early 16th century copy of the Seignory of Castle 

Carlton near Louth, 1425 (Leicester Museums and Art Galleries, 
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MS. L. Mus. l. D. 50/XII/5). 
26 

Leicester Museums and Art Galleries, MS. L. Mus. 1. D. 

50/XII/6. 

The copy is in two different hands, Hand B beginning 

at p. 19. The appended comparative table (Table XII on 

p. B5 below) shows how closely both copyists have stuck 

to the forms of the original. 

Group (b) 

1. Lambeth Palace Library, MS. 491 B, ff. 326r-329v. 

This is Hand B, -and is an early 16th century prose text of 

sermons. It is in a remarkable kind of language (see the 

appended analysis on p. 99 below) which accords best with 

material assigned to extreme N. E. Lincs. in the Immingham 

area. 

2. Durham University Library, MS. Cosin V. IV. 2, ff. 125r- 

142r; 151v-152v. 

This is Hand B, Sermons. 1477" (For the language, see the 

appended analysis on p. 102, belo, t) The language accords 

best with material from N. Cent. Lincs. between Barton and 

Brigg. 

Hand A (ff. 122v-124v; 159r-160v) is in a similar kind of 

language but showing slightly more evidence of standardisation. 

3" Letter from the Vicar of Wallcumstowo. 

P. R. O. SC 1/43/151 (Ancient Correspondence). 

Note that this is written in a very fluent, untidy 

free-hand. I have-not seen the original, but the photograph 

26. See p. 140 below. 
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shows that it has been folded at least thrice as though it 

had been sent; there are crossings out and omission marks, 

and it shows every sign of being autograph, or at least an 

original not a copy. According to professor McIntosh, the 

hand could be as late as early 16th century. 

The language (see the appended analysis on Pp. 10S-107 

below) is clearly Lincs., and fits best in the Grimsby area. - 

Wallcumstow may be Walthamstow in Essex, 27 
and if so, the 

vicar must have moved there from Lincs. It is of some 

interest, however, that there is a Waltham just south of 

Grimsby. -stow place-names turn up in the area (Fulstow, 

Hibaldstow and others), and it is possible that the two names 

are to be connected. In the absence of any detailed 

collection of late M. E. -stow place-names for the area, 

this is difficult to verify. Clearly this in no way 

affects the placing of the language there, although it 

would be of some historical interest. 

4. Astrological treatises and astronomical tables written 

co 1476. 

Bodley, Lyell 37. 

The MS. has associations with Norwich, 28 
but the language 

seems rather to belong to E. Lincs. (see the appended 

analysis on pp. 108-110 below, for which I am indebted to 

Professor McIntosh). 

27- See Eilert Ekwall, Concise Oxford Dictiona of Place- 
Names (Oxford University Press, 1936) p" 494" 

28. pp. 127-138 contain tables for the latitude of Norwich, 
and on p. 143 is a reference to tJe monkes off sant 
Faythys'. There was a Benedictine priory at Horsham St. 
Faith's, four miles north of Norwich. 
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II 

The documentary and literary texts here considered as 

sources for the dialect geography of mediaeval English may 

yield various types of dialectal information. 

(1) Spelling. This is the most fully documented category 

of information, and the most trustworthy; it is only tö 

the orthography of a M. E. text that direct access is 

possible. The evidence of the Atlas is that variations 

in spelling (independently of inferred variations in the 

spoken language corresponding to the written language) 

commonly have coherent regional distribution, and in the 

present account the phonology is of only secondary concern. 

The orthographical material must be drawn directly 

from the MS. sources: the printed versions of modern 

scholars are commonly inadequate representations, although 

in principle an accurate and strictly diplomatic trans- 

cription would suffice for present purposes. 
29 

Equally, 

it is important to determine the source of a given 

orthography, and to ensure that what is represented as a 

single system is not in fact a conglomerate in which the 

individual uses of more than one scribe are combined, 

and which conglomerate embraces a perhaps considerable 

range of regional variation. Accordingly, the MS. sources 

must be subjected to close diplomatic scrutiny. The text 

29. See also Michael Benskin, 'Local archives and Middle 
English dialects', Journal of the Society of Archivists, 
V, 8 (1977) PP- 505-6. 
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of a mediaeval document may derive from some known place, 

and at first glance its orthography may be a plausible 

specimen from that locality; but if, on diplomatic grounds, 

it emerges that the text survives not as an original 

document, but as some copy of the original, then it cannot 

be assumed that the orthography of the extant text does 

indeed belong to the first scribe of that text. It is, 

of course, another question whether the scribe of the 

original actually belonged to the place from which the text 

of his document derived; and while it is reasonable to 

suppose, in default of evidence (including linguistic 

evidence) to the contrary, that the scribal language and 

the text do have common local origins, it is necessary in 

all cases to establish whether such evidence is available. 

The naive assumption that the language of a text belongs 

necessarily to the place where that text was composed is 

shown at its worst disadvantage by the great collection 

of petitions in P. R. O. Chancery Proceedings, the texts 

of which are gathered from all over the country, but whose 

form and language are in all but a few cases those of the 

Chancery scribes in whose copies the texts survive. It 

is not, however, to be supposed that just because the text 

of a document or other MS, survives in the hand(s) of some 

scribe(s) other than that of its first scribe, it ceases to 

be of value as source material for dialect geography. If 

there is good reason to believe that its orthography 

represents the habitual usage of some one scribe, then 
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even in default of extra-linguistic evidence for its local 

origins, it still belongs to that body of material which 

is in principle trustworthy as representing the usage of 

some one place or other. 

For most of the texts on which this present account 

depends, the original authors themselves were not writers 

of Lincs. dialect; but their texts were nevertheless 

copied, perhaps at several removes, by scribes who 

translated (for whatever reason) the dialect of their 

exemplars into the language of Lincs. Accordingly, this 

study includes some detailed examinations of selected 

sources in illustration of various aspects of this 

phenomenon (see Chapter 4); and no scribal text has been 

accepted as primary source material without the close 

scrutiny that these foregoing observations require. 

(2) Phonology. Written sources provide information about 

phonology only at one remove. For any given scribe, it 

is impossible to be sure how far his spelling represents 

his phonology, much less his phonetics. Mediaeval writing 

is not comprised of modern phonetic transcripts, and there 

were in any case very many different orthographical systems. 

Phonological comparisons based on written scribal dialects 

must therefore acknowledge the possibility that ortho- 

graphical variation is not in all cases phonetically 

conditioned, and that although on the best interpretation 

it may be reasonable to postulate phonetic and phonemic 

contrasts to account for it, there may be other phonetic 
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variation and contrast within a scribe's spoken usage that 

is never realised in his spelling. 

In this present account, phonology is only of secondary 

consideration, and the material presented has not for the 

most part been organised on phonological principles. 

Although certain aspects of dialect phonology could be 

treated on the basis of the information contained in the 

linguistic profiles (L. P's), no attempt has been made to 

supply for any source an exhaustive list of spellings 

relevant to any particular phonological category; and 

for some categories of the traditional analysis, little 

or none of the relevant material is available. 

(3) Lo xis. The present survey is only of limited value for 

lexicography because (a) only words of reasonably frequent 

occurrence have been collected and (b) many of the sources 

are translations into the dialect of one area, Lincs., from 

the dialect of other areas outside Lincs. 30 The appearance 

of a given word in a Lincs. translation from a non-Lincs. 

original is no guarantee of its Lincs. provenance: 'trans- 

lation' embraces orthography and morphology, but it need 

not affect either lexis or syntax - on this subject much 

further work is necessary. It is only the presence of a 

given word in Lincs. sources combined with its absence from 

non-Lincs. sources that could provide such a guarantee of its 

30. See also Angus McIntosh, 'Word geography in the 
lexicography of mediaeval English', Annals of the 
New York Academy of Sciences, 211 (1973) pp. 55 6. 
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Lincs. origins. 
31 

(4) Grammar. The present survey questionnaire elicits only 

a very limited amount of grammatical information, and the 

constraints outlined in (3) above obviously obtain here. 

Certain of the items on the questionnaire are explicitly 

morphological, thus the verbal suffixes (3rd. ag. preso 

ind., pl. pres. in, pres. part., past part., vbl. sb. ) 

and the substantive plural suffix; the suffix of the wk. 

prete is of purely taxonomic interest, and for the present 

survey a distinction between forms of the sg. and forms of 

the pl. is not made. 

It is here impossible to assemble much information 

about syntax, since most of the source material is translated. 

It is uncertain how far re-ordering was effected in the 

course of translation; and especially so in verse texts, 

given the constraints of rhyme, metre and alliteration. One 

syntactic observation emerges, however: the rules governing 

the use of -s for the verbal suffix of the 3rd. perso pl. 

pres. ind. are discussed below, in the commentary on Map 

D. 34 P pp. 2.42-6 . 

0 

III 

There are various other types of material which may 

yield information about the mediaeval dialects of Lincs. 

31. One example of such a distribution is that of dronkle 
drinkle 'drown', which suggests that it was confined to 
Lincs. and northern East Anglia. 
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There has been made, for example, a detailed examination of 

the personal and place-names contained in the Lay Subsidy 

Rolls for 1290-1350.2 But information derived from these 

sources is inevitably restricted to spelling, and to such 

phonological conclusions as may be drawn from it. This 

material is of very limited value. Firstly, name-spellings 

are very likely to be conservative as spelling; s when 

compared with the spellings of the name-elements as simplexes 

in contemporary written usage; moreover, as Kristensson 

observes, the phonetic implications of any spellings may 

well lag considerably behind the contemporary spoken usage, 

and a fortiori this is likely to be so with a phonology 

derived from onomastic sources. Secondly, the text of the 

Lay Subsidy Rolls is enshrined in Latin, not English 

orthography, and there is now abundant evidence that the 

spellings of vernacular words in Latin texts differed 

systematically in at least some particulars from the 

spellings of the same words in vernacular texts. 
33 't'hirdly, 

as Norman Davis has observed, $many names are compounds, 

of which the elements (themselves severely limited in 

range) are subject to pressures quite different from those 

32. Gillis Kristensson, 'Another approach to Kiddle English 
dialectology', E. S. XLVI (1965) pp. 138-156; and 
A Survey of Middle English Dialects 1290-1350: the six 
northern counties and Lincolnshire, Lund Studies in 
English, 35 Lund: C. W. K. Gleerup, 1967). 

33" See Michael Benskin, forthcoming. 
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affecting the same words when they function freely in the 

syntactical relations of a sentence'. 
34 

Thus, for example, 

the spelling of the first element of the personal name 

Haliday, in spite of the etymology, need not correspond in 

a given dialect to the spelling of the adjective 'holy'. 

Fourthly, the Lay Subsidy Rolls do not provide reliable 

evidence for local variation within the county, since for 

most counties, the original local rolls are not extant; and 

the county rolls are compilations made from the local rolls 

by a small number of clerks attached to a single county 

bureaucracy. 3.5 

IV 

There is some material which looks as if it might be 

useful sources of dialect information for mediaeval Lincso 

but is not. 

(l) The language of vernacular documentary material becomes 

increasingly standardised as the 15th century progresses. 

In general, standardisation occurred earlier in the South 

and in the Central Midlands than in the North; in the 

South-East, the date at which local documentary sources 

34. Norman Davis, Review of G. Kristensson, A Survey of 
Middle English Dialects 1290-1350: the six northern 
counties and Lincolnshire, N. &Q. (1968) pp. 270-272, 

35. For a comparison between one surviving local roll and 
its corresponding county roll, see Gillis Kristensson, 
'Lay Subsidy Rolls and dialect geography', E. S. LVII 
(1976) pp. 51-59. 
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cease to yield much good dialectal information is well 

before 1450. No one date can be given as the terminus 

a quo for the final displacement of local dialect in 

documentary usage, and there were late survivals even from 

places that can be supposed to have been in close contact 

with the language of the London adminstration. From Lincs., 

there are some documents of the later 15th century, of 

which the language is strongly local in character; but 

after c. 1450, most Lincs. documents are written in a 

standardised and semi-standardised language. 
36 

(2) There is also much documentary material having extra- 

linguistic associations with Lincs., but which was in fact 

produced by writers from outside Lincs., and the language 

of which is no longer that of the Lincs. originals. This 

category includes copies of writs prepared in the Chancery, 

which copies are now preserved in the Public Record Office. 

Linguistically, this material is closely analogous to those 

(mainly literary) sources for Lincs. dialect, which sources 

are not by origin Lincs* texts (see the index of these texts 

on pp. 390-391): whereas the literary sources were translated 

into Lincs. language, these Chancery documents are translated 

out of it. Such copies may, if the translation from one 

dialect into the other is not wholly consistent, provide 

partial evidence for the dialect of the original (or at 

36. For further discussion of the spread of Chancery 
Standard, see M. L. Samuels, 'Some applications of 
Middle English dialectology', E. S. XLIV (1963) pp. 81- 
94. 
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least that of the proximate exemplar, whether or not that 

is in the dialect of the original). Such forms as a 

copyist perpetuates that are not in fact his own usage, 

are called 'relicts'; and the proportion of relict forms 

in a scribal text depends obviously on the consistency of 

the translation. A relict form is thus a form belonging 

to the dialect of the exemplar. Some of the Chancery copies. 

of originally Lincs. documents contain non-Chancery forms 

which are assignable to Lincs. dialects, but the presence 

of these relicts in no way alters the fact that these 

documents in the main represent Chancery usage, and are 

hence no longer of any value as evidence for Lincs. usage. 

Not all Chancery versions of Lines, documents are, 

however, written in Chancery Standard. It appears, for 

example, that when John, Bishop of Bath and Wells was 

Chancellor, at least one of the petitions he received was 

put into the form of a Chancery writ not by a Chancery clerk 

trained in the Chancery itself, but by one of John's own 

clerks from the diocese of Bath and Wells. The language of 

the text at issue, P. R. O. C 1/9/39 (undated but c. 11+40, is 

Somerset English, not the language of the Chancery; it'is 

uncertain whether John had found a permanent job in the 

Chancery for his clerk, or whether his employment on 

Chancery business ceased with his master's relinquishing of 

the Chancellorship. The language of the original, however, 

belonged presumably to North Witham in Lincs., the home of 

the petitioner John Matresmaker. 
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From the foregoing discussion it will now be clear 

that the material that looks as though it should provide 

evidence for Lincs. language but which does not in fact do 

so, falls into two categories: 

(1) Standardised or semi-standardised material produced by 

Lincs. writers, reflecting the spread of Chancery Standard 

(C. S. ). 

These documents include firstly, letters from Lines. 

authors; secondly, petitions by Lines. men and women, 

which petitions are now preserved in the P. R. O. as Ancient 

Correspondence (SC), and are therefore almost certainly the 

original petitions (as opposed to those preserved as 

Chancery writs, which are the work of Chancery clerks). 

These were evidently drawn up in the petitioners' own 

localities, and that their language is more or less C. S. 

depends presumably on some Lines. writers having adopted 

C. S. for their own documentary usage. Thirdly, this 

category includes documents copied into ecclesiastical 

registers, and documents copied into official municipal 

records. Such official books are throughout this period 

still written mostly in Latin. But there is nevertheless 

a diverse range of documents written in English which have 

found their way into such compilations: for example, wills, 

letters, declarations, injunctions and awards. Thus those 

texts which are now preserved only as copies in the epis- 

copal registers may well have been written originally in 

widely differing dialects, for the see of Lincoln comprises 

a large area over which there was considerable linguistic 
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diversity. Moreover, the local origins of the registrars 

themselves are not always known and they need not have 

acquired their habits of written language in Lincoln; the 

registrars may have preserved the original language fairly 

faithfully, or translated it (perhaps only partially) into 

their own dialects. Thomas Colstone, for instance, who was 

notary public and registrar to the Bishops of Lincoln in the 

mid 15th century, had come from Corby in Kesteven. 
37 

But 

before that he, or at least his family, came presumably from 

Colston in S. Notts., and we do not know where he learnt his 

habits of written language. His usage varies somewhat 

between his various copies; he was clearly not a consistent 

translator. But his copy of Ainwick's Visitations (Lincoln 

City Library Vj 1) is in a fairly homogenous language which 

on present evidence could derive from either Colston or 

Corby which places are but twenty miles apart. In these 

circumstances, it is reasonable to suppose that the language 

of these entries represents Colstone's own usage (see the 

appended analysis on pp. 117-9 and the note on p. SZ below). 

(2) Lincolnshire texts surviving only as copies written by 

scribes from outside Lincs. 

Particularly, these texts include Chancery writs 

prepared in Chancery from petitions submitted by people 

from Lincs., whether individuals, religious houses or 

municipalities. The language of the originals can be 

37" See A. H. Thomson, Visitations of Religious Houses, 
vol. II, L. R. S. XIV 1918 p. lvii and fn. 
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assumed to be Lincs. dialect, but the texts survive only in 

the language of the Chancery, although in some cases 

occasional Lincs. forms were perpetuated in the copy. The 

documents in this class are preserved in the P. R. O. as 

Chancery Proceedings, and have previously been assumed - as 

correctly for most of those in the class Ancient Petitions - 

to be the original petitions as submitted by the petitioners' 

themselves. That they are the originals, however, cannot 

be the case: all these documents are cast in the standard 

form 'Besecheth mekely your humble petitioner/servant/ 

orator.... etc. '; they are formulaic, succinct and impersonal; 

there are no signs either of folding, seal-straps or sealing 

which would indicate that they had been sent; most are 

written in the small, neat, rather square script taught as 

Chancery hand; they are addressed, not on the dorse but on 

the face, in the hand of the scribe who wrote them, and 

directly to the Chancellor - in this respect contrast those 

addressed straight to the king or other magnate, which are 

now contained in the class Ancient Correspondence. All this 

shows the professional at work. 

There are five documents now in the P. R. O. that are 

also to be considered here. These belong in Chancery 

Miscellanea, Parliament Rolls, Duchy of Lancaster, Excheguor 

and Probate. 

The sources considered in the foregoing discussion are 

listed in full below, and some commentary is appended. 
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(1) Standardised and semi-standardised material produced 

by Lincs. writers 

(i) Completely standardised documents 

Class (i) contains those documents of which the 

language appears to have been either originally written in 

Chancery Standard (C. S. ) or translated from the original 

dialect into C. S. Early C. S. shows considerable internal 

variation, though it becomes more regular as the 15th 

century progresses. This variation was evidently not 

confined to conventions of spelling as, for example, in the 

oppositions of thN2, schNsh, icuX, swgh; but seems often 

to reflect morphological and even lexical diversity, e. g. 

hem N them, her e]N their, her N hir 'her', an N e_Z, 

much e]cv moch e], be e]ncvarncv beth 'are', wolcvwil, 

than ne 
] 

cv then ne ], thinks N thenke, agayns cv ayayns, yit N 

yet, and so on. Accordingly, a text of the earlier 15th 

century in somewhat inconsistent and therefore apparently 

mixed language of this kind, may yet be completely 

standardised in that its internal diversity is limited to 

forms current in the language of the Chancery. The C. S. 

forms cited in the accompanying tables are from analyses 

of the earlier material by M. L. Samuels. 

(a) Petition to the King by CaJohanna Kele, daughter of 

Michel Kele. No date. 

P. R. O. SC 8/119/5925* 

Associations with Markby, three miles N. E. of Alford, 

E. Lindsey. 
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(b) Petition to the King by the people of Louth, Lindsey. 

1447" 

P. R. O. SC 8/186/9300. 

(c) Petition to the Duke of Bedford by John Dukes and Hugh 

Crosse of Pinchbeck and Spalding, Holland. 14th October, 

1433. 

P. R. O. SC 8/308/15351. 

(d) Document of 1435. 

Lincoln City Library, Register 17 (Gray) f. 173r line 26- 

f. 173v line 2. 

(e) Will of William Bruges, Garter King of Arms, of 

Stamford. 1449" 

Original MS. not traced: printed by N. H. Nicolas, 

Testamenta Vetusta. (London: Nichols and Son, 1826) p. 268, 

and by L. F. Salzman, Building in England (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1952) P. 409. 

(f) Letter from Spalding Priory to Richard ýý. Early 

15th century. 

Register of Spalding Priory, Cambridge, Gonville and Caius 

College, MS. 314/376. 

(g) Letter from Sir John Basinge of Stamford. No date.. 

Durham, Prior's Kitchen, Locellus XXV, 12. 

(h) Letter from Elizabeth Lady Grey to the Prior of Durham, 

written at Stamford. No date. 38 

Durham, Prior's Kitchen, Locellus XXV, 135" 

Note that (g) and (h) above are written by the same scribe. 

38. But cf. on p. below, Elizabeth Lady Grey's indenture of 
1445 in Bishop Alnwick's Register at Lincoln, which text 
was also drawn up at Stamford. 
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(i) Record of a case in which the Sheriff Thomas Boyvyle 

is compelled to make a public confession and apology to 

the Mayor Robert Bright for disobeying his order to make 

an arrest, and violently assaulting him. 1452. Lincoln. 

Lincoln City Library, Corporation White Book, ff. 16v-17r. 

(Reference in Historical Manuscripts Commission 14th Report, 

Appendix VIII9 p. 22. 

(j) Will of Richard Archer of St. Andrew's parish, Lincoln. 

1453-4. 

Lincoln City Library, Register 20 (Chedworth) f. 21r-v. 

Printed in Lincoln Diocese Documents, ed. Andrew Clark, 

E. E. T. S. 149 (London: O. U. P. 1914) p. 64. 

(k) Codicil to the will of Gervase Rudd of Stamford. 

1456. 

Lincoln City Library, -Register 20 (Chedworth) f. 70r-v. 

Printed in Lincoln Diocese Documents, pp. 89-90. 

Note that (j) and (k) above are in the same hand, which 

hand is also responsible for (ii) items (1) and (m) below 

(Table IX). 

(1) Letter of the Prior of Beauer (= Belvoir, six miles east 

of Grantham and just over the county border into Leics. ), to 

the Prior of St. Albans. Late 15th century. 

H. M. Royal 14. B. LI. 

(ii) Documents of which the language is mixed but mostly 

standardised 

See Table IX overleaf. 
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(2) Standardised and non-Lines. material which may be 

translations from Lines. originals 

(i) Completely standardised documents 

(a) Expenses of a funeral at Rippinghale (ten miles south- 

east of Grantham). Before 1425. 

P. R. O. Chancery Miscellanea 37 i 35" 

Printed by C. L. Kingsford, The Stonor Letters and 

Papers 1290-1483, Camden Society, 3rd Series, vol. 29 (London: 

1919) pp. 39-41. 

(Reference in R. W. Chambers and M. Daunt, A Book of London 

English 1384-1425 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1931) p" 312. ) 

The only form suggesting linguistic origin in Lincso is 

hox beside oxe fox'. 

(b) Petition to the Chancellor by Thomas Weghtfeld and 

Agneys his wife against John Forster of Louth, Lindsey. 

No date. 

P. R. O. C 1/8/28. 

(c) Petition to the Chancellor by Thomas Wheyte of Boston, 

Holland. 19 Henry VI (1441). 

P. R. O. C 1/9/51" 

(ii) Documents whose original versions were probably in 

Lincs. language, but of which the language belongs 

other than to Lincs. 

See Table X overleaf. 

(iii) Documents of which the language is mixed but mostly 

standardised 

See Table XI, p. 6Z, below. 
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V 
There are four further categories of Lincs. sourco 

material which have been excluded for various reasons from 

the present dialect maps: 

(1) Documents of which the language is strongly local in 

character and/or fits fairly well in the apparent place of 

origin, but which are suspect as source material because 

they are either (i) Chancery copies, or (ii) copied by a 

scribe responsible for other documents in non-Lincs. 

language. 
I 

This material includes three documents preserved in 

P. R. U. Chancery Proceedings, and four items preserved in 

P. R. O. Parliament Rolls. The documents in Chancery 

Proceedings are markedly different from the others in that 

class; because their dialect throughout is apparently that 

of the place of origin of the petitioner (see the trans- 

criptions on pp. 89-91 below). Two of them are written in 

Chancery hand, but the script of the other is a legal 

Anglicana which was widespread in the 15th century. Their 

diplomatic form, however, is the normal Chancery type, and 

it thus appears that some Chancery clerks at least on 

occasion copied the substance of the original petitions 

litteratim. 

The language of the four documents copied into the 

Parliament Rolls is also markedly local. The early date of 

these enrol,; ments (c. 1400) may be the reason why their 

language remains dialectal. Chancery conventions about 

translation into Chancery Standard may not yot have been 
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firmly established. The same scribe is responsible for 

all four items, two of which are in a Central Lincs. dialect 

and two of which are in a dialect of Penland provenance. 

This scribe also produced work in Chancery Standard. 

(2) Dialectally mixed material. 

The texts here considered are written in languages 

that are evidently not homogenous, and which cannot be 

localised as assemblages without some recalcitrant features 

remaining unaccounted for. In all cases there is at least 

one dialectal component assignable to Lincs., and in most 

cases it is possible to make at least tentative suggestions 

as to the place of origin of other dialectal layers. 

However, while it is generally possible to recognise a 

Mischsprache by its lack of internal consistency, it is 

not always possible to determine the degree of mixedness. 

In many cases, a given form may belong to any or all of the 

separate sources of the Mischspracho. Suggestions made as to 

the dialect layers in these texts are hence open to dispute. 

(3) Material that is too meagre. 

Exclusion of a source from the dialect maps on the 

grounds of brevity is not directly to do with the actual 

length of the text from which it is abstracted. It has to 

do with the text's yield of words of dialectal interest 

(i. e. items on the survey questionnaire) and with the 

discriminatory power of this yield. A text extending over 

several folios may yet (a) contain only a few of the words 

on the survey questionnaire, or (b) have a fairly high yield 
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of the relevant words, and either such dialect-sample, on 

the basis of the evidence available, could be accommodated 

in perhaps several places in widely different areas. 

Documents very often fall into category (a), since their 

vocabulary tends to be limited. 
39 

Texts in standardised 

language, or texts from an area which admits many different 

variants for such words as do appear in it, fall into 

category (b). Obviously, the shorter the text the more 

likely it is that the local origins of its dialect will be 

uncertain. But sometimes a text having a low yield of 

dialectal forms can still be useful as primary source 

material if such forms as it does contain are collectively 

characteristic only in the one placo of origin, e. g. 

Lincoln Archives Committee, 3Anc. 2/1/53 (L. P. 814) and 

contrast (3)1(a) to (e) below. 

(4) Material for which the relevant evidence for assess- 

ment was not available until this thesis was nearly complete. 

The sources considered in the foregoing discussion 

are listed in full below. 

(1) Documents of which the language is strongly local-its 

character and/or fits fairly well in the apparent Place of 

-origin, but which are suspect as source material because 

they are either (i) Chancery copies, or (ii) copied by a 

scribe responsible for other documents in non-Lincs. 

language. 

39. See Michael Benskin, 'Local archives and Middle English 
dialects', Journal of the Society of Archivists, V. 8 
(1977) PP- 50o-514. - 
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(a) The examination of John Typscheth by the Abbot of 

Hagnaby (four miles south-west of Spilsby), Lindsey. 

18 Henry VI (1440). 

P. R. O. C 1/9/438" 

See the appended transcript on pp. 89- 9o below. 

(b) Petition to the Chancellor by William Sartron of 

Kyme (one and a half miles north-east of Sleaford), 

Kesteven. No date. 

P. R. O. C 1/15/42. 

See the appended transcript on p. 91 below, and 

of. B. M. Add. 34888/35 (L. P. 287), letter from William 

Tailboys of Kyme to Viscount Beaumont. 

(c) Petition to the Chancellor by William Gudhall. No 

date. 

P. R. O. C 1/15/84. 

Associations with Creeton (five miles West of Bourne), 

Kesteven. 

See the appended transcript on p. ", 9, Z, below. 

(d) P. R. O. C 65/62 nm. 17 and 18, Nos. 53 and 56. 

These and the two following are documents by William 

Thirning, Lord Chief Justice, relating to Richard II at 

the time of his deposition (1399). They are all enrolled 

by the same hand but these two items are in a dialect 

suggesting N. Cent. Lincs. (the Market Rasen area), whereas 

the two following ((e) below) are in a dialect suggesting 

the Fenland. Presumably these dialectal characteristics 

were not introduced by the enroller, who produced other work 

in regular Chancery Standard (e. g. C 65/67 m. 9. No. 20), 



but were simply perpetuated from his exemplars. It is 

possible that one or other of the copies may have been made 

from a copy in Thirning's own hand. 

(e) P. R. O. C 65/62 in. 17, No. 59 and C 65/63 in. 2, No. 9. 

Same hand and subject as (d) above, but the language 

suggests a Penland provenance. 

(f) Indenture of Elizabeth Lady Grey of Stamford. 23 Henry VI 

(1445). 

Lincoln City Library, Register 18 (Alnwick), ff. 6r-8r. 

The language suggests a more northerly Lincs. provenance 

than Stamford, see the appended analysis on pp. 111-113 below). 

(g) Will of Robert Sutton, son of Haward Sutton of Lincoln. 

1451/2. 

Lincoln City Library, Register 19 (Lumley), f. 41r. 

Printed in Lincoln Diocese Documents, p. 57- 

A reasonable fit linguistically, but not really enough to 

go on: see the appended analysis on pp. 114r-116 below. 

(2) Dialectally mixed material. 

(a) Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, MS. Maclean 130 (L. P. 915). 

Mainly south-west Lines. but mixed with a more northerly 

element, possibly from N. W. Lines. 

(b) Cambridge,, St. John's College, MS. G. 21 (189) (L. P. 919), 

Same hand as items (h) and (j) below. For a discussion of 

the language see Chapter 4. 

(c) Dublin, Trinity College, MS. A. 5.7 (122), Hand E. ff. 104r- 

lllr (L. P. 214). 

Mainly S. Lincs., but mixed with a northerly component, and 
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possibly with something more southerly too. 

(d) Lambeth Palace Library, MS. 131, Hand At If. lr-79v 

(L. P. 922), and Hand B. If. 80r-131v (L. P. 923), 
Robert Mannyng of Brunne's Chronicle (cf. London, Inner 

Temple Library, MS. Petyt 1755, No. 511, vol. 7, L. P. 38). 

In both hands (especially A) the original S. Lincs. language 

has an overlay of S. Wilts. 

(e) Lambeth Palace Library, MS. 501 (L. P. 248). 

Cf. item (u), another copy of the same text and for a 

discussion of the language see Chapter 4. 

(f) Lincoln Cathedral Library, MS. A. 5.16 (92) (L. P. 924). 

Extreme S. Lincs. imposed on something more southerly and/or 

westerly. 

(g) British Museum, MS. Additional 17866 (L. P. 123). 

S. Lincs. with an East Anglian underlay. 

(h) British Museum, MS. Additional 37790 (L. P's 263,575, 

916,917,918). 

Same hand as items (b) above and (j) below. For a discussion 

of the language see Chapter 4. 

(i) British Museum, MS. Arundel 140 (L. P. 812). 

This MSo contains various texts, namely Ypotys If. lr-5r, 

Mandeville's Travels ff. 5v-41r, Prick of Conscience ff. 41v- 

146v, 2Z of Warwick If. 147r-151v, The Seven Sages ff. 152r- 

165v, The Tale of Melibeus If. 166v-end. I have not 

analysed all the texts, but it is likely that the scribe was 

in each case influenced by tho. language of his exemplar. In 

the first twelve folios, the language is S. Lincs. with a 
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S. W. Midland underlay; from f. 41v it is S. Lincs. with a 

more northerly component. 

(j) British Museum, MS. Egerton 2 006 (L. P. 920). 

Same hand as items (b) and (h) above. For a discussion 

of the language see Chapter 4. 

(k) British Museum, MS. Harley 1288, Hand B. ff. 64r-90r 

(L. P. 315 ). 

The language of this text contains a well-defined component 

which fits in Be Cent. Lincs. The linguistic evidence for 

a Lincs. provenance is perhaps strengthened by the appearance 

on f. 82v of the name Francis Yerburgh (= ? Yarburgh, Lindsey). 

However, the multiplicity of forms for each item indicates 

some degree of mixture, and there is discernible one 

component from probably Norfolk, and another from somewhere 

further north, possibly N. Lincs. In this case it is very 

difficult to determine precisely which forms belong to which 

stratum. Whereas wulde 'would', owe 'though', non 'nor', 

fear 'fire', and dowter 'daughter' are Norfolk forms and 

are unattested in pure Lincs. sources, there are other forms 

generally confined to Norfolk that do also appear in Be Lincs. 

around the Wash e. g. wheche 'which', myth 'might', fyth 

'fight', ded e] 'did'. Xal 'shall' appears as a genuinely 

Lincs. form in L. P. 814, which belongs to the area about 

Kirkstead and Eresby on the borders of Wildmore Fen. 

Sw eche 'such' does not itself appear in Be Lincs., but 

swelk and sw iche-types do, and sw eche is therefore not 

unexpected from this area. See also the commentary on 
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Map D. 15 and the section Isoglosses and Geographical 

Boundaries in Chapter 3 below. 

The N. Lincs. element is also ill-defined. Yase 'those' 

and beyn 'been' almost certainly belong further north than 

Cent. Lincs., but other northern forms are equally attested 

in Cent. Lincs. e. g. the r, i er, y[e]it 'these', efter 

'after', j: yve 'if', w for v in gewe 'give', hawe ' have' , 

and so on, v for w in vay 'way', unetymological h- in 

hXs 'is', hold 'old' and so on, and vowel digraphs in 

seike 'seek' and so on. 

(1) British Museum, MS. Sloane 7, Hand B. ff. 30r-88v and 

perhaps further (L. P. 810)o 

From the proliferation of forms for each item the language 

is obviously very mixed. It is, however, possible to 

separate from the rest of the text a short section in a 

slightly different language (ff. 34r-38v, L. P. 810-2). The 

language of the main part of the text seems to contain 

elements from S. Cent. Lincs., and Cent. W. Midlands; - 

there is also a more northerly layer which may belong to 

Cent. Lincs. Ff. 34r-38v are in a language of less diverse 

origins, apparently lacking the W. Midland element. The 

language of this part is probably a mixture of S. and Cent. 

Lincs. dialects. 

(m) British Museum, MS. Sloane 213, Hand B, ff. 135v(b)- 

159r(a) (L. 1'. 925). 

This appears to be a mixture of N. and S. Lincs. language. 

(n) Manchester, MS. Chetham 6711 (L. P. 801). 
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The language is Cent. Lincso mixed with an East Anglian 

element, perhaps from Suffolk. It becomes more northerly in 

character as the text progresses, though the last folios 

return to a language of much the same character as at the 

beginning. 

(o) Bodleian Library, MS. Additional A. 106, Hand At ff. 44r- 

47v; 55r-136r (No L. P. ), and Hand E, ff. 267r-276v (L. P. 907)- 

Hand A also contributes ff. 4r-44r; 48r-54v and 136v-195v 

(L. P. 491) the language of which belongs in N. W. Lincs. 

But that ff. 44r-47v and 124r-136r is mixed with a more 

southerly component, and that of ff. 55r-123v may also 

include an East Anglian element. 

Hand E is N. Lincs. with an East Anglian underlay. 

(p) Bodleian Library, MS. Ashmole 52 (L. P. 926). 

This looks like S. Lincs., with some other components 

suggesting a W. Midland element. 

(q) Bodleian Library, MS. Rigby 67, Part I, ff. 2r-14v 

(L. P. 802 ). 

This seems to be mainly E. Cent. Lincs.; but it may have 

a Norfolk underlay, and it has also some affinities with 

material from S. W. Lincs. and Rutland. 

(r) Bodleian Library, MS. Digby 181, Hand B, If. 54r-93r 

(L. P. 809). 

This is Cent. Lincs. mixed with something more southerly 

and westerly - perhaps from W. Leics. (cf. item (w) below 

(L. P. 548); both are copies of Troilus and Criseyde. ) 

(s) Bodleian Library, MS. Douce 157, Hand A, If. lr-23v 

(L. P. 182), 
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This is S. Lincs. with a slight Essex overlay. 

(t) Bodleian Library, MS. Hatton 97 (L. P. 803). 

This belongs in S. E. Lincs. but either it is mixed with a 

much more southerly component, or it is a late text. 

(u) Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Misc. 685, Hand A. ff. Ir- 

57v (L. P. 904). 

Cf. item (e) above, another copy of the same text, and for a- 

discussion of the language see Chapter 4. 

(v) Bodleian Library, MS. Rawlinson C. 891, Hand D, ff. llly- 

127r (L. P. 911). 

Mainly S. E. Lincs., but shows signs of being mixed with 

something more southerly. 

(w) Bodleian Library, MS. Seldon Supra 56 (L. P. 548). 

This is N. E. Lincs. mixed with a Leics. component. (Cf. 

item (r) above, ) 

(3) Material that is too meagre. 

Material in this category is of two kinds: 

I. Original documents drawn up in or relating to named 

places in Lincs., yet which yield so few local dialectal 

forms that they are not useful as anchor sources. 

II. Material for which there is no strong extra-linguistic 

evidence of Lines. origin, and whose yield of dialectal 

forms is too low to allow accurate placing, but whose 

language does nevertheless suggest a Lincs. origin. 

I (a) Lincoln Archives Committee, Holywell Collection 71/12. 

Document of June 15th, 1438, relating to Caroby and Stamford. 

(b) Lincoln Archives Committee, Holywell Collection 90/4. 
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Document of January 13th, 1451, relating to East Bytham 

near Stamford. This is probably in the same hand as (a) 

above. 

(c) Lincoln Archives Committee, Holywell Collection 71/19" 

Document of November 13th, 1442, relating to Careby, Little 

Bytham, Castle Bytham and Halewell, given at Stamford. 

(d) Lincoln Archives Committee, Holywell Collection, 71/17. 

Document of April 15th, 1443, relating to Careby, given at 

Tateshale (= Tatershall, Lincs. ). 

(e) Lincoln Archives Committee, Holywell Collection 71/25. 

A copy of (d) above, which is the other half of the 

indenture., 

(a), (b) and (c) above all fit quite well in the 

Stamford area and to a certain extent reinforce the locations 

of more substantial sources fitted there. However, partly 

because of the shortness of the texts and partly because the 

language of S. Lincs. contains too many variant forms for 

items of common occurrence, these documents do not provide 

any useful additional information and so have been omitted 

from the present maps. 

(d) and (e) are in a rather standardised language., 

II (a) Cambridge University Library, MS. Ff. 1.14. 

This MS. is mainly in Latin and contains various religious 

texts. There are three hands which contribute some English. 

The main hand, Hand B, is responsible for ff. 25r-69r, 

which is a copy of the Speculum Christiana (L. P. 901). 

Hand A (ff. 5r-6v), Nonem Virtutes, probably belongs in 
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N. W. Lincs. 

Hand C (ff. 212v-213r), various pardons, is in a rather 

more southerly language. 

(b) Cambridge University Library, MS. Kk. 1.3.23" 

This is a single leaf, containing as English text on the 

seven deeds of mercy. The language probably comes from a 

little east of Lincoln. 

(c) Cambridge, Trinity College, MS. 0.3.10 (1182). 

This is a Psalterium in Latin, which contains some English 

on ff. 143v-144r. On if. 14v and 140v appears the name 

'George Rayner of Peterborough'; but the language of the 

English section is clearly more northerly than Peterborough 

and probably belongs in N. W. Lincs. 

(d) Cambridge, Trinity College, MS. R. 14.26 (899). 

This is a Latin MS. containing on f. 21r a song in English. 

On f. 1 appear the names ! Thomas Pierson de Houeden' and 

'John Palmar de Houeden' (= Howden, Yorks. ). On f. llr is 

written 'This books bylonges to the good wyfe sanderson at 

Beuerlay dwellyng in Weddysday market per me Johanne: n Anlaby'. 

In spite of these Yorks* associations, the language is 

almost certainly from further south. On f. 58 is written 

'Pynchebeke', and the language could well be from S. E. Lincs. 

in the Pinchbeck area. 

(e) Lincoln Cathedral Library, MS. A. 4.13 (105). 

This is a Latin MS, containing on f. 119v an eight-line 

poem in English of which the language is probably Lincs. 

It is not from the extreme north of the county, but it could 



fit almost anywhere else in Lincs. 

(f) Lincoln Cathedral Library, MS. C-5-7 (66). 

This MS. contains devotional treatises mainly in Latin. 

There are some short sections in English, written by two 

different hands. Hand A is responsible for (i) If. 24v-26v 

(ii) f. 84r (iii) ff. 104v-105r and (iv) f. 137r-v. Hand B 

contributes f. 136r-v. Texts (i) and (iii) are in similar 

though not identical languages which belong probably to the 

east of Lincoln. The other texts yield too little material 

to place. 

(g) British Museum, MS. Additional 37049. 

This MS, contains various religious pieces written by four 

different hands. The language of Hand A belongs in Notts.; 
4° 

that of Hand C is too poorly represented to place; that of 

Hand D belongs in S. )Corks. That of Hand B. ff. 26v-27r 

line 12, is from Lincs., probably the N. W. of the county. 

(h) British Museum, MS. Cotton Appendix VII. 

This MS. contains various theological poems in four different 

hands. The main hand, Hand B (ff. 3r-4v; 7r-20v; 22r-l45v), 

is L. P. 194 and its language belongs in S. W. Lincs. The other 

hands contribute much less. On f. 123r appears the name 

'Nicolaus Kyme' (= Kyme, Kesteven) and on the end board 

'BraytoftI (= Bratoft, Lindsey). These names reinforce 

the linguistic evidence for a Lincs. provenance for the MS, 

and the scribal dialects of the other hands are almost certainly 

40. See the section on the Speculum Christiani in Chapter 4. 



from Lines. too. The language of Hand A (ff* lr-2v) 

probably comes from north-east of L. P. 194 (nearer Kyme). 

The language of Hand C (ff. 5r-6v; 21r) belongs further( 

north and shares some features with dialects from E. Cent. 

Lines. (nearer Bratoft). Hand D (f. 21v) yields very little, 

but its language belongs probably in S. Lines. 

(i) British Museum, MS. Royal B. E. V. 

This MS. contains a copy of the Speculum Christlanie The 

language of the main hand, Hand B (ff. 14r-28v) is L. P. 226, 

and belongs in E. Cent. Lines. 
41 

The text by Hand A (ff. 5v- 

lOr) is in essentially the same language as that of B, but 

it yields too few forms for an accurate placing. 

(j) Bodleian Library, MS. Additional A. 106. 

This MS, contains medical recipes in five different hands. 

Hand A (ff. 4r-195v; "221r-231v) is responsible for sections 

in various different languages (see L. P's 491 and 493). The 

language of Hand B (ff. 198r-219v) belongs in Leics. That of 

Hand C (ff. 232v-266r) is L. P. 492 and belongs in N. E. Lines. 

The text by Hand D (f. 266v only) yields little dialectal 

information, but its language may belong in Cent. Lines. 

(k) Bodleian Library, MS. Rawlinson D. 375" 

On p. 216 of this MS. Is a poem with some sort of ac,;, rostic. 

The text of the poem and a discussion of its contents will 

appear in a forthcoming article by Angus McIntosh and 

the present writer. The language may belong to Lines. 

41. See the section on the Speculum Christiani in Chapter 4. 
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(1) Oxford, Corpus Christi College, MS. 274. 

This is a Latin MS. which contains on If. lv-3r an English 

poem whose language probably belongs to N. Lines. There is 

an even shorter English poem on f. 155v, in a different hand, 

which may also be in Lincs. language. 

(m) Oxford, Lincoln College, MS. 100. 

This is a MS. of Vegetius, Be Re Militari. On a flyleaf 

(f. 2v) appears an English poem whose language belongs almost 

certainly in N. Lincs. 
42 

Its language is northerly, but 

from south of the /o line. It has sgwete 'sweet' and 

sgwen (queen', cf. Downside Abbey, MS. 26540 (L. P. 587), 

which has sgwan 'swan', sgwyn 'swine' and sgwarme 'swarm'. 

(4) Material for which the relevant evidence for asses- 

ment was not available until this thesis was nearly complete. 

(a) Lincoln City Library Vjl (Ainwick's Visitations). 

144x45. 

Mostly injunctions to Prioresses. 

Printed by A. H. Thomson, Visitations of Religious Houses, 

vols. II and III9 L. R. S. 14 and 21. 

Vol. II, pp. 8,51,115,124,131,134,176,186,218. 

Vol. III, pp. 230,251,350,358" 

Most of these are in the hand of Thomas Colstone, notary 

public. He was registrar to the Bishops of Lincoln in the 

mid 15th century. 

(b) B. M. Additional 252881, Register of Peterborough Abbey, 

42. Printed by R. H. Robbins, Secular Lyrics of the XIVth 
and XVth Centuries. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955 
No. 144, p. 145" 



ff . 141v-1112r. 1429* 

Resignation deed of Agnes Leck, Prioress of Stamford, 

written by Thomas Colstone. 

See also, V. C. H. of Northamptonshire, vol. 2, p. 100. 

The dialectal output of Thomas Colstone is very 

varied, and in at least some cases therefore he reproduced 

the language of the document he was copying rather than 

superimposing his own habits of written language. Most of 

the texts for which he is responsible are short, but the 

copy of Bishop Alnwick's Visitations is more substantial. 

The language of this text is homogenous, and belongs 

clearly to the area about Colston in S. Notts. and Corby in 

S. W. Lincs.; these places lie about twenty miles apart. 

(Corby was Colstone's home, and Colston can be taken to 

be the place of origin of his family. See p.. 4.5' above. ) 

It is accordingly reasonable to suppose that the language 

of the Visitations represents Colstone's own usage, or 

something very like it. Colstone is also responsible for 

a copy of the resignation deed of Agnes Leck, Prioress of 

Stamford (the original is not extant); the language of 

this is again self-consistent, and very similar to that of 

the Visitations, which is scarcely surprising in view of 

the near neighbourhood of Stamford (twelve miles south of 

Corby). The biographical information relevant to the 

linguistic interpretation of Colstone's texts became 

available only at a later stage of this present research, 

and it has not been practical to incorporate, as should be 
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done, the language of the Visitations in the survey proper. 

There are now good reasons for considering this language as 

a firmly localised source for the Lincs. periphery. (For 

the language, see the appended analysis on pp. 117-119 below. 



Table XII: A comparison of the lanp; uaae of the original 
with that of the 16th century copy of 

The Seignory of Castle Carlton 

Item 

'the' 

'these' 

'those' 

'she' 

'her' 

'it' 

'they' 

'them' 

'their' 

'which' 

'each' 

'many, 

'any, 

'man' 

-and 

'much 

'are' 

'were' 

'is' 

'was I 

I shallI s a. 

I shall 1121. 

'should'sA. 

'should'21. 

'will' sý. 

'from' 

Original 11125 

the((pe)) 

thies 

thoes 

sche 

hyr, hir 

it(yt)Olyt[t) )) 
they(thay, thei) 

them 

ther 

the whilke(the 
ghilke, the 
whiche) ((the 

qwilk, whilke)) 

ilke ((ilka, 

ylka, yche)) 

many 

any 

man 

-and(-ond) 

mekell ((mekyll )) 

er«her)) 

wer, war 
is, es((hes, 
hys , ys )) 

was 

schall((shall)) 

schall 

schulde(schuld) 

schulde(schuld) 

will 

from(fro, 
frome) 

Copy hand A Copy Hand B 

the the ((ye )) 

thies 
thoes 

she 

hyr, hir hir(hyr) 

it((yt )) it 

they(thay) thei(they, thay) 

them them 

ther(there) then 
((yar, thayre )) 

the wiche, the wqilke 
[q]whyche, 

whiche 

ilke(ylke) 
((ychQ )) 

many 

any 

man 

any 

man 

-and, -ond --and, -and ((-aynd )) 

mykill, makyll mekell 

er er 

war 
ys, is(es)((as)) - 

was was 

schall schall((shalls 
shall )) 

schall 

schuldepschuld 

schulde, schuld 

.. 

fro 
wyll 
fromo 



Table XII cont. 

Item 

'after' 

'then' 

Original 1425 

aftir(after) 
then(than) 

1ifI 

asI 

against 

after- 
wards' 

$death' 

'not' 

'nor' 

pres. part. 

I thereI 

I mightI 
'through' 

1when t 

wk. pt. 

wk. 12121s 

str. ppl. 
I giveI 
labout1pr. 

-ald 
fall' 

-am 
'before' 
adv. t. 

'but' 

'by' 

I callt 

'church' 

'daughter' 

yf If 1, gyff 
(giffo, reffe, 
if) 

as(os) 

agayns(agayn) 

aftirward 
(syne) 

deithe 

nought not) 
((noght 

nor 

-and, -yng 

thor ((ber, 
their ) 

myght 

thorught 

whan(when) 

-yd, -ed, -ytt 

-ed, -ytt 

-en, -yn[e], -on 

g- 

abowt [e ] 

-old((-ald )) 

all 

-ong ((-ang )) 

be-fore, beforn 
to-forn(a-forn) 

bot ((hott, but)) 

be ((by)) 

call(-] 
kirke 

doughter 

Copy Hand A 

after 

then((thane, 
thein, than)) 

yff 

as 

agayns ((agane )) 

afturwarde 

deithe 

nought 

nor 

-yng(-and) 
((yi? g, -ing )) 

ther(there) 
((Ye r )) 

might, myght 

whan(when) 

-ed((-id, -ytt )) 

-ed((-et)) 

-en, -yng 
g- 

abowt [e] 

-old 

-oIIg 

to-for 

bot, bott 

be 

call- (kall- ) 

kirke 

doughter 
((douthor )) 

Copy Hand B 

after 

then(than) 
((tho n )) 

gyff (gyffe yff ) 
((hyffe, of )) 

as 

syne ' 

nought 

nor 

-yng 

ther ((ther)) 

myght 
thoright 

-ed 

-ed(-yd ý ((-id 

-en, -yng 
g- 

-old(-ald, -auld) 

all 0 

bott, bot 

be 

kirks 

doughter 
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Table XII cont. 

Item 

'day' 

'died' 

'did' 

I-domt 

'down' 

Original 1425 Copy Hand A 

daie ((daye )) day 

died died 

did ((dyd )) dyd (did ) 

-dome 
downe 

Mer' cpv. -er 
I-est l spl. -eat 
'father' 

'first' 

, five, 

ýhasI 

have 

fadir 

hym 

hundirthe 

-yng 

first((firste)) first,, fyrst 

fyeff fyeff 
haith 

-dome 

ý 

-er 

-eat 

fader 

have (haiffe) haue (haws ) 
((hayffe, haiff, ((ha[i]ffe, 
haw)) have)) 

'him' 
'hundred' 

-ing 
vbl, sb. 

'know' 

'lady' 

'law' 

'live' 

'lord' 

ý-lyI 

'may$ 

'new' 

'now' 

hym 

-yng 

knaw(know-) 

lady 

laws 

lyffe 

lorde((lord )) 

-ly 
may 

new 

now 
'old' holde, -old 
tonet ad, j. one«on)) 

tonet pron. one 

'others other 

'our' owr 
tout, owut(owt) 

((owuto )) 

knaw- 

lady 

lawe 

lyffe 

lorde(lord) 

-ly 
may 

new ((now)) 

old ((holde )) 

on[e] * 

other((oyer )) 

oure 

owut ((owt )) 

Copy Hand B 

day 

did 

downe 

hasth 

haue(have) 
((haiff[e 
haw)) 

hundirthe 

-yng 

lawe 

nou 

-olde 
one 

one 

other 

owr[e], oure 
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Table XII cont. 

Item Original 1425 Copy Hand A Copy Hand B 

town' awne - awns 
'say' sey(say)((saye, say(sey) 

saie, sey© )) ((saie, aeye )) 

'said'ppl. saied(said[e]) sayd sayde, saide(said) 
((sayde )) said 

Le 
], sated) ((sayde, sad)) 

((saiede, seyd, 
sayed)) 

I-ship, -chipp(-chypp, -chepp, -chipp 
-chepp e], ((-schepe)) 

-schipp )) 

'six, 

'sixth, 

#son' 

'south' 

'tenth' 

I thirdI 

'thousands 

sex sex 
sext sext 
sonne(sone) sonne cone, 

sonne 
)) 

south[e] south((southe, southe 
sought)) 

tend((tende)) - tend[e](thend) 
((thende)) 

third Ce 
thyrd 

thow[u]sand, 
thousand 

third 

tthree# thre 

thowusand, thousand 
thousand 

thre 
Itogetherl to-gedir to-gedyr 
two two ((twoo )) tow two 

'upon' op[p]on 
oPPonTPon9 ((ePen(e)) 

on, 

'way' way ((waye )) way way 
'week' j2l. wekes - wekes, wykes 
'wellt weill wyll 
'without' with-owten wth-owten wyth-owten, 
prep. -owut, -owtyn) ((withowýt, wth- wytliouten (-owuten, -owte))owth, ,w owut, wyth-owut[o] 

with-owtyn, 
w owuton, 
wthowut)) 

'year' Sere((yere)) sere((yero)) ere 
'young' song yonge 3ong 



Transcript of P. R. 0. C 1/9/428 (V *1 (a) above). 

s es Pe examinacion of John Typscheth be Pe Abbot of 

Hagneby pe v. day of Iul© pe sere of pe reygne of Kynge 

Herry pe sext xviij / be Pe forse & vertue of pe sayde 

kynges wrote to pe sayde Abbot directe of all manor Artikyls 

greuance & circumstance in a byll in Pe/ sayde wret 

inclosede contenyng & to Pe examinacion annexid. 

Fyrst pe sayde Iohn Typscheth be [? ] his wyll & 

agrement sworne to say pe sothe in all maters Pt he sulde 

be examynd of be Pe / sayde Abbot concernyng Pe mater in 

pe forsayde byll. Pe sayde abbot examynd hym be his othe 

to say pe sothe qweder euer he / wer infeffed be William 

Skott sumtyme of Skydbroke of any landes or tenementes in 

Skydbroke & Somercotes vnder condicioun / to refeffe pe 

Ayers of 1e sayde William Skott or of any oder condicioun. 

Pe sayde lohn Typscheth sayde be his othe ho was / neuer 

infeffyd be pe sayde William in landes nor tenementes in 

Skidbroke nor in Somercotes nor in no oder place As farr 

as / euer he wyst. Ouer pat he sayes pt as it preuys be 

euydence in wrytyng qwhiche he has hard redd pe sayde Wil/ 

Liam Skott infeffyd in hys sayde landes Richard of Edlyngton 

sqwyer of Salfletby Lohn Hennynges & odor in fe symple / be 

forse of qwyche feffinent Pe sayde Richard Edlyngton & oder 

wer sesed & payr astate pesabilly contenwde al pe lyfe / of 

pe for sayde William Skott And after his dethe lohn Hennyng2s 

A for sayde all his cofeffys beyng ded be pe wyll & assent / 
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of Thomas Skott pe sone & ayer to pe saydo William Skott 

made an estate in fe symple of be sayde lande3 & tenement3 / 

to pe sayde Iohn Typscheth broder to pe wyfe of pe sayde 

Thomas Skott to Sir William Staners of Salfiethauen &/ oder 

mo be forse of qwyche feffment bay wer sexed & payr estate 

pesabilly contenwde al Pe lyfe of be sayde Thomas / Skott 

6 so it was be sayde Thomas at his dethe was indettyd in 

ix skore pownde desiryng of his sayde feffys be / pe 

auise [? ] of his wyfe to quyte his dettes whar opon Pe 

sayde feffys sufferd PO sayde wyfe to occupy Pe sayde landes 

& tene/ment3 al hir lyfe and at hir dethe per was vnpayde 

of Pe sayde dettys xx. li. pe sayde wyfe desyred pe sayde 

Iohn Typ/scheth to pay Pe sayde xx pownde for qwych payment 

e 
sayde Iohn Typscheth sold pe sayde landes & tenement3 &/ 

has payde & content as it Apperys be diuerse billes xj pownd 

& more And ouer pat be mediacion of Thomas Fitiswil/liam & 

lohn Langholm William Raynold & Margarete his wyf doughter & 

one of pe ayers of pe sayde Thomas Skott was agrede & peyde 

of a hunderth schillynges in mony & par opon pe sayde 

William Raynold relesed to pe sayde lohn Typ/scheth all 

maner accions be a dede whych was schewde to Pe sayde Abbot 

And also relessed all be ryght & clayme / pt pay had in pe 

sayme lande to pe tenaunt3 of Pe sayde lande3 be bayr dede 

4 bt be ye ordinance of pe sayde Thomas/Fiti3William & Iohn 

langholm. 



Transcript of Y. R. O. C 1/15/42 (V 1 (b) above). 

To the ryght honourabyll & my ryght reuerend lord the 

arschebyschoppe of Cawnturbury & Chavnceller of Inheland. 

Bosekyth mekely 3owr pour seruaunt & oratour William Sartron 

of Kyme in the covnte of Lincoln that qwar on Margaret 

Clayton latte of Boston bowth of 3owr sayd / besecher the 

mvnday next after the fest of seint Michell the 3er of the 

Kyng that now es xxj xml of Starthak for v. mare of mony to 

be payd at fest of Pasch yan next / foloyng & the sayd 

Margaret madde hyr exec on William frawncys of Boston prest 

& soo dydd 3owr sayd besecher not payd of the sayd vo mare 

nor of no parcell ther of / and 3owr sayd besecher oft 

tymes seen the deth of the sayd Margaret has requiret the 

sayd William fravnsys hym to paye and he denyes to pay yt 

for es mych os sowr sayd / besecher has non oblygasyon nor 

non odyr mater be the qwych he may hafve ony accon [? ] 

agayns the sayd William exec be the comvn lawe Plesyt 3owr 

grasyus / lordschyp to consedyr thys premyses and to 

grant to sowr sayd besecher a wyrte hundyr a sertayn payn 

[to Pe saide William executer direct]* to apper a for sow 

at a certayn day be sow to be a lymityd / to do that godde 

fayth trawth and consiens wylle In that mater and that for 

the love of godde & in the way of charete 

pleg do pers William Coote 

Iohn Bawmburgh 

* In a different hand. 



Transcript of P. R. O. C 1/15/84 (v 1 (c) above). 

To ye ryth wyrchipfull & reuerent Fader in god & his gracious 

lord ye Archebyschop of Canterbery Chaunceler of Ingland 

Besekys Sou mekely your seruaunt William Gudhall yt war on 

Alice Thorp was seissit of A mees in ye Toun / of Creton 

in hir demon as in fee simple & infeffet on Iohn Bull on 

tryst to infeffe hir agayn / hir heirs & hir assign at qwat 

tym yt he war or his heirs requirett be any of yam et [? ] 

hafter ye said Alice sold ye / said mees vn to on Richard 

Bull £. he requirett ye said John Bull to be so Feffett to 

his / be hoyf 4 profit & to infeff hym or his heirs or his 

assign qwen yt he war requirett or his heirs be any of yam / 

A hafter ye said Richard sold ye said meos vn to Sour said 

besecher & ye said Lohn Bull deft &/ ye said Richard & 

your said besecher hays hoftymes requirett on William Bull 

son & heir of y°fsaid lohn to mak estat of y° said mees to 

Sour said besecher hafter yt reson & conciens wold & he/ 

vtterly refuse to ye gret hurt & hynderynge of your said 

bosecher wyt-howyt your gracious help. Plays / vn to you 

gracious lord to grant to graunt to your said besecher 

awryt direct to ye said William Bull / to aper be for you 

at certein day & placo to yö to be alemett & to be 

examinetV of yes 4 for to do yt reson /4 conciens wold 

for Bodys lof Pa be way of charyte 

pleg do pers John Nutt 
Richard hert 



* For a description of the editorial conventions and notes 
* on the interpretation of the L. P's listed below, 

see the Introduction to Appendix I 

MS 15(a)3 
LincoEn City Library: Corporation White ýook 
ff. 46v-55r (less a small section in a different hand on 
f. 58r-v) 
y and Y are distinct in form but not in function 

TH-: Ye (THE) ((YE)) THAN: THEN THAN 
TH-SE: THEYS THIES THOUGH: YF-rLL 
THOSE: T110 THOSE IF: YF IF (YFF) ((IFF)) 
SHSCHE ( (SHE) ) AS: OS ( (A, ' )) 

HER: HYR (HIR) ((HYRE HER)) AS+AS: 0S+0S ((C: +^ ný+C, S)) 
IT: YT (IT) AGAINST: AGrYNC'= 
THEY: Y-: I THEY THAY) ((THEI AGi' YN "T AY". 

THAI YEY YAY)) ((A-YE Y^. `: IGAYI, iS 
THEM: THEM THAYM YEM ((THEYM AGENYS)) 

HEM YAYM THAM)) BEFORE c: OR 
THEIR: THAYR THEIR (THER YEIR SINCE: SYNE 

THARE) ((YEYR YERIE] 
THEY-RE E] THEIRE Yer 
TH L. RE) ) 

SUCH: SUCHE (SYCH) ((SUCH 
SICH SYCHE)) 

WHICH: WHICHE (WYCH 
Ye-WHICHE) ((WICHE 
Ye-WHICH THE-WICHE 
Ye-WIHCH)) 

EACH: ICHEONE 
MANY: 
MAN: MAN 
ANY: ANY ONY ((ANI)) 
-AND: -AND (-OND) 
MUCH: MYCHCE] 
ARE: BE (SE. NE ARE) 
WERE: WER (WAR WERE) 
is: IS ((YS)) 
WAS: WAS 
SHALL sg: SCHALL ((SHALL 

SCHAL)) 
SHALL pt: SCHALL ((SHALL 

SCHAL)) 
SHOULD sg: SCHULDE 
SHOULD pt : SCHULD 
WOULD sg: 
WOULD pt: 
WILL sg: WYLL (GILL) 
WILL pt: WYLL 
GAP: 
t1AS, TAS: 
TO+sb: TO+c TO+h TO+v 

((TYLL+h)) 
TO+inf: TO+c TO+h TO+v 
FROM: FROM (FROEME]) 
AFTER: AFTER ((AFTYR AFTer 

AFFTER AFTEYR)) 
THEN: THEN (THAN YEN) 

YET: zYT (zIT ZYT YET) 
WHILE: 
AFTERWARDS: AFTERWERD 
SYTHEN: 
AT rel: AT 
STRENGTH: 
DEATH: 
EARTH: ERTHE 
WH-: WH- (W-) 
NOT: NOT ((NOTT NOGHT 

NOGTH) ) 
NOR: NOR ((N )) 
A, O: 0 00 ((OY)) 
WORLD: 
THINK: 
WORK vb: 
Fres part: -YNG ((-AND -YnG 

-TnG)) 
THERE: TH, -R[-, -l THEP- (YERE-3) 

((Ver)) 
WHERE: WHc 7- (' 'HERLC -J) 

((WERE-] WHER WERE- 
WEHER-)) 

Sb pL: -YS (-"S -IS -S) ((-es 
-SF -7) ) 

MIGHT vb: MYGHT 
THROUGH: 
WHEN: WHEN ((WEN) ) 
Pres 3sq: -YS (-ES) ((-ETH -YTI' 

-ITH -es)) 
Pres pl: -YS (-ETH - -ES) 
Weak pt: -YD 
Weak ppl: -YD (-ED -ID -IT -') 

((-D)) 
Str ppl: -YN (-EN) ((-ON -Yid: ')) 
GIVE: GYFF ((GYF GEU- YEFF 

GYVE)) 



94, 

Ac? nUT adv: 
ABCUT pr: 
Ný3r1VE adv: 
A°OVE pr: ABOYF ABOFF 
t Ir, ' : 
-ALD: 
oLL: 
-AFR : 

-OLD 
ALL 

AMONG adv: 
A' CNG pr: 
-ANG: -ONG 
-AP'K: 
ANSWER sb: ANSWERE 
AKSWER vb: AP. S JER (tNSWERE) 

((ANSUERE)) 
ASK: 

, 
ASK- 

A'. 'AY: AWAY 
BEEN: REYN (PENS) 
BEFORE adv-t: FE-FORE (BEFO_RE) 

((N, EFOYR BE-FOR)) 
BEFORE pr-t: BE-FORCE] 
BEFORE adv-p: 
BEFORE pr-p: EE-FORCE) AFOR 

(BEFOR[E]) 
BEGAN T0: 
BEHOVES: BE-HOVYS 

1 
r 

EIGHT: 
EIGHTH: 
EITHER: EITHER 

" +OR: OTH_R+OR 
ELEVEN: 
ELEVENTH: 
ENOUGH: 
-ER cpv: -er -ER 
-EST sup: -EST 
EYE sq: 
EYE pl: 
FAR: FAQ'; sup FERREST 
FATHER: 
FELLOW: 
FIFTH: FYFTE 
FIGHT: 
FIRE: 
FIRST: FYfST (FYRSTE FIRST) 
FIVE: 
FLESH: 
FOLLOW: FOLOW- 
FOUR: FOURE 
FOURTH: FOURTE 
FOWL: 
FRIEND: FPEYnD FROND; ' 

pl FRENDIS 
RENEATH adv: FRUIT: 
BENEATH pr: -FULL: 
5ETWEEN pr: BE-TWYX BE-TWIX GOOD: 
BLf: SSED: GROW: 
BOTH: HAS: 
BROTHER: pL BRETHER (BRFTHERYN) 
BUSY adj: HAVE: 
BUOY vb : 
BUT: POT BUT 
BY: BE (BY) ((BI)) 
CALL: ppl CALLED CALLYD 

CALDE 
CA^"E sn: 
CANE p L: 
CAN: CAN 
CA! 'T: pp L CAST 
CHCOSE: 
CHURCH: CHYRCH 
COULD: 
DAUGHTER: 
DAY: DAY ((DEY DEI DAI 

DAYE)) 
DIE pres: DYE 
DIE pt: 
DID pt so: 
DID pt pl: 
-DOM: -DAME 
DOWN: DOWN 
EAST: EST 

-FULL ((-FUL)) 

GR'W 
HATHE (HASE HATH) 
((HAYTH_ HAS) ) 
HAUE (HAk'E) ((HAF[F] 
HAVE)) 

HEAD: 
HEAVEN: 
HEIGHT: 
HELL: 
HIGH: HYE (HIE) 
HIM: HYM ((HYm)) 
HOLY: HOLY 
-HOOD: 
HOW: HOWEE] 
HUNDRED: 
Vbl sb: QYN6 
K for C: 
KNOW: KNOr' 
LADY: 
LAUGH: 
LAU: 
LESS 

LAW CE] 

-LESS: 
LIE: 
LIFE: LYFF (LYFE) 
LITTLE: 



LIVE vb: 
LOF 0: L0RD 
LCVE sb: LUFCFL ] 
LOVr vb: 
LOI:: 
-LY: -LY (-LI) 
MAY vb: rlAY ((MEY'M. EI) 
MONTH: -CNTH (-MOTH) 
MOCN: 
MOTHER: 

10 N: 
MY+c: MYN 
MY+h : 
MY+v: 
NAME sb: pl NAMYS 
NEITHER: 

+NOR: NOTHEP+NOR 
(N-ITHER+NOR 
NODYP+NOR) 

-NESS: -N SSE 
NEVER: N-UYR NEWER NEUERE 
NEJ1: NEWS (NEW) 
NI'H: 
NINE: 
NT\TH: 
NORTH: 
No 1V: NOWE 
OLO: OLD (OLDE) 
ONE' ad j: 
ONE pro: ONE (ON) 
OR: OR 
OTHER: OOYR OTHER ((ODIR)) 
OUGHT: 
OUR: OUP OWRE (OURE) 
OUT: OUTE (OWTE) 
OWN adj: AWr! E (AWN. ) 
PEOPLE: P; PLE 
POOR: POYR 
PRAY: PRAY 
RUN: FYN 
SAY pres:; AY SEY SEI 
SAY pt: SEID 
SEE pres: SE 
SE ot: 
SE r' K: 

SELF: SE LFE (SELF) 
SEVEN: 
SEVENTH: 
-SHIP: -CHYP (-SCHYP -SCHIP 

-SCHYPP-) 
SIN sb: 
ST"; vb: 
SI , TCR: 
SIX: IS YX 
SIXTH: 
SO IVE: 

SO ̂ l: 
SORROW sh: 
SORROW vb: 
SOUL: 
SOUTH: 
STAR: 
STF. AD: 
SUN: 
TEN: 
TENTH: 
THEE: 

cf STEUFAST 

THIRD: THEYF; DE 
THOU: 
THOUSAND: 
THREE: THRE 
THY+c: 
THY+h: 
THY+v: 
TOGETHER: TO-GEDYR 
TRUE: TRWIE] 
TWELFTH: 
TWELVE: TWELFF 
TWENTY: 
TWO: TWOC O] 
UPON: OPON APON ((OPPON) ) 
WATE: 
WAY: WAY WEY 
WEEK: pL WEKE`: WEKYS 
WELL adv: WEYLL (WELL) 

((WEEYLL)) 
WENT: 
WHETHER: WHEDYR 4HEDER 
HITHER: 
THITHER: 
WHITHER: 
WHY: WHY (WHI) 
WITHOUT adv: WWtC! -JTE ('WtO'-; T) 
WITHOUT pr: WtOWTE (WtOWT 

WITHOUTE WtOUTE) 
WORSHIP sb: WyORSCHYP WO; <SCHIP 
WORSHIP vb: 
WORSE: 
YE" 
YEAR: 

YOU: 
YOUNG: 
YOUR: 

Ye Yý 
YERE Yi. YR ((YEARRE 
2ýýt)) 
YOU ((YGW)) 

YCur (YOY Pý: ) ((YwR 
Y'. 1. 'tiP YC`1JR YO'0. jQ) ) 

I 



MS I5(a)4 
Cambridge, Trinity College 0.2.40 (1144) 
ff. 54v; 103r-1&ý4r; 117r-v; 144r 
y/Y =Y 

Ti Ye ((THE)) 
TriTSE: THYES ((THEYS)) 
T- SE : 

HFF'- 
IT: YT 
Tý'CY: THEY (TRAY) ((Yei)) 
THEM: THEM HEM 
THEIR: TH ; 7k (HERE) 
SUCH: SUCHE 
WHICH [THE-JWYCHF 
EACH: YCHE ((YCHE-A ECHE)) 
MANY: MANLY 
MAN: N, AA' 
ANY: ANY 

-A'J1) -At1D 
MUCH: MYCHE (MYCH) 
ARE: ARE DE (T3EYTH) 

w Ei:, E: WAR[E7 
TS: YS ((FY, )) 
WAS: VAS ((WAC)) 
SHALL s9:; CH AL 
SHALL pI: SCHAL 
SHOULD sg SCOULD 
SHOULD p!: 
WOULD sg: 'W9LDE 
WOULD pl: 
WILL sg: WYL (WIL VYL) 
WILL pL 
GAP: 

: MA'19TAS 
TO+sb: TO+c TO+v 
TO+inf: TO+c TC+h TO+v 
FROM: FROCMI 
AFTER: AFTUR. 
THEN: THEN THAN 
THAN: THAN (THEN) 

THOUGH: 
IF: YF 'zYF) 
AS: AS ((AL`s)) 
AS+AS: AS+AS 
AGAINST: 
BEFORE c: OP. 
SINCE: 
YET: zYT 
WHILE: 
AFTERWARDS: 
SYTHEN: SYTh 
AT re l: 
STRENGTH: 
DEATH: 
EARTH: ERTHE (zERTHE) 
WH-: WH- (W-) ((V- 8w-)) 
NOT: NOT ((NOUzTH)) 
NOR: 
A9O: 0 (('+) ) 
WORLD: 
THINK: THYNK- 
WORK vb: 
Tres part: -YNG 
THERE: TH-KE Yer (TH. _R0 

((TH. R. E: - Yer-)) 
WHERE: WHA? - CýIFRr_- 
Sb pl: -ES (-es) ((-S -YS -us 

-0^)) 
MIGHT vb: MYzTH 
THROUGH: THOROUGH (THOROWC-HCT) 

THO;; OWIGTH THO! ZWGH 
tH(1RGHT) 

WHEN: WHAN ((! YEN WAN WE n) ) 
Pres 3sg: -YS -'s --7S -S -YTH 

-U 2) 
Pres pl: -es -E- -YS (-us -US 

-E -YTH) 
Weak pt: -ED (-YD -D) 
Weak ppl: D (-UD -f)) 
Str ppl: -YN -EN 
GIVE: GYF- 



iI 

Aß C+UT adv : A-E C.! TE c] A-BOUT 
AD, C'UT pr: 
ABrýVF adv: 

. "ß! 'VE pr: 4-ßCUE A-BUF 
Ai', 
-ALD: -OLD 
ALL: ALL 

-AP: 
AMONG adv: 
AMý; NG pr: 
-A': G: - L'N G 

-ANK: 
ANýwER sb 
AN'WER vb: 
ASK: 
AWAY: 

ý °cýý 
.. . 

BEFORE adv-t: 
E, ý_FORE. pr-t: 
BEFORE adv-p: 
BEFORE- pr-p: 
BEGAN TO: 
BEHOVES: 
&ENEATH adv: 
BENEATH pr: 
: 4ETWEEN pr : ßE-TWNE 
FsLES SED : c'f BLESSYNG 
ROTH: BOTHE 
E3RrTHER : 
FUlY adj: 
BUY vb: 
BUT: BUT (BOT) 
KY Br 
CALL: CALL 
CAME sg: CAMI 
CA"''E PL: 
CAN: CAN 
CA ýT: 
CHOCSE : 
CHURCH: KYRKE CHYRCHE 
COULD: 
DAUGHTER : 
DAY: DAY 
DIr pres: 
D: 'ý pt 
DID pt sg: 
DID pt pI: DYD 

- DGM: 
D0 4, N : 
EAST: 

EIGHT: 
EIGHTH: 
EITHER: 
ELEVEN: 
ELEVENTH: 
ENOUGH: 
-ER cpv: -En 
-EST sup: -EýT (-YST) 
EYE sg: 
EYE pt: 
FAR: 
FATHER: 
FELLOW: 
FIFTH: 
FIGHT: 
FIRE: 
FIRST: FYPST 
FIVE: FYVE 
FLESH: 
FOLLOW: FOLOW- 
FOUR: cf FORTHY<4 1> 
FOURTH: 
FOWL: 
FRIEND: 
FRUIT: 
-FULL: 
GOOD: GUD 
GROW: 
HAS: HA` 
HAVE: HAUE 
HEAD: 
HEAVEN: HUN HEVEN 
HEIGHT: 
HELL: 
HIGH: HYE 
HiE: HYr 
HOLY: HOLY 
-HOOD: 
HOW: 
HUNDRED: H(1NOUKP HUNDR: D 

(HUN DE: D) 
Vbt sb: -YNG ((-YnG) ) 
K for C: 
KNOW: 
LADY: - 
LAUGH: 
LAW: 
LESS: 
-LESS: 
LIE: 
LIFE: 
LITTLE: LYTUL 



LI1'; 
--- vb: LYFE 

Lc? '; ^: LORDCF] 
LOV: - sh: 
LOVý vb: 
LC, ', ': sup LOYST 

-LY: -LY 
MAY vb: ý'AY 
UOPýTH: M%'ýr; TH 
r'Orh: M0NI F 
VOTHE'R 
"10 i,. : 
MY+c MY 
MY +n: 
F°Y+v : 
NA'-, -'E sb: adv NAMELY 
NEITHER: 
-NdESS: 
N: VER : 

NIGH: 
NINE: 
NI, ýTH 
NORTH: 
Nob: NOW 
OLD: OLDS 
ONE adj: 
ON^ oro: G"1 
op* OR 
OTHER: ODER ODUR OYer 
OUGHT: 
OUP' : QUA 
OUT: 
OWN adj: ANE 
PEOPLE: PEPUL 
POOR: 
PRAY: 
R U'' : 
SAY pres: SAY 
SAY of : 
SEL press 
SEC pt: 
Sir: K: 
SELF: 
SEVEN: 
SCVLNTH: 

-SHIP: 
SI. N sb: ýYN SYNN- 
SI vb: 
SISTER: 
six: 
SIXTH: 
SOME: SOD'! 

SON. 
SORROW sb: 
SORROW vb: 
SOUL: SnnULE 
SOUTH: 
STAR: pl STEM, QE 
STEAD: 
SUN: SON 
TEN: 
TENTH: 
THEE: 
THIRD: 
THOU: Yu 
THOUSANf: THOWSArND (THOUSAND) 
THREE: 
THY+c: THY 
THY+h: 
THY+v: THYN 
TOGETHER' : TO--GEDYR 
TRUE: 
TWELFTH: 
TWELVE: 
TWENTY: 
TWO: 
UPON: VPON 
WATE: 
WAY: WAY (VAY) 
WEEK: 
WELL adv: WELE 
WENT: ' 
WHETHER: 
HITHER: 
THITHER: 
WHITHER: 
WHY: 
WITHOUT adv: WtOUTF WtOWTE 
WITHOUT pr: 
WORSHIP sb: 
WORSHIP vb: 
WORSE: 
YE: 
YEAR: zER_ (zF-a) 
YOU: 
YOUNG: 
YOUR: 



99 

Mý IB(h32 
Lýýmbeth Palace, hiS. kc'I r 
ff. 326r-321Qv 

y/Y =Y 

THF: YF (YF) ((THE)) 
THESE: Yý=s Yes 
Ttic'1: E 
. H; : z0 zo ((SCHO SHE)) 
H,. h NYR 
IT: YT 
TH---Y: Y4 
TH=M: YA\M\ (YAM YAM) 
TH-7-IK: YAr YAR 
SUCH: 
WHICH: [YE-7CJWYLKF 
EACH: 
MAP'Y: 
MAN: Man (MAN) 
ANY: HONY (ANY) 

-AND: -ON, D (-A"JD) 
MUCH: MEKYLL (MEKYL) 
ARE": AR 

F"E: WAR WER 
Is: YS (IS) ((Yi's)) 
WA.;: WAS 
SHALL sg: SALL (SAL) 
SHALL pI: SALL (SAL) 
SHOULD sf?: SOLD (SCHULD) 
SHOULD pl: 
'dOULD sg: 'NriLD WOLD 
r: 01JLD pl: 
W? LL sg: WYLL ((WYL)) 
',, `ILL pt: 
GAe,: 
MaSqTAS: 
TO+sb: TC+c TO+h TO+v 

((TE+c)) 
TO+inf: TO+c TO+h TO+v 
FROM: FRO 
AFTER: EFTer 
THEN: YC\N\ (YEN) 
THAN: YE\N\ 

THOUGH: 
IF: Yf (YFF) 
AS: AS (OS) 
AS+A&: AS+AS 
AGAINST: A-GANS (AGANS) 
BEFORE c: 
SINCE: 
YET: 
WHILE: OWYLS 
AFTERWARDS: 
SYTHEN: 
AT rel: AT 
STRENGTH: 
DEATH: DETH 
EARTH: HEFTHE* 
WH-: QW- (W-) ((WH- QVH-)) 
NOT: NOT 
NOR: NOR N IR 
A, 0 :0 ((A) ) 
WORLD: 
THINK: 
WORK vb: 
Pres part: -YNG 
THERE: YAr- (YAFI. C-3 YAr) 
WHERE: WHAR 
Sb pl: -es (-YS) ((-S -Iý 

MIGHT vb: NYGHT<-MI(T-> 
I THP"OUGH: THOP'U (THU1 U) 

( (THRUGTE) ) 
WHEN: OW"N WEP. ( (hHE. C! ) ) 
Pres 3sq: -YS -es ((-S -ES)) 
Pres pl: -es 
Weak pt: -YD -[CID ((-ET -T 

-YT)) 
Weak ppl: -YD (-FD -0) ((-ET 

-IT -YT -T)) 
Str ppl: -YN -NE (-En) 
GIVE: GYF- 



ABOUT adv: 
AgCUT nr: A -GOUT 
A6c'VE_ adv: 
ABrVE pr: 
AIý: 
-A LD : -A L[) -OLD 
ALL: ALL 
- AlIEt: 
AMfi0 NIG adv: 
Ah1CtiG pr: EMAhG 

-A%'G: -JNG (-ANG) 

-ANK: 
AN"WER sb: 
AN"wtR vb: ANSidr"R- 
ACK: A^KE HAS HASK- 
AwAY: 
BEN: pc i`l 
BEFORE adv-t: BF-FOR 
BEFOF'E pr-t: 
Br_FORF. adv-p: 
BEFORE pr-p: 
BEGAN TO: LiE-GM,; 
BE HOV`_'$: 
BENEATH aciv: 
BF"ticATH pr: 
BETWEEN pr: 
M3LrSSED: ELfSSEO 
ROTH: BOTHT BOTHCE] 
BROTHER: BzcCDer 
ßU" Y adj: DESY 
PU ;Y vb : 
EiUT: BOT 
BY: BY (BE) 
CALL: 
CAVE sg: COM 
CAME pL: CAM 

,. CA` ' 
CA"T: 
CHrOS; -: CHURCH: KYFKCF] 
COULD: 
DAUGHTER: 
DAY: DAY DA 
DIE' pres: 
r)I- pt: DYYD 
DIU pt sg: UYT 
DID pt pI: DYT 
-OQm: -Dum 
DowIN: DO N 
EAST: 

EIGHT: 
EIGHTH: 
EITHER: 
CLOVEN: 
ELEVENTH: 
ENOUGH: 

-ER cpv: -er (-Y"') 

-EST sup: -es 
E: YE sg: 
EYE pl: 
FAR: 
FATHER: FADer 
FELLOW: 
FIFTH: FYFT 
FIGHT: 
FIRE: FY? 
FIRST: FIRST 
FIVE: 
FLESH: 
FOLLOW: 
FOUR: 
FOUFTH: FORT 
FOWL: 
FRIEND: pl FRENbes 
FRUIT: 
-FULL: -FOLL 
GOOD: GOD 
GROW.: 
HAS: HAS 
HAVE: HAFFE (HAFE) 
HEAD: HEP= 
HEAVEN: HEFFNE (HEUYN) 
HEIGHT: 
HELL: 
HIGH: 
HIM: HYM (HYm) 
HOLY: HOLY (HALM) 
-HOOD: 
HOW: HOW 
HUNDRED: 
Vbl sb: -YNG ((-QCN)G) ) 
K for C: 
KNOW: 
LADY: LADY LADE 
LAUGH: 
LAW: 
LESS: LES 
-LESS: 
LIE: 
LIFE: LYFFE 
LITTLE: 



LIVr vb: LYFFE (LEV-) 
LC, F, LOr'D 
LOVE sb: Lt1FFE 
LOVE vb: LIJFFE E 
L 0'ý : 
-LY: -LY ((-LI)) 
P9 AY vb: MAY (MA) 
MONTH: 
ßs00014: 
M0THf"R: 
Mop:: 
MY+c: MY 
`4Y+h: MY 
"! Y+v: MYN 
NAMF7 sb: 
NEITHER: 

-NESS: -NES 
NEVIER: NE: Uer (NEURe NE, VRe) 
N C"L 
NIGH: 
kiINE: 
NINTH: 
NORTH: 

': 
OLD: OLP 
ONE adj: 
ONE pro: 
OR: OR ((F^)) 
OTHER: OTHER'OTHYR HO[er 
OUGHT: AGHT (HAW) 
our,: OUR (OR) 
OUT: 
OJN adj: 
PEOPLE: PEPYLL 
POOR: 
PRAY: PraY PRAY 
RUN: 
SAY pres: lý'AY 
SAY pt: SAYO 
SFr' Prcs: ZUE3 
SEE. pt: St: (SAU) 
SEEK 
SELF: SELFE (SELUE SEFFE) 
SEVEN: 
SEVENTH: 
-SNIP: 
SIN sb: SYN ((SYNN-)) 
SIN vb: SYN- SLrnN- 
SISTER: 
SIX: 
SIXTH: SCXT 
SOME: 

I 

SON: SON 
SORROW sb: SCRCR ]U 
SORROW vb: 
SOUL: SALL (BALLE) 
SOUTH: 
STAR: 
STEAD: 
SUN: 
TEN: 
TENTH: 
THEE: Ye ((Y: ')) 
THIRD: THIRD 
THOU: Yu 
THOUSAND: 
THREE: 
THY+c: Yi 
THY+h: 
THY+v : 
TOGETHER: TO -GEDer 
TRUE: TPU 
TWELFTH: 
TWELVE: 
TWE NTY: 
TWO: 
UPON: VPON 
WATE: 
WAY: -WaY 
WEEK: 
WELL adv: WYLL ( `WELL) 
WENT: SJEN7T ((WEnT)) 
WHýTHER: (; 14FOer 
HITHER: 
TH'I THER : 
WHITHER: 
WHY: 
WITHOUT adv: 
WITHOUT pr: WtOWTYNr WtVWTYN 
WORSHIP sb: 
WORSHIP vb: 
WORSE: 
YE: zE (ze) 
YAR: 
You: z0u 
YOUNG: 
YOUR: zOr (zOur zOR) 



MS I' (b)2 
Durham University, Cosin V. IV. 2 
Hand g If. 125r-142r; 151v-152r 
y/Y =Y 

THr : Ye ((THE)) THOUGH: YOF THOFE 
TH: -SE: THrSF' (YE ; CE]) ((THEYS IF: IF ((YFF IFF) ) 

Yer Yis THZfi YEz Yez AS: AS (AL"', ) ( (OS) ) 
tF t) ) AS+AS: AL'? +ALý4 ALS+A!; ALS+OS 

THOSE: Y: SE ((THO Yo YOS (Ar+A^) 
THASE) ) AGAINST: A°GAY; JC 

SH': SCHG BEFORE c: Orz 
Hr. -': HYr SINCE: 
IT: IT ((YT)) YET: zIT 
TH:. Y: YNI WHILE: 
THEM: YNm YAM (YAMf. ) ((YAmME AFTERWAROS: EFTerWARD 

THAME) )' SYTHEN: SY^': - 
THEIR: Yer (YAP) ((YAIR AT rel: AT 

THAR) ) 
SUCH: S'rIYLK SYKF 
WHICH: Ye-WYLKF Ye-WHYLKE 

WYLKE (Ye-WYLK 
'A'HYLKCE 3) ((Ye-QWYLKE 
QWYLK Ye-*JHYLK 
YE -WWHYCKE: «YLK) ) 

EACH: Eller-jLKCF] ILKA (jLK 
YLK EUerILKE 
E(JerjLK-A) 

MANY: MANY 
MAN: MAn (MAC') 
ANY: ANY ((ONY) ) 
-APED: -AND 
MUCH: MEKYLL 
A?. ý : EF. (IR) ((DE AR)) 
WERE: WAR 
IS: Y:, IS ((ES)) 
WAS. Wr, S 
SHALL sq: SALL ((SCHALL)) 
SHALL pL: SALL ((SCHALL)) 
SH3ULt) sq: "ULD SULDE 

((eHULDE)) 
SHOULD pl: SULD[E] 
WOULD sq: y'ALD 
WOULD pl: WtALDCE] 
WILL sg: WYLL 
VILL p1: WYLL 
GAP: GAF (GER) 
MA'ý., TAS: 
TO+sb: TO+c TO+h TO+v TYLL+h 

(TYLL+v) ((TYLL+c)) 
TO+inf: TO+c TO+h TO+v 
FROM: Fra (FRO FRA) 
AFTER: EFTYR EFTer 
THEN: YAn YAN 
THAN: YAK; (YAn) 

STRENGTH: STRE(; GNT (STREi THC F]) 
DEATH: DEDF ((DETH DED)) 
EARTH: ERTHE (: 'RU'l' ERTH) 

((E RT -HERD Hc=RTH-) ) 
WH-: 'H- (IW-) ((W-) ) 
NOT: NOGHT (NOT) ((NOTT) ) 
NOR: NOR (N, ) ((NA)) 
A, O: 0A ((AY AE)) 
WORLD: ý'Fr, LDE ((WORLD WARL[) 

THIN}(: THYNKE 
WORK vh: WYRKE 
Pres part: -YNG -AND (-ANDE 

-YN) ((-YnG)) 
THERE: YerC-] 
WHERE: WHAR- (: 44°- WHF' E -] 

QWf PCR].:. QWARE-) 
Sb pL: -CC (-F7 -F-', ) -S -YS 

-IS) ((-SE)) 
MIGHT vh: MYGHT 
THROUGH: THII1 GHT ((THUREW 

THRUGHT THU9GE-)) 
WHEN: WH'-N ((r`WEN) ) 
Pres 3sq: -es -YS' (-li'S -IS -S) 
Pres pl: -YS (-es -S) ((-ES -IS 

-)) 
Weak pt: -YTCT] (-IT) 
Weak ppl: -YTCT] -YD (-En) 

((-IT -IDE) ) 
Str ppl: -YIJ (-Yn) ((-YNG -: n 

-EN)) 
GIVE: GEFF (GI-Y- GEF- GYFF) 

((GYF GNU- GEFF-)) 



ABr'UT adv: A-E3OUTE 
ABOUT pr: A-BOUTE: (A-BOWT) 
AöCVE. adv: 
AbOVE pr: A-POUEN 
A Iý: AYRc_ 

-ALD: -ALD 
ALL: ALL ((HALL)) 

-A''B: -AMf3 -UME 
A. ̂! CNG adv: 
AM: f, G pr:; P, ANG 

-A' G: -ANG ( (-ONG) ) 
- AP: K: -ANK 
ANcWER sb: 
Ai`d:: WER vb : aNSWFR 
ASK: ASKE ((HoSKE)) 
AWAY: A-WAY ((AWAY)) 
BEý. N: BENE 
BEFOPE adv-t: F3r-FOR (8F-FORE) 

((A-FGf? E)) 
BEFORE pr-t: BE-FORCE] 
BEFORE adv-p! 
BEFORE pr-p: F'E-F02 (Bt-FORE) 
BEGAN TO: 
BEnOVE; : BU4 BE-HOUES E}EHOUYS 
BENEATH adv: 
BENEATH pr: 
BETWEEN pr: BE-TWIX (E'E: -TWYX) 

(( fiE-TWENE BE -TWEX )) 
BLF'SSED: EiLYSSYD ( (BLYSSYT) ) 
BOTH: BOTH[, __] ((PATH 

BOTHER? )) 
BROTHER : PFN OTHER 
BUSY adj: PYSE- 
BUýY vb: 
BUT: BCT 
BY: BY BE 

EIGHT: 
EIGHTH: EGHTED 
EITHER: AITHER 

" +OR: OTHer+OP 
ELEVEN: 
ELc_VENJTH 
ENOUGH: ENOGHT 
-ER cpu: -E R (-er) 
-EST sup: -: ST 
EYE sq: 
EYE p1: 
FAR: 
FATHER: FADer (FAI)YR) 
FELLOW: 
FIFTH: FYFTCE] 
FIGHT: 
FIRE: FYP[E) 
FIRST: FYn3T ((FEST)) 
FIVE: FY; IL 
FLESH: FLE°CH, _ (FLESSHE 

FLE` SCH ) 
FOLLOW: FOLO14- 
FOUR: FOUR FOWR 
FOURTH: FOU!. T FORT FOURTH 
FOWL: FEWLE 
FRIEND: pl FREP"., es 
FRUIT: FRUTE (: REWTE) 

((FROYTE)) 
-FULL: -FLILL 
GOOD: GUDE (G(JD) 
GROW: GROW- 
HAS: HA' ((HAFes HAUES)) 
HAVE: HAF (HAFT: ) 
HEAD: HEDE ((-HUDE? )) 
HEAVEN: HEUEN' F EWYN (HEFYN) 

((HL: WEN HEUEn) ) 
CALL: CALL; ppl CALLYD CALDE HEIGHT: HEGHT 
CAVE s( 1: 
CAME pL: 
cA%, : CAN 
CAST: 
CHOOSE: 
CHURCH: KYRKCC3 ((KERKCE3)) 
COULD: 
DAUGHTER : DOGHTYR 
DAY: DAY 
DI pres: DYCE7 
DIc: pt: DEYD 
DID pt sg: DYO 
DID pt p1: 
-DGM: -DOME E] (-DWME ) 
DOWN: DOUNCE] DOWNE DOUnE 
EAST: 

HELL: HELL ((HELLES HELLYS)) 
HIGH: HEGH 
HIM: HYm (HY") 
HOLY: HALY HOLY 
-HOOD: -HIDE 
HOW: HOW 
HUNDRED: 
Vbl sb: -YNG (-YnG) ((-YN -YG 

-YING)) 
K for C: 
KNOW: KNA'JCE] 
LADY: LADY 
LAUGH: 
LAW: LA'N'CE] 
LESS: LESSE 

-LESS: 
LIr-: 
LIFE: LYFE 
LITTLE: 



LIVE' vb: t: _U- LEF- 
LCO=n: LOAD (LURDE) 
LOVE sb: LUFE 
LOVE vb: Ll)FE ((LOFE) ) 
L:, i. ': LA+w- 

-LY: -LY 
MAY vb: MAY 
M0N'TH : 
MOON: MONE 
MOTHER: MODer MODYR 
r 0N: 
"1Y+C: MY 
M, Y+h: 
NY+v: 
NAM E sb: NAME ((NAEME) ) 
NEITHER: 

+NOR: NOTHer+NOR NOYer+NOR 
NOTHER+OR NOYcr+NE 

-NESS: -NLSESE] ((-NESS) ) 
NEVER: NrUer 
NEW: NEWCE] 
NIGH: NLR 
NIN 77 : 
NINTH: NEENT NEYNT 
NORTH: 
r. OW r'OW 
OLD: ALDCE] OLDCE] 
ONE adj: A ((ON)) 
ONE pro: ON (AN`) 
OR: OR 
OTHER: OYer ((OTHer OTHYR 

OTHER) ) 
OUGHT: AWE ((AGHT A'U)) 
OUR: OUR (Our OUR) ((OWRE 

OURb ) 
OUT: OWT (OUTS) ((OWTT OUT 

VT)) 
OWN adj: AIJNE AWNEE] 
PEOPLE: PEPLE 
P0GP.: PURGE] 
PRAY: PraY 
RUN: RYf'NE 
SAY pres: SAY 
SAY pt: SAYD 
SEE pres: `. "ECE] 
SEE. pt : 
SEEK: SEKE 
SELF: SELFE ((SCLFTE)) 
SEVEN: SEUEN 
SEVENTH: SEUENT SEWYNTF SEUENYD 
-SHHIP: -SHYPP -SCHYPP -CHIPP 

CHEP 
SIN sh: SYN ((SYn)) 
SIN vb: SYN 
SISTER: SISTER SYSTer 
six: 
SIXTH: SEXTCT] 
sor. E: SOME-] 

SON SON ((, UN)); 
pL ((SONNUS)) 

SORROW sb: SOROW 
SORROW vb: 
SOUL: SAULE (AWLE) 

((SAWL-) ) 
SOUTH: 
STAR: 
STEAD: STEPE 
SUN: SON 
TEN: 
TENTH: TENDE ((TENTE)) 
THEE: Ye 
THIRD: THREDCDr] THRYD THYRO 
THOU: Yu ((YOU)) 
THOUSAND: 
THREE: THRE: 
THY+c: Yi 
THY+h: Yi 
THY+v: 
TOGETHER: TO-GEDYR (TO-GYDDER 

TO-GED(-r) 
TRUE: TRCWE T E6, 
TWELFTH: 
TWr LVE: 
TWENTY: 
TWO: TWO ((Tr�; )) 
UPON: A-POn 

APO^, ) ( (Cf. --:! 
VrPON)) 

WATE: WATE 
WAY: WAY 
WEEK: 
WELL adv: WELE 
WENT: WE%T 
WHETHER: 
HITHER: 
THITHER: 
WHITHER: 
WHY: WHY (WY 
WITHOUT adv: W t(I t1TTYN 
WITHOUT pr: WtOWTLT]YN 

(WtOUTTYN Wt-OWTE 
Wt-OUTC WYTH-OUTYN) 

WORSHIP sb: tiORSHIPP WYRSCHEP 
WORSHIP vb: 'WORSITYPP WYRSCHYPP 

WYRSCHIPP 
WORSE: 
YE: ze ((z= Ye)) 
YEAR: zER 
You: zOW ( (zOU zOWE YOWE)) 
YOUNG: 
YOUR: zOur zOWP ((zOWRE)) 



I 

rtý Iß(b)' 
r'. k. o. 
y/Y =Y 

T117: Ye ( (THF) ) 
THýSE: 
THOSE': 
Shý: 
HER: 
IT' YT IT 
TH"_Y: YAY 
TH'ýPi: YAM 
THýYAYR YAR 
SUCH: 
WHICH' YP-WOCHE 
EACH: 
i1AP'Y: 
MAN: MAN 
AP Y: 

-AND: -AND 
BUCH: 
A? 1-. 
W, -_ ", E: WE't 
IS: Is 
WAc: 
SHALL sg: 
SHALL p l: S ALL 
SHCULD sg: 
SHOULD pI: SULLD 
WOULD sg: WALLD 
WOULD pl: 
,! ILL sg: 
WILL pI: WYLL 
GAP: 
MAFýrTL, S: 
TO+sb: TO+c TO+h "TO+v 
TO+inf: TO+c TO+h 
FROM: FRCYP' 
AFTER: HAYFTE. R. 
THr^!: YEn 
THAN: 

THOUGH: 
IF: YF 
AS: AS 
AS+AS : 
AGAINST: adv A-GAYNE 
BEFORE c: 0^ 
SINCE: 
YET: 
WHILE: 
AFTERWARDS: 
SYTHEN: SEN 
AT rcl: 
STRENGTH: 
DEATH: 
EARTH: 
WH-: WH- (W'-) 
NOT: NOT 
NOR: 
A, O: 0 OY (OWY) 
WORLD: 
THINK: 
WORK vb: 
Pres part: 
THERE: Yer"- 
WHERE: WHr R 
Sb pl: -Y. `_' -es 
MIGHT vb: 
THROUGH: 
WHEN: WH7n 
Pres 3sq: -Y"> (-es) 
Pres pL: 
Weak pt: -D 
Weak ppl: -D 
SStr ppl: -YN 
GIVE: 

1 
ý 



ABr, UT adv 
Ac"UT pr: 
ABOVE adv: 
ANGVE pr: 
AI, 

- ALD: 
ALL: ALL HALL 
-AFB 
AMfNG adv: 
AMONG pr: 

- ANG: -ONG 
-AN, K: 
ANý: WER sh: 
ANSWER vb: 
ASK: 
AWAY: 
EDEN: A4: YN 
Fj'FOFcw adv-t: 
PEFCFE pr-t: 
BEFORE adv-p: 
FE7ORE pr-p: 
BEGAN TO: 
BEHOVES: 
BENEATH adv: 
8E": LATH pr 
? ETWEEN pr: 
BLESSED: 
BOTH: 
BROTHER 
BU 'Y ad j: 
BUY vb: 
FiuT: BOT 
BY., 
CALL: 
CAME s0: 
CAME pI: CO,, 
CAN: CON 
CAST: CAST 
CH000E: 
CHURCH: 
COULD: COLLC 
DAUGHTER: 
DAY: DAY 
DI'. ' press 
0TE pt: 
DID pt s!:: 
DID pt pt: 
-DOV 
DOWN: 
EAF, T: 

EIGHT: 
EIGHTH: 
EITHER: 
ELEVEN: 
FLiVENTH: 
ENOUGH: 
-ER cpv: cf -ARGagent> 
-EST sup: 
EYE sg: 
EYE pl: 
FAR: 
FATHER: FADer 
FELLOW: 
FIFTH: 
FIGHT: 
FIRE: 
FIRST: 
FIVE: 
FLESH: 
FOLLOW: 
FOUR: 
FOURTH: 
FOWL: 
FRIEND: FREYND; pl FREn[es 
FRUIT: 
-FULL: -FULL 
GOOO GOOD 
GROW: 
HAS: HAYS 
HAVE: HAYF 
HEAD: 
HEAVEN: 
HEIGHT: 
HELL: 
HIGH: 
HIM: 
HOLY: 
-HOOD: 
HOW: HOW 
HUNDRED: 
Vbl sb: -YnG 
K for C: 
KNOW: KNAW 
LADY: 
LAUGH: 
LAW: 
LESS: 
-LESS: -LEYS 
LIE: 
LIFE: 
LITTLE: LITYLL 



LIV" vb: 
L0-'D: 
LCV^ sh: 
LOVE vb: 
L! 1! "': 
-LY: -LY 
MAY vb: MAY 
M0"'TH: 
MOON: 
MOTHER: 
MOP;: 
vY+c : MY 
MY+h: MY 
FY+v: 
NAME sb: NAYM 
WITHER: 
-NESS: 
NTVER: NEVYR 
NE '. ': 
NICH 
NING: 
NI? %TH: 
NO R TH : 
NOW: 
0 LC7 

i 

ON.. - ad j : 0"! -OYN 
ONE pro: 
0R: 
OTHER : -ODYR -ODer HUDer 
OUGHT: 
OUP'.: 
OUT: 
OWY adj : 
PEOPLE: 
POOR: 
PRAY: 
RUN: 
SAY Ares: 
SAY pt: 

FL press 
! FE pt 
SELK: 
SELF: SELLF 
SEVEN: 
SEVENTH: 
-SNIP: 
SIN sb: 
SIP' vb: 
SISTER: 
SIX: 
SIXTH: 
SOVF" 

SON : 
SORROW sb: 
SORROW vb: 
SOUL: 
SOUTH: 
STAR: 
STEAD: 
SUN: 
TEN: 
TENTH: 
THEE: 
THIRD: 
THOU: 
THOUSANn: 
THREE: 
THY+c: 
THY+h: 
THY+v: 
TOGETHER: 
TRUE: TPFt; - 
TWELFTH: 
TWELVE: 
TWENTY: 
TWO: 
UPON: 
WATE: 
WAY: 
WEEK: WEYK 
WELL adv: WCLL 
WENT: 
WHETHER: 
HITHER: 
THITHE P: YEDYR 
WHITHER: 
WHY: 
WITHOUT adv: 
WITHOUT or: 
WORSHIP sh: 
WORSHIP vh: 
WORSE: 
YE: zE 
YEAR: 
YOU: zOW 
YOUNG: 
YOUR: zOr'c! 



I'1(h)4 
F'orIley, Lyell 37 
Analysis is of pp. 5-16; 25-44 
y/Y =Y 

TH': Y Ye 
THESE YIP `t ((YI")) 
TrlOSF: YO YAI. R 
SHt : 
Hrr : 
IT: IT 
TH 'Y :YI 
TH : M: YAIm (YAIM) 
TH'-IR: Y=^ 
SUCH: SUCH 
WHICH: Y=-( WYCH YE-OWICH 
EACH: ICHON YCHON (ILKON 

ECHGNN ) 
MANY: MANY ((MAMI)) 
r! Aly: MAN (M"ti n) 
ANY: VdhY (ANY) 

-A', rD: -A VD 
MUCH: NOCH 
AR : BE (ER) 

" WE RE 
TC" I; 
WA Wý 
SHALL sp: BALL (SCHALL): 

250 ((CHALCL)T SCHAT)) 
SHALL pl: SALL 
SHOULD sq: SCHULD 
SHOULD pl: 
WOULD so: WALD (WALLD) 

: WOULD pi 
WILL sq: WYLL WILL 
WILL pl: 
GAf: 
MASTAS: 
TO+sb: Tn+c TO+h TO+v 
TO+inf : TO+c TO+h TO+v 
FROM: FR OCHIE I 
AFTEP: AFTee AFTIR 
THEN: YEt: CE3 THEN (YCn) 
THAN: YEn YEN 

THOUGH: YOF 
IF: YFF (YF) 
AS: ALLS (ALS) 
AS*AS: ALL>+ALLS 
AGAINST: AGAYNS 
EEFORE c: 
SINCE: 
YET: zIT 
WHILE: 
AFTERWARDS: AFTE'WCRD 

, SYTHEN: 
AT rel: AT 
STRENGTH: 
DEATH: 
EARTH: ERTH 
lim H-: QW - ((ýýy: H-) ) 
NOT: NIGHT N, AT (NOT MOt) 
NOR: N, rF. 
ADO: 0 
WORLD: 
THINK: 
WORK vb: WIFK (WI; K-) 
Pres part : -YNG -ING 
THERE: Yer YES (THER) 
WHERE: ()WEP 
Sb pl: -es -S (-IS) 
NIGHT vb: MYCHT 
THROUGH: 
WHEN: QWrN 
Pres 3sa: -I? -YS -S -es -ITH 

-YTE, 
Pres pl: -IS 
Weak pt: 
Weak ppl: -ID 
Str ppl: -YrJ -IN 
GIVE: GYF GIFEE] 



n, ßCUT adv 
ABUT pr 
ABOVE adv: 
AL{üVc pr: AF, C'. 'Ff 
AI" AYER 

-aLD ' 
ALL: ALL (ALLE) 

-A"R : 
AMGr1G adv: 
AMONG pr: Lv0nG 
-A!,, -Or. G 
-AMK: 
AN-":: ER sb: ANSWr'R 
AN. WER vb: ANSWZR - 
ASK: ASK- 
AV Y: AWAY 
BE EN: 
BEFORE adv-t: AFOR (BEFOR) 
FEFORE pr-t: 
BEFORE adv-p: 
BEFORE pr-p: BE-FOR 
BEGAN TO: 
BEHOVES: Bý-HOUYS 
BENEATH adv: BENETH 
BENEATH pr: 
BETWEEN pr: BE-TWEn BE-TWEN 

BE-TWLYN (BE-TWENE 
B_-TWEX) 

BLESSED 
BOTH: BOTH 
CROTHFR: 
BUSY adj: 
BUSY vb: 
? UT: BUT BOT 
BY*. rk E 
CALL: ppl CALD 
CAME sq: 
CAME pl: 
CA"1: 
CAST: 
CHOOSE: 
CHUPCH: 
COULD: 
DAUGHTER: 
DAY: DAI 
DIE press 
DID pt: 
DID pt sq: DID 
DIG pt pl: 
-DGM: 
DOWN: DOWN 
EAST: rST 

EIGHT: 
EIGHTH: 
EITHER: 
ELEVEN: 
ELEVENTH: 
ENOUGH: 
-ER cpv: 
-EST sup,: 
EYE sg: 
EYE pl: 
FAR: 
FATHER: FADIR 
FELLOW: 
FIFTH: 
FIGHT: 
FIRE: FIEP FYLR FYREE3 
FIRST: FIRST 
FIVE: 
FLESH: 
FOLLOW: 
FOUR: 
FOURTH: 
FOWL: 
FRIEND: 
FRUIT: 
-FULL: 
GOOD: GLtD 
GROW: 
HAS: HATH HA`-, 
HAVE: HAFEE3 (HAFFE) 
HEAD: HED 
HEAVEN: HEUYNE 
HEIGHT: 
HELL: 
HIGH: HY-_ 
HIM: HIM (CHYM)) 
HOLY: 
-HOOD: 
HOW: HOW 
HUNDRED: 
VbL sb: -ING (-YNG) 
K for C: 
KNOW: KNAW 
LADY: 
LAUGH: 
LAW: 
LESS: LE S 
-LESS: 
LIE: 
LIFE: 
LITTLE: LITTILEL3 (LYTTILL 

LITTYL) 

I 



z1D-11 

LIVE vh: 
LOS D: LORD 
LOVE st': 
LOVE vb: 
LOU: LAV 
-LY: -LY -LI 
MAY vb: MAY, ((MAYE) ) 
MONTH: MONETH 
XOGN: MCNE ((NON) ) 
MOTHER: 

Y+c 
,, Y+h: 
MY+v: 
SAME sb: 
NEITHER: 

" +`10R: NEfIR+NER 

-N'-SS 
N! rv'LR: NF1'er 
NEV 
NIGH: NEY 
NINE: 
NINTH: 
NORTH: NORTH 
NCld NOW 
OLr,: 
ON, 7 adj: ON 
ONE pro: 
OR: FR (OR) 
OTHER: ODIR 
OUGHT: 
OUR: 
OUT: OUT 
OWN. adi AV NE 
PEGPLE: 
POOR: 
PRPY: 
RU ': : 
SAY pres: SAY ((SAI)) 
SAY pt: ppt SAYD 
S'E pres: Sr: 
SEE pt: 
SF-K: SEK- 
SELF: SE LFE 
SEVEN: 
S VENTH: 
-SHIP: 
SIN sb: 
SIN vb: 
SI, STER: 
SIX: 
SIXTH: 
S0ý'E: SUr^ 

sot I: 
SORROW sb: 
SORROW vb: 
SOUL: 
SOUTH: SOWTH 
STAR: 
STEAD: 
SUN: SON 
TEN: 
TENTH: 
THEE: 
THIRD: THIRD 
THOU: Yu (YOU YOW YOu) 
THOUSAND: 
THREE: 
THY+c: YI Yi 
THY+h: 
THY+v: 
TOGETHER: TO-GEDIR 
TRUE: TREW 
TWELFTH: 
TWELVE: 
TWENTY: 
TWO: 
UPON: OPON APON 
WATE: 
WAY: WAY (WAVE) 
WEEK: 
WELL adv: WELL 
WENT: 
WHETHER: QWEDIR 
HITHER: 
THITHER: 
WHITHER: 
WHY: OWI 
WITHOUT adv: 
WITHOUT pr: 
WORSHIP sb: 
WORSHIP vb: 
WORSE: 
YE: 
YEAR: ZER (zERE) 
YOU: 
YOUNG: 
YOUR: 

i 



MS V(1)(f) 
Lincoln City Library, Register 18 (Alnwick) 
ft. 6r-8r 
y/Y =Y 

TH--: 
THE. SE : 

YE_ (YO) W HE Ye Yo) ) THOUGH: 
IF: YF 
AS: AS OS 
AS+AS: ALS+OS OS+OS 
AGAINST: 
BEFORE c: 
SINCE: 
YE T: 
WHILE: 
AFTERWARDS: 
SYTHEN: 
AT re l: 
STRENGTH: 
DEATH: 
EARTH: 
WH-: VH- 
NOT: NOT 
NOR: NF 
A, O: 0 
WORLD: 
THINK: 
WORK vb: 
Pres part: -YNG ((-IPJG -YNGt: )) 
THERE: Y`R[-J (THER-) 
WHERE: WH--RCEJ-- 
Sb PL: -E! ý (-YS -es) ((-0.; 

-Ez -I -us)) 
MIGHT vb: 
THROUGH: 
WHEN: WHAM 
Pres 3sq: -ITH -YTH 
Pros pl: 
Weak pt: -UJP -YD 
Weak ppl: -ED ((-UJD -ID) ) 
Str ppl: -YN (-`rN) 
GIVE: GYFf: GYFF- GEFF- 

THOS: YA? 
SHL : 
HE" . 
IT: 
THEY: 
THEM: 

IT ((YT)) 
YMY ((THEY)) 
YL. M, (THEM) ((THEME 
Y-HEM)) 

THEIR: YE ((Yer YERE THER)) 
SUCH: SUCH 
WHICH: YF-WHICH CYE-]WHYCH 

EACH: 
MANY 

MA N: 

(THE-WHYCH 
YF-C W]WHYCHE WHECH 
YF-WhYSCHE) 
YCHONE 
MANY 

ANY: ANNY (ANY) 
-AND: -ONO ((-AND)) 
MUCH: 
ARE: AR 
'WEPE 
is: IS 
WAS: WAS 
SHALL sq: SALL 
SHALL pI: SALL (SALE) 
SHOULD so: 
SHOULD pL: SULD SCHULD 
WOULD sg: 
WOULD pl: t"ºCLD 
WILL sg: WYLL 
tiILL pI: WYLL 
GAR: 
NA=,, 'TAS: 
TO+sb: TO+c TO+h TO+v 
TO+inf: 
FRCM: FRONE 
AFTER: AFTER ((AFTer)) 
THEN: YAN (THEN[NEJ PANE) 
THAN: 



AE. rUT adv: 
ABOUT pr: 
AFiC'VE adv:. 4BOWNE 
ALOVE pr: 
AIR: 

-1LD 
ALL: ALL 

-A> 
. PI''', f G adv: 
A,,;. 1G pr 
- Ar. G: 
-AN 

ANJ' W'ER sb: 
ANSWER vb: ANSWFR 
ASK: 
Aý'AY: 
13 EE fl, 
BEFORE aav"t: A-FORE AFOR 

( AFORE) 
BEFORE pr-t: AFOR 
BEFORE adv-p: 
BEFORE pr-p: AFORCE] 
BEGAN TO: 
BEHOVES: 
BEi+EATH adv: 
BFf'E. ATH pr: 
HF TVELN pr : 
BL ISSE D 
BOTH: 
BROTHER: 
BUSY ad j 
BUSY vb: 
BUT: BOT 
BY: BE ((BY)) 
CALL: ppl CALLED 
CAME sq: 
CAME pl: 
CA Ný : 
CAST: 
CHOOSE: 
CHURCH: pL CHIRCHES 
COULD: 
DAUGHTER: 
DAY: DAY 
DIE pres: DYECGH] 
DIE pt: 
DID pt sO: 
DID pt p"L: 
-DGM: 
DOV: N: 
EAST: 

EIGHT: 
EIGHTH: 
EITHER: 
ELEVEN: 
ELEVENTH: 
ENOUGH: 
-EP cpv: 
-EST sup: 
EYE sG: 
EYE pl: 
FAR: 
FATHER: 
FELLOW: 
FIFTH: 
FIGHT: 
FIRE: 
FIRST: FYRST 
FIVE: 
FLESH: 
FOLLO'.: 
FOUR: 
FOURTH: 
FOWL: 
FRIEND: FREND- 
FRUIT: 
-FULL: 
GOOD: 
GROW: GROW- 
HAS: 
HAVE: HAVE (HAUE) 
HEAD: 
HEAVEN: 
HEIGHT: HYGHT (HYGH) 
HELL: 
HIGH: 
HIM: HYM 
HOLY: 
-HOOD: 
HOW: 
HUNDRED: 
Vbl sb: -YNG 
K for C: 
KNOW: KNOW- 
LADY: 
LAUGH: 
LAW: 
LESS: 
-LFSS: -LYS 
LIE: 
LIFE: LYV, 
LITTLE: 

1 
I 



iT: Y-1 

LIVC vh: 
L0ý7 '): LORp 
LOVE sb: 
LOVE vb: 
LOW: 

-LY: 
MAY vb: 
MOr: TH: 
MoGfJ: 
MOTHER: 
*'ON: 
MY+c: 
NY+h: 
MY+v: 

-LY 
MAY 

((LORDE)) 

My ( (F9YNE) ) 

MYlv'" (P'YN) ((MY)) 
NAwF sh: pl fVAP1cS NAYMS NAMYS 
NEITHER: 

-rjFss: NEVER: 
-uYs 

NT-- 4;: NEW 
PlIGH: 
NINE: 
N IRTH: 
NUr, TH: 
NO NOW 
OLE: 
ONE - aril : 00 
ONE pro: 
OR : OF. 
OTHER: OYER ODUR (OYrr) 

((OTHER ODER)) 
0U(-HT: 

CU R: 0URIE ] 
OUT: OW T 
OWIN adj: 
PrOPLE: 
POOR: PORE 
PRAY: PRAY 
RUN: 
SAY pres: SAY 
SAY pt: ppt SAYD ((SAID SEYD)) 
SEE pres: SE 
SEE. pt: 
SEEK: 
SELF: SELUYN SELFE 
SEVEN: 
SEVENTH: 

-SHIP: 
SIP, sb: 
SIP! vb: 
SISTER: 
six: 
SIXTH: SEXTE 
SOME: SO. t 

SON: SO!. ((: ONE) ) 
SORROW sh: 
SORROW vb: 
SOUL: SCVºLL 
SOUTH: 
STAR: 
STEAD: 
SUN: 
TEN: 
TENTH: 
THEE: 
THIRD: 
THOU: 

4 

THOUSAND: 
THREE: 
THY+c: 
THY+h: 
THY+v: 
TOGETHER: 
TRUE:, TR': w 
TWELFTH: 
TWELVE: 
TWENTY: 
TWO: 
UPON: VP0I'll 
WATE: 
WAY: pl WADS 
WEEK: 
WELL adv: 
WENT: 
WHETHER: 
HITHER: 
THITHER: 
WHITHER: 
WHY: 
WITHOUT adv: 
WITHOUT pr: 
WORSHIP sb: 
WORSHIP vb: 
WORSE: 
YE: 
YEAR: zERE (YrRE) 
You: 
YOUNG: zONGE 
YOUR: 



MS V(1)(o) 
Lincoln City Library. Register 19 (Lumley) 
f. 41r 
y and Y are distinct in form and function 

TH 7: THE 
THESE: 
THOSE: 
SHE : 
HF?: HER 
IT: 
THEY: THEI 
THEM: TH r_CY]"1 
THEIR: THEYRE THEIRE 
SUCH: 
WHICH: 
EACH: ILKON 
MA^"iY: 
N. A% : MAN 
ANJ Y: 
-AND: 
h1UCH: 
AR F: 
: dEPE: W! irRE 

jr 
WA^: 
SHALL sq: 
SHALL p1: 
SHOULD sg: 
SHOULD pl: 
WOULD sp 
WOULD pL WOLD 
WILL sg: WILL 
WILL p1: 
GA: R: 
MAS, TAS: 
TC+sb: TO+c TO+h TO+v 
TO+i of : TO+C 
FRUM1: 
AFTER: 
THEN: 
THAN: 

1 
I 

THOUGH: 
IF: 
AS: AS 
AS+AS: 
AGAINST' 
BEFORE c: 
SINCE: 
YET: 
WHILE: 
AFTERWARDS: 
SYTHEN: 
AT rel: 
STRENGTH: 
DEATH: 
EARTH: 
WH-: WH- 
NOT: 
NOR: 

A, O: 
WORLD: 
THINK: 
WORK vb: 
Pres part : -YNG 
THERE: 
WHERE: 
Sb pl: -ES (-S -es) 
MIGHT vb: 
THROUGH: 
WHEN: 
Pres 3sq: 
Pres pl' 
Weak pt: 
Weak ppl: -ED 
Str pp l: 
GIVE: 



AB')UT adv: 
ABC: UT pr: 
ASCV! ý adv: 
ABGVE pr 
AI : 

-ALD: -OLD 
ALI.: ALL 
-A"'B 
AMONG adv: 
AMONG pr: 
-ANG: 
-AtiK: 
ANSWER sh: 
ANO4't. R vb: 
ASK: 
Al.. ' AY 
BEE N: 
BEFORE adv-t: AFORE 
BEFORE pr-t: 
K'FO; = adv-p: 
BEFORE pr-p: 
BEE' GANi T0: 
BEHOVES: 
BENEATH adv: 
BENEATH pr: 
BETWEEN pr: 
BL`: S, 'YED: 
BOTH: 
BROTHtR: B°Oyer (BROTHER) 
BU`? Y adj 
BU'ý'Y vb: 
BUT 
B. Y: 
CALL: 
CAME sg: 
CAME pt: 
CAN: 
CAFIT 
CH O0SC : 
CHURCH: KYRK 
COULD: 
DAUGHTER: 
DAY: DAY 
DIE press 
DI pt: 
DID pt sg: DYO 
DID pt PL: 
-DOM: 

0O+JN: 
EAST: 

EIGHT: 
EIGHTH: 
EITHER: AYTHER 
ELEVEN: 
ELEVENTH: 
ENOUGH: 
-ER cpv: 
-EST sup: 
EYE sg: 
EYE p1: 
FAR: 
FATHER: FADER 
FELLOW: 
FIFTH: 
FIGHT: 
FIRE: 
FIRST: 
FIVE: 
FLESH: 
FOLLOW: 
FOUR: 
FOURTH: 
FOWL: 
FRIEND: 
FRUIT: 
-FULL: 

0 

GOOD: cf sb pl GODES 
GROW: 
HAS: HATH 
HAVE: HAUL 
HEAD: 
HEAVEN: 
HEIGHT: 
HELL: 
HIGH: 
HIM: 
HOLY: 
-HOOD: 
HOW: 
HUNDRED: 
VbL sb: 
K for C: 
KNOW: 
LADY: 
LAUGH: 
LAW: 
LESS: 

LIE: 
LIFE: 
LITTLE: LITELL 



i. avI 

LIVE vb: 
LO!? C: LO RD 
LOVE sb: 
LOVE vb: 
LO. -;: 
-LY: 
MAY vh: 
Nb^lTH 
" oc, IN : MOTHER: MODER 
M 0N : 
r; Ywc: MY 
MY+h: MY 
r"Y; v: MYN 
NAME sh: 
NEITHER: 
-NESS: 
NEVER : 
JE! -i : 

NIGH: 
NI? +E 
NINTH: 
NORTH: 
NO-. ': 
OLD: 

i 

ONE adj: 
ONt pro: 
OR: 
OTHER: OTHER 
OUFHT: ' 
OUF: OUR 
OUT: 
O VN adj : 
PEOPLE: PEOPLE 
POOR: POVER 
PRAY: 
RUN: 
SAY Ares: 
SAY pt: pp L SAID 
SEE press 
SE= pt: 
S i. 

SELF: 
SEVEN 
SEVENTH: 
-SHIP: 
sir sb' 
SIN vh: 
SISTER: SISTer SISTER 
SIX: 
SIXTH: 
SOME: 

SON : SON 
SORROW sb: 
SORROW vb: 
SOUL: SAULE 
SOUTH: 
STAR: 
STEAD: 
SUN: 
TEN: 
TENTH: 
THEE: 
THIRD: 
THOU: 
THOUSAND: 
THREE: 
THY+c: 
THY+h: 
THY+v: 
TOGETHER: 
TRUE: 
TWELFTH: 
TWELVE: 
TWENTY: 
TWO: 
UPON: 
WATE 
WAY: 
WEEK: 
WELL adv: 
WENT: 
WHETHER: 
HITHER: 
THITHER: 
WHITHER: 
WHY: 
WITHOUT adv: 
WITHOUT pr: 
WORSHIP sb: 
WORSHIP vb: 
WORSE: 
YE: 
YEAR: YER 
You: 
YOUNG: YONG 
YOUR: 



MS V(4)(a) 
Lincoln City Library Vj I 
Alnwick's Visitations 
y and Y are distinct in form and function 

TH': yE ((ye)) 
TH-, SE: yISE ((THISE yEISE)) 
THOSE: yOE. 
SH 1c, : SH F' 
HER: HIR ((HYR)) 
IT: HIT ((IT)) 
THCY: yAI ((yAY yEI)) 
THEM: yAYM (yAYME) ((HEM 

yEY")) 
THEIR: yAIR C(yAYR)) 
SUCH: SUCHE ((SUCH SLYKE)) 
WHICH: yE-WHICHE ((y; -WHICH 

THOUGH: 
IF: IF 
AS: AS 
AS+AS: AS+AS 
AGAINST: AGAYN (AGAYNS) 
BEFORE c: Or 
SINCE: SYri (SITH) 
YET: YIT 
WHILE: THE-WHILE 
AFTERWARDS: 
SYTHEN: 
AT rc L 

WHICH[E] STRENGTH: 
[y7-]a'HILKCE]i) DEATH: 

EACH: YCH-0011 (YCH-ONE) EARTH: ERTHE 
((YCH YCH[ E ]-ON WH-: WH- 
Y LKCE]-ONE NOT: NOT ((NOGHT)) 
CEUER]YLK-OON ILK-ONE NOR: NE 
EUE. RYCHC-OON] A, O: 0 ((00)) 
EUerYCH-ONE WORLD: WARD- 
EUrrYCH-OON)) THINK: 

MANY: MANY (MANYE) WORK vb: 
MAN: MAN Pres part: -YNG 
ANY: ANY ((ONY)) THERE: yerC-] yFR ((yEP-)) 
-AND: -AND WHE R. E: WH: -R- ((K'E. R-) ) 
MUCH: MYKELL MUCHE (MYCHE) Sb p1: -rS (-)) 

((MOCHE)) MIGHT vb: cf MYGHTY 
AR ,: 
E! EPE : 

AR ((ARE BECEN7 BENE)) THKGUGH: THUF, GH 

IS: IS ((YS)) 
WAS: WAS 
SHALL sq: SHALL 
SHALL pI: SHALL 
SHOULD sg: SHULDE 
SHOULD pI: SHULDE 
WOULD sq: 
WOULD PL: 
WILL sg: WYLL 
WILL pI: WYLL 
GA, ': GAR 
NAS, TAS: 
TO+sb: TO+c TO+h TO+v 
TO+inf: TO+c TO+h TO+v 
FROhM: FRO CE 
AFTER: AFTer AFTER 
THEN: yF. ̀ J ((THAN) ) 
THAN: yEN ((yAN)) 

WHIN: WHAPJ (WHET' ) 
Pres 3sq: -Eý') ((-S)) 
Pres pl: -E ((-Es - -EP: CE7)) 
Weak pt: -E')E 
Weak ppl: --il 
Str ppl: -E:: i'E7 
GIVE: GYFE ((YEV- YEU- 

GEV-) ) 



ABruT adv: 
ABi'UT pr: AL-JROWTE ABOUT 
ABt^VE adv: AßOFE OBOFE (ABOVE 

00 OV7- ) 
ABOVE pr: 0i'OWF 
AIR: 
-ALO: -OLD 
ALL: ALL 
-A1%'RE . . 
AMCNG adv: 
ArSCNG pr: 1r; ONG ((EMONG)) 
-ANG: -CNG 
-ANK: 
AN:: VER sb: 
ANFýWER vb: 
ASK: ASKE 
AWAY: 
BEEN: BELN BrNE 

EIGHT: 
EIGHTH: 
EITHER: EYyer 

" +OR: OYyrR+M 
ELEVEN: ELLEVEN 
ELEVENTH: 
ENOUGH: 
-ER cpv: -E. P ((-AF) ) 
-EST sup: -EST 
EYE sg: 
EYE PL: YFNE 
FAR: FERR 
FATHER: FADER 
FELLOW: 
FIFTH: FYFTE 
FIGHT: 
FIRE: 
FIRST: FY"ST (FYRSTE) 

BEFORE adv-t: AFORE (A-FORE) FIVE: FYVE 
((PEC-]FOPE TO-FORE)) FLESH: 

BEFORE pr-t: BE-FORE FOLLOW: FOLO'; - (FOL01WE) 
BEFORE adv-p: EF-FOP. E AFORE ((F°LOW-) ) 
BEFORE pr-p: Bc C-]FCRE (A-FORE) FOur:: FOl1? 
BEGA"J TO: 
BEHOVES: 
BENEATH adv: EYNETHEEJ 

FE: r: ETHCE3 ((BY-r4ETHE 
? INETH PE-NETHE)) 

BENEATH rr: 
BETWEEN pr: BET4: IX (BE-TWIX 

SETWYX) ((BE-TWYX)) 
BLESSED: 
BOTH: BOTHE (ROTH) 
BROTHER: pl BRETHERN 
BUSY adj: RYSY- 
BUSY vb: 
BUT: BUT 
BY: BY (BE) ((BYE)) 
C4LL: 
CAME sct: 
CAVE pl: 
CAN: 
CAST: 
CHOOSE: 

I 
I 

FOURTH: FOUFF. TE 
FOWL: 
FRIEND: PL FRENDES 
FRUIT: 
-FULL: -FULL 
GOOD: GONE 
GROG : GRC`; JL 
HAS: HAS 
HAVE: HAFE ((HAUE HAVE)) 
HEAD: HEDE 
HEAVEN: 
HEIGHT: 
HELL: 
HIGH: 
HIM: 
HOLY: 
-HOOD: 

HYM 
HOLY 

HOW : HOW (H0l,! E ) 
HUNDRED: 
Vbl sb: -Yr16 ((-YNGE -YING 

-ENG- -ING-) ) 
CHURCH: KYRKE CHURCHE (KYRK) K for C: 
COULD: KNOW: KNAWE (KNOWE) 
DAUGHTER: DOGHTEP. - ((DOGHTERE)) LADY: 
DAY: DAY ((DAYE)) LAUGH: 
DIE press 
DIE pt: 
DID pt sq: 
DID pt pI: DYDE 
-DOM: 
DOWN: DOWNE 
EA: T: 

I 

LAW: LAS' - (LAGHCE]) 
LESS: LES. 'E 
-LESS: -LESS 
LIE: 
LIFE: LYVF LYFE 
LITTLE: LIT=LL 



LIVE vb: LYFE 
LO;. D: LORDE (LORD) 
LOVE sb: LUFE 
LOVE vb: 
LOV: 
-LY: -LY ((-LYr -LIE)) 
MAY vb: MAY ((MOWc)) 
MONTH: MONETH 
Pi00Pv: 
MOTHER: PiOL') ER 
P1i, (u: 
'FY+c 
MY+h: 
t"'Y+v 
NAM, E sbNA iAE 
NcITHEfi: N%'lYyLP. 

+NOR: NOYyPr+P1E NOYyrR+ 
(NF-Yyer+NE NOUyER 

-N, ESS: 
ýJEVEF : 
NF W: 

-Nr'_SSE ((-hES) ) 
N_Uer 

SON: SONrE] 
SORROW sb: 
SORROW vb: 
SOUL: SOWLE 
SOUTH: 
STAR: 
STEAD: 
SUN: 
TEN: 
TENTH: 
THEE: 

TOGETHER: Tc-GEnr. J (TO-GEDRe) 
(('E-GE. DRE) ) 

TRUE: adv TRULY 
TWELFTH: 
TWELVE: 
TWENTY: 

THIRD: THRYDDE 
THOU: 
THOUSAND: 
THREE: THRE 
THY+c: 

NE THY+h: 
+NER) THY+v: 

NIGH: NYGH 
NINE: NYNE 
NINTH: NYNTHF 
NORTH: 
NOW: NOW ((N'0wE) ) 
OLD: OLDE ((OLD)) 
ON'r adj: ON (OON) 
ONF pro: OON (ONE) ((OONE)) 
OR: 0r 
OTiirR: Oyer OyEP ((OTHer 

0y7Rý)) 
OUGHT: OGHT 
OUR: Our ((OUR')) 
OUT: OWTE ((OWTT)) 
OWN adj: OWLN (AWNE) 
PECPLE: PEOPLE (PEPLE) 
POOR: PORE 
PRAY: 
RUB': 
SAY pres: SAY 
SAY pt: ppl SAIDE (SAID) 

((SAYDE SEIDE)) 
SEE pres: SFE ((SE)) 
SEC pt: 
SE'_K: SFKE 
SELF: "FLFE 
SEVEN: 
SE VENTH: 
-SHIP: -SHIPS 
SI""' sb: 
SIN vb: 
SISTER: SUSTEFE (SUSTRE): 

pl SUSTFRS 
SIX: SiX (SIX) 

TWO: 
UPON: 
WATE: 
WAY: 

STF: D- 

TWO 
VPON (VF'-OCPJ] VFO) 

WEEK: WEKE 
WELL adv: W_LE ((WELLE)) 
WENT: 
WHETHER: 
HITHER: 
THITHER: 
WHITHER: 
WHY: 
WITHOUT adv'WYTH-OWTE 
WITHOUT pr: YYTH-OWTfCP: ] 

((WYTH-OUTE)) 
WORSHIP sb: 
WORSHIP vb: 
WORSE: 
YE: YE 
YEAR: YEIR 
You: YOW[E] 
YOUNG: YCN,, 
YOUR: YOur ((YOurE YO! IR 

YOW RE)) 

SIXTH: 
SOME: SOM (SOM-) 



Section II 

The Dialect Geography of Mediaeval Lincolnshire 
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Mediaeval Lincolnshire: A Perspective 
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Mediaeval Lincolnshire: A Perspective 

The area considered in this study is delimited by the 

modern county boundary of Lincolnshire as it existed before 

the local government reforms of 19724. Linguistically 

considered, this boundary is somewhat arbitrary: its 

northern line is that of the Humber; to the west it follows, 

for the most part, the valley of the River Trent; southwards 

the area extends into the Penland; and the eastern limit is 

formed by the North Sea. Counties are political or 

administrative creations, and as such seldom constitute 

'natural regional in the geographerts sense of the term. 

The county of Lincs. is no exception: it comprises several 

natural regional some of which are contained wholly within 

Linea., others of which extend into adjacent counties - the 

Fenland, for example, runs into four other counties. 

For an account of the mediaeval dialects of Lincs* we 

need, obviously, to know what sort of an entity the county 

of Lincss was in mediaeval times; how much communication 

it had with areas outside; into what natural regions the 

mediaeval county fell; and what kinds of contact there 

were between them - in other words, what kind of a dialectal 

continuum we are dealing with. Accordingly, this review 

will consider briefly the geology, relief and drainage of 

the area; and more particularly, the pattern of settlement 

that they shaped, its population and communications. This 

will be the setting for the linguistic survey that is the 
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focus of the present work; and it will also be a framework 

within which the emerging linguistic pattern is to be 

interpreted. 

Natural Regions 

Geology and Topographer 

To the topography of the county the solid geology has 

contributed two main features: 

(i) the Lincoln Cliff, over 60 miles long, which is the 

northern continuation of the Jurassic limestone scarp 

extending from the Mendips to the Be Riding of Yorks. In 

Lincs* it attains a maximum height of over 400 feet, but 

runs mainly at a little above 200 feet; 

(ii) the Lincoln Wolds, chalk uplands forming a part of the 

escarpment stretching from the south of England to Flamborough 

Head, The Lincoln Volds are about 45 miles long, and five 

to eight miles across. They attain a maximum height of 

550 feet within a general elevation of about 350 feet (see 

Map G. l ). 

The axis of the Lincoln Cliff runs north-south, that of the 

Voids north-west-south-east. West of the Cliff, and between 

the Cliff and the Wolds, lies clay vale; east of the chalk 

are clays, and the alluvial coastal plain. 

The surface geology of most of the county, however, is 

not solid, but drift. The drift deposits are of two types: 

(i) glacial outwash, consisting of (a) gravels and (b) 

boulder clay; 

(ii) alluvium and peat. 

The deposits of boulder clay and of alluvium and peat are 
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extensive, and between them cover about two thirds of the 

county (see Map G. 2). 

The topography of the county thus consists of two 

scarps, the Cliff fairly acute, the Volds rather gently 

inclined, converging towards the Humber. These solid 

'blocks' were bridged by the clay vale for about 10 miles 

north to south between Market Rasen and Bardney; north 

and south of this bridge the clay vale gave way to alluvium, 

the marshes of the Rivers Ancholme and Witham. South of 

the Wolde, and bordered on the west by the Jurassic scarp, 

lay the Penland* The 15th century boundary of the Fen is 

here assumed to have been substantially the same as that 

reconstructed on the basis of the Domesday evidence. The 

draining of the Pen was not very far advanced during the 

period covered by this present study, and the Domesday 

topography is obviously a much more reliable guide than the 

modern landscape. 

Such, in outline, are the natural regions of mediaeval 

Lincs., which themselves admit of further divisions, of 

which the following is a summary account (see Map G. 3). 

Axhoime, the flood-plain of the lower Trent, was an extensive 

marsh of alluvium and peat within which the low Isle of 

Axholme provided sites for half a dozen villages. 

Lindsey Sands and Clays. This area is a plateau at about a 

hundred feet, covered by blown sand. It was a region merely 

of warrens and commons, bare of settlements. 

Western Lowlands. These form the most westerly of the Lincs. 
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clay vales, the Vale of Trent. It is interrupted in various 

places by low plateaus, but is nowhere more than fifty feet 

above sea-level. South-west of Lincoln, islands of river 

gravels provided many village sites. 

Lindsey Heaths and Clays, and Kesteven Heaths and Clays. 

These two regions cover the prominent north-south ridge of 

the Lincoln Cliff. The ridge is a regular scarp, most of 

its fifty-odd miles just over 200 feet above sea-level. It 

is breached in two places, by the Lincoln and Ancaster Gaps. 

Beneath the limestone of the Cliff are clays, forming a 

spring line along the base of the Cliff; and these springs 

were natural sites for village settlement ('spring line 

villages'). 

Clay Vale of Lindsey, Middle Witham Fens and Kesteven Clays. 

East of the Lincoln Cliff and parallel to it is a lowland 

area, the Lincoln Clay Vale or Mid Clay Vale. It stretches 

from the Humbor to the 'Penland. In the nor +. '. '-. _4+ includes the 
v 

basin of the River Ancholme, and in the south is drained by 

the River Langworth, a tributary of the Witham. The eastern 

side of the northern and of the valley is covered by blown 

sands. Elsewhere the valley slopes are mantled with glacial 

deposits, which in the south-east form a low plain dissected 

by the many tributary streams from the Wolds; along these, 

there are strings of small villages. 

The Wolds and the Clay Wolds. The Lincoln Wolds lie to the 

east of the Mid Clay Yale. The Wolds are a belt of chalk 

upland between five and eight miles wide and about 45 miles 

1 

, ý 
rf 
b 
t 
R 



long; the axis is north-west to south-east. The plateau 

has been much dissected. In the north, there are spring- 

line villages at the base of the escarpment line, and on the 

east slope there is another well-developed line of villages 

at the junction of the chalk and the clay. Further south, 

villages nestle in the valleys, their water drawn not from 

springs, but streams. 

Eastern Clays and Silts. This area consists of a chalk 

platform, overlain with boulder clay and marine silts. 

Bordering the Humber and the coast is alluvium or marsh, 

which around the Wash merges with the Fens. Went of the 

marsh, between the Humber and the Steeping River is a low 

plateau covered with boulder clay, and some few patches of 

glacial gravel on which villages have been sited. 

The Fenland and Fen Margins. The lower portion of the 

Witham basin and the area round the Wash form a flat plain 

delimited by the fifty foot contour. The Fenland may be 

divided into four parts: (a) the Jurassic clays, which 

underlie the whole area and occasionally outcrop as islands 

of heavy soils; (b) the rim of sands and gravels around the 

old glacial coastline, which gulf forms the present-day 

Penland proper; (c) the peats on the landward part of the 

gulf and (d) the silts on the seaward part. The peaty and 

silts form most of the Penland. The peat was uninhabited, 

but silts afford deep, fine-grained, easily-worked soils. On 

a band of silt raised slightly above the marsh on the seaward 

side, and above the peat on the landward side, there was a 
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line of village sites long before the draining of the Fens 

in the 17th and 18th centuries; to the landward side of 

this village line there was extensive and uninhabited peat 

fen. 

Such are the habitats provided by the topography of 

mediaeval Lincs., and I now turn to consider the kinds of 

settlement that they attracted. 

Settlement Pattern 

Except for certain industrial districts, nearly every 

village on the present-day map of England already existed by 

the 11th century and is hence described in the Domesday 

Book. l The village geography of modern Lincs., and a 

fortiori that of 15th century Lincs., is essentially that 

of Domesday, a settlement pattern that was established by 

Anglian, and then later by Danish invaders. Although 

individual settlements in later centuries may have grown 

beyond more villages, the pattern itself - the number and 

distribution of villages - was scarcely affected by later 

events. In this much of the Penland is exceptional: large 

parts of it were simply not inhabited until the reclamation 

of the wet lands, a process begun in the 11th century but 

not completed for another 750 years. 

Density of Settlement 

The relative sizes of parishes are a good indication of 

density of settlement. In Linca, there is an obvious contrast 

1. All Domesday information is taken from H. C. Darby ed., 
The Domesday Geography of Eastern England (Cambridge 
University Press, 1952)e 



between upland and Penland settlement (see Maps G. 4 and G. 5). 

Villages in the Penland proper were confined to the silt, 

and formed a belt of settlements round the Wash; the peat 

was uninhabited. The uplands, by contrast, were much more 

evenly settled. Parish boundaries were so devised as to 

include within each parish, and thus for each village, a 

share in each of the local land-types: no one community 

had a monopoly of very good or of very bad land. In the 

Penland the parishes are accordingly long and strip-like, 

so that each village includes some salt marsh, some of the 

silt band, and some of the peat fen. In Kesteven, to the 

west of the Pen, the two main lines of villages show similar 

sharing but of different land-types. One line runs along the 

edge of the Pont and here the parish boundaries secure for 

each village a stretch of fen and a stretch of upland. In 

the village line extending southwards from Lincoln to 

Grantham, west of the Cliff scarp, each parish has a stretch 

of heath on the limestone above and a"stretch of clay 

lowland beneath. 

At the time of Domesday, the settlement of Lincs. was 

dense compared with much of the rest of the country. The 

county had a recorded (and probably actual) population of 

90,000 and was second only to Norfolk in its numbers. On 

average, there were 35 people to the square mile; but there 

was wide variation from district to district, since many 

parts of the county, especially the Pens, were uninhabited 

and still in their natural state. The uplands had been 
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densely settled by the Anglians, whose villages tended to 

lie in the valleys, on rich agricultural land, and often 

no more than two or three miles apart. Subsequently, 

Danish settlements increased the density of this upland 

village pattern. The Danish place-name element -bx 

(0. Scan. -byr) meaning 'village' or 'town', is the suffix 

of about a third of the village names of the county. The 

Danish villages tend to follow the lines of the Roman roads. 

The Danes were invading an already well-populated country, 

and the direction of their invasion was not primarily from 

the Lincs. coast; they used the Roman roads for those 

military reasons for which they had originally been made. 

At least to begin with, the Fenland seems to have been a 

barrier to Danish village settlement: the only habitable 

part, the silt band, was already fully settled by the 

Anglians, easily defensible and at that time unattractive 

land in any case. Villages with Danish names skirt the 

Fenland: Firsby, Coningsby, Digby, Asgarby, Hacconby. 

South and east of this line there are few Danish place- 

names. Those that do appear in the Pen - Kirton, Skirbeck, 

Scrane, Brothertoft, Fiehtoft, Wigtoft and Bicker - may 

belong to a period of secondary colonisation, infiltration 

from Danish settlements previously established elsewhere in 

the East Midlands. 2 

2. Although there are so few village names of Danish origin 
in the Fonland, however, it would be a mistake to conclude 
that there was here no Danish settlement. ' It is abundantly 
clear from a study of the minor and field names that there 
was in fact a substantial Danish influx: see K. Cameron, 
'The evidence of the field and minor names of the Holland 
division of Lincolnshire', Paper read at Uppsala, June 1977" 
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Continuity of Settlement 

A study of regional dialect must take into account 

the type and extent of contact between speech communities, 

and whether, geographically considered, the speech commu- 

nities overall comprise a linguistic continuum or, rather, 

a series of isolated and even discrete units. Long-distance 

communications are largely irrelevant for the social contact 

and hence internal dialect patterns of a small area, except 

in so far as they may extablish regular social contact with 

outsiders. Here, we have to consider not only the continuity 

of settlement within Lincs., but the continuity of that 

settlement into areas outside Lincs.; as earlier noted, 

political and administrative boundaries need not march with 

linguistic ones. 

The Humber is unlikely to have effected a major 

linguistic breach in the northward continuity: it was 

crossed by several important and much used ferries; 

additionally there were many smaller and private ferries run 

by N. Lindsey monasteries, to facilitate journeys to their 

Yorks. estates - the holdings of Lincs. landowners did not 

all end at the Humber shore. The Barton to Hessle crossing 

was on the main route from Lincoln to the North, and other 

public ferries ran from Grimsby, South Ferriby and Wintringham. 

Villages along the sides of the Humber were evidently in 

close and frequent contact. 

By contrast, the marshes of the Trent valley and the 

woodland of the E. Notts, clay vales broke almost completely 
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the contact between settlements. Admittedly, the Ouse, the 

Trent and the Foss Dyke comprised a much-used route for the 

transport of heavy goods between York and Lincoln; but a 

throughway, no matter how well-used, need do nothing to 

link the communities lying on either side of it - in this 

respect, consider the modern motorway. In the fifty miles 

of the Trent below Newark, there were, counting on both 

banks only 33 villages, and of these very few are paired on 

opposite banks. There were but two bridges and four 

ferries in the whole of this stretch. Even so, it is rather 

the meagre settlement of the adjacent marshes than the river 

itself that interrupted the dialect-continuum: see the 

discussion and map in Chapter 3 below. 

The lower Witham below Lincoln constituted an even 

greater break in the settlement pattern. Between Lincoln 

and Boston, its shifting and meandering course was subject 

to continual blockage making it an unsatisfactory routeway, 

though it was occasionally used as such. In the whole of 

its extensive flood-plain there were very few villages indeed, 

and these like Southrey, were sited on islands of gravel. 

The Penland was similarly very sparsely settled. But 

such settlements as there were maintained constant contact 

with each other. In the winter, when roads in the 'dry' 

lands became difficult or impassable, the Penland waterways 

by contrast continued to provide routes for internal 

commerce, and even for external contact. Moreover, within 

the Penland, groups of villages were further bound together 
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by the administrative custom of intercommoning in the 

surrounding fen. In the Fenland, manorial and tenurial 

bonds were more flexible than elsewhere, and there was free 

communication between settlements. There was a certain 

amount of contact with settlements across the fen margins 

and very free cross-communication within the Fenland itself. 

Prosperity of Settlement 

In agricultural communities, density of population is 

closely linked to prosperity. The Lincs, population, 

having increased during the 11th, 12th and 13th centuries, 

had begun to decline during the 14th century. The earlier 

growth of the Lincs. population is most clearly demonstrated 

and is at its most dramatic in the Fenland, which was not 

much affected by the later decline. The evidence of 

Domesday, which records a sparse distribution of villages 

combined with small numbers of plough-teams, suggests that 

it was an area of comparative poverty in the 11th century. 

The 14th century evidence gives a different picture; one 

of large, scattered and prosperous Fenland settlements. In 

the centuries after Domesday, the owners and inhabitants 

of the 'dry' areas of the Fenland, especially the large 

Fenland monasteries of Peterborough, Crowland and Ramsey, 

made continual inroads into the wet lands nearest to them. 

The result was that by the early 14th century, a substantial 

reclamation had produced large areas of rich meadow on the 

peat fen for pasturing of sheep and cattle, and much good 

corn-growing arable land on the silt fen. Even though acre 
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for acre the Fenland was not as productive as the upland, the 

scattered villages were quite as well-off as their more 

closely crowded upland neighbours. The Fenland villages 

grew in size, and their massive and magnificent parish 

churches, built between the 12th and 15th centuries are 

monuments to the comparative prosperity of the area at this 

time. 

By the and of the 13th century, the population of 

England began to fall. The arable acreage began to diminish; 

the Black Death of 131+8 and the subsequent recurrences of 

the plague accelerated the progress of this continued decline, 

and by the middle of the 15th century this decline had in 

effect become a decolonisation. Lincs. was one of the 

counties worst hit by the fall in population: there are 

150 lost village sites in Lincs. The enormous growth in 

population from the 11th to the 13th centuries, lacking 

corresponding increases in land-yields, brought English 

society to the margin of subsistence. As the margin came 

closer, the death-rate grew higher and the population began 

to fall. As the population contracted, smaller villages on 

the least prosperous land were abandoned altogether, in 

favour of the larger and better-placed settlements. 

Prosperity declined with the population: the social 

structure failed to make the necessary accommodation to 

economic pressures. 

The Penland and reclaimed Fenland, however, were 

largely immune from depopulation. Relative to population, 



there was plentiful and excellent corn-land, and given the 

efforts of land reclamation, it was not in fixed supply; 

this at least contributed to the Fenland's continued 

prosperity. It was an area late to be settled and with 

populous villages whose sheer size must have helped their 

survival. 

For an account of the mediaeval dialects of Lincs., 

it is self-evident that written sources must be the 

foundation. Books cost money, and the prosperity of an 

area may well determine how much evidence of this kind was 

produced, let alone survived. The comparative density and 

prosperity of the Fenland population as opposed to upland 

Lincs., and the Fenland's large number of rich religious 

houses tallies well with what is known of. the production 

of MSS. Relatively, -there survive many more MSS, having 

a linguistic provenance in the Fenland than in the northern 

and upland parts of Lincs. Typically these Fenland produc- 

tions are literary, and mainly religious, this in contrast 

to the more mixed corpus of texts surviving from the Lincse 

uplands. Although during the 15th century literacy had 

ceased to be the prerogative of clergy, 
3 it is nevertheless 

reasonable to expect certain kinds of text to have been 

produced, and their copies multiplied mainly in religious 

houses; and it may be added that a secular text need have 

had neither secular origins nor an exclusively secular 

3" See M. B. Parkes, 'The literacy of the laity', Literature 
and Western Civilization, edd. David Daiches and Anthony 
Thoriby London: Aldus Books, 1973) PP- 555-577. 
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circulation. The extant corpus of later M. E. copies of 

literary texts is evidently not more than a thirtieth, and 

probably lese than a fiftieth, of the total number of MSSe 

then produced; and in assessing the literary wealth of an 

area this is clearly of the greatest importance.. It should 

be remembered also in the later accounts of the detailed 

textual histories of certain Lines. MSS.; Chapter 4 is not 

the place to repeat the social and economic history of 

mediaeval Lincs., but it is against such a background that 

these textual and dialectal studies must be viewed. 



Chapter 3 

The Maps 
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The Sources and the Evidence for their Local Origins 

The present definition of Lincolnshire dialect depends 

largely on the existence of the Atlas for the Dialects of 

Later Middle English. The corpus of material known on 

non-linguistic evidence to be of Lincs. origin is very 

small, and its total dialectal yield is low. Accordingly, 

the definition of unlocalised dialects as of Lincso origin 

merely on the grounds of their positive association with the 

dialects of this localised corpus is for present purposes. 

inadequate. The recognition of the present corpus depends 

on the impossibility of associating these dialects with 

areas outside Lincso and the fact that they cohere dialectally 

with such localized Lincso material as there is. They belong 

to a continuum, not to a dialectal rag-bag; and this 

continuum is accommodated in a well-defined 'hole$ in the 

larger continuum established for the M. E. dialects over all. 

It should be emphasised that no matter whether by 

(i) positive association with the localised Lincso corpus, 

or (ii) the impossibility of accommodating these dialects 

elsewhere in England, if no dialectal order emerged within 

'Lincs. ' thus defined, treatment of these unlocalised 

dialects as a single corpus of whatever local origins would 

be wholly inadmissible. The internal order that does emerge 

is a continuation not a disruption of the order established 

over the whole map. 



There are three classes of source: 

(a) Local documents. 

(b) Sources for which the evidence of local origin is 

mainly linguistic, but for which there are some non-linguistic 

associations with Linca. 

(c) Sources for which the evidence of local origin is 

wholly linguistic. 

I shall here consider the Linca. sources of types (a) and 

(b). Material in class (c) will not be considered as a 

single corpus, but select studies of individual sources from 

within this class will appear in the next chapter. 

(a) Local documents 

1. No. 195. 

Source: Leicester, Museums and Art Galleries, MS. L. Mus. 1. D. 

50/XII/5. The Seignory of Castle Carlton. 

Provenance: Castle Carlton near Louth. 

Date: c. 1425. 

There is no reason to doubt that this is a genuinely local 

text and that its language belongs to Castle Carlton. 

z. No. 106. 

Source: Lincoln City Library, Register 19 (Lumley), ff. I3r-- 

46v. The will of Sir Thomas Cumberworth of Someretby 

(= Somerby ). 

Provenance: Somerby by Glanford Brigg. 

Date: 1450. 

This is not the original Will, but is a copy made by 



Bishop Lumleyts registrar at Lincoln. The copyist cannot 

have reported the text very accurately, and evidently 

perpetrated numerous errors of omission: the text is 

unclear in several places. However, the original language 

seems to have been preserved with considerable fidelity: 

it is internally consistent, markedly local in character 

and, on the evidence of other contemporary material from 

Lincoln, l it is of a much more northerly type than is 

likely to have been current in that city. There is 

little doubt that this text represents the dialect of 

Somerby rather than of Lincoln, and although minor details 

of orthography may not have been transmitted accurately, 

the local origins of this dialect can nevertheless be 

regarded as established. 

3. No. 814. 

Source: Lincoln Archives Committee, 3 Anc. 2/l/53" 

Indenture of 20 September, 25 Henry VI, between Robert 

Lord Willoughby of Eresby, and the Abbot and Convent of 

Kirkstead, about commoning in Wildmore Fen. 

Provenance: Kirketead or Eresby. 

Date: 1446. 

The language of this document shown no signs of contamination 

1. Particularly a letter from Dame Alice Rotherham to the 
Mayor of Grimsby, 147480. Written at Nettleham (3 miles 
N. E. of Lincoln). Also (though mixed with more southerly 
language), the Customary of the City of Lincoln, 1480; and 
material from 1447 in Bishop Alnwick's register at Lincoln, 
probably by a Lincoln hand. 
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by Chancery Standard and I assume that its dialect 

belongs to the area of the two principals. There is no 

means of deciding whether its language belongs to Kirk- 

stead or Eresby or some other place nearby, and the 

dialect has accordingly been placed on the maps mid-way 

between Kirkstead and Eresby. 

4. No. 287- 

Source: London, British Museum, MS. Additional 34888/35. 

Letter of William Tailboys of Kyme to Viscount Beaumont. 

Provenance: Kyme, Kesteven. 

There is no evidence to suggest that William Tailboys 

wrote the letter himself, but since the language is not 

contaminated by Chancery Standard it is here assumed to 

be local. 

(b) Sources for which the evidence of local origin is mainly 

linguistic but for which there are some non-linguistic 

associations with Lines. 

I. No. 38 

Source: London, Inner Temple Library, MS. Petyt 1755,, 

No. 511, vol. 7. Robert Mannyng of Brunne's Chronicle. 

The language may be assigned to the area about Sempringham, 

Kesteven, a village eight miles north of Bourne. 

According to the prologue of Handlyng S ne, Robert 

Mannyng spent fifteen years of his life in the Gilbertine 

house at Sempringham. 
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2. No. 912, 

Source: Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Rolls 22, Hand A. 

A poem on the life of St. Katerina. 

The poem contains, in stanzas 17 to 19, an aq rostics 

'Ricardvs Spalding'. There is no evidence that the extant 

copy of this text is autograph, or that Richard Spalding 

(or his amanuensis) wrote in Spalding dialect, but the 

language does indeed fit there. 

3. Mo. 501. 

Source: Cambridge, University Library, MS. Dd. 11.45, 

Hand B. Medical recipes and the draft of a letter. 

The letter mentions Bilsby (near Alford, Lindsey), but 

the language fits much further west in Lincs. 

4. No. 16. 

Source: Oxford, Corpus Christi College, MS. 236. 

Richard Misyn's translations of Richard Rolle's Incendium 

Amoris and Emendatio Vitae. 

Richard Misyn was a Carmelite monk of Lincoln. The 

language of this MS. fits in the Lincoln area; but, the 

scribe's usage is not wholly consistent, and there is 

evidence that he made his copy from an exemplar written 

in a more northerly dialect, possibly from N. W. Lincs. 

(cf. another copy of the same texts, B. M. Add. 37790, 

No. 263, and see Chapter 4" for a discussion of the 

language). 
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5" No. 213. 

Source: London, British Museum, MS. Harley 2409. 

A Devout Matter by Walter Hilton. 

On f. 78v appears $Be yt remembryd yt dame Mald Wade 

priorys of Swyne (= Swineshead) has gyven yis boke to 

dame loan hyltoft in Noncotom'. Swineshead is in S. E. 

Lincs. and Nun Cotham is in N. E. Lincs. The language 

fits beat in S. W. Lincs. 

6. No. 46. 

Source: Cambridge, Sidney Sussex College, MS. D. 5.3 (89). 

Richard Rolle, Commentary on the Psalter. 

This has traditionally2 been associated with Theddlethorpe, 

because documents relating to Theddlethorpe are bound into 

the end of the MS. - The language of the Commentary is 

mixed, however; and the dialect of the one linguistically 

homogenous section belongs not to Theddlethorpe, but is 

placeable in S. W. Lincs. 

7. No. 194. 

Source: London, British Museum, MS. Cotton Appendix VII, 

Hand Be Theological poems. 

On f. 123r the name 'Nicolaus Kymo' (= Kyme, Kesteven) 

appears, and on the endboard the name "Braytoft' (= Bratoft, 

Lindsey). The language belongs much further south in 

Kesteven. 

2. See Chapter It. for references and a discussion of this HS. 



8. No. 315. 

Source: London, British Museum, MS. Harley 1288, Hand B 

(not entered on the dialect maps). Theological treatises. 

On f. 82v appears the name 'Francis Yerburgh' (= Tarburgh, 

Lindsey). The language is mixed, but one element is 

assignable to L. Lincs. rather south of Yarburgh. 
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The Recognition of Lincolnshire Scribal Dialects 

No single set of criteria can be invoked of which all 

members will be relevant for each dialect assigned to 

Lincolnshire. The administrative boundaries of Lincs. do 

not, in the main, coincide with linguistic boundaries. 

The extreme southern part, and often also the eastern part 

of the county, is linguistically very different from the 

central and northern parts. Moreover, many of the forms 

that characterise Lincs. dialect are not confined to Lincs.: 

they belong also to one or more other areas, and it is 

often only their combination in particular assemblages 

that establishes Lincs, as the area of origin. The paucity 

of anchor texts for Lincs. makes it impossible to be 

confident about the exact placing of those scribal dialects 

which lie close to the county boundary, and some of which 

may therefore belong just over the border inside neighbouring 

counties. 

To determine on linguistic grounds whether a given 

scribal dialect is likely to be of Lincs. origin, it is 

best to proceed by considering sub-sets of criteria; a 

single list is taxonomically less efficient, and it is 

likely to mislead. If all or most of the forms in List I 

appear in the scribal dialect, at least a N. E. Midland 

provenance is indicated. 
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List I 

1. -s for the verbal suffixes of the 3rd, pers* age and ple 

pres. Ind. 

2. -and e] beside -yng[e] for the ending of the pres. part. 

3. -k[-j as opposed to -ch[-] in 'such', 'which', 'each', 

'much'. 

4. [a] not h- in 'they', 'them', 'their'. 

5" [- ]g- not [-12. - in 'give', 'against'. 

6. -e- not -i- in 'six[th]'. 

line. S. L. 

9. er, laret. 
I 

10. s+ vowel in $shall'. 'should'. 

11, gw- and gwh- as the reflex of O. E. hw-. 

12. Digraphs for the reflexes of O. E. long vowels (e. g. ai, 

for ä, eiv gX for 3)* 

13. yf ofi thof, 'though'. 

14. The writing of v for M. E. w and w for M. E. v. 

15" -tt[-] in 'it' and -ff[-] in 'give', 'life', 'love'. 

16, kirk e], rk It tchurchl. 

From this list it will be evident that the dialects of 

Lincs., excluding those of the extreme south and east, are 

largely northern M. E. in character; but there are other 

characteristics which differentiate dialects of Lincso origin 

from those belonging further north. If all or most of the 

features in List II appear in conjunction with those in List I, 

it is likely that the scribal dialect belongs to Lincso or 



at any rate to somewhere not far outside Lincs. 

List II 

1. o beside a for the reflex of O. E. ä. 

2. e and ei beside a and at in 'they', 'them', 'their'. 

g. sc hall ej and sc huld ej beside sall[ej and suld e 

in 'shall', 'should'. 

The dialects of the southern part of the county are 

characterised by the features in List II and many of those 

in List I, in combination with more southerly M. L. forms, 

including: 

List III 

1. -ch[-j in Isuchl, 'whichI, 'each', 'much'. 

2. h- in 'them', 'their'. 

3. -et -0 (and variants) for the verbal suffix of the 

3rdo perse age ind. 

4. -en for the verbal suffix of the 3rd. pers. pl. ind. 

5. chirch ej, ch rch ej, 'church'. 

6. [-j2. - not [- j& in 'give', 
_ 

'against' . 

7. -e- not -a- in 'said'. 

Scribal dialects which contain all or most of the forms 

in Lists I and II, or some of them in combination with those 

in List III, are very probably of Lincs. origin. 'Lincolnshire 

dialect' must here be understood as being not precisely 

coextensive with the administrative county of Lincs.; in 

this respect, consider the use in O. E. dialectology of the 



term 'Kentish' as a label for the south-eastern dialects 

in general, a practice which persists, though without good 

cause, into M. E. dialectology as well. To define more 

precise locations within this area it is necessary to take 

account of forms which have more restricted distributions 

than those considered in Lists I and II, and which in some 

cases are confined, in so far as they are Lincs. forms, 

absolutely to a small part of that county (and are for that 

reason obviously unsuitable general taxonomic criteria). 

Very often, forms which are not in the first instance useful 

criteria for the recognition of Lincs. as opposed to other 

M. E. dialects, when found in combination with a corpus of 

forms of probable Lincso origin, can delimit a much smaller 

area of origin within Lincs. 

The following examples may be considered: 

List 

1. efter, 'after' and alike, 'such'. These are common 

northern forms, but in Lincs. are confined to the 

north and vest. 

2, mi, t e], st e], 'might' and a-, e e], 'against'. 

These are common southern forma, but in Lincso are 

confined to the S. E. quarter. 

g. do e], 'die' is confined to the southern half of the 

county. 

4. d e], 'good' occurs mainly in the north and west of 

the county; good in the east and south. 

5. too, 'two' appears in two enclaves, one in central and 

the other in S. E. Linca. 

, 



6. weil 1], we 1 i], 'well' occurs in Cent. Lincs., while 

weel appears only in the south. 

There are some forms whose appearance in Lincso is 

perhaps surprising since they are traditionally associated 

with areas far removed from the East-Midlands. These 

include: (i) two forms traditionally regarded as confined 

mainly to the Vest-Midlands, namely h- in sit' (profile 

numbers 45,75,106,195,196,210,287,289,316,551,912), 

and mony, 'many' (38,75,287,492,587); and (ii) nat, $not', 

a form of predominantly southern distribution, which occurs 

in 62,289,551" 
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The Humber Line: North Lincolnshire and the Southern part 

of tho East Riding of Yorkshire 

The placings of the scribal dialects from the area along 

the eastern end of the Humber are extremely problematic: it 

is impossible from the present evidence to determine which 

side of the Humber they belong. The Lindsey anchor-dialect 

(No. 106) nearest to the Humber is that of the will of 

Sir Thomas Cumberworth of Somerby near Brigg, which is some 

ten miles south of the Humber. The next nearest anchor- 

dialect (No. 195), that of the Seignory of Castle Carlton, 

belongs about thirty more miles to the S. E. From the 

B. Riding of Yorks. there is little material: 

(1) Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, MS. 329, The Anlaby 

Cartulary, written by Master Thomas Anlaby in the years 

immediately following 11+50, when, as it appears, Master 

Thomas was an old man. Anlaby is just over the Humber 3 

from Barton-upon-Humber, Lindsey, and lies four miles 

S. W. of Hull. 

(2) Kingston-upon-Hull, Municipal Records, The Hull Bench 

Books. There are English entries in four different- 

hands from the years 1413 to 1435. 

3" On f. xxviii verso, is a memorandum recording "yt Master 
Thomas Anlaby gaf on bok of haly fadyrs lyfys callyd 
Paradisus to Ferybg Abbey & to be chynyd in ye north syd on 
ye qwer ye gwylk y sayd Master Thomas yer chynyd yt 
ao dm millo CCCCo liiijo to yis intent alonly yer to setts 
by forfi yer remembrans as yer broder'. The wording of 
this donation suggests that Master Thomas was then at 
least of mature years and very likely an old man. 
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(3) Durham, Prior's Kitchen, Locellus XXV. 27. A letter from 

Robert Babthorpe of Babthorpe, Howden (no date, but 

c. 1l40). 

(4) Durham, Prior's Kitchen, Locellus XXV. 18. A letter from 

Richard Cliff e, written at Hemingburgh, three miles 

E. of Selby (no date, but c. 1440). 

In addition to the above, from just over the border into 

the W. Riding of Yorks* is 

(5) Beverley, East Riding County Record Office, Londesborough 

Collection, The Selby Court Rolls: Presentments of the 

Juries at the Courts of the Abbot of Selby, in various 

hands, 1472-83. 

On the limited evidence available, there emerge very 

few differences between the localised scribal dialects of 

the E. Riding and those of N. Lindsey; and even of these, 

some may reflect chronological rather than regional variation. 

oat of the N. E. Midland characteristics cited in List I 

(p. 1.47 above) are attested in the E. Riding sources. Where 

they are not, their absence is probably to be explained by 

the very restricted content of these short documentary texts. 

Thus, e. g. the Selby hands and two of the Hull hands have 

only -ynge, -)M endings for the present participle, with no 

examples of -and e]; the Selby and Babthorpe texts and two 

of the Hull hands 'lack digraph spellings for the reflexes of 

the O. E. long vowels; the Hemingburgh text and all four 

Hull hands show no examples of v for M. E. w and w for M. E. v; 
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the Hemingburgh and Babthorpe texts and three of the Hull 

hands lack tt in 'it' and ff in 'give', 'life', 'love'. 

The Anlaby text is the only one to contain the word 'though' 

and it has gf all not a form in -of. In two cases, however, 

absence of textual opportunity cannot be responsible for the 

non-appearance of forms in List I: while the Babthorpe text 

has is (es), and one of the Hull hands has es, list, the 

other texts have only is, his and s; 

Hemingburgh and Anlaby texts have qw- 

hw-, the other texts have only wh- in 

The range of dialectal variation 

thus far no less than that between N. 

and while the Babthorpe, 

for the reflex of O. B. 

these contexts. 

within N. Lindsey is 

Lindsey and the 

E. Riding, and the usages of Anlaby and Hull are by no 

means identical; but tentatively, the following differences 

may be considered as possible discriminants between them. 

The features in List II (p. 148 above) delineate' Lincolnshire' 

dialect as a sub-type of the N. E, Midland group. For the 

first two items, the E. Riding material shows no coherent 

pattern, nor does it differ significantly from the Somerby 

text and the unlocalised material (hereafter cited collec- 

tively as the ''N, Lindsey' sources )s for the reflex of, 

O. E. as the Hemingburgh text and one of the Hull hands have 

only as while the Selby and Babthorpe texts and two of the 

Hull hands have only o. The Anlaby text has both o and a, 

and the IN. Lindsey' texts have o and a beside occasional 

M, °y and other digraphs. In 'their', only the Selby and 

Anlaby texts have -e- spellings; in 'they' and 'them', all 
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sources have -a-. But this is true also of much of the 

'N. Lindsey' material. Item (3) on List II does, however, 

show a contrast between 'N. Lindsey' and E. Riding: sc h--- 

in 'shall' and 'should' does not occur in the material 

immediately north of the Humber; here only forms with 

s+ vowel are attested. Of the scribal dialects here 

considered to belong to N. Lindsey, for $shall# and 'should' 

in combination, none contains forms in a+ vowel exclusively, 

but only beside the sc h- types. 

Of the E. Riding sources, the Anlaby Cartulary is 

lexically by far the richest, and for very many items this 

text is the sole representative of E. Riding dialect. The 

following forms appear in the Anlaby text but not in the 

'N. Lindsey' material: wq elk (cf. Selby, welke), 'which' 

('N. Lindsey', forms in -i-); ann (cf. Selby, ann ), 'any' 

('N. Lindsey', a_nY, 9=); yf all, 'though' ('N. Lindsey', 

forms in -of[-J); 
[h erd, 'earth' ('N. Lindsey', [h erth ej); 

kerk eJ, 'church' ('N. Lindsey', kyrk[ej, kirk eJ); good, 

'good' ('N. Lindsey', gods, gode); -hod eJ, -od, '-hood' 

('N. Lindsey', -hod eJ); d_ , 'day' ('N. Lindsey', day). 

The following forms appear in the 'N. Lindsey' material 

and not in the E. Riding material: ache, 'she' (E. Riding, 

echo, Selby, sc ho ); ar eJ, 'are' (E. Riding, er e, 

Selby, er, ar); wold eJ, 'would' (E. Riding, wald ej); 

-on , '-ong' (E. Riding, -ß); holy, 'holy' (E. Riding, 

halt'); lrnow oJ, 'know' (E. Riding, knave ej); -le, '-ly' 

(E. Riding, -ly). 
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On this evidence, limited though it be, there is good 

reason to place the unlocalised ON. Lindsey' material at 

least south of the E. Riding sources: there are too many 

points of agreement with other dialects that are certainly 

of Lincs. origin, and too many points of disagreement with 

the B. Riding material, for their provenance to lie north 

of Hull-Anlaby. Clearly this offers little scope for any 

origin north of the Humber, and at least provisionally, 

it is reasonable to regard it as belonging to Lincs. The 

discovery of more localised texts from this area could, of 

course, force a substantial revision of the present conclusion. 
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Scribal Dialects which have been localised but excluded from 

the present dialect Maps 

The following scribal dialects have been localised by 

grid references to their positions on the map, but have not 

been entered for the reasons given below: 

No. 493" 

Grid ref. 4, lO. 

The language is somewhat eccentric, and unlikely to be 

representative for many (if any) other scribes from that 

vicinity. 

No. 552. 

Grid ref. 4,1. 

The scribe's language alters markedly as the text proceeds9 

and northerly (Lincs. ) forms are progressively displaced by 

southerly Lincs, usage. Its provenance is likely to be 

S. X. Lincs., but pending a detailed examination of this 

scribe's practice, the material is not as it stands suitable 

for dialect mapping. 

No. 609. 

Grid ref. 198. These L. P. 's yield too little information 

No. 643. to be worth adding to the maps. 

Grid ref. 6.6 

No. 644. 
JJ 

Grid ref. 4,2. 

This does not add very much to the maps and the language is 

evidently late. 
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No. 800. 

Grid ref. 4,1. 

No. 805.. 

Grid ref. 6,2. These texts are copies of the Speculum 

No. 909. Christiani and yield little dialectal 

Grid ref. 6,7. information. 

No. 914. 

Grid ref. 2,7. 

No. 921. 

Grid ref. 1,2. 

Eccentric* cfe note on No. 493 above. 
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The Maps 

The maps have been selected on the basis of (a) a good 

yield of information from the sources - maps with attestations 

from fewer than 70% of the sources have not been included; 

and (b) the appearance of local configurations of variants. 

Maps recording little variation in usage (or if such variation 

that there is conforms to no clear pattern) have not been 

presented. These can of course be derived from the profiles 

if so desired. Nor have maps of extraordinary complexity 

been included (e. g. 'which', leach', Ithrought), since the 

difficulty of reading such distributions on maps of the 

present scale renders them of very limited value; and even 

then, probably a series of distinctive-feature maps would 

be the best way of displaying these items. Present constraints 

enforce the presentation of only a limited selection of the 

tsaps that could be g: cduccd from the L. P. 's, and for obvious 

reasons it is the more interesting ones that have been chosen. 

Isoglosses (often isographs) draw attention to compact 

distributions as on a modern dialect map. They do not, of 

course, amount to a statement that all of the area contained 

within any one of them had a uniform usage in respect of the 

item at issue. Their course is determined by information at 

points, and such information is derived from sample 'informants' 

belonging to a continuum. Obviously, the closer together are 

the places to which the informants belong, the more likely it 

is that the usage of the intervening areas - from which of 



course no information is available - will be the same as 

that of the places on which their enclosure within the 

isogloss depends. Where the matrix of informants is not 

dense, then the enclosure within the isoglosa amounts merely 

to a statement of the kind 'more likely this form than some 

functional equivalent, but quite possibly some functional 

equivalent nevertheless'. ' 

Where information is particularly scarce, isoglosses 

have been made discontinuous, and arrows have been appended 

to suggest their direction thereafter. At the edge of the 

map, if the isogloss meets the frame, it indicates that the 

form it encloses continues to occur beyond the limit of the 

map. For the sake of clarity, on each map only some distri- 

butions have been high-lighted: a tangle of many isoglosses 

serves merely to obscure the very configurations they are 

intended to define, and overlays on separate sheets of 

tracing paper are the practical means of display. Where 

isoglosses have, for whatever reason, proved impractical, 

recourse has been made to annotation in the accompanying 

text. In some cases, the Lincolnshire configurations have 

been set in a wider perspective by the inclusion of a small- 

scale diagnostic map for the whole Midland area. 

15`- 4 
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D. 1. The 

The clearest pattern which emerges from this map 

reflects the contrast between y and Y as spellings for the 

initial consonant [a); similar patterns are discernible in 

the maps for 'these', 'those', 'they', 'them', 'their'. 

These are to be considered as part of a much larger national 

pattern, which can be characterised as follows. 4 
In the 

northern dialects of English, k and z had fallen together 

as r, probably not at the same time in all places, but 

certainly not later than about 1350. These observations 

arise from the analysis of the practices of over 1,500 

different scribes, and a detailed account is obviously out 

of place here; it is worth noting, however, that during the 

15th century I is reintroduced from Chancery Standard, with 

other Chancery Standard forms, into northern documentary 

usage, in which it is nevertheless seldom correctly used. 

'Within most of the area over which 2 and X had ceased to 

be distinguished, which area includes a large part of Linca., 

in written contexts corresponding to [0], th was used 

regularly. 'In later M. E., th is first generalised in place, 

of word-final -. k; and this -19 as it happens, is in O: E. and 

M. E. nearly always voiceless ('soft). In most northerly 

dialects, th is then extended from final position to all 

other voiceless k contexts; and except for medial cases 

4. These and related matters will be dealt with in a forth- 
coming paper by Angus McIntosh and Michael Benskin; the 
present treatment, and the framework for analysis of the 
Lincs. material, are based on personal communication from 
Michael Benskin. 



arising in inflected forms, these are confined to word- 

initial position. There thus arises a system whereby 

(1) words like think, through, thousand are spelled th-, 

but (2) words like they, then, there are spelled Y- or yr-. 

The use of (or Y for k) and th is hence phonetically 

conditioned in the orthographies of a great many scribes, an 

observation which seems to have eluded most scholars (cf., 

however, R. Jordan, Handbuch der Mittelenglischen Grammatik 

(Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1925), §20.3 and references there 

cited). The next development, which does not appear at the 

same time in all areas, is the extension of th to medial 

(voiced) contexts, thus, e. g., brother and sithen against 

earlier bro er and si en'. 
5 In East Anglia, and especially 

in Norfolk, was commonly used in the [6) contexts also. 

The scribal dialects of Lincs, stand geographically between 

those of E. Anglia and northern England, and both systems are 

attested in the usage of Lincs. scribes. Moreover, the 

broadly southern English system, in which 
,p 

and Y remained 

distinct until the displacement of J by th, reaches as far 

as southern and central Lincs., and the scribal dialects 

from this area commonly reflect the interference of this 

with the northern system. 

IJ and Y can be confused in one of three different ways: 

(1) and Zr are written as a single symbol, and the 

symbol is X-like. This is by far the most common. 

5. Michael Benskin, 'Local archives and Middle English 
dialects', Journal of the Society of Archivists, V, 8 (1977), 
pp. 506-7, fn. 9. ... _ 
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(2) 1 and y are written as a single symbol, and the 

symbol is k--like. This is not common, and occurs mainly 

in toxtura hands. Historically the symbol is not derived 

from It but is a variety of Y encountered not uncommonly 

in both English and Continental Latin MSS. of the 12th and 

13th centuries also. 

(3) -like and Z-like symbols appear, but they are the 

end-members of a series in which appear graphs intermediate 

between I-proper and Y-proper, many defying classification 

as either or. Zr. 

On the maps and in the L. P. 's, V is represented in 

all three cases by Y, and the type of confusion is noted at 

the head of the ' L. P. 

II This accounts merely for the confusion of k and x as 

letter-shapes. Confusion of function, whether they correlate 

with [a-0] or with Ei-J] has also to be considered. Clearly 

this affects only those systems in which and X are maintained 

as separate symbols, and in which there are no intermediate 

types: 

(1) k-like shapes appear in Ei-J] contexts as well as 

in (8-0] contexts, but r-like shapes are confined to Ei-j] 

contexts. This does not occur commonly, and outside docu- 

mentary usage (in which it represents a partial accommodation 

to Chancery Standard) it is an interference pattern confined 

to the contact areas of the northern and southern systems. 

(2) I-like shapes appear beside Z-like shapes in [i-j] 

contexts as well as in (ö-e] contexts, and Y-like shapes 

appear in both (6-01 and [i-j] contexts. 
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(3) r-like shapes appear beside ? -like shapes In [6-0] 

contexts, but ? -like shapes are confined to the D-91 

contexts. This is the inverse of II (1) above, and occurs 

not uncommonly on the borders of the northern area proper. 

As for the formal confusions cited in I above, the 

functional confusions in II are represented on both maps 

and L. P. 1s by z. and the L. P. 's are duly annotated: it 

is quite impractical to represent on a map the whole range 

of formal and functional confusions. 

The whole pattern for 2 and z in [ö-8] contexts, 

regardless of lexical distribution within the category, is 

summarised on. Map D. 60. 

D. 14. She 

The forms in ch- are extremely rare. The. other M. E, 

sources for the are from Notts. (one in E. central Notts. and 

the other in N. E. Notts. ), and from central Norfolk (from 

" which four have so far been noted) : cho appears to be 

peculiar to Lincs. 

D* 3o It 

The appearance of h- in "it' is unexpected: it occurs 

mainly in the W. Midlands and the South, and is assumed, to 

depend on the survival of [h-] in this word. In Lincso it 

may not so much represent the survival of etymological [h] 

as be linked with the frequent appearance of prevocalic 

unetymological h- in that area. This unhistorical h- is 

written commonly by scribes who write historical h- only 

irregularly, and may therefore reflect a purely orthographical 

survival; it Is no clear evidence for the maintenance of [h-] 
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in the corresponding spoken forms (see Appendix II). 

In 'it', -tt e) is characteristic usage of Lincs, 

scribes: outside Ireland, this spelling does not appear in 

any other area with anything like such regularity. This is 

probably to be linked with the doubling of certain other 

consonant-letters, mainly in monosyllables, as for example 

'give', 'but', 'life', 'love' (see Maps D. 35, D. 38, D. 49, 

D. 50), but this impression depends on no systematic study. 

D. 6. They 

In the large area of Lincse which lies outside the 

limits of the isoglosses indicating the exclusive presence 

of -a- and -e- spellings in 'they', -a- and -e- spellings 

co-occur. This co-occurrence is a defining characteristic 

of Lincs. language (see p. 148 above): further north, 

-e- spellings quickly disappear, and -a- spellings co-occurring 

with [ö-] spellings in the oblique cases do not extend very 

far south of Lincs.; west of Lincs., however. they extend 

as an enclave into Notts. 

D. 9. Such 

In the area where -ch- spellings are found, the regular 

medial vowels are Wz. Occasional such e] may be explained 

an a late feature except in the extreme south-west where 

such e) is regular in adjoining Northants. and Rutland* 

seche (in No. 46) is probably a genuine S. Lincs. form. 

-e- spellings are common nearby in W. Norfolk, and they also 

occur in some of the Lincs. Penland material that has not 

been mapped (cf. also meche, 'much'). 
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D. 15. ShallarA . 

xall. x- in 'shall' and 'should' is confined almost 

exclusively to East Anglia, within which Norfolk is its main 

area of occurrence; but it is also attested in one firmly 

localised Lincs. sourcet namely Lincoln Archives Committee, 

3 Anc. 2/1/53, Indenture between Robert Lord Willoughby of 

Eresby and the Abbot and Convent of Kirkstead (No. 814). 

C. U. L. Add. 3042, Hand F (No. 643), which has been placed 

on linguistic evidence just east of 814, contains xuld, 

'should'. The. scribal dialect of 643 has, however, been. 

excluded from the present dialect maps because its yield of 

information is very low. B. M. Harley 1288, Hand B (No. 315), 

which has one dialectal layer belonging a little east and 

north of 814, contains xall, $shall' and xulde, 'should'. 

In other respects, 315 is linguistically mixed and its 

language probably contains a Norfolk element; but it is 

difficult to determine precisely which forms are assignable 

to Norfolk and which to Be Cent. Lincs. since many forms are 

common to the dialects of these two areas. Historical 

evidence shows that communication between Norfolk and Lincs. 

was probably easier across the Wash than across the Fen, and 

contact of this kind may account for such similarities. It 

may be noted that Bodley, Digby 181, Hand B (No. 809) also 

has xulde, 'should'. Most of its forms belong in Cent. Lincs. 

not far from 814; the L. P. has not been entered on the 

present maps because it contains an element of mixture from 

slightly south and west of Lincs. There is, however, no 
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suggestion apart from xulde of any Norfolk ingredient. Here, 

xulde is probably a genuinely Lincs. form, and thus x- in 

'shall' and 'should' is not exclusively East Anglian. 

D. 16. Should sg_. 

For x- in 'should', see the note in D. 15. Shall ego 

above. 

D. 19. After 

u- spellings in unstressed syllables are traditionally 

regarded as a western feature. However, in C. U. L. Dd. 14.26(3) 

(No. 804) and in B. M. Harley 2260 (No. 198), the form aftur 

appears, and in 804 and in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, 

Parker 32 (No. 550) the form aftur. (-ur indicates the 

abbreviation cr, usually expanded in transcriptions as -ur, 

italicised. Here, the use of this expansion is not intended 

to suggest that the scribe writing the abbreviation 6''really 

meant' -ur, but s does often appear in combination with 

spellings in -ur in this word, while the abbreviation in 

aftr usually expanded as -er, italicised, more often occurs 

in combination with spellings in -er). Both the full form 

in -ur, and the abbreviated form appear regularly as far. 

east as west Leics, and west Notts.; there are isolated 

examples of the abbreviated form in Cambs. and Norfolk, and 

of the full form in Suffolk. 

D-29, ao 

This map illustrates the distribution of spellings for 

the reflex of O. E. ä. In Lincoln City Library, Register 19 

(Lumley), ff. 43r-46v, the will of Sir Thomas Cumberworth of 

Somerby (No. 106), the a, M are in dale, dayll, 'dole, share' 9 
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with O. E. a<W. Gmc. *i, not O. E. R<W. Gmc. *ai. The 

Za/a-words should ideally be illustrated with a separate map 

for each word, since the evidence from those words that have 

been collected separately (e. g. 'both', 'holy', 'know', 'soul$) 

and those from the working analysis sheets that have been 

collected by phonological category, suggests that the 

spellings for each word would have slightly different 

distributions. For instance, it is quite common for a scribe 

to write o in 'home', Sghostt, 'stone' etc. and reserve oo 

for open monosyllables only. It is also my impression that 

in many scribal dialects a is of more frequent occurrence 

than o in these contexts. It is likely that rounding of the 

vowel in the spoken language, and its subsequent realisation 

as an o-spelling in the written language, took place at 
6 

different rates in different phonetic contexts. It is beyond 

the scope of this study to attempt a systematic phonology, 

but the material collected so far suggests strongly that any 

adequate account must proceed in the first instance word by 

word, and not phoneme by phoneme. Accordingly, the present 

map gives merely a general impression of the distribution 

of unrounded and rounded vowels. 

Gillis Kristensson7 has demonstrated that in the period 

6. Gillieron: 'Chaque mot a son histoire'. On textual 
diffusion, see M. Y. Chen and W. S. Wang, 'Sound change: 
actuation and implementation', Lang. LI, 2 (1975) pp, 255- 
281. 

7. A Survey of Middle English Dialects 1290-1350: the six 
northern counties and Lincolnshire, Lund Studies in English 
35 (1967)- 
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immediately before that dealt with in this study, the whole 

of Lindsey still belonged to the a-area, whereas Kesteven 

and Holland belonged mostly to the o-area. The dialect maps 

of the later material bear out the evidence of the earlier 

period that the language of mediaeval Lindsey was in this 

respect of a northerly type. Kristensson, by a study of 

the immigration into Lindsey, 
8 

has also established that 

Lindsey had much closer contacts with Yorks. than with 

S. Lincs. Although the Humber forms the modern boundary 

between the o and a-areas, it needs to be emphasised that in 

mediaeval times it was no great barrier to social intercourse 

and hence, by implication, for language (see Chapter Z). 

The Humber shores were settled in a way that those of the 

Trent were not, and the marshes along the Trent constituted 

a considerable breach in the pattern of settlement. The 

northern advance of o-spellings clearly proceeded at different 

rates on the eastern and western sides of the Trent; and 

the settlement pattern gives no reason to suppose that the 

spread of o into Lincse was ever effected by contact across 

the Trent. According to Kristensson, the /d boundary in 

the early 14th century followed the line of the Witham and 

its surrounding marshes. Downstream of Lincoln, the valley 

of the Witham (like the Trent) was very thinly settled, and 

it is not at all surprising that it should mark what may have 

been a quite prolonged interruption to the northward shift 

8. 'Studies on the early loth-century population of Linds. ey', 
Publications of the Royal Society of Letters at Lund, 
Papers 197 -1977: 2). 



of o. It is indeed quite possible that o spread into Lindsey 

not from Kesteven at all, but from the area between the upper 

Witham and the Trent, and perhaps also across the Wash from 

Norfolk. Between the 14th century and modern times, the -2/5 

line shifted northwards, and the late 14th and early 15th 

century material indicates that this shift was already under 

way. As may be expected, the evidence of the regional 

dialects provides clear indications that the dissemination 

of a sound-change takes time: it does not happen at the 

same time in all places* o-spellings appear in major 

frequency throughout Lincs., and, apart from one example 

from the centre of Lincs., there is only a small area in the 

extreme north where a-spellings are on an equal footing with 

o-apellinga. As minor variants, a-spellings appear in 

W. Lindsey, mostly west of the Woids, throughout Kesteven, 

except in the extreme south, and occasionally in Holland. 

Note also the proliferation of forms in - i- - in the 

extreme north of Lincs. These are examples of so-called 

$northern# digraphs corresponding to the reflexes of the O. L. 

long vowels. Their relatively high frequency, particularly 

for ä and e, is one of the most telling dialect criteria 

for Lincs. Digraphs representing the reflexes of the O. E. 

long vowels occur throughout the county (for a list of texts 

in which they are found see Appendix II), but they are 

particularly common in the north. 

D. 31. Present Participle 

-yS, with no superscript abbreviation for n, occurs 
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frequently enough in northern and northerly dialects both 

in the present participle and in the verbal substantive 

to indicate that it is a genuine written variant and not 

simply a mistake for -. 
9 

The isogloss linking occurrences of -eng[e] excludes 

-en e] after a stem ending in W/r (indicated by X-en e]). 

D. 33. Pres. 3rd. sg* ind. 

The regional distributions of the verbal suffixes of 

the third person present indicative are among the most 

interesting dialect criteria for mediaeval Lincs. From 

O. E. times, there were two distinct types of inflectional 

system for the present tense of verbs: those used in the 

north and in the south respectively. For the third singular 

present indicative, although the northern suffix -s finally 

gained currency throughout most of the country, during the 

period covered by this study, it had not penetrated much 

south of a line through S. Lincs., Cent. Leics., S. Staffs* 

and N. Salop. During the course of the 15th century, while 

in the spoken language -s endings were spreading south from 

the north, in the written language some writers of northern 

English were beginning to adopt in their documentary usage 

-th from Chancery Standard. 

In the late loth and early 15th centuries, Lincs. was 

9. For a note on this, see Angus McIntosh, Review of L. F. Casson, 
The Romance of Sir Degrevant, R E_S. N. S. II, 5 (1951) 
p. 70 and In. 2. 



verbs. 
11 M. L. Samuels has postulated strong functional 

pressures for the appearance of the form. 12 

Lincs. is on the border between the northern and the 

midland systems. The usual rules for the northern system 

are that -s endings appear for the plural inflection unless 

the verb immediately precedes or follows a personal pronoun. 

If the verb is immediately next to a personal pronoun it 

has no inflectional ending. Thus one finds a distinction of 

the type corresponding to 'they run' but 'horses runs #* 

This system still obtained in most of the N. Midlands and 

all areas northward at the turn of this century* 
13 The 

forms entered on the map do not apply to verbs immediately 

next to a personal pronoun; and only where the inflection 

in the 'horses runs' type is reduced to -e or dropped 

completely. is -e or P. entered. 

As in the third singular, the -a endings, both as 

major and minor variants, spread a long way further south 

than the line in the Moore, Meech and Whitehall map suggests. 

But in S. Lincs. the syntactic rules of the northern system 

11, For a summary of the arguments see W. F. Bryan, 'The Midland 
present plural indicative in -(e n', M. P. XVIII (1921) 
pp. 121-137, and references there cited. 

12. In Linguistic Evolution with s ecial reference to English, 
Cambridge Studies in Linguistics 5, Cambridge University 
Press, 1972) pp. 85-86. 

13. See Joseph Wright, English Dialect Grammar, 1905 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, repro of 1968)S 43 " 'Present: In Sh etland] ad Or[kneyJ I[slands] Sc[otland] 
Irel[and] n[orthj C[ountryj and most of the north-midland 
dialects all persons, singular and plural take [s], [z], 

or [az] when not immediately preceded or followed by their 
proper pronoun; that is when the subject is a noun, an 
interrogative or relative pronoun, or when the verb and 
subject are separated by a clause'. 



are followed less consistently, and the midland -n endings 

are current in the south of the county beside -s. -n endings, 

however, are very uncommon when the verb immediately follows 

a personal pronoun, even in texts which have -n regularly in 

other positions. S. Lincs. lies between an area where the 

northern syntactic rules for -s endings consistently obtain, 

and an area where midland -n endings are regular after any 

subject; and in S. Lincs., the midland form is governed by 

northern syntax. The following scribal dialects very 

occasionally have -n endings immediately next to a personal 

pronoun: 45r 196,198,206,512,552,809,810,812,901, 

905.911,912,924. 

The appearance along the southern border of Lincs. of 

forms in --ý for the plural inflection requires some 

explanation. The line dividing midland -n forms from 

southern -th -k forms is far to the south of Lincs. The 

idoore, Meech and Whitehall survey does acknowledge the 

presence of -th -2 endings between this line (their line H), 

and their lino through the south of Lincs., showing the limit 

for -(e )s in the singular (line G). They describe the 

situation as follows: - 

1, B. Present indicative plural; southern limit of -(e)s 

The determination of the boundary and of line H, the 

northern boundary for -eth as the ending of the present 

indicative plural is complicated by the fact that in the 

region between, where the normal plural ending was -en or 

-e, the present indicative singular form was occasionally 
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used instead of the plural, so that north of Line G 

-(e s is a minority plural form and south of Line G 

-eth is a minority plural form. Our statement of the 

evidence on which these two boundaries are based takes 

no account therefore of -(e )s as a minority form north 

of Line G or of -eth as a minority form south of Line G#014 

The present large-scale map shows that, in Lincs., the 

-s forms for the plural were major variants as far south as 

the Moore, Meech and Whitehall Line G. The small-scale 

diagnostic map shows that -lh/-2 forms for the plural occur 

in Salop, Staffs., Worcs., Derbs., Warwicks., Notts., Lincs., 

Rutland) Lincs., Northants., Beds., Hunts., Cambs., and 

Norfolk, and not always as minor variants. Such widespread 

and frequent occurrence cannot be explained by sporadic use 

of the third singular instead of the third plural form, and 

the band of country where the form occurs im in no way 

connected geographically with the main area of -eth plural 

forms far to the south. In a region where, and during a 

period when, there were many systemic changes in the language, 

it is most likely to represent the birth of a temporary new 

sub-system of verbal inflection. The area where plurals in 

-th -? occur is one in which -th -2 were the regular endings 

for the third person singular indicative, or at least were 

as frequent as -s forms. The area bordered on a region 

14.. Moore, Meech and Whitehall, M. Sit. p. 9. 



where -s forms were in the majority for both singular and 

plural indicative. The analogical progression is simple: 

the plural form was understood to be identical to the 

singular (-s: -s), and so in the area in question, the 

singular -W-k forms were extended into the plural to 

match the system just to the north. 

D. 47" -ing vbl. sb. 

See notes on the present participle (D. 31). 

D. 60. y/y 

1. A single symbol is used for p and 

2. h and r are distinguished in form but not (always) 

in function. 

3" b and are distinct in form and function. 

See notes on D. l. The. 

z46 
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Isoglosses and Geographical Boundaries 

Within the limitations set by the paucity of securely 

localised sources for Lincs., and the impossibility of fixing 

precise locations for most of the scribal dialects from the 

area, it is possible to see some correlations between 

linguistic and physical boundaries. 

It is clear that the Humber was no great linguistic 

divide. 'Kristensson's evidence for the 13th and early loth 

centuries is amply borne out by the later evidence, that the 

dialect of Lindsey was northerly in character. For most 

forms which discriminate between North and South, all but 

the extreme south and east of Lincs. have northerly variants. 

A more effective linguistic boundary was afforded by the 

valley of the lower Trent. Here, the marshes along the river 

constituted a considerable breach in the pattern of settlement, 

and hence in the contact of speech-communities. Downstream 

of Newark, in over fifty miles of river (and counting on 

both banks) there are only thirty-three settlements, nearly 

all of them hamlets even today; most of them stand well 

back from the river itself, and typically by a mile or-so. 

From about two miles below Gainsborough, the flood-plain 

of the Trent broadened into an extensive area of alluvium, 

over which the river's meandering course became progressively 

less well defined; and here, except for the Isle of Axholme, 

settlements were few and far between. In these circumstances 

it is unlikely that there was much interchange east and west 
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across the Trent, and the present series of maps certainly 

confirms this view. Equally, the densely wooded country 

of the clay vales in E. Notts. and N. E. Leics. was still in 

the later Middle Ages an area of very sparse settlement, and 

formed a break in the continuum of the speech-communities 

which is again reflected on the mediaeval dialect maps. West 

of the Trent, southerly variants are often found as far north 

as N. Notts.; by contrast, to the east of the Trent valley, 

northerly forms appear as far south as the Lincs. Penland* 

(See Maps D. 4. She; D. 7. Them; D. 8. Their; D. 9. Such; D. 12. 

Much; D. 13. Are; D. 15. Shall; D. 16. Should; D. 19. After; 

D. 34. Pres. 3rd. pl. ind.; D. 44. Good). Geographically, the 

extreme N. W. of Lincs. was less cut-off from contact with 

settlements across the county boundary; and an apparently 

substantial immigration into Lindsey from the W. Riding of 

Yorks., during the early 14th centuryi5 is of itself ample 

evidence for at lea3t a one-way contact of this kind. In 

the dialects of N. W. Lindsey, forms with a truly northern, 

as opposed to a merely northerly M. E. distribution are 

regular for many items; but against these there appear also 

for other items, forms of a distinctly more southerly . 

distribution. These more southerly forms do not occur in 

this area as an enclave, however, but continue the pattern 

of distribution from the W. Riding of Yorks. The forms in 

question are hem, 'them' (D. 7); m ch eJ, 'much' (D. 12); 

15. See Gillis Kristensson, Qp.. 2. on p. 219, fn. 8 above. 
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from e], 'from' (D. 18); m st e], 'might' (D,, 32); 3rd, perse 

pl, pres. indo in -e n], -ºn (D. 34); know l-1. 'know' (D. 48). 

The extension of these forms into Lincso depends on the 

placing of various sources for which there is no extra- 

linguistic evidence of provenance, and it is not impossible 

that some or all of these do in fact belong to the W. Riding 

of Yorks.; but on present evidence, origins in N. Lindsey 

are much the more likely, given that their ascription to the 

W. Riding would involve the intrusion of many strongly 

northern forms into an area where they would then occur only 

in a diffuse and ill-founded extension of an already sparsely 

attested pattern. 

The dialects of a small area of E. Cent. Lincs., which 

are represented on the maps by 814,425 and 913 (cf. also 

315, not entered), are similar in many respects to those of 

the area of Norfolk just across the Wash. From what we know 

historically of the sparseness of settlement in the mediaeval 

Fenland, and the absence of routeways across it, the external 

contacts of these settlements were by local shipping across 

the open waters of the Wash. 

It should be remembered that the Wash extended much 

further inland during the Middle Ages, than in modern times, 

and that it was then bordered by extensive areas of all but 

uninhabited marsh. Dialectally, the Lincs. Fenland is for 

many items a border area between the domains of northerly and 

southerly forms. Commonly, isoglosses cross it from east to 

west, many of them then continuing northwards up the Trent 
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valley (see Maps D. 7. Them; D. 8. Their; D. 12. Much; D. 13. 

Are; D. 15. Shall; D. 16. Should; D. 17. Would; D%23. Against; 

D. 29. ab ; D. 31. Pres, part.; D. 33. Pres. 3rds sge ind.; 

D. 34. Pres. 3rdo pl. Ind.; D. 35. Give; D. 39. Church; D. 45. 

Has; D. 48. Know). But besides these, there are many iso- 

glosses more local in character, also running through the 

Fenland - in fact the Fenland is dialectally an area of 

very mixed usage, with multiple variants for many items. 

This is not surprising. The Fenland settlements, although 

bound by intercommoning of sheep and cattle, also looked 

outwards to the Fenland periphery. Over the Fenland as a 

whole, the number of settlements was small, but they were 

often large by mediaeval standards, and they were generally 

rich. The settlement of S. Lincs. is to be seen as the 

eastward extension of*the most prosperous agricultural 

community in England, linking the densely-populated counties 

of Leics., Rutland, N. Northants., and Hunts. with the equally 

rich counties of Norfolk and Suffolk. As W. G. Hoskins has 

observed, 'it is no accident that it is in this region, by 

and large, that we discover the finest medieval churches 

in England, thickly grouped together, mile after mile of 

them in a rich farming countryside. In the compact piece 

of country which includes the northern third of Northampton- 

shire, the whole of Rutland, the fenland of south Lincoln- 

shire and the adjoining marshland of west Norfolk, we have 

what is probably the highest concentration in England of 

fine medieval churches. Possibly one might add the small 
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county of Huntingdonshire to this rich galaxy'*16 

In S. Lincs., a dense population was contained in a 

few large and scattered settlements, and the range of 

dialectal diversity here attested reflects both linguistic 

contact with the adjacent communities outside the Fens, and 

a degree of linguistic independence one from another depending 

on their relative geographical isolation. The settlements 

were rich; and among them were many large religious houses, 

these typically isolated and sheep-raising. It is hardly 

to be wondered at that in this area, if dialectal provenance 

be accepted as evidence, was produced a disproportionately 

large number of MSS., mainly literary and unlocalised, and 

largely religious. 
17 

Manuscripts were expensive, and there 

can have been few areas which could better afford them. 

16. W. G. Hoskins, The Midland Peasant (London: Macmillan & 
Co. Ltd., New York: St. Martin's Press, 1957) P. 61 and 
fn. 2. 

17. These MSS. include 3 copies of the Prick of Conscience; 
4 copies of Speculum Christiani; 2 copies of Speculum 
Vitae; 1 copy of Rolle's Commentar on the Psalter (in 
two different Lines* hands ;1 copy of the Pilgrimage 
of Man and the Soul; and1 copy of Rolle's Forma Vivendi 
and Ego Dormio. 
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Speculum Christiani 

To judge from the number of surviving copies of the 

Speculum Christiani, it must have been one of the most 

popular religious works of the late 14th and 15th centuries. 

Nearly fifty MSS, containing the Speculum, or considerable 

extracts from it, are extant, and there are many more MSS. 

of devotional texts which include smaller sections of it. l 

It might be assumed that a text surviving in so many copies 

would be a very useful source of dialectal data; but in 

fact the Speculum is not a very satisfactory source of 

information because of its very low yield of forms. The 

Speculum is written mainly in Latin, merely interspersed 

with bits of English verse and prose, with the exception of 

B. Me Harley 6580, in which all the Latin is translated into 

English. It is only in the fairly long sections of prose 

in the Fifth Tabula that most copyists can get into their 

stride as writers of English rather than Latin, and produce 

a corpus of forms representing a single homogenous dialect. 

Accordingly, in the linguistic profiles obtained from 

analyses of copies of the Speculum fewer than two thirds of 

the forms looked for are attested. 
2 

For this reason, only 

1. See the edition by Gustaf Holmstedt, D. B. T. S. O. S. 182 
(London: Oxford University Press, 19335 

2. B. M. Harley 6580 has enough English material to supply a 
full linguistic profile. The language of the MS. can be 
placed with some confidence in N. E. Leics. but it is 
clearly somewhat mixed since the scribe begins by using 
-th for the verbal suffix of the 3rd. pers. sg. press 
ind. and changes to -es after the first three folios; 
he also writes es regularly for 'is' up to f. 43v and 
thereafter writes is. 
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eight of the thirteen NSS. which can be fairly confidently 

assigned to Lincolnshire have been entered on the main 

dialect maps. 

Nevertheless, many of the scribal dialects of the 

extant copies of the Speculum can be localised at least 

tentatively. The distribution of some of the surviving 

versions is displayed on the accompanying map. I have 

not looked at all the MSS. noticed by Holmstedt, but I 

have analysed and placed the scribal dialects of twenty- 

two copies (including those of several MSS, not mentioned 

by Holmstedt), and obtained information about the locations 

of thirteen others from Professors McIntosh and Samuels. 
3 

This map suggests that the Speculum was almost exclusively 

a Midland text and circulated mainly in the East Midlands; 

only a few examples suggest an origin in the West and South. 

The author of the Speculum is not known, 
5 

but the 

English parts were almost certainly originally composed in 

a dialect of Lincolnshire* A Lincolnshire provenance for 

3" I am indebted to M. L. Samuels for the location of Bodley, 
Greaves 54, and to Angus McIntosh for the locations of 
St. John's, Cambridge G. 8 (176), Trinity, Cambridge 
B. 15.42 (376), Huntingdon Fri 124 (together with D. M. 
Add. 10052 and 21202, said in the Huntingdon catalogue 
in preparation to be in the same hand as Huntingdon 
IM 124), B. M. Add. 37049, B. M. Harley 2250,2379 and 
2388, London, University Library 657, Bodley, Add. A. 268, 
and Bodley, Laud Misc. 513. 

4. cf. the West-Midland recension of Mirk's Festial. See 
Martyn F. Wakelin, 'The Manuscripts of John Mirk's 
Festial', Leeds Studies in English N. S. vol. i (1967) 
PP. 93-118. `ý' 

50 For a discussion of the various attributions, see Holmstedt 
pp. clxxvi-clxxix. 
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the whole text is suggested in the first place by the 

large number of copies which fit, linguistically, in or 

around that county. Further evidence of the original 

dialect of the text is provided by its rhymes. The English 

text cannot have been written in a dialect belonging further 

north than Lincolnshire because also rhymes with do and 

holy with foly, 'folly°, indicating that the original came 

from an area where the reflex of O. E. a was rounded. The 

extreme North is also ruled out by the rhymes take, inf., 

with forsake, (where in the North to would be expected )q 

and fele, 3rde pers. pl. pres. ind., with dele, 'part', 

where, since the verb does not immediately follow a personal 

pronoun, a verbal suffix in -s would be expected. The 

original dialect had -and not -ond in 'lands, 'hand', etc., 

because hands rhymes with seruaunde (and variants), 'servant' 

and lande with stynkaide (and variants), pres. part. This 

excludes the area west of the W. Riding of Yorks. south of 

the Humber, Notts., Leicso and Warwicks. The text cannot 

have been composed in a dialect belonging in or further 

south than the north parts of Norfolk, Hunts., Northants., 

S. Leics. or Warwicks., because it has -s as the verbal 

suffix for the 3rd. pers. sg. pres. ind.: Mýles (and 

variants in -s), sb. pl., rhymes with be- les (and variants 

in -s). Mikel (and variants), 'much' rhyming with fikel 

(and variants), 'fickle' supports the drawing of this 

southern limit. Leicso and Notts., except the extreme N. E. 

of each county, and Rutland are ruled out because for 
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'know' the Speculum has knawe (rhyming with with-draws, 

lawe, awe, save) not knowe. The forms eye, es 'eye' 

(rhyming with be inf. ) and -le '-ly' (rhyming with be, 

dignite), fiat, fight (and variants in -i-/-X7), (rhyming 

with fli3t, flight) and too 'two' (rhyming with foo 'foe' 

and woo 'woe') suggest for the dialect of the original version 

a location within an area roughly delimited by an ellipse 

drawn through Brigg, Caistor and Market Rasen: the shaded 

area on the map. 

Of the extant copies, the scribal dialects of Harl and 

Had are closest to the centre of this area, and by 

implication these MSS. stand at the centre of dissemination; 

accordingly, they might reasonably be expected to stand near 

the top of the textual tree. Unfortunately, according to 

Holmstedt, the textual relations between most of the extant 

copies cannot be determined, and for lack of a stemma this 

part of the literary history of the Speculum Christiani 

remains merely speculative. 
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Key to the map of localised MSS. of the Speculum Christiani 

Where possible, abbreviations coincide with those used 

by Holmstedt in the E. E. T. S. edition of the text. Folio 

references are only given where I have analysed the text 

myself from the MS. They refer to the extent of English in 

the text. For the other MSS., see the explanatory notes. 

Numbers in brackets after folio references are the index 

numbers of the texts, for which linguistic profiles can be 

found in Appendix I. 

lý Ad0 = Bodley, Add. A. 268. 

Speculum is on f. 37 ff. 

2. Ad1 = H. M. Add. 15237, If. llr-28v (800). 

3. Ad2 = B. M. Add. 10052" 

See notes on 25 below. 

4. Ada = B. M. Add. 21202. 

See notes on 25 below. 

5. Ad5 = B. M. Add. 37049. 

Part of the Speculum appears on f. 20v which is in 

Hand A. Hand A contributes If. lr-26r whose language 

is placed where Ad5 dppears on the map. (For Hand B. 

see p. 80) 

6. Ad8 C. U. L. Add. 3042, If. 83r-97r; 98v (425). 

This is Hand D and consists of the English sections of 

the Fifth Tabula. This MS. is not noticed by Holmstedt. 

(Hand F is 643. ) 



7. Ad9 = C. U. L. Add. 6150, If. 5r-21v (316). 

This MS. is not noticed by Holmstedt. 

8. Bas = B. M. Harl. 6580. 

Analysed from the printed text. 

9. Bol = Bodley 61, ff. lr-29v (805). 

10. Bo2 = Bodley 89, ff. lr-44v (806). 

This is Hand A. 

11. Cot = Corpus Christi College, Oxford, MS. 155, ff. 150- 

180r (914). 

12. Cuth = Ushaw College, Durham, MS. 28 (XVIII. D. 7.8 ), 

If. 4r-157v (811)- 

13. Ddl = C. U. L. Dd. 14.26(3), If. 1v-49r (804). 

14. Dd2 = C. U. L. Dd. 4.51, ff. llv-28v (900). 

This MS. is not noticed by Holmstedt. 

15. Dug = T. C. D. C. 5.17 (351), ff. 7r-49v (807)- 

16. Ff1 = C. U. L. Ff. 1.14, If. 25r-69r (901). 

This is the main hand. For other hands, see pp. 78-9. 

17" Gr = Bodley, Greaves 54. 

Speculum is on ff. 1r-24r. 

18. Harl = B. M. Harl. 206, ff. 20v-44v (206). 

19. Hari = B. M. Harl. 1288, ff. 4v-16v (221). 

This is Hand A. Hand B is L. P. 315- 

20. Har4 = B. M. Harl. 2250. 

Speculum is on ff. 50r-65v. The placing of this is 

based on analyses of different parts of the MS. by 

Angus McIntosh. Ff. lr-45v, The Stanzaic Life of Christ, 

belongs in N. Cheshire. Ff. 72v-75v, St. Erkenwald, 

is S. E. Cheshire. Brief notes indicate that the 
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Speculum is also N. W. Midland but without a full 

analysis it is impossible to say whether it belongs 

with The Stanzaic Life of Christ or with St. Erkenwald. 

21. Har5 = B. M. Harl. 2379" 

Speculum is on ff. 57r-70v. 

22. Harz = B. M. Harl. 2388" 

Speculum is on ff. 56r-58v, Seventh Tabula only. This 

is Hand C. Hand B, ff. 59r-64v is in a very similar 

language. 

23. Hat = Bodley, Hatton 97, ff. 2v-33v (803). 

The language of this is late and contains some 

intransigent features, (see the analysis in Appendix I), 

which make it unsuitable for dialect mapping. 

24. Hell = L. U. L. MS. 657. (Former Heimingham Hall MS. 

LJ. 1.7" ) 

Speculum is on pp. 91-134. 

25. Hunt = Huntingdon HM 124. 

This MSo is not noticed by Holmstedt, but is said in 

the Huntingdon catalogue in preparation to be by the 

same scribe as wrote D. M. Add. 10052 and 21202. I have 

placed Hunt from a short analysis by Angus McIntosh 

and on the basis of the identity of hands have put Ad2 

and Ada with it. I have not seen any of the MSS. myself, 

and this can only be taken as a very tentative locali- 

sation. 

26. Jes = Jesus College, Cambridge, Q. G. 3 (51), ff. 4r- 

24r (902). 

27. Jo = St. John's College, Cambridge, G. 8 (176). 
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I do not have a precise placing for this, but it 

certainly belongs in Notts. 

28. Lan = B. M. Lansdowne 344. 

Analysed from the printed text. It is not clear, 

because of the meagre dialectal yield, which side of 

the Wash this text belongs. 

29. Lau 2= Bodley, Laud Misc. 513. 

Speculum is on ff. 62r-92r, 

30. Ral = Bodley, Rawl. C. 401, ff. 2v-12v (909). 

2 
31. Ro ý B. M. Royal 8. B. V, ff. 14r-28v (226). 

This is Hand B. Hand A, ff. 5v-10r, is in essentially 

the same language as B (see p. 81). 

32. Sal = John Rylands, Latin MS. 341, ff. 74v-82r (906). 

33. Sh = Stonyhurst College, A. VI. 23, ff. 122v-137v (913). 

34. Sid = Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, D. 3.10 (55), 

ff. 3v-26v (903). 

This is Hand A. Hand B belongs in Rutland, Hand C in 

Cambs. 

35" Tr = Trinity College, Cambridge, B. 15.42 (376). 

Speculum is on ff. 101r-104r, Second and Fourth Tabulae, 

placed on tho basis of other English in the MS. by the 

same hand. 
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Two Lincolnshire Manuscripts of Richard Rolle's Commentary on 

the Psalter: Bodleian Library, MS. Bodley 467 and Sidney 

Sussex College, Cambridge, MS. D. 5.3 (89)" 

The following study illustrates the different copying 

practices of four scribes. Scribal practice must always 

be borne in mind during any attempt to define and localise 

the dialect(s) of a given scribal text. Angus McIntosh has 

observed that a mediaeval scribe copying an English manu- 

script may do one of three things: l 

(1) He may transcribe the text of his exemplar, making 

few or no changes to its language. 

(2) He may translate the language of the exemplar into 

his own dialect. This line of action may involve making 

considerable changes to the language of the text in the 

course of copying. 

(3) He may do something between (1) and (2) above. 

Categories (1) and (2) clearly admit degrees of consistency, 

and both shade into category (3). Admitting that these 

distinctions are not clear cut and that the whole range of 

characterisation is clinal, the practices of most mediaeval 

English scribes may be nevertheless usefully described in 

terms of these three categories. The degree of inconsistency 

that can be tolerated in categories (1) and (2) is obviously 

much smaller than that in (3): by definition (3) is anything 

1. See Angus McIntosh, 'Word geography in the lexicography 
of medieval English', Annals of the New York Academy of 
Sciences, 211 (1973) PF- 55-66. 



that is not sensibly described as either (1) or (2). The 

language of most scribal texts, or substantial stretches 

thereof, is readily identifiable as one of (1), (2) or (3) 

and only seldom does shading of (1) and (2) into (3) create 

operational problems for classification. 

This study examines two MSS. containing copies of 

Richard Rolle's English translation of, and original uninter- 

polated commentary on, the Psalter: the MSS. are Bodley 467, 

in three different hands (this copy lacks the Canticles at 

the end of the text), and Sidney Sussex D. 5.3 (89), in a 

single hand. All three kinds of scribal practice are here 

exemplified, and it appears that a single scribe may produce 

stretches of all three kinds within a single long text. 

HS. Bodley 1+67 

This is a MS. of the first half of the 15th century, and 

is the work of three hands. 

Hand A (L. P. No. 75) is a large, clear Anglicana script, 

and is quite cursive. A uses a single symbol for I and 

namely Z. His text runs from f. lr to f. 92v (bottom); this 

is from the beginning of the Prologue to, Psalm 72, the middle 

of v. 1. The text breaks off in mid-sentence: 'how gude god 

of Israel to yaim yat ar of ryght herte ye prophet sekand... '. 

The dialect of this text belongs to S. E. Lincs. 

Hand B is a smaller, squarer script, also Anglicana. 

B uses a single symbol for I and y, namely X. His text runs 

from f. 93r to f. 120r line 11, stopping half-way through 
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the line; this is from Psalm 72, middle of v. 1, continuing 

the sentence from Hand A: oendelese ioy and reprehendand 

hymself yat lufed erthly thyng', to Psalm 90 v. 13: '.. with 

stynkand smele of hys ille ensampelle slaese menne yat comes 

nere'. The language of this text is in general of a pro- 

venance more northerly than Lincs.; but it contains also a 

separate and evidently more southerly component, which 

probably belongs to S. Lincs. 

Hand C (L. P. No. 62) is an Anglicana script with some 

secretary features. Unlike Hands A and B, C does not confuse 

y and P. His text runs from f. 120r line 11 to the end of 

the MS., f, 171r; this is from Psalm 90 v. 13: '.. and 

whit euele hand bt is with vemenose word slaas be herere... ', 

to the end of Psalm 50. The dialect of this text belongs 

to S. E. Lincs. 

There follows the colophon, 'Explicit psalterium dauid'. 

Under this in a later hand is, 'Iste est liber domini Hugonis 

Eyton supprioris monasterii sancti Albani Anglorum prothmar- 

tiris'. On f. 171v is 'W. S [? ] ex do: fa: St. Non. 1639', 

and 'Liber Thomae Barlow a coll. Reg: Oxon ex dono amicissimi 

domini Wheate de Glimton in agro Oxoniensi armigeri III 

Calend Sept: M. DC. LVI'. 
2 

In spite of these later asso- 

ciations with St. Alban's and Oxford, the linguistic evidence 

suggests that the NS. is the work of at least two S. Lincs. 

scribes, and possibly of three, and by implication therefore 

2. For further description, see F. Madar and H. H. E. Craster, 
A Summary Catalogue of Western Manuscripts in the Bodleian 
Librar at Ox, ford, ii, part S (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1895 p. 392. 
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that it was produced in S. Lines. 

The language of A's text almost certainly presents a 

translation from the dialect of an exemplar into that of 

the scribe (see (2) above). Commonly, the language of a 

scribe who translates thus becomes increasingly self- 

consistent as his text proceeds, perhaps reflecting a shift 

from copying by eye to copying via the mind's ear, once the 

scribe has got into his stride; over the first few folios, 

he may well reproduce in his copy some forms which do not 

belong to his own dialect, but rather to the dialect of his 

exemplar(s). Indeed, what subsequently prove to be relict 

forms perpetuated from an exemplar, may be very common, 

and even dominant, in the early part of such a text, before 

being displaced absolutely by what is evidently the scribe's 

own usage. 

In the first ten folios of A's text, there appear a 

few relict forms which suggest that the dialect of the 

exemplar for A was of a more northerly type than that of 

A himself; these relict forms are of very infrequent 

occurrence (see Table I). It is of course possible that 

the scribe of Hand A copied an already 'southernised' text 

which had retained some northern forms. But in the absence 

of any positive evidence, it is here assumed that at no 

point are we dealing with a scribe who produced an exact 

mirror-copy of his exemplar. 
3 

3. Cf. pp. 312. -3 below. 
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Table I: Relicts in the first 10 folios of Hand A 

Item Usual form No. of Suspected No. of 
in Hard A attestations relict attestations 

'shall' schal > 80 sal 1 

-ald -old > 15 -aid 1 

-and -ond > 30 -and 2 

-an -ong > 25 -ang 2 

: a/Zs 0 >40 a3 

ai 6 

ay 2 

B writes throughout in a very much more northerly 

dialect than A. and its provenance is from further north than 

Lincs. The language is internally consistent, except that 

near the beginning of the block of text written by B, a few 

forms of a generally more southerly distribution appear, which 

are displaced by their more northerly equivalents as the text 

proceeds. In at least eleven cases of the twenty-eight (see 

Table II), the displaced forms seem to have been added later, 

often with an omission mark, and it is possible that some of 

these are inserted by a different hand. 

Table II: Dialectal mixture of Hand B 

Item Usual form No. of Displaced No. of 
in Hand B attestations form attestations 

'shall' sal[l] > 100 schall[e] 8 

'they' yai > 25 yei 1 

fö a° >50 o6 
aa 6 

'when' when > 20 whan 1 
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Table II cont. 

Item Usual form No. of Displaced No. of 
in Hand B attestations form attestations 

3rd. -es 
pers. 

-ys M. ind. 
-s 

> 40 -ith 2 

>5 -eth 2 

> 10 

'from' fra > 30 fram 

fro 

1 

1 

-ald -ald > 15 -old 2 

'has' has > 30 hath 1 

'death' ded[e] > 25 deth 1, 

'would' wald 6 wold 2 

wyld 8 

On the linguistic evidence of B's text alone, B's 

behaviour seems identical with that of A; in other words, 

B was also a translator. If this were so, it would follow 

that 

(1) B's own dialect was of a northern type, and the displaced 

forms relict from an exemplar in a dialect of a more southerly 

variety of M. E. Rolle's original version of the Commentary 

on the Psalter can be assumed to have been written in a 

Yorks. dialect, and thus B would have been translating the 

text from the dialect of a southernised exemplar back into 

a dialect much more like that of the original. Such 

dialectal progression is, however, by no means unprecedented 

in the course of several stages of copying a text: 
4 

it 

ý ý 

ý" 

;i 

1. For one example, see the account of the textual history 
of the Corpus Christi MS. of Misyn's translation of Rolle's 
Incendiu'n Amoris and Emendatio Vitae (pp. 31Z to339 belo: J). 



cannot be assumed that the dialect of the exemplar for any 

given copy of a text was more like that of the original 

composition merely on the grounds that the exemplar is, by 

definition, prior to the copy in the textual stemma. 

The view that B was a translator would also require that 

(2) the exemplar for the writer of northern dialect, B. 

was. in a more southerly type of language than B's own 

dialect: the forms appearing in the early part of the text 

which are displaced in the later part are of a more southerly 

distribution than the forms of the later homogenous northern 

dialect, and would on this account be relict from B's 

exemplar. The exemplar for B could then not have been in 

the same dialect as the exemplar for A. For the relicts 

in A's text are of a northern type of language, and were A 

a translator, as is here assumed, then it is his own dialect 

that belongs to S. E. Lincs.; whereas that of his exemplar 

was on this account northern, which would then fail to 

explain the southerly relicts in B. 

B takes over copying from A in the middle of a sentence, 

albeit at the end of a folio (verso); and C takes over 

copying from B in mid-sentence, mid-lire and mid-folio. 

Clearly, the scribes A9 B and C were working in close contact 

with one another, and their MS. was evidently put together 

in one place. Since two of the scribes wrote in dialects 

of S. Lincs. (the dialect of C as well as that of A belongs 

in S. E Lincs., though they differ slightly from one another), 

it is reasonable to suppose that the MS. was put together in 



S. Lincs. If, as has so far been assumed, the northern 

dialect of B's text is indeed B's own dialect, then he must 

have been a northern scribe working in S. Lincs. B's access 

to an exemplar in a more southerly dialect than his own 

(albeit an exemplar different from that of his fellow 

copyists) would then be easily explained; indeed, all the 

relicts in the early part of B's text are attested in dialects 

belonging in or adjacent to S. Lincs. The forms that seem 

to have been added later, probably in the course of sub- 

sequent correction of the text, could have been added as 

forms directly copied from the exemplar, either by B himself 

or by some other scribe. 

There is no reason to doubt that the scribe A translated 

from the dialect of his exemplar with increasing consistency 

into his own: this is the obvious interpretation of the 

familiar shift from a somewhat mixed language to an internally 

consistent usage in which many of the variants established 

in the earlier text have been filtered out in favour of 

equivalent forms with which they there co-occurred. The 

practice of scribe C, however, throws considerable doubt 

on such an interpretation of B's apparently similar behaviour. 

C begins by producing a text in a dialect which, over 

the first three or four folios, is rather like the dialect 

of B's text (which has so far been assumed to be Bts own). 

After about f. 124, the language of Cgs text begins to 

incorporate certain forms that are not of northern origin; 

and after about f. 135, it has become a firmly established 



and homogenous language characteristic of S. E. Lincs. At 

f. 154v (the beginning of Psalm 119), there is a change in 

ink-colour. Although neither the hand nor the script changes, 

the language once more becomes mixed, reintroducing some of 

the more northerly forms characteristic in Hand B. Without 

at this stage taking account of the language and possible 

copying practice of B, the best interpretation of C's 

behaviour is probably as follows. C had an exemplar in a 

northern dialect, which exemplar he began by copying precisely. 

After a few folios he ceased to reproduce, more or less 

unchanged, the language of his exemplar and produced a section 

of text in a mixed language containing some forms from the 

dialect of the exemplar and some from his own dialect: in 

other words, he began to translate, but at first only half- 

heartedly. Increasingly, however, this became a thorough- 

going translation, and the forms of the exemplar became 

filtered out altogether, until by about f. 135, C's text is 

a consistent representation of his own dialect. The change 

in ink colour at f. 154v indicates a break in the continuity 

of copying. A possibly quite long interval before its 

resumption might well explain the break in the continuity 

of the translation, and the reappearance of some of those 

forms assumed to be from the dialect of the exemplar. This 

interpretation of C's behaviour is the most satisfactory 

explanation for the two sections of mixed usage. Exact and 

sustained copying is likely to be the result of a conscious 

decision so to do: it requires close visual attention to 



the spelling, as well as to the textual content, of the 

exemplar. C gave such attention over a more 4 folios of 

his text, and then drifted increasingly from the usage of 

his exemplar, The Mischsprache reflects the gradual 

development of the scribe's independence of the exemplar's 

spellings, here attained over some 11 folios; once used to 

the language of his exemplar, he copied in units conceptual 

rather than orthographic. A thorough-going translation 

represents the culmination of this process; here the 

translation extends over 19 folios, until the change of ink 

and evident hiatus. It is most unlikely that the first 4 

folios represent translation, which only gradually (over 11 

folios) was abandoned in favour of an exact copy: a scribe 

capable of copying exactly, once he had decided to do so, 

would surely switch abruptly from one kind of language to 

the other - there is no obvious motivation for a drift 

from translation to exact copying, whereas with the pro- 

gression from exact copy to translation, a drift is precisely 

what one would expect. The last section (17 folios), begun 

after some interval since the translated section was completed, 

is a Mischsprache approximating more closely to the scribe's 

own dialect than to that of his exemplar; and it represents 

the scribe getting back into his stride as a translator, 

without, howover, there being sufficient length of text for 

him to regain his former consistency. I shall therefore 

assume that C, like A. was a scribe belonging to S. E. Lincs., 

copying from an exemplar written in a more northerly dialect. 
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The view that C started by copying his exemplar exactly 

and then drifted to a translation into his own dialect, 

casts a different light on the previous interpretation of 

B's behaviour, namely that B was a northern scribe trans- 

lating from a more southerly exemplar. The first few 

folios of C's text are linguistically very similar to B's 

text: they are in a northern dialect of M. E. as opposed 

to the S. E. Lincs. usage of Cgs later text (see Table III. 

Table III: Similarities between the usages of D and of the 
first few folios of C's text, contrasted with later usage in C 

Item B's usage C's usaae in C's usage in 
ff. 120r-124v ff. 135r-154v 

'these' yere Pere Pese 

'those' ya, yaa pa ((pha)) poo 

'them' yaim, yam pam hem 

'their' yair[e], yar[e] pair[e], par[e] her[e] 

'which' ye whylk[e] pe/pe whilk[e] pe/pe whiche, 
wheche 

'from' fra fra fro ( (fra )) 

'then' yan pars panne 

'than' yan pan panr. e 
1801 swa, sua, sa swa, sua, sa soo, so 

: a/° o aa 009 

-ald -aid -ald -old, -ald 
'among' I-mang I-mang 

-ang 
by 

kirke 

dye 

haly 

knaw [e] 

-lesse 

lard 

saule, sawle 

among 

-ong 
be 

chirch[e] 
die 

holy 

know[e] 

-les 

-arg -arg 
'by' by 

'church' kyrke 

'die' dye 

'holy' haly 

'know' knaw[e] 

'-less' -lesse 

'lord' lard 

'soul' saule 

lord 

soule, sowie 
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Such similarities in usage indicate that the dialect for 

C's exemplar was very similar to the dialect written by B. 

(There are some differences between B's usage and the usage 

of the early folios of C's text, which will be discussed 

below). If it is assumed that the main sections of text by 

A and B. and the third section of Cis text, are translations, 

then it follows that (i) A was a S. E. Lincs. scribe, working 

from an exemplar written in a northern dialect; (ii) B was 

a northern scribe, working from an exemplar in a more 

southerly dialect (possibly from S. Lines. ); (iii) C was 

a S. E. Lincs. scribe, working from an exemplar in a northern 

dialect, possibly the same exemplar as that for A, which 

exemplar was in a language similar to B's dialect; and 

(iv) B was probably a sojourner in S. Lincs. 

This is not a very satisfactory reconstruction. It 

may be conjectured that a northern scribe, B. travelled from 

northern England to a religious house in S. E. Lines., and 

brought with him a copy, in northern English, of Rolle's 

Commentary on the Psalter. With the help of A and C. he 

then made a copy for the Lines. community during his stay 

there; and that would reasonably explain the northern 

relicts in A and C. and his own contribution in a dialect 

of northern N. E. that differed but little from that of the 

book he brought to Lines. This, however, fails wholly to 

account for the southerly relicts in B's own section of the 

copy: these presuppose a southerly - perhaps S. Lincs. 

exemplar for B's text; and that the S. Lincs. scribes A and 



C should be translating from B's northern copy, while B 

himself translated from a southerly copy of the same book 

to fill in the text between A's contribution and that of 

C, is thoroughly implausible. 

In these circumstances, a simpler and more plausible 

interpretation is that all three scribes originated from and 

worked in S. Lincs. and used the same northern exemplar. 

A translated, only letting through some of his exemplar's 

forms, and those near the beginning. B was a fairly faithful 

copyist, though to start with he occasionally wrote a form 

belonging to his own dialect. The other more southerly forms, 

the words that were added later, many as insertions, may have 

been written by B or another S. Lines. scribe, possibly 

without recourse to the exemplar. C, perhaps attempting 

to continue the language of B's precisely copied northern 

English, began by copying fairly faithfully, but after a 

few folios had drifted into translation: perhaps C, having 

taken up B's text in mid-sentence and mid-folio, sought to 

achieve a smooth transition rather than an abrupt break 

between his language and that of B's text, possibly with a 

view to easing the task of reading aloud from it. 

There are a few differences between B's text, which 

as it now appears was a fairly faithful copy from his exem- 

plar, and the first four (copied) folios of C's text, 

indicating that if they did share an exemplar, at least 

one of the two scribes modified his copy to some extent. 

Since C introduced considerable linguistic modifications 
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after only a few folios, it is not unreasonable to suppose 

that even at the beginning C's copy was not precise. In the 

absence of the exemplar, it is impossible to determine how 

close was B's copy; but the odd occurrences of S. Lincs. 

forms indicate that anything B contributed should be of 

S. Lincs. origin, and by this criterion, he left the language 

of his exemplar very much as he found it. 

The differences between the usages of the text by B 

and of the early text by C are as follows: 

(1) B uses the symbol Y in both [6-6] and [i-j] contexts, 

whereas C distinguishes I from y. using p and occasionally 

th and Ph in [6-e] contexts. 

Note that in four places, all within ten lines of 

each other, C writes for 'ye'. This is quite possibly 

a hyper-correction of y to p from an exemplar which did 

not distinguish the symbols, and in so far as the dialect 

of the exemplar can be assumed northern, it is highly 

unlikely that ' and Y were there distinguished. 
5 

pe is one 

of C's regular spellings for 'thee°, and grammatical function 

notwithstanding, the hyper-correction may have thus been 

compounded. 

(2) B tends to use x in vocalic contexts, whereas C 

tends to use i. 

(3) In [J-] contexts, B uses 3 and occasional v, whereas 

C uses 7 and occasional 3h. 

5. See the commentary on Map D. 1. The, pp. 2.31-23 above. 



(4) There is some variation between B and C in the use 

of final -e. 

(5) For 'not', B has noth ((not, noght, notht)), and C 

has troth (no3t)((nat, not)). Neither not nor rat appears 

at all in Hand B. and both forms become less frequent in the 

translated section of Hand C, rat almost disappearing, but 

reappearing after f. 154v. Since these forms do not occur 

in B's text, the postulated common exemplar cannot be 

responsible for their appearance in C's text: they must 

belong to C's own usage. Noyt is a common S. E. Lincs. form, 

and nat is attested in two Lincs* scribal dialects very close 

to where C's dialect fits on the maps. 

(6) For 'but', B has bot, whereas C has but. Either the 

exemplar had both bot and but, and B and C each selected only 

one of these forms, or one or other of B and C for this item 

translated into his own usage. Since but is C's regular 

usage throughout his text, it may be taker as the usage of 

his own dialect. 

(7) For 'flesh', B has flesch[eJ, whereas C has flessh. 

Since flessh is C's regular usage throughout his text, this 

form is to be taken as his own usage. Flesch[eJ is to be 

taken as B's own usage and/or that of the common exemplar. 

The two Mischsprachen of Hand C (ff. 124v-135r, and 

ff. 154v-171r) are characterised by the presence of an 

assemblage of (i) forms found in ff. 120r-124r, which are 

assumed to be from the exemplar, and (ii) other forms found 

in ff. 135v-154v, which are assumed to be C's own usage. As 
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might be expected after a long stretch of translation, 

notwithstanding the interval between them, the second 

Mischsprache is more like Cis own usage than that of his 

exemplar. Apart from this, there is only one obvious 

difference between the two Mischsprachen. In the first, 

and this only between ff. 125r and 134r, ei 'they' appears 

beside J, and Pai. In Cis own usage, and in the second 

Mischsprache, only ýay and at appear. From the evidence 

of other S. E. Lincs. dialects, ay ai and Pei were all 

current in Cis own dialect; he wrote _ei alongside ai at 

the beginning of the translated section, but later settled 

for the forms common to his own dialect and that of his 

exemplar (Pai and Payq exemplar *yaj, *yay). This inter- 

pretation is supported by the restriction of 'they' forms 

to ai and a in the first four folios of C, which are 

evidently copied fairly faithfully from Cis exemplar. 

The dialectal structure of Bodley 467 may be summarised 

diagrammatically: 

Table V: Structure of Bodley 467 

Hand ABC 

Folios lr-92v 93r- 120r- 124- 135- 154v- 
120r 124 135 154v 171r 

TvDe Trans- Copy Copy Imper- Trans- Imper- 
of lation fect lation fect 
text trans- trans- 

lation lation 

Dia- S. E. Northern Northern Mixed S. E. Mixed 
lect Lincs. Lincs. 

Useful Yes Yes No No Yes No 
for 
maps? 
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Sidney Sussex MS. D05.3 89) 

This is a MS. of the late 14th or early 15th century, 
6 

and is by a single hand, the script and language rather 

changeable throughout. The linguistic fluctuations of the 

text are extremely complicated. However, the preceding 

study of the behaviour of the three scribes of Bodley 467, 

particularly that of Hand C, can be used to throw some 

light on the copying practice of the scribe for Sidney 

Sussex D. 5.3 (89) - hereafter Sid. 

Although the MS. is by a single hand, the language 

shifts several times. There are, however, no clear-cut 

dialectal breaks such as those between the three hands of. 

Bodley 467" 

Sid. is of particular interest here, because its 

language was used as representative of mediaeval Lines. 

dialect by Moore, Meech and Whitehall, and localised firmly 

in Theddlethorpe on the coast of N. E. Lines. On this 
7 

location depends the easterly course of their line delimiting 

6. H. R. Bramley dates the MS. 'towards the end of the 
fourteenth century'. M. R. James and Hope E. Allen suggest 
merely that it is 14th or 15th century. See H. R. Bramley, 
ed., The Psalter: translated b Richard Rolle of Hampole 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 188421 p. xxi; M. R. James, 
A Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts in Sidney Sussex 
College, Cambridge C. U. P. 9 1895 P. 73; Hope E. Allen, 
Writings ascribed to Richard Rolle, hermit of Hampole 

London: O. U. P., 1927) p. 172. 

7. Samuel Moore, Sarford B. Meech and Harold Whitehall, 
'Middle English dialect characteristics and dialect 
boundaries', Essays and Studies in English and Comparative 
Literature 13 Ann Arbor, 1935). - 
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the domain of the verbal suffix of the pl. pres. ind. 

in -(e)s. This placing also has considerable bearing on 

their line which divides the 'dialect area' of the North- 

'East Midlands from that of the Central-East Midlands. 

Their use of the text, and the localisation they accepted 

for its language, are both misleading. 

Their reason for placing the language of Sid. in 

Theddlethorpe is that the MS. contains, on the second of 

the fly-leaves at its end, copies of three Latin deeds 

concerning persons and property in Theddlethorpe and that 

vicinity. The first deed, which is dated 1311, concerns 

the transfer of certain lands from Philip the Vauntour [? ] 

to Gilbert Wyles and his wife Elizabeth, all of whom belonged 

to Theddlethorpe. The second deed, dated 1320, is likewise 

a conveyance of lands, from the same Gilbert Wyles to 

Robert Agge of. Mablethorpe; as in the first deed, -the land 

in question lies in Theddlethorpe. The third deed is undated, 

and is a conveyance of land from Alan of Beesby to William 

of Witune [? ], the land being in Wold Newton. Theddlethorpe, 

Mablethorpe and Beesby lie within six miles of each other 

on or near the coast of Lindsey; Wold Newton is some 16 

miles to the north-west. 

The originals of at least the first two deeds are 

likely to have been drawn up in Theddlethorpe. However, 

the deeds are no solid evidence for the localisation of 

the dialect of the scribe who wrote the literary text to 

which they happen to have been attached. Scribes and MSS. 
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travelled and, as the preceding study of Bodley 467 shows, 

a text may sometimes be written in a dialect of a provenance 

very different from the place in which the MS. itself was 

put together. The presence of the Theddlethorpe deeds in 

the MS. is at best evidence for the MS, having been in some 

place where there were persons interested, perhaps indirectly, 

in the conveyance of property at Theddlethorpe. It may be 

that the MS., which contains a learned religious text of a 

sort almost certainly the product of a religious house, was 

owned in Theddlethorpe, and copies of the deeds were entered 

by a local owner on its previously blank fly-leaves; there 

was no mediaeval religious house in Theddlethorpe, and it 

is unlikely that the MS. was put together there, The Priory 

of Alvingham and the Abbey of Louth both owned land at Wold 

Newton, and Revesby Abbey (twenty miles to the south-west) 

owned Theddlethorpe rectory; in any of these houses the MS. 

could have been written, and quite possibly the copies of 

the Theddlethorpe deeds were there bound in as the original 

fly-leaves. 

Wherever the MS. may have been put together, there 

is no guarantee that the scribe who wrote it was originally 

native to that part of the country. The linguistic composition 

of Sid. is in fact extremely complicated, as will appear from 

the following account, and used uncritically, it is very 

unsuitable as a primary source text for dialect mapping. 

However, as with Hand C of Bodley 167, it is possible to 

isolate at least one section of text in a homogenous local 
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dialect. 

Sid. is a large M. with two columns of text to the 

page. My main study of the , '1S. has been from a complete 

microfilm of it in Edinburgh University Library. The folios 

are not numbered; and the text, not counting the fly-leaves, 

runs to 371 frames. References hereafter are by counted 

frames on the microfilm, by columns of text, and by Psalm 

numbers. 

The early part of the M. is in a textura script, which 

later becomes less formal and more cursive. The most obvious 

single change is in the shape of the letter d, which is at 

first a textura ý, but later changes to an Anglicana ö. On 

other letters, ascenders become more prominently looped. In 

spite of this drift to cursiveness, the MS. is evidently 

written all in one hand, apart from two very short inter- 

polations, less than half a column long, by a single different 

hand. These occur on frames 166 (Psalm 62 vv. 8 and 9) and 

189 (Psalm 70 v. i) . 

From frames 1-25 (Prologue to Psalm 9 v. 26) the 

language is of a northerly type, from Yorks. or possibly 

N. Lincs. I shall call this language L 1. At frame 25, 

forms of a more southerly distribution begin to appear 

beside the northerly forms. At frame 30 (Psalm 11 v. 1) 

the scribe begins to write Anglicana 8 beside textura ý. By 

frame 32 (Psalm 12 v. 8) the change in letter form is complete 

and textura ý does not appear again. At the same time as the 

scribal mode is changing, the language is also changing. 
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Over the next few frames, more and more non-northern forms 

appear, 

shifted 

and by frame 36 (Psalm 14 v. 1) the language has 

completely and become a fairly self-consistent 

language of a very different character from that of the 

first 25 frames (see Table VI). I shall call this language 

L 2(a): it continues as far as frame 85 (Psalm 34 v. 2). 

Table 

Item 

'they' 

'their' 

such' 

'which' 

'much' 

'shall' 

'to' prep. 

-ay in 
Iday"mayl 
'say<<way$ 

'pray' 

'has' 

pres. part. 

'church' 

I_lyt 

VI: Some differences 

L1 

yai, yei 

yaire, yeire 

swilke, swyche 

ye whylke 

mekil [le ] 

sal((shal)) 

tille, to 

-ay 

pray 

has, haues 

-and[ej 

kirke 

-ly, -li 

Within L 2(a) there is 

between L1 and L2(a) 

L2 a) 

yei((yai - once)) 

yeir [e ] 

swyche, siche (and 

variants 
ye whiche in -ch- ) 

meche( (mekil )) 

s [c ]hal [le ] 

to 

-ey 

pray, prey 

hath[ej 

-ond[oJ, -and[effl-end[ej)) 

chirche 

-liche, -ly((-li)) 

an internal shift in the form 

for 'I', the lst. pers. sg. pers. pron. In L1 and early 

L 2(a) it is written i, but at frame 62 (Psalm 24 v. 12) 

'I' begins to be written iche; the -che is usually scrubbed 
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or crossed out, whether by the original scribe or some 

other is uncertain. Otherwise, L 2(a) is internally 

consistent: except for the spelling of 'shall', which will 

be considered later (p. 2V. - below). 

Matters of internal consistency apart, there is a 

further usage which requires comment. The spellings for 

'are' in L 2(a) remain unchanged from L 1, namely er[ej. 

In the light of other developments in the language of this 

MS., this continuity is difficult to account for, and will 

be considered hereafter (pp. ZSS and 288 below). 

The next linguistic shift occurs at frame 85 (Psalm 

34 v. 3). I shall call this language, which continues to 

the end of the MS., L 2(b), since, as will appear, it is 

not fundamentally different from L 2(a)o Evidently, there 

was a break in the continuity of copying at this point. In 

the left-hand column of frame 85 is a small block of text 

in a neater, smaller writing; which, however, on analysis 

of the script proves to be the same hand as that of the 

rest of the text. It is as though these few lines had to 

be inserted later into a gap that had been left for them, 

but which proved slightly too small to contain them. 

Moreover, while the inserted text has an average of nine 

words per line against the previous text's seven, the text 

following the insertion is in an appreciably bigger and 

more widely spaced writing, having only five or six words 

per line. 

From the break at frame 85, 'are' starts to be written 



ar[e] instead of er e). Within 10 frames ar e] has become 

the dominant form and after that, er e] is extremely rare. 

This shift coincides with the completion of a change from 

shal le] to schal [le] 'shall'. Shal[le] is the regular usage 

of early L 2(a), but schal[le] appears sporadically from 

frame 42 (Psalm 17 v. 4), increasingly displaces shal[le] 

and finally ousts it completely at frame 83 (Psalm 33 v. 9). 

Thereafter, schal le] is the regular usage of L 2(b). From 

the break in copying at frame 85 (the end of L 2(a)), the 

language gradually becomes more mixed. Firstly, -ay begins 

to appear beside - in 'day', 'may', 'say', 'way'. 

Gradually, as the text proceeds, occasional forms such as 

Yi, Yay 'they'; ye whilke 'which'; kyrke 'church'; swilk, 

suilk 'such'; sal 'shall'; haues 'has' appear, all of which 

are characteristic in L 1. Other forms, also of a northerly 

distribution, and which do not occur in L 1, appear beside 

them in L 2(b): yam 'them'; half 'holy'; and saule 'soul'. 

Between about frames 185 and 200, iche 'I'; -liche '-ly'; 

and -onde pres. part., become rarer and almost disappear. 
8 

Moreover, by the end of the MS. yai 'they', and -air in 'day'. 

'may', 'say' and 'way', are as common or commo"er than are 

yei and -ey respectively in these contexts. L 2(b) has thus 

become much more like L 1. 

A broad view of the nature of these linguistic shifts 

8. Possibly the earlier erasures of -che in °I' (L 2(a)) 
were an attempt to regularise the usage overall. 
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suggests that the Sid. scribe's behaviour was similar to 

that of Dodley 467, Hand C. He began by copying, and then 

drifted into translation; after a break of an indeterminate 

period he resumed his copy and thereafter produced a text 

in a mixed language, partly his own usage, and partly that 

of his exemplar. However, on several counts this inter- 

pretation proves to be over-simplified. It fails to account 

for the following anomalies: 

(1) For 'are' the form in L1 and L 2(a) is er e]. In 

L 2(b) it is ar e]. If er e] is taken to be the usage of 

the exemplar (represented by L 1), and of the Sid. scribe 

himself (represented by L 2(a)), then ar[e] is inexplicable. 

Even if it were assumed that Sid's usage admitted both er[e] 

and ar [e ], he would have no motive to shift from a form 

common to his dialect and that of his exemplar, to a 

contrasting form, when for other items his language was 

approximating more closely to that of his exemplar. 

(2) The completion of the shift from shal le] to schal. le] 

at the same point in the text as that of er[e] to ar[e] is 

inexplicable for the same reason as in (1) above. 

(3) In L 2(b), yam 'them'; hali 'holy'; and saule 'soul' 

are assumed to belong to the exemplar's language since they 

do not occur in. L 2(a). However, neither do they appear in 

L 1, in spite of abundant contexts in which they could have 

occurred there. 

These details of the linguistic shift from L 2(a) to 

L 2(b) suggest that there has been a change, albeit not 

great, in the dialect of the exemplar. 



The absence from L1 of dam, Kali and saule, and from the 

Sid. scribe's own usage as attested by L 2(a), argues such 

a change, and this view is supported by the evidence of the 

shift from er[e] to ar[e], and perhaps also the completion 

of that from shal[leJ to schal le], which are otherwise 

exceedingly difficult to account for. It need not be 

supposed that a major change had occurred in the language 

of the exemplar. It may well be that two scribes, both of 

whom had acquired their habits of written language in much 

the same area, co-operated to produce the exemplar, just 

as the two'scribes from S. E. Lincs. collaborated on Bodley 

467. Or it may be that the exemplar was by a single scribe, 

who copied more or less faithfully from his own exemplar 

the language of such a collaborative effort. (There is some 

attraction it the view that Sid's exemplar was the composite: 

the point at which one scribe took over from another would 

provide an obvious place to break off for a copyist nearing 

the end of his day's work. ) 

The linguistic evidence is adequately accounted for by 

the following reconstruction. The Sid. scribe made his copy 

from an exemplar written in two very similar, but not 

identical, northern dialects; the first underlies Sid. 

frames 1-85, the second, frames 85-the end. The Sid. scribe 

evidently began by reproducing the language of the first part 

of his exemplar (L 1), but after about 12 folios (frame 25) 

began to drift into translating mode. He produced a 

linguistically mixed text for 2 or 3 folios, but soon got 
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into his stride as a consistent translator (frame 30), 

producing language L 2(a). Given the intervening 

Mischsprache, the drift is unlikely to have been from 

translation to copying for the same reasons as those discussed 

in the account of Bodley 1+67, pp. 210-1 above. The linguistic 

shift from L1 to L 2(a) accompanies a change in the mode of 

script. The very careful script of the earlier text 

gradually becomes more cursive. This change of mode would 

be consistent with a change from word by word copying to 

copying by the mind's ear: that is, from copying to trans- 

lation (cf. pp. 2.70-271 above ). It is here assumed that L1 

is copied language and represents the language of the exemplar, 

and that L 2(a) is translated and is by and large the 

copyist's own usage: L 2(a) is a homogenous dialect which 

is placeable in S. W. Lincs. These assumptions are consistent 

with the linguistic evidence of the interpolating scribe's 

short contribution on frame 166 (Psalm 62 vv. 8 and 9). The 

second interpolated passage on frame 189 (Psalm 70 v. J_) is 

too short to provide any useful information here, but the 

first contains yai 'they'; sal[le] 'shall'; and tille prep., 

common in L1 but in L 2(b) only found very rarely, and 

even then right near the end of the MS. The scribe of the 

interpolations evidently reproduced the forms of the later 

exemplar (that underlying L 2(b), here assumed to be common 

to both scribes), having no opportunity in such a short 

stretch of text to drift into translation, even supposing 

that was his habit; and the enclosing text by the main 
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hand, contains the contrasting forms of the main scribe's 

own dialect, alongside those of the exemplar. The fact 

that L 2(b) becomes increasingly mixed cannot be explained 

wholly in the same way as was the second Mischsprache of 

Hand C in Bodley 467 (see pp. 270-271 above), although there 

is a similar break in the continuity of copying. On the 

contrary, the Sid. scribe had 85 folios of text after his 

own break in which to regain his consistency of translation, 

but the language becomes increasingly more rather than less 

like that of his exemplars In these circumstances, the best 

explanation is that spellings which had by now (after 40 or 

50 folios of copying) become very familiar to the copyist of 

Sid., were intruding into his active usage. This inter- 

pretation is the stronger because all the forms that are in 

L 2(b) but not in L 2(a) are current in dialects adjacent 

to the area of origin for L 2(a), and there are no forms in 

L 2(b) that are not attested in that area. 

Assuming that the language of the exemplar for Sido 

changes in some respects at the point in the text where L 2(b) 

begins, the change in usage from er e] 'are' to ar a is now 

easy to explain. The exemplar underlying L1 and L 2(a) 

had er e], whereas that underlying L 2(b) had ar[e]. Both 

er[e] and ar[e] are current in dialects geographically 

adjacent to L 2(a) and probably also, therefore, in Sid's 

own usage; he thus perpetuated in his copy whichever he 

found in his exemplar. 

The change of shal[le] to schal le] may now be explained 

li 
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as follows. Sal is regular usage in L 1, though occasionally 

shal appears also. Shal[le] is regular usage in L 2(a), 

though schal le] begins to be written soon after the change 

from L1 to L 2(a), and gradually displaces shal le]. 

Shal le] does not appear at all in L 2(b). Assuming that 

both the sch- and sh- variants were familiar to Sid. - and 

this assumption, is supported by the appearance of both 

forms in dialects geographically adjacent to L 2(a) - and 

that Sid's exemplar had sh- but not sch-, Sid's drift 

from sh- to sch- is a drift from tolerated to preferred 

usage. Sal was also in his exemplar, but not at all in 

Sid's own dialect; 9 
and accordingly it does not persist 

in his text after the closely-copied section of L 1. The 

scribe for the later part of Sid's exemplar may or may 

not have used sal: it is wholly absent from L 2(b). The 

absence of sh- spellings in L 2(b), given Sid's toleration 

of them in early L 2(a), indicates that this second scribe 

did not use it at all; his forms were evidently sch- 

variants, and possibly s+ vowel variants also. 

The linguistic structure of Sid. may be suwrmarised 

diagrammatically (see Table VII overleaf). 

9. Although in M. E, dialects overall, s+ vowel usually 
co-occurs with sch- for [J] rather than with sh-, there 
are some examples in north and central Lincs. of s+ vowel 
co-occurring with sh-. 
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Table VII: Interpretation of the linguistic structure of 
Sid-mey Sussex D. 503 (89) 

La tuage L1L 1-2 L 2(a) L 2(b) 

Frames 1-25 25-36 36-85 85-End 

Type of Copy Imperfect Trans- Imperfect 
text trans- lation trans- 

lation lation 

Dialect ? Yorks. Mixed S. W. Lires. Mixed 

Suitable Probably No Yes No 

as primary not pure 
source enough 
material? 

To conclude, L 2(a) approximates to Sid's own language, 

but his spontaneous usage may include ar[e] 'are' and 

schal[le] 'shall' in greater frequency than they appear on 

the maps and in the L. P. (No. 46), Although L 2(a) is a 

homogenous dialect, the relative frequencies of some of its 

forms may not correspond precisely to those of Sid's 

spontaneous usage; some of these may approximate more 

closely to those of L 2(b). 

The view that linguistically the majority of M. E. texts 

present merely Mischsprachen, perhaps encouraged by J. R. R. 

Tolkien's observations or early M. E., 
10 

depends or the 

unthought assumption that the distribution of linguistic 

forms in these texts is generally random. If, for instance, 

an index of forms was compiled for Sidney Sussex D. 5.3 (89), 

or for Hand C of Bodloy 467, they would indeed appear to be 

10. J. R. R. Tolkien, 'Ancrene Wisse and Hali Meiöhad', 
E. &S. XIV (1929) pp. 104-126. 
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Mischs2rachen. What would not be clear is that they each 

contain two different Sprachen (as well as mixtures of the 

two), and that within these, the distribution is not random. 

In other words, not all later M. E. texts are hotch-potch; 

they may be layered. Linguistic profiles show that dialectally 

homogenous sections of a much-copied text can often be 

identified and isolated, and that these are no less valid 

for dialectal studies than the most methodically written 

holograph. The corollary to this is that a single scribal 

text may give evidence for more than one M. E. dialect. 
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Two MSS. of the Secreta Secretori. un: 

Lambeth Palace Library, MS. 501 and 

Bodleian Library, MS. Ladd Misc. 685 

A comparison of the linguistic profiles obtained from 

the Lambeth and Laud MSS. of the Secreta Secretorum can 

leave little doubt that they share a proximate common 

exemplar. It is not within the scope of this study to 

make a detailed textual comparison, but the two MSS. do 

share several textual omissions and some errors which 

confirm the relationship suggested by the linguistic 

evidence. 
1 

The two texts are linguistically very similar 

and, since neither is placeable on the dialect maps without 

a number of recalcitrant forms remaining unaccounted for, 

evidently the language of both MSS. is dialectally mixed. 

An ordered comparison of the usages of the scribes of the 

Lambeth (Lm) and Laud (Ld) MSS* leads to some conclusions 

about the dialectal components of the mix. These conclusions, 

in their turn, inevitably produce some suggestions as to the 

textual relationship between Lm and Ld and their exemplar or 

exemplars. 

Both texts contain three separable elements of linguistic 

1. Two shared errors are Lm f. 12r sourt: Ld f. 18r sourte 
'court'; Lm f. 12r now: Ld f. 19r now 'know not'. These 

errors are at the same point in the running text. 
Note that there are a few textual differences: Lm f. 3r 
man: Ld f. 8r. folk; Lm f. 3r part: Ld f. 8r y (exemplar 

? *P-); Lm f. 17r erthe: Ld f. 25v 3er (exemplar ? *3erthe); 
Lm f. 1lr euer: Ld f. 17r On f. 12r Lm has bondys 
for 'hands°p whereas Ld f. 19r rightly has hondes. 
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mixed-mess: 

(1) Throughout the first part of the text (Lm ff. Ir-29v: 

Ld ff. 5r-40v), and usually at the same poi"+ts in both MSS., 

there occur for many items forms rare in these MSS. which 

can, with some reservations, be assumed to be relicts 

perpetuated from the dialect of an exemplar (see Table III 

with accompanying commentary), which exemplar was evidently 

common to both scribes. When these forms are discounted, 

the dialects of Lm and Ld car be satisfactorily placed in 

S. W. Lincs. 

(2) At the same point in the running text of each MS. 

(Lm f. 16r-v: 1d f. 24r-v) appears a short section in a 

rather more southerly dialect than that which precedes and 

follows it. (See Table II. ) The language of this section 

is characterised by, among other things, -th, instead of 

the usual -s in the verbal suffixes of the 3rd. pers. sg., 

and the pl. of the pres. ind. The provenance of this 

assemblage is indeterminate: the yield of forms is far 

too meagre for the appropriate dialectal comparison. 

(3) At the same point in the running text (Lm f. 29v: 

Ld f. 41r), both scribes reproduce a cluster of forms that 

cannot be assigned to any Lincs. dialect, but which are 

collectively assignable to dialects of the West Midlands. 

Thus vche is here the regular form for 'each', in both Lm 

and Ld displacing previously regular iik[ej (and variants 

in -k-); and at the same point in the running text (Lm f. 36r: 

Ld f. 50r), sw the in Lm and sweche in Ld become the regular 
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forms for 'sucht, displacing previously regular swylk (and 

variants in -k[-J). These are the only examples of the 

complete displacement of one set of forms by another, but 

the language as a whole becomes much more mixed, containing 

more variants for each item than before. This admixture of 

a West Midland component occurs abruptly, and such clearly 

defined linguistic changes as in (2) and (3) above indicate 

a similarly well-defined change of language in Lm's and Ld's 

exemplar(s), which Lm and Ld perpetuated in their own copies. 

Forms in (2) and (3) that do not appear as the regular usage 

of Lm and Ld in thA'early part of the text, or forms that do 

rot belong to S. N. Lincs., may be regarded as relict along 

with those variants of very low relative frequency in (i). 

It is important that for the items in question some other 

form or forms are established as regular usage over very 

many attestations; it is relative and not absolute frequency 

that is here the criterion. For some items, forms of 

infrequent occurrence which are however not so infrequent 

relative to other forms that they can be regarded as relicts, 

are nevertheless so to be accounted because they are confined 

to the same point(s) in the running text; and therefore 

neither scribe can be assumed to have introduced them into 

his copy. 

Although the relict forms usually coincide in the 

running text of the two MSS., there are enough disjunctive 

examples (see Tables III and IV) to make it extremely 

unlikely that either of Lm and Ld copied from the other. 
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It may be assumed, rather, that they shared an exemplar 

which I shall call hereafter X. I postulate X since, given 

the correspondences in (1) to (3) above, it is highly 

improbable that the linguistic habits of Lm and Ld in this 

text are independent. The postulation of X assumes that 

X's own dialect (or at least the dialect that he perpetuated 

in the first part of his text -- the main part) was not 

dissimilar to that of Lm or Ld, who can reasonably be 

assumed, on the evidence available, to have been fairly 

close copyists. From the later part of this account it will 

appear that X was the work of more than one scribe, and 

that their usages were not identical. 

One of the reasons for the assumption that Lm and Ld 

were close copyists is the similarity of their linguistic 

profiles for the text of the Secreta Secretorum already 

noted on p. Z92- above. (See Appendix I, L. P. Nos. 248 and 

904. ) Their usages are not, however, identical. Their 

main differences are as follows, all other forms being the 

same or very similar in the two MSS. 

Table I: Differences between the usages of the Lambeth and 

Laud MSS. of the Secreta Secretorum 

Item Lambeth Laud 

'she' she(sho) sho 

'her' here (her) ((hir )) hyr ((hir )) 

'3hall'sg. shal((sal[lj, shall)) sall(shal[1j) 

'shall' pl. shal [l sall(shall) ((shal )) 

'death' deth(deed) deth(dede) 
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Table I cont. 

Item Lambeth 

'when' 

'all' 

'been' 

'busy'adj. 

'but' 

'came'sg. 

'could' 

' fellow' 

' fight' 

' fire' 

'holy' 

'-hood' 

'less' 

'low' 

'neither, 
nor' 

'ought' 

'say' 

'-ship' 

'son' 

'stead' 

'third' 

'wate' 
(now) 

'thither' 

'Years 

whanne, when-ne 
((when 

, whoný) 

all (alle ) ((al )) 

ben 

besy-, bese-(byse-) 

but ((bot )) 

cam 

coude 

felawe 

fight, feght-, fyght- 

fyr[ej(fir[eJ, feer) 

haly 

-hed[eJ((-heed, 
-ho[oJde)) 
lesse 

lawe 

noper... no 

awe 

say 

-schip(-schyp, 

sone 

stede 

brydde, pridde 

woot(wat) 

-schipp) 

Laud 

when ((whenn e, 
whan )) 

all ((al )) 

be(bien ) 

bysy, bysi-((besy- )) 

bot ((but )) 

come 

couth 

felowe 

fight, fyght- 

fyre 

haly, holy(hali-) 

-hed (-hede) ((-hod, -ed)) 

les[seJ(lese) 

lowe 

nowyer... no 

awe, owe 

sey(say)((saye)) 

-ship((-shep, -shipp, -sip)) 

sonre((son)) 

stede, steyde((sted)) 

thryd (yryd 
, yred) 

wot ((wote )) 

bedyr yider 

3eer( 3ere ) 3ere((3er )) 

Note (i) that Lm distinguishes P and X in form and function 
throughout. Ld distinguishes them in form but not in 
function. ii) who" 'when'. Medial -o- variants are res- 
tricted to (North- Central Worcs., S. W. a"+d (N. )E. Warwicks., 
and as a rare variant in Gloucs. near Stroud. 

It could be argued that the linguistic similarity 

of Lm and Ld over the early part of the text may have come 
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about not because they were accurate copyists of the same 

one exemplar, but rather that they each made independent 

translations from their exemplar into their own dialect and 

that their habits of written language were acquired in much 

the same geographical area. But the evidence of (2) and (3) 

above militates against this argument. Were Lm and Ld 

not fairly accurate copyists, then the occurrence of rare 

variants at the same points in their running text, and of 

clear linguistic breaks at the same points in the running 

text, would be wholly implausible; and it is equally 

implausible that these correlations are fortuitous. 

It seems then reasonable to assume that Lm and Ld were 

fairly accurate copyists. Any differences in their usages 

over the main part of the text (excluding relict forms ) 

can be explained as depending on forms which at least one 

of the two scribes had introduced from his own habitual 

usage. The three types of language each produced (Lm 
1-3 

and Ld1-3, corresponding to (1), (2) and (3) above) are 

perpetuated, therefore, from three types of language in 

X (xl, x2 and x3 ). 

It is then a question whether x1_3 were written by a 

single scribe, or whether X contained the work of two or 

even three hands. Let us first consider x2. x2 is 

characterised by the appearance, among other things, of 

regular -eth and -yth for the verbal suffixes of the 3rd. 

pers. sg. and pl. pres. ind. In x1, these forms appear as 

minor variants in the singular only. Although they are 
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minor variants, and their appearance corresponds in the 

running text of Lm and Ld, they occur frequently enough to 

suggest that they are not relict forms, but were current 

at least as minor variants in the dialects of Lm and Ld; 

Lm and Ld had therefore no linguistic motive to filter them 

out of their own copies and hence for the occurrences of 

these forms their agreement is absolute (rather than partial) 

in the running text. The appearance of these forms in 

Lml and Ldl is to be explained as constrained by their 

presence in X. for since they occur at the same points of 

text in both Lm and Ld, it is highly improbable that Lm 

and Ld introduced them independently. Their agreement also 

suggests that the two forms were minor variants in the 

dialect of the scribe responsible for x1. The much more 

frequent appearance of -eth and -firth in x2 suggests similar 

constraint, at least for the singular suffix. For the 

plural, -eth and -yth do not appear in Lm1 and Ldl but since 

the endings -es and -mss are there regular for singular and 

plural2 (alongside -en and -ten) it is to be expected that 

Lm and Ld would accept -eth and -Zth as minor variants in 

the plural by analogy of their acceptance of them in the 

singular. 
3 

The criterion for tolerance was evidently 

2. The usual northern rules apply for the choice of -s 
endings in the plural (see commentary on Map D034). 

3. There is evidence in the North Midlands for -th endings 
in the plural beirg a dialectal trait over a fairly wide 
area, but separate from the southern -eth pl. area (see 
commentary on Map D. 34). 
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morphemic not syntactic. 

The following table (Table II) attempts to reconstruct 

the effect of their exemplar upon the choice of forms used 

by Lm and Ld for the verbal suffixes of the pres. ind. sg. 

and pl. 

Table II: Forms for the verbal suffixes in Lm and Ld 

and their exemplar 

Item Lm and Ld Usage in Deduced Usage in Deduced 
deduced Lml and usage in Lm2 and usage in 

spontaneous Ldl xl Ld c2 
usage 

relative 
frequencies 
indeterminate) 

3rd. -es, -ys, -es, -ys -es, -ys -eth, -eth, 
sg. -eth, -yth ((-eth, ((-eth, -yth -yth 
pres. -yth)) -yth)) (-e 

, 
Ind 

3rd. -es, -ys, -es, -ys, 
pl. -en, -yn, -en, -yn 
pres. -eth, -yth 
ind. 

-es, -ys, -eth, -eth, 
-er_, -yn -yth -yth 
((? -eth, ((-e*º, 

-yth)) -yn, -es, 
-ys )) 

The scribe responsible for x2 was either (a) a scribe 

different from that responsible for x1 and whose usage 

contained regular -eth and -yth for the verbal suffixes of 

both sg. and pl. pres. ind., as well as 3eu- 'give'; kendly 

'kindly'; er 'before' ; and sey- 'say' (see Table IV); or 

(b) identical with the scribe responsible for x1. In this 

case he must have been a copyist hardly less slavish than 

Lm and Ld, and copied from an exemplar Y where y1 was in a 

different hard from y2. In the absence of any of the 
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exemplars it is impossible to determine which of (a) or (b) 

is correct. Notice the assumption (b) allows : i'i principle 

infinite regress, avid yl, y2 could as well be in the same 

hand but depend in turn on zl and z2 which were the work 

of different scribes. 

I will now consider x3. We know from Lm and Ld that 

Lm3 = Lint +a West Midland component, 

and similarly that 

Ld 
3= 

Ld 
1+a 

West Midland component. 

Since it was assumed on p. 2+9'1 above that, with a few 

reservations, Lml and Ldl both equal xl, it now follows that 

x3 = xl +a West Midland component. 

Since x3 was a Mischsprache it is unlikely that the West 

Midland component originated in X. I shall therefore 

postulate a text Z behind X. written i_n a West Midland 

dialect z. Discounting x2 which may be in a different hand, 

this would give a stemma as follows: 

z 
[z] 

X 
[xl, x3(= xt`+ z)] 

Lm 
[Lm + xl , Lm + x3 

] [Ld + xl, Ld + x3] 

Note that upper case X and Z represent NSS. 9 and lower case 

x and z represent scribal dialects. 
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If Z were the proximate exemplar for the scribe(s) responsible 

for X, then there are two possible explanations for the 

dialectal components x1 and x3: 

(1) xl and x3 were written by a single scribe who began 

by consistently translating from z into his own dialect; 

but in the later part of bis work ceased to translate 

consistently, and reproduced much Jest Midland usage in his 

copyo 

(2) x1 and x3 were written by two different scribes who 

were however from the same area and whose spontaneous usages 

were identical or very similar. The scribe of x1 translated 

consistently, and the scribe of x3 was an inconsistent 

copyist. 

(i) is improbable from what we know of the habits of other 

M. E. scribes. The usual pattern for a translator is to 

become more consistent as his text proceeds. 

(2) presupposes the existence of two scribes whose usages, 

in so far as they can be assumed to reflect spoken language, 

were identical, but whose habits of purely written language 

were nevertheless diverse, writing the same text and using 

the same exemplar; the first translated consistently (xl), 

and the second was an inconsistent copyist (x3). This is 

by no means an implausible history. 

It is not unlikely, however, that X was not copied 

directly from Z, but that one or more copies may stand 

between X and Z: thus, for example, a text Y, between 

Z and X, written by two scribes, one of whom wrote in an 
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easterly dialect (yl), the other in a West Midland dialect 

(y3). There could also have been a third hand writing in 

a (possibly) more southerly dialect (y2) influencing x2 

in X, and responsible for the regular -eth and -yth in the 

verbal suffixes of the 3rd* pers. sg. and pl. pres. ind.; 

5eu- 'give'; and er 'before'. If this were so, then X 

could have been by a single scribe who copied fairly 

faithfully from his exemplar, namely Y. The stemma would 

be as follows: 

z 
[z] 

i Y 
+ zý] CYl 9 ? Y2 , f3(= y1 

[X, (= X+ Yl)t x2 ? Y2)` x3(= xl + Yj) J 

Lm 
[Lml (= Lm + x1), 
Lrn2 (= Lm + x2 ), 

Lm3(= Lm + x3)] 

Ld 
[Ld1(= Ld + xl), 

Ld2 Ld + x2), 

Ld3(= Ld + x3 )l 
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Table III 

The following are examples either of forms of infrequent 
occurrence, or minor variants of forms of frequent occurrence, 
whose spellings coincide in the texts of Laud Misc. 685 and 
Lambeth 501. Where minor variants are presented they are 
preceded by 'accepted forms'. These are forms regarded as 
part of the habitual usage of Ld or Lm, either because they 
are regular forms in each text, or because, even though minor 
variants, they do not coincide with identical forms in the 
other text. Folio references apply to the individual MSS., 
but corresponding forms are always taken from the same points 
in the running text. 

Item Laud 

'them' accepted forms hem 

yam 8r 

hem llr 

yayme 15r 

yayme 20v 

Conclusio, i: 2/y forms are relict. 

'tbeirl accepted forms her ere, 
hi reJ, hyr)) 

yaire 8r 

yeir llr 

yair 14r 

yair 14r 

yer 14v 

yaire 15v 

yair 16v 

yaire 19v 

yer 20r 

yer 20v 

yaire 25v 

yair 28v 

yair 30r 

yaire 34r 

yaire 36r 

yaire 36r 

Lambeth 

hem 

Pam 3v 

Peym 5v 

Payme 9r 

Paym 13v 

her(hir, here) 

paire 3v 

peir 5v 

payre 8r 

paire 8v 

paire 8v 

paire 9v 

paire lOv 

paire 12r 

pair 13v 

payre 13v 

paire 17r 

pair 19v 

per 20v 

payre 24r 

paire 25v 

paire 25v 
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Table III cont. 

Item 

'their' 
cont. 

Laud 

yer 37v 

yaire 37v 

yaire 37v 

yar 37v 

yaire 38v 

yer 39v 

yer 39v 

yaire 39v 

yaire 40r 

yair 40r 

here 40v 

Lambeth 

per 26v 

paire 27r 

paire 27r 

paire 27r 

paire 27v 

payre 28r 

pair 28v 

paire 28v 

paire 28v 

payre 28v 

paire 29r 

Conclusion: since the non-h forms correspond so closely, 
they almost certainly indicate the presence of y or P forms 
in the exemplar. Since, however, the medial vowels do not 
correspond so closely, and the forms occur too frequently 
to be likely to be truly relict, they may represent cons- 
trained usage and therefore should be admitted, at least as 
minor variants, in the dialects of Lm and Ld. They may 
equally, however, belong to the passive repertoire of both 
scribes, and as familiar usage, were reproduced without 
hesitation from the dialect of the exemplar. 

'each' accepted forms ilk(ilk-a., 
ilkon )((ilke, 
ilk-oon 
euerilký) 

euerych 17v 

vche 29r 

eueriche 36v 

eueryche 36v 

eueriche 38r 

ilke(ilk[-a]) 
((. lko [o ýn' 

ýý euerylk e 

eueriche llr 

vche 20r 

eueryche 25v 

euery 26r 

eueryche 27r 

Conclusion: vche, and very probably the other -ch[-] forms 
too, are relict. 

fare, accepted forms are(er) 

ben 18r 

ben 19v 

be 21r 

er(ar) 

ben llv 

ben 12v 

ben 14r 
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Table III cont. 

Item Laud Lambeth 

tares be 29v ben 20v 
cont. ben 29v ben 20v 

Conclusion: be[n] is relict. 

'from' accepted forms fro fro 

from 8v fro 4r 

frome llr frome 6r 

frome ihr from 6r 

fro 13v from 8r 

from 15r fro 9r 

from 21v froo 14r 

fro 21v froo 14r 

fro 26r from 1.7v 

fro 32r froo 22r 

fro 32r froo 22r 

Conclusion: from[e] is relict, froo is a minor variant in Lm. 

tagainst' accepted forms a3eyn a3eyn 

agayn- 14r agayn- 8v 

ageyr- 22v ageyn- 15r 

Conclusion: -a- forms are relict. 

I therI accepted forms yan (yanre ) 
((yen)) 

yo llv 

panne 

Conclusion : yo/2o are relict. 

'there' accepted forms yer(yer-) 
((yar [e yere, 
yair e 
Th e r- )) 

po 6r 

per(pere) 
((ýpar [e] )) 

yore 28v pore 19v 

Conclusion: yore bore are relict. 
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Table III cont. 

Item Laud 

3rd. pers. accepted forms 
sg. pres. 
ind. 

-es(-ys i4 
-it 8v 

-et 9r 

awe lir 

fayliy lly 

-yth 17r 

-es 17v 

-e 26r 

-ith 26v 

-yth 28r 

-ith 28r 

doth 28v 

-yth 29r 

-yth 29r 

-yth 29r 

doyth 33r 

accepted forms sey(say)((saye)) 

sayth 35v 

suffi. sn 36r 

floris'f'i 38r 

-yth 38v 

-yth 39v 

-es ItOr 

Lambeth 

-ys (-es 

-ys 4r 

-is 4r 

awep 6r 

fallip 6r 

-ys 10v 

-yth llr 

-eth 17v 

-eth 17v 

-eth 19r 

-eth 19r 

doth 19v 

-ys 20r 

-yth 20r 

-yth 20r 

doth 24v 

say 

seith 25r 

-yth 2 7r 

-eth 2 7r 

-yth 28v 

-yth 28v 

-yth 28v 

Note triat ýamplete words have only been cited where the forms 
Particular interest, or where these words were also are O. 

collected 
'tider separate items on the working analysis. 

oclugý'hd 
The h forms in Lm and Ld almost certainly 

corresp° with the 
use of -th forms in the exemplar. But 

since tjey eY g co go frequently they may be constrained not 
relict, be 

to reFore 
should be admitted at least as minor 

varian1o t 
lorgi. n, to the scribes' own dialect(s). Equally, 

howevef'(cp. otp belong to the passive repertoire of both 
scribes 0 or 'their' 9 p. 304 above). 
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Table III cont. 

Item Laud Lambeth 

3rd. pors, accepted forms -es, -en(-ys) -ys, -es. -en 
pi. pres. ((is, -yr )) (ý 3"ý )) 
ind. 

Conclusion: Since -s and -n endings almost invariably 
coincide in the two MSS., and both types occur frequently, 
they are probably to be regarded as constrained usage, and 
both should therefore be admitted (in indeterminate frequen- 
cies) in the dialects of Lm and W. 

'air, all recorded forms are as follows: 

eyre 8r eir 3v 

eir 16r eyr 9v 

eyr 25v eyr 17r 

eyr 25v eyr 17r 

heir 26r heyr 17v 

heyr 26v heyr 17v 

eyre 36v eyre 21. x' 

eire 36v eyre 26r 

eyr 36v eyre 26r 

eyr 38r eyr 27r 

eyre 39v eyr 28r 

Conclusion: h- forms are relict. The others are probably 
to be regarded as variants belonging to the dialects of Lm 
and Lda 

Idowr1 accepted forms dows[e], dour dour 

donward 37v donward 26v 

Conclusion: don- is relict. 

'fruit' all recorded forms are as follows: 

friit3 pi. 16r frutes Pl. 9v 

fruytes i1.26r frittys P1.17v 

fruytes n. 26r frutys 0.17v 

fruyt 38v fruyt 27r 

fruyt 38v fruyt 27r 

frtiyt 38v fruyt 27r 
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Table III cont. 

Item 

'fruit' 
cont. 

accepted forms Naues (Ihauys )) 

haues llr 

haues 14r 

has 16v 

has 21r 

has 21v 

hath 25r 

Naues 26r 

hath 30r 

Conclusion: -u- as opposed to -UY- is relict in Ld but 
in Lm its relative frequency suggests that it was part either 
of his passive repertoire or of his spontaneous usage. 

'has' 

accepted forms mone 

moone 20v 

Conclusio.,: has, bath, hap and haueth are relict. 

' moor. ' 

Conclusion: moone is relict. 

for' 

Conclusion: ore is relict. 

I ought I 

accepted forms or((o)) 

Laud Lambeth 

fruyt3 Pl. 39r fruytes pl. 27v 

fruyt 39v fruyt 28r 

hauys ((haues )) 

has 5v 

hab 8r 

has lOr 

hath 13r 

has 11+v 

has 16v 

haueth 17v 

hath 20v 

mcne 

moone 13r 

or 

ore 34r ore 24r 

accepted forms awe, owe awe 

ogbt 20r oghte 1.3r 

Conclusion: oght [e] is relict, 

tsoul t all recorded forms are as follows: 

saule llv saufe 6r 

saule llv saule 6r 

Soule llv saule 6v 

sawles p] . . 
13v sawles 1.8r 

sawle 15r sawle 9r 
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Table III cont. 

Item 

'soul' 
coat. 

all recorded forms are as follows: 

Lambeth 

saule 12v 

sawle 15v 

saule 17v 

sawlo 21v 

Soule 25v 

Soule 25v 

sowel 27v 

Conclusion: -o- forms are possibly relict in Lm, but in 
Ld their greater relative frequency suggests that they were 
either part of Ld's passive repertoire or occurred in his 
own dialect. 

'stars' plo 

Conclusion: 

'upon' 

Laud 

sawle 19r 

sawle 23r 

saule 26r 

sowie 31r 

sowie 36r 

sowie 38v 

sowies j21.40r 

sterns 5r 

sternes 5v 

sterres 19v 

sterres 19v 

sterrys 35r 

sterreg 35r 

sterrys 35v 

-n- forms are relict. 

accepted forms vp-on 

opon 8r 

opon 20v 

sterrys lr 

sternes lv 

sterrys 12v 

sterres 12v 

sterres 24v 

sterrys 24v 

sterrys 25r 

vpon ((vp-o� )) 

vpon 5v 

opor 13r 

Conclusion: opor is relict. 
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Table IV 

The following are examples of forms which appear in a 
short section of the Lambeth and Laud texts of the Secreta 
Secretorum at the same point in the running text (Lm f. 16r-v: 
Ld f. 24r-v), which forms either do not appear at all, or 
appear only as minor variants, in the rest of the text. 
Forms cited in (2) to (6) below are assumed to be relict 
from the exemplar, since they do not occur at all in the 
rest of the text. In (1), the verbal suffixes cited appear 
as minor variants in the rest of the text, and since here 
they are of fairly frequent occurrence, their presence may 
be explained as constrained by the exemplar. Equally, 
however, they may be part of the passive repertoire of each 
scribe. In (l) and (2), complete words are cited for 
comparison, but only the verbal suffix is to be regarded 
as relict or constrained usage. Where the form corresponding 
to a relict or constrained form in one text belongs in the 
other text to the habitual usage of the scribe of that text, 
it is included for comparison, but put in brackets. 'Accepted 
forms' are those regarded as part of the habitual usage of Lm 
or Ld from the rest of the text. 

Item Accepted Accepted Lm f. 16r-v Ld f. 24r-v 
forms in Lm forms in Ld 

(1) 3rd. -ys(-es)((-s, -es(-ys) nedith needyth 
sg. pres. -e3, -yth, ((-is, -yth, sterith ind. -eth, -th)) -ith, -th, 

-lit -it* -et)) falleth 

makyth 

filleth 

norscheth 

sleepeth 

restyth 

askyth 

profyteth 

resceyueth 

werketh 

spredeth 

comep 

losyth 

fallyth 

comep 

stireth 
fallith 

(ir. akes ) 

fillith 

nuryssheth 

slepith 

restey'n 

askith 

profiteth 

resQyueth 

wyrkyth 

spredeth 

be-cometh 

(losys) 

faleth 

cometh 

3euyth. gyueth 
(see also (3) below) 



Table IV cont. 

Item Accepted Accepted Lm f. 16r-v Ld f. 21tr-v 
forms in Lm forms in Ld 

(2) 3rd. -ys, -es, -en -es, -en(-ys) (growyn) 

pi. pr e s. ((-y-n, )) (ý is -yn hereth ind. 

groweth 

heryth 

spekyth speyketh 

assayleth assayleth 

(3) gyu-(geu--) gyue, gif, seu- (gyu-) 
' give' ((gef 

" gyf " gyf ((giu- 
o 

gif )) gyff- )) 

(4) or [Pat] or [yat] or (or) 
'before' 
conj. 
(5) kyr, dly kyndly 
'kindly' 

(6) 
Isay' say sey(say) 

Gaye )) 

kendly (kyndily) 

Sayer pl. (seyen pi. ) 



British Museum MS. Additional 37790 and 

Corpus Christi College, Oxford MS. 236. 

Two MSS. containing copies of Richard Misyn's translations 

of Richard Rolle's Incendium Amoris and Emendatio Vitae 

The following study examines the behaviour of two 

scribes who made separate copies of a single text, using 

probably the same exemplar. It illustrates how linguistic 

profiles obtained from analyses of MSS. can lead into at 

least the preliminaries of textual criticism. This study 

does not attempt to establish textual archetypes, but seeks 

merely to define the behaviour of two scribes towards their 

exemplar(s). In general, the behaviour of any given scribe 

may sometimes throw light on the behaviour of another scribe 

who copies the same text(s). From such comparisons it may 

be possible to determine the existence of, and (at least 

in part) the nature of, the scribal dialect of a common 

exemplar, which exemplar need not, however, be textually 

archetypal. In the present example, certain conclusions 

will be drawn about the local origins of exemplars and their 

. scribes. 

For what follows, one caveat must be made at the outset. 

In the following discussion it will be assumed that at no 

point are we dealing with a scribe who produces an exact 

transcription or mirror-copy of his exemplar. 
1 

Though there 

1. For an explanation of the three possible lines of action 
of a mediaeval scribe copying an English MS., see Angus 
McIntosh, 'Word geography in the lexicography of medieval 
English', Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 211 
(1973) PP" 550 - 
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are indications that such mirror-copying is rare, 
2 

it is 

never by definition possible to prove that any one text is 

not a mirror-copy of another. An argument which refers to 

a hand as opposed to a language must contain the permanent 

caveat that one language may have been perpetuated by any 

number of exact copyists. 

The two scribes to be considered are: Corpus Christi 

College, Oxford MS. 236, which I shall call A, 
3 

and British 

Museum, MS. Additional 37790, which I shall call B. 
4 

B is 

also responsible5 for British Museum, 
6 

MS. Egerton 2006 and 

2. Ibid. fn. 13. 

3. C. C. C. O. 236 contains two texts, both written by A: 
Richard Misyn's English translation of Richard Rolle's 

(1) Incendium Amoris, If. Ir-44v. (2) Emendatio Vitae, 
ff. 45r-56 

4" B. M. Add. 37790 contains the following texts all in the 
hand of B: (1) Misyn's Emendatio Vitae, ffo lr-18r. 

(2) Misyn's Incendium Amoris, ff. 18v-95r. (3) The Golden 
Pistill of St. Bernard, If. 95v-96v. (4) Julian of Norwich, 
Revelations of Divine Love, If. 97r-115r. (5) The Treatise 
of the Perfection of the Sons of God, If, 115r-130r. 

(6J Parts of Richard Rolle's Forma Vivendi and Ego Dormio, 
ff. 130v-135v. (7) Part of ch. 4 of the English abridged 
version of Horologium Sapientiae, If. 135v-136v. (8) The 
Mirror of Simple Souls, If. 137r-225v. (9) Treatise in 
Latin, ff. 226r-233v. (10) Extract in English on three 
ways of contemplation, ff. 234r-236r. (11) Short extract 
be inning 'labure hastely for the tyme is schorte', f. 236r-v. 

(12) Brief note on the Visions of St. Brims, f. 236v. 

5. According to A. I. Doyle, Appended Notes to 'A Survey of the 
origins and circulation of theological writings in English 
in the 14th, 15th and early 16th centuries etc. ' (Cambridge 
PhD. Thesis, 1952) P. 195, the scripts are identical and 
either by the same hand or from the same scriptorium or 
school. In spite of differences in Egerton 2006 in the 
treatment of the letters y and r, the scripts are strikingly 
similar and the linguistic evidence contributes to the 
impression that a single scribe was responsible for them. 

6o B. M, Egerton 20C6 contains The Visions of St, Matilda 
in the hand of B. 
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St. John's College, Cambridge? MS. G. 21 (189). A and B 

have two texts in common; these are Richard Misyn's English 

translations of (1) Richard Rolle's Incendium Amoris and 

(2) the same author's Emendatio Vitae. In A, these texts 

form the whole MS., but in B, they appear (in reverse order) 

as the first two texts of a much larger compilation. A 

comparison of the linguistic profiles separately obtained 

from each of the two texts in each of the two MSS., shows 

that for each text the two copies are so similar linguis- 

tically in the same places in the running text, (see Table X 

at end) that there can be little doubt of their common 

textual origin. 

First let us consider the scribe of A. An ordered 

profile8 of A's language reveals that his usage becomes more 

consistent, showing progressively fewer variants, as his 

text proceeds. We can therefore define relict forms in A 

by their displacement through his text. But whether these 

relict forms represent A's own dialect or that of his 

exemplar depends on the view taken of his change from 

inconsistent to consistent usage. There are two A texts: 

Incendium Amoris (A-IA) and Emendatio Vitae (A-EV). The 

7. St. John's College, Cambridge MS. G. 21 (189) contains 
The Pilgrimage of the Life of Man in the hand of B. 

8. In an ordered profile (as opposed to the ordinary type) 
the forms are so recorded that, for any given item, the 
order in which the variant forms occur in the text is 
evident on the profile itself. Thus entries on an 
ordered profile may be of the type (e. g. ) jai��� they �, / 
Pai ,/ they��� ai etc.; otherwise folio references may be 
appended to indicate the ordering. 
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language of the later part of A-IA is identical with the 

language of A-EV. The language of the earlier part of A-IA 

is very similar to that of the later part and geographically 

they can be placed within a few miles of one another. The 

difference between the earlier and later parts of the text 

lies in (a) the complete abandonment of rare variants 

appearing in the earlier part: thus, e. g. his, es, 'is'; 

schuld, 'should'; os, 'as'; ward, 'world'; whan, 'when'; 

boyth, 'both'; he h e], 'high'; -hod[e], '-hood'; hou, 'how'; 

lese, less, 'less'; leghes 3rd. sg., 'lies'; lord, 'lord'; 

loue, 'love' sb.; lagh-, 'low'; -le, '-ly'; er, 'or'; o ir, 

'other'; auen, 'own'; swm, 'some'; the, 'thee'; and third, 

'third'. (b) the gradual displacement (or near displacement) 

of what in the earlier part of the text were major forms 

by what earlier were minor variants: thus, e. g. 

displaces wh- in 'which', 'while', 'when', 'where', 'who', 

'what', 'why', etc.; deed displaces dede, 'death' (cf. steed, 

'stead' and weel, 'well' which also begin to appear in the 

later part beside stede and well, wele); nott displaces not, 

'not' (not remains a major form throughout); might displaces 

my3t, 'might' vb.; nw displaces new, 'new' (cf. the later 

appearance of trw beside trew, 'true'); pepull displaces 

pepyll, 'people'; and sum displaces som[eJ, 'some'. 

Because of the greater number of variants, the earlier 

part of A-IA is a less satisfactory 'fit' on the dialect maps 
than later A-IA and A-EV. The inference is that early A-IA 

is a Mischsprache, whose ingredients are drawn from two 
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separate dialects, which were not however, very different 

from each other. 

If we assume that the dialect of the exemplar (X) for 

A-IA is the same as the dialect of the exemplar for A-EV - 

and the linguistic similarity to each other of A-IA, A-EV, 

B-IA and B-EV supports this assumption - then there are 

two possible explanations of A's behaviour. Discounting 

mirror-copying, the possible explanations are as follows: - 

(1) The first explanation assumes that A translated the 

dialect of his exemplar into his own dialect. While copying 

the Incendium Amoris, A got used to the interference of X's 

dialect; on turning to the Emendatio Vitae, he continued 

without having to get used to a new dialect, and the language 

of his copy of the Emendatio Vitae accordingly represents 

his own dialect. The change in usage from the earlier part 

of the text to the later is gradual rather than abrupt, a 

progression common in M. E. scribal texts. A was evidently 

a translator once he got into his stridep and the order of 

copying was accordingly A-IA, A-EV. 

(2) The second explanation assumes that A started by producing 

a Mischsprache, the result of partly copying and partly 

translating the forms of his exemplar, whereafter he copied 

his text precisely. (Notice that the caveat concerning 

'mirror-copying' applies with particular force here: the 

shift could have been perpetrated by some other scribe. ) The 

language of the later part of A-IA and A-EV would then be 

that of his exemplars, which exemplars are assumed to be in 

the same dialect and possibly in the same hand. 
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This second order of events is inherently improbable, 

because if A were capable of copying accurately at all, 

the Mischsprache of the early part of A-IA would then be 

hard to account for. 

I shall therefore assume that (i) and not (2) is the 

correct explanation. In the absence of conclusive evidence, 

which could only be provided by first hand knowledge of X, 

or by the discovery of other texts written by A, this 

assumption is of course only a working hypothesis. 

The hypothesis assumes that A's own language is that 

of the later part of A-IA and A-EV. It follows that X's 

usage can be defined, at least in part, as the sum of those 

forms that appear in early A-IA and which are not found in 

later A-IA or A-EV. It. is reasonable also to assign to X, 

at least provisionally, 'infrequent and odd deviations from 

A's normal practices in later A-IA and A-EV. 

The appearance in B of texts copied also by A, assuming 

that B is not copying from A but from X (see evidence below), 

contributes further to the definition of X. Forms that 

occur in A-EV and in B-EV but not in A-IA, and which are 

attested in large numbers, belong to X: if such forms 

belonged to A's own language and not to X. they might be 

expected to appear in A-IA also, though not necessarily in 

B-EV. It would probably not be true to say that forms in 

A-IA and B-IA, and not in A-EV, belong to X. since A-IA is 

about four times as long as A-EY. Because of the text's 

greater length it is likely to contain many genuine A forms 
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that do not occur in A-EV: A has much more opportunity in 

the longer text to display the full range of forms in his 

own dialect, whereas EV gives scope only for a small sample. 

Length, however, cannot be responsible for uniqueness in 

A-EV, since A-EV is a short text, and any genuinely A-form 

that appeared in A-EV could reasonably be expected to recur 

in the much longer A-IA. 

To summarise: X= A-EV + (B-EV ' A-IA) + usage 

abandoned in A-IA. 

Having established (i) what forms are clearly relict 

in A, and (ii) a central core of A's non-suspect usage 

(i. e. A's usage confirmed by regular appearance in later 

A-IA and A-EV), the next step is to see whether this A-core 

is placeable on the dialect maps. If so, then anything in 

A or B (whether in IA or EV) which is not found in the 

dialects adjacent to the placing of A-core, may be suspected 

of belonging to X. There is, however, a third dialectal 

component in A's text, namely 'imponderables': they may be 

A's own usage, or they may be relicts from the dialect of 

his exemplar. These are (a) any form in (ii) which occurs 

only infrequently, and hence cannot be shown regular in A, 

(b) any form in A-IA not in A-EV, regardless of B-EV. We 

may ask whether such a form is in A-IA just because it was 

in X-IA (and hence relict in A-IA); or whether it is, 

rather, not in A-EV because A was happy with the forms that 

he found in X-EV which did not, however, include the form he 

wrote (perhaps spontaneously) in A-IA. It is important to 
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make the distinction between genuinely relict forms and 

constrained usage. A relict form is one that does not 

belong to the scribe's own dialect at all, but is reproduced 

as an exotic from the dialect of his exemplar. 'Constrained 

usage' is the accommodation of a scribe's own repertoire of 

forms to that of his exemplar, which accommodation does not 

however, extend to the reproduction of exotic forms. 

Constrained usage may exclude forms expected in the dialect 

of the copyist; and the relative frequencies obtaining 

between variants in the scribe's spontaneous usage may be 

much altered by adherence to the usage of an exemplar. 

The following table illustrates the results of constraint 

from A's exemplar on hypothetical samples of the language 

of A's own version. 

Table I: Constrained Usage 

A-spontaneous usage Exemplar A-copy 

Item 1 a1 a2 a3 a1 a1 
(forms 

al- a3 a2 a2 

a3 a3 

al a2 al a2 

al a2 a3 al a2 a3 

Item 2 bl ((b3)) 
(forms 
b1 b3 ) 

Item cl 
forms 

c1- c2 ) 

Item 4 d2 
(forms 
d2 d3 ) 

b3 ((b1)) 

C2 

d2 d3 

b ((b 
1)) (p2rhaps jending 

to b3 bl 

c 
(perhaps tending 

to relict c2 

d 
(perhaps tending 

to relict d3) 
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Without direct access to X, what is relict and what 

is constrained usage in A must be deduced; and not all such 

deductions can be made with the same degree of confidence. 

Some distributions, statistically considered, are much less 

ambiguous than others. In 15"th century English scribal 

dialects, a considerable degree of internal variation has 

to be reckoned with, and a characterisation of such dialects 

by lexical rather than phonological categories contributes 

to a general impression of inconsistency. Within a single 

scribal dialect, for any given item, two or more forms may 

occur as functional equivalents, whether in similar or 

differing relative frequencies: a mere glance at the L. P. 's 

is sufficient to establish this. A check on the range of 

likely variants in the dialect of a scribe whose only 

surviving output represents constrained rather than spon- 

taneous usage, is provided by inspection of the ranges of 

forms admitted by those scribal dialects that are geogra- 

phically adjacent to it. Accordingly, when in the same 

scribal text two or more forms that are functionally equi- 

valent occur in significantly skewed distributions over the 

text as a whole, then even if one of these forms could be 

relict, it must in principle be admitted as a probable 

(minor) variant in the dialect of the scribe in question, 

if it is attested in one or more of the adjacent dialects. 

Thus, for example, in A. the forms giif (twice) and gXf 

(thrice) for 'if' appear in early A-IA. They also occur 

in early B-IA and could therefore be relict in A. However, 
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both these forms are found in dialects near to where A's 

dialect fits on the maps, and should probably be admitted 

as part of A's habitual usage. It should be noted that the 

provenance of A's dialect was determined on the basis not 

of his total usage, but merely that assemblage of forms for 

which A's responsibility was not in doubt (the A-core - see 

above). This assemblage is sufficiently large to define a 

fairly small area of likely origin, and inclusion at that 

stage of those forms which were of dubious origin could in 

no way invalidate such a placing: there is just no other 

one area with which the A-core could be reconciled. It is 

in principle possible that anything not belonging to the 

A-core is relict from an exemplar, and the criterion is 

simply whether such forms can be accommodated in the same 

place as that whence the A-core derives: 'fit' is here 

used as a criterion for the genuineness of an assemblage. 

It is here assumed that contamination involves few, 

rather than many, dialectally intermediate stages of copying, 

and that the correct interpretation is that which presupposes 

the least number of relict strata. A history of multiple 

copying by a series of scribes each one of whom produced 

a dialectally mixed text rather than (1) copied exactly, or 

(2) translated whatever he found in the exemplar, has been 

shown to be highly improbable. 
9 

On this basis it is reasonable to begin by assuming 

9. See a forthcoming paper by Angus McIntosh, 'On the 
linguistic mixedness of Middle English texts'. 



that both A and B texts have only two layers of dialect; 

the following summary of the constitution of X will assume 

that X lies immediately behind each: 

X-IA, -EV 

/\ A-IA, -EV B-IA, -EV 

It is not within the scope of this thesis to make a 

detailed textual study of any MS. or text. Textual criticism 

is only relevant to this sort of study in so far as it bears 

on the interpretation of a scribe's linguistic behaviouro 

However, the collection of a few examples of disjunctive 

errors in the early part of A-IA and B-IA has an obvious 

bearing on the interpretation and gives some further 

indication that the above reconstruction of the textual 

relationship of X, A and B is reasonable, and that it is 

unlikely that either of A and B was derived directly from 

10 
the other. 

(1) In four cases (see Table II), A made textual 

mistakes, three of which he corrected, which mistakes were 

either not made by B. or were in X and corrected by B in 

the course of copying. 

10. The surmise that A and B are very closely related 
textually but are not derived one from the other has 
been corroborated in a personal communication by 
Dr. Margaret Ama3sian of Fordham University, New York. 
Dr. Amassian has made a detailed textual study of the 
Misyn tracts for a forthcoming new edition. She tells 
me that Yale University, MS. 331 is also closely related 
textually to A and B. 



Table II: Errors in A corresponding to correct readings in B. 

Error A's version 

1. all where 

sense demands 

last 

all f. 2v 

2. Miscopying of ai sail / pouyd 

a form of the (/ be Erevid in 

word 'prove' the margin) f. 6v 

probably having 

o as its medial 

B's version 

ails. (-s, which is in 

a different mode of 

script but in the same 

ink, has been inserted 

between all and the 

next word) f, 21r 

that' schall be rp evyd 

f. 29v 

vowel 
3. Inclusion of a so at wrecchedness so that wrechidnes 

superfluous fall noght on me fall on me f. 32r 

negative (noght is crossed 

through) f. 8r 
4. Fusing a form at ai suld not be thay schulde not 

of 'have' (haw-)sene hawsande haue be sene haue sayde 
with following sayde (hawsando is f. 32r 
'said' to pro- subpuncted) f. 8r 

duce a non-word 

In addition to the above examples of correct readings 

in B. there is also an instance where B miscorrects a form. 

At the same point in the running text, A writes bynynge (f. 13r) 

and B writes byndynge (f. 41v), with the d inserted above the 

line. The sense demands, at this point in the text, a form 

of the word 'burning'. It appears that X must have erred at 

this point, his error being perpetuated by A and miscorrected 

by B. 

(2) in five cases (see Table III), B made textual 



mistakes, three of which he corrected, which mistakes were 

either not made by A. or were in X and corrected by A in 

the course of copying. 

Table III: Errors in B corresponding to correct readings in A. 

Error B's version A's version 

1. Omission of Omits the word doute f, lOr 

a word 'doubt' (dowte is 

written in the 

margin in a later 

hand) f- 36r 

2. Haplography the fier of hell ýe fier of purgatory 

purgatory (hell is and (2 lines down) Pe 

subpuncted) f. 31r fyer of hell f. 7v 

3" Inclusion of a that good it may itt may lese 

redundant fit, plese f. 31v (itt is crossed 

through) f. 7v 
4. Inclusion of an that nou er 2ou_ nou3er ou fall in 

unwanted 'shall' schall fall in sclaunder f. 7v 

sclaunder (schall 

is subpuncted) 
f. 31v 

5" Inclusion of a It is not this the Is not is vayle 
redundant fit' vayle f.. 30v f. 7r 

(3) There is one example of a textual peculiarity 

which A and B deal with differently: 

Table IV 

Peculiarity B's version A's version 

Sense demands wisis is (the wisis / (in margin 

'wise is' second is is sub- / is) f. 5v 

Exemplar: ? wisis puncted) f. 27r 

Clearly, this evidence is not conclusive since all of 

these errors and corrections could have been made independently 



by each scribe. However, the linguistic evidence tends to 

confirm the hypothesis that neither A nor B was derived 

directly from the other but that both of them derive from 

a common exemplar. 

(1) From the placing of A's non-suspect usage, A-relicts 

appear which are not assignable to B. 

(2) There are B-relicts not assignable to A but which 

are assignable to X, given the definition of X as 

usage abandoned in A-IA + all relict forms in A. 

(3) This is corroborated by other B-anomalies which 

are assignable to the area whence the dialect of X derives. 

It is reasonable to conclude that A does not derive 

from B and B does not derive from A but that A and B derive 

from a proximate common exemplar, since A and B share many 

errors (see Table XI at end) for which a common source can 

be assumed, It appears also that the dialect of the scribe 

A belongs to a place (P1) that is not the same place whence 

the dialect of X derives (P2 ). Any form in B that is not 

found in those dialects located in or near P2 is probably 

to be regarded as B-language. 

P1 is the Lincoln area: P2 is a somewhat ill-defined 

area in N0W. Lincs. to the north of Gainsborough. The 

assemblage of forms associating A with P1 is shown on the 

maps (and in the profiles) as the forms entered for index 

number 16. The forms associating the dialect of X with 

P2 are shown in Tables V-IX. 



Table V: A-relicts, as defined from usage in A and B 
(i. e. A-EV + (B-EV Z A-IA), which in assemblage fit in Pz 

Item Relict Item Relict 

O. E. o/a 00 'have' hav- 

weak ppl. -te 'how' howe 

'enough' enogh 'love' vb. loyf[eJ, loif- 

'flesh' flesche 'seek' seike 
'fruit' frute- 'thou' pow 

'grow' grawe 'worship' wyrschip 

Note: rgawe for 'grow' is not attested anywhere in Lincs., 
but, since early M. E. iTw in most areas becomes identified 
with early M. E. gw (see E. J. Dobson, English Pronunciation 
1500-1700, vol. ii Phonology (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968) 
P. 695), a-spellings in 'grow' might be expected in an area 
where both a and o-spellings are usual for Qw from O. E. äw. 
Both spellings occur for 'know' in P and P, but since 

rawe appears in B's text at the same point 
2as in Also it 

is assumed to be relict in both and to belong in P2. 

Table VI: A-relicts, defined by forms confined to 
early A-IA, which fit inP2 

Item 

list 

'should' sgo 

'though' 

'as' 

'not' 

'might' 

'both' 

'fire' 

'first' 

'good' 

Relict 

esq his 

schuld 

if all 

os; alls.. als 
no3t 

zny3t 
boyth 

fyer 

fyrste 

Bode 

Item Relict 

'has' hauys 

'-hode' -hod[e] 
'less' lese 

'-ly' -le 
'neither' nawdyr 

'some' some 
'sorrow' vb. sorou 

'third' third 

'yet 3e 

Table VII: A-relicts as defined by forms shared by B-EV, -IA 
and A-EV, -IA which do not fit in P1 but which do fit in P2 

Item 

O. E. a/ö 

' fire' 

' friend' 

Relict 

a, ow, oy, au, of 

fyer 

freynd [e ] 

Item Relict 

'good' guyd[e] 

'have' hauys 

'-less' -lese 
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Table VIII: B-relicts, not shared by A, which fit in Pz 

Item Relict Item Relict 

'death' dead 'love' vbe louf- 

'earth' herth 

Some examples of usage in A probably constrained by X 

emerge from a comparison of A and B-usage in both IA and EV: 

Table IX 

Item A-EV B-EV A-IA B-IA Deduced 
usage in X 

'those' Po (Pos) tho[s] bo ((b°)) thoo[°] 
)) 

bos 
((ý 

'each' ilk ilke ilk ilke ilkone, 
( ilka, ((rlka, ilka ) ilk [a ]) ylk 
ilkone ) ilkone)) 

ý(ilke, ý(ylke 
)) 

ylk)) 
lift if 3 if , 3yf if ((t; if, ,3 if gift gyf 

if 
) ((iff, iff )) (gif [f 

l, 

3yff )) g ]Yf )) 

'think' Pink[o] thynke pink thynk[e] thynke 
((thynke )) ((p inke )) 

$give' gif } gyf Qt gYf [f Jº gYf e, giv-, 
gyf Le ]r gyf [, f ]º gif gif 

le 

" gYv- 
iv- iv-, gyv- ((giff- )) giffe, ýgyff, Li- 

) gyff 
gyv-) (t; yev- ((gYef-, 

gyf fe )) gYv- )) 

'death' deed deed dodo dede dodo 
((dede )) ((deed)) ((deed, 

deid)) 

'eye' ag. ee ey, ee ee ee egh[e] 
(egh[e]) (egh[e]) 

'eyes'pl, eyn eyn eghen eghen, eghen 
( eYne )( erne ) oyn `ý' 

Note that the forms gyef-, Gyev- in B are apparently B's own 
idiosyncrasies. He has eve and gyev- in Egerton 2006 and 
St. John's, Cambridge G. 21 (189). Associated with these 
forms are l eve, lyev-, Olive' in-Egerton 20C6 and in the 
texts of The Revelations of Divine Love and The Perfection 
of the Sons of God in B. M. Add. 37790. The only other Lincs. 
MS. I know of that has such forms is C. U. L. MS. Ff. 1.14 where 
on f. 5r appears the rhyme: gyef es : lyef es . There is very 
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little English in this hand but it appears to fit best in 
N. S. Lincs. Similar spellings have been recorded from 
Norfolk, Suffolk, Bucks., E. Berks., S. Salop and Co. Meath. 
Even in these areas, however, they occur only sporadically. 

Further evidence of constrained usage in A appears from 

his treatment of the reflex of O. E. _w-. A begins by 

writing here nearly always wh-, but ends by using w h]- 

with only very occasional examples of wh-. P2 is an area 

where wh- is the usual spelling in these contexts, though 

Sw- is also found. I conclude that X used mainly vh-, and 

that wh- was a minor variant in A's dialect, A's main forms 

being ca - and caw-. As his text proceeds, A's spelling thus 

becomes increasingly independent of his exemplar: after a 

spell of constrained usage, A begins to translate into his 

own orthography. Accordingly, for short texts, copied from 

exemplars written in dialects not very different from his 

own, constrained usage is all that A can be expected to show. 

Only in more ample texts does A get into his stride as a 

translator. 

We will now consider D. 

For B-EV and B-IA we have already defined the dialect 

of the exemplar, namely that of X, and X's dialect can be 

assigned to N. W. Lincs. 

The next step is to determine B's own linguistic 

contribution to the other texts extant in his hand. This 

may be deduced from the results of an attempt to place 

geographically each assemblage of dialectal forms yielded 

by each separate B-text. For any given textual assemblage, 

since there is reason to believe that the components are 
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not dialectally homogenous, it is likely that the location 

which squares with the largest number of its components will 

nevertheless fail to accommodate all of them. It may be 

assumed that the placeable component is the dialect of the 

exemplar, and that the recalcitrant forms which do not fit 

are B's own usage. In principle, a contrary interpretation 

is open, namely that the placeable element is B's dialect 

and the recalcitrant forms belong to the dialect of the 

exemplar; but, as we shall see, in this case other con- 

siderations render such an interpretation untenable. 

Linguistic profiles were obtained from analyses of the texts 

in B. M. Add. 37790 of: - 

(a) Pistill of St. Bernard 

(b) Revelations of Divine Love 

(c) The Perfection of the Sons of God 

(d) The Mirror of Simple Souls 

and from those of: - 

(e) the Egerton Visions of St. Matilda 

(f) the St. John's, Cambridge Pilgrimage of the Life of Man 

The placeable components were localised as follows: - 

(a) S. E. of Lincoln 

(b) The Caistor area 

(c) S. E. Leics. near the Rutland and Northants. border 

(d) Cent. Rutland 

(e) Somewhat S. of (c) 

(f) Northern England, and certainly further N. than Lincs. 

Since each of the placeable components belongs to a 



different place, it is evident that B95 contribution must be 

the recalcitrant element: it is wholly unrealistic to assume 

that a single scribe's own dialectal contribution should be 

drawn from more than one area, and that the area in question 

should change from text to text. 

We can now assemble all the recalcitrant components 

found in each of the B-texts and consider whether or not their 

total assemblage could derive from some one place, and thus 

characterise a single scribal dialect. This can be done by 

attempting to fit the whole assemblage at some single point 

on the map. If it is genuinely homogenous, it will be so 

placeable; if not, we must assume that it is an artificial 

conglomerate which will in turn require separation into 

independently placeable components, only one of which could 

be attributed to the single scribe Be 

In fact the total corpus of recalcitrant elements turns 

out to be placeable in the area of Grantham (P3). Since 

this can hardly be fortuitous, the assemblage may be regarded 

as a homogenous dialect which we may therefore attribute to 

Be B may of course have been an exact copyist who reproduced 

the behaviour of another scribe; and it is this scribe's 

linguistic behaviour that is here attributed to Be Which is 

the correct interpretation depends upon whether B as a 

language is identical with B as a hand* 11 

11. For a fuller discussion of this distinction see Angus 
McIntosh, 'Scribal Profiles from Middle English Texts', 
N. M. LXXVI (1975) PP. 218-235. 
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The results of this study may be summarised as follows: - 

(1) The circulation of texts. The scribes of B's exemplars 

acquired their habits of written language in the places from 

which the languages of the exemplars derive. In the case of 

the Misyn texts (IA and EV), since Misyn was a Lincoln man, 

it appears that the original text went through at least one 

stage of copying in a dialect from somewhere other than 

Lincoln (that of X, or something behind X), before A translated 

it back into a dialect which cannot be far removed from that 

of Misyn's original. For Julian of Norwich's Revelations, 

the literary dissemination was, on this kind of evidence, N. W. 

from Norwich to N. Cent. Lincs. and then S. again to S. W. 

Lincs. 

We cannot of course know the actual geographical 

movements of texts or scribes merely from a study of textual 

dialects. But the study of B's texts suggests that texts 

in dialects similar to his own were more likely to come into 

his hands than those in dialects that were markedly different; 

generally those belonging to places far afield from the place 

of origin of the copyist. This does not of course take 

account of a scribe who may have moved from his place of 

origin, settled in another part of the country and whose 

main access was to texts in exotic dialects . In a single 

scribal text, separate and well-defined dialectal strata 

may, though they need not, represent the geographical 

movement of a text from one area towards another, The only 

one of B's exemplars that is in a dialect belonging to a 
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place far from the place of origin of B's dialect is (f )t 

and this may have found its way into Bps hands via another 

copyist writing in a dialect belonging somewhere between 

B's place of origin (the Grantham area - P3) and that of 

(f) (northern England). 
12 

It would obviously take much more detailed work to 

establish whether the language of any of Bts texts reflects 

more than two stages of copying, but there is one form in 

(f) that suggests the presence of a third stratum. This is 

the nonce use of arch- for task'* It is certainly not 

assignable to the place of origin of (f) since the form is 

unknown in the north of England. Equally, it is not known 

from anywhere near P3, but asche does occur in N. W. Notts. 

and N. E. Derby, half-way between P3 and the 'true North' ; 

and it may be that the text of (f) in its present state 

reflects transmission by a scribe from that area. 

(2) Scribes' linguistic treatment of their exemplars during 

the 15th century. B's own dialect does not 'fit' in any of 

the places from'which the dialects of his exemplars derive. 

It is not so much that his forms are unknown in these areas, 

or that the forms of B's exemplars are unknown in B's area, 

12. For further discussion of the movement of scribes and 
texts, see M. L. Samuels, 'Some applications of Middle 
English dialectology', E. S., XLIV (1963) P" 94; Michael 
Denskin, 'Local archives and Middle English dialocts', 
Journal of the Society of Archivists, V. 8 (1977) 

pp. 509-10; and Angus McIntosh, 'The textual transmission 
of the alliterative Norte Arthure', English and Medieval 
Studies presented to J. R. R. Tolkien, eds. Norman Davis 
and C. L. Wrenn (London: Allen & Unwin, 1962) pp. 231-140. 
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but rather that the relative frequencies of the same range 

of functionally equivalent forms differ from place to place. 

B's own usage in his various texts is evidently constrained 

by that of his exemplars: the relative frequencies of these 

forms in his own texts are determined largely by their 

relative frequencies in his exemplar. In this respect, 

compare the practice of A. for whom many of the forms 

designated as relict do in fact occur in the area of origin 

for A's own dialect (P1). These forms are probably to be 

regarded as part of A's passive repertoire: while they were 

not part of his spontaneous usage, they were nevertheless 

familiar, and A had no reason to balk at reproducing them. 

B's text (f) provides a contrast here. B's exemplar for (f 

contained a wide range of what to B were exotic forms, whereas 

the exemplars for (a) to (o), written in dialects belonging 

much nearer to that of B. did not do so to anything like the 

same extent. Here, B must have found some forms too bizarre 

even to tolerate, particularly forms of frequent occurrence; 

only in this way can the complete absence from his text of 

certain very common northernisms be explained. He did not, 

for instance, write sal- for 'shall' or sold-/suld- for 

'should'9 though these may be presumed to have confronted 

him in his exemplar, given the appearance of other northernisms 

with which they regularly co-occur. On the other hand, he 

did tolerate the northern forms of words which occur less 

frequently in his text: 
_qer-, 

'cause to do'; twa, 'two'; 

bath[e], 'both'; Pir, thir, 'these'; tha[se], 'those'. 
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Other characteristically northern forms were on the peri- 

phery of his own dialect area and he used them not only in 

this text but in his other texts too: scho, 'she'; thay[e], 

'they'; thayre (and variants), 'their'; ware, 'were'; as, 

'is'; efter (and variants), 'after'; glide, 'good'; ald e], 

'old'; and so on. There is also a common core of dialectal 

usage which B. as a writer of Lincolnshire dialect, shares 

with the northern English scribe of the exemplar for (f). 

The linguistic contrast with the other B-texts arises from 

B's use in (f) of many forms that the B-location suggests 

should appear in B's dialect; but which do not appear in 

the other B-texts except where they can be presumed to 

belong also to the exemplar's language. Beside the truly 

northern forms, (f) contains the following more southerly 

forms which belong in the Grantham area (P3): -eth, sg. and 

pl. pres. Ind. verbal ending; awey, 'away'; dedde, 'did'; 

ferste, 'first'; good (e], 'good'; s© de, 'said' ppl.; 5eede, 

'went'. The probable reason for the absence of these forms 

in the other B-texts is that their functional equivalents 

in the X-dialect were familiar to B (as indeed might be 

expected from X's geographical origins) and hence B reproduced 

them (see Table I above). In (f), however, there is much 

that is simply inadmissable in the B-locality or in any 

locality adjacent to it. Accordingly, B replaced these 

forms with his own spontaneous usage. 

Dialects may contrast in one of two fundamentally 

different ways : (1) the forms of one dialect (d1) differ 

absolutely from the forms of another dialect (d2); (2) the 
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repertoire of forms may be the same in d1 and d2, but the 

relative frequencies of functional equivalents differ. 

In principle, two scribal dialects may be assignable to 

different places without, in fact, either containing a form 

that is not also in the other. In most continua, however, 

dialects differ from one another by a combination of elements 

from both (1) and (2), and the limiting cases presented by 

(i) and (2) are probably never realised. 
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Table X: Sample co-occurrences of forms in C. C. C. O. 236 

and B. M. Add. 37790 

Unless some 'usual form' is cited, the forms given below 
are the only instances of the item noted. Correspondences 
are cited from the same point in the running text. 

Emendatio Vitae 

Item C. C. C. O. 236 ff. 45r-56r 

'among' emong 53v 

emange 55v 

'behoves' bus 45v, 46r, 50r 

behouya 47v, 55v 

behoues 49r (twice), 

50r, 55r 

'between' be-twix 54v 

"be-twyx 55r 

'choose' Cchese 46v 

cheis 50r 

'either.. or' owdyr.. or 47r, 48v, 50r 

owper.. or 49r 

awder.. or 50r 

'enough' enogh 46v 

Inogh 47v 

'far' far 49r (twice)* 50v 

fare 53v 

'father' fader 45v 

fadyr 51r 

'good' guyde 45r (twice) 

(usual form gude ) 

'grow' grawe inf. 51r 

growenp pl. 48r 

'less' las 45r, 47v, 51v, 53v 

lasse 46r, 51v 

'upon' opon 50r 

a-pon 51v, 54v 
'well' weal 48v 

wel 52r 

(usual form well) 

B. M. Add. 37790 ff. lr-18r 

emonge 14r 

emange 17r 

bus 2r, v, 8r 

behouys 4v, 17r 

behoues 7r, v, 8r, 16r 

be-twix 15v 

be-twyx 16v 

chose 3v 

cheis 8r 

owdyr.. or. 4r, 6r, 8v 

owqer.. or 6v 

awder.. or 8r 

enough 3v 

Inogh 5r 

far 6v, 7v, llr 

fare 14r 

fader 2r 

fadyr lOr 

guyde lv (twice) 

(usual forms good, gude) 

grawe inf. lOr 

growen ppl. 5v 

les lr, 4v, llr, 14r 

Jesse 3r,. llr 

opon 8r 

apon 10v, 15v 

weel 6r 

wel llv 

(usual form well) 
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Table X: cont. 

Incendium Amoris 

Item C. C. C. O. 236 ff. lr-44r B. M. Add. 37790 ff. 18v-95r 
(Forms cited from an (Forms cited from an 
analysis of ff. lr-18v; analysis of ff. 18v-51v; 
42r-44r) 91r-95r) 

last os 17r os 49r 
(usual forms als and as)(usual forms als and as) 

#both' 

'die' 

I eyeI 

boyth llr 
(usual form both) 

doe 43v 

(usual form dy 

eghe 3r 

ee 9r, 12r 

egh l8v 
far ' far 2v, liv, 16v 

I fourP 

'less, 

'old' 

'or, 

Iown ' 

fer 5r 

fare 17r 

four l4v 

Powre l4v 

lese 3v 

less 14r 
(usual form les) 

old 2r, 5r 

ald 43r 

a-nolde 5v 

er 4r, l4v 
(usual form or) 

auen 10v 
(usual form awen) 

boith 37v 

(usual form both) 

dee 94v 

(usual form dy) 

eghe 22r 

ee 34v, 39v 

egh 51v 
far 21vß 39r, 40v 

fer 25v 

fare 42r 

foure 44v 

fowre 44v 

lese 23v 

less 43v 
(usual form les 

olde 21r, 26r 

aide 92v 

Anolde 27r 

er 24r, 44v 
(usual form or) 

auen 37v 
(usual form awen) 

pepill 20v, 35r 

pepull 91r 

pepils 21.27r 

wel 37v, 38r 

weil 93v 

*people' pepyll 2r, 9v 

pepull 42r 

pepyls pl. 5v 

'well' wel llr (twice) 

weil 43v 
(usual forms wele, well) (usual forms wale, well 
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Table XI: Samples of shared errors or peculiarities in the 

early part of Incendium Amoris in C. C. C. O. 236 and 

B. M. Add. 37790 

Folio references 
C. C. C. O. B. M. Add. 

236 37790 

Error 

4v 24v C. C. C. O. folow (In H. M. a 
for 'flow' later hand 

B. M. folowe has added 
flowe in the 
margin 

4v 24v C. C. C. O. in Pis lyfe 

B. M. 

5r 26v C. C. C. O. 

B. M. 

6r 28r C. C. C. O. 

B. M. 

I 

in this lyf eJ 
both crossed out 

heuyly for 'heavenly' 

to can for 'to come' 

6v 30r C. C. C. O. If 
for tort 

B. M. Iff 

7v 31v C. C. C. O. lefull desire not haue both omit 
'to' be- 

B. M. lefull desyre not haue fore haue 

9r 34v C. C. C. O. gwha-so euer to hm happyn for 
'what 

B. M. wha-so euer to h hapyn j soever' 

l0v 37r Both have of for loft' 

llr 38r 
Both have good for 'God' 

Both repeat to unnecessarily 

llv 38v C. C. C. O. vs not awe 

F3. M. 
not is unwanted 

vs not aw i 
12v 41r Both have likyn for 'likings' 

13v 42r Both have redundant he 

13v 43r Both omit the word for 'dim' or 'dark' 
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Table XI: conto 

Folio references 
C. C. C. O. B. M. Add. 

236 37790 

Error 

14v 44r (Both have won for 'wondered' 

I 
Both omit 'eyes 

Both have won f 

Both have salu) Both have saluys (twice) for 'psalms, 

15r 45r Both omit 'sun' 

Both have hatis for 'hearts' 
18r 5Ov 

Both omit 'but' and 'and' 

18v 51r Both omit 'I wot not' 

l8v 51v Both omit 'for I say for me flesh' 
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Abbreviations 

Add. 

adj. 

adv. 

adv-p. 

adv-t. 

art. 

Beds. 

Berks. 

B. M. 

Bodl. 

Bucks. 

Co 

Cambs. 

Cent. 

cf. 

ch. 
Co. 

COMM. 

cons. 

cont. 

CpV. 

C. U. L. 

C. U. P. 

Derbs. 

E. 

ed., edd. 

E. U. L. 

f., ff., 

fn. 

fut. 

Gmc. 

Harl. 

H. M. C. 

H. M. S. O. 

Additional 

adjective 

adverb 

adverb of place 

adverb of time 

article 

Bedfordshire 

Berkshire 

British Museum 

Bodleian Library 

Buckinghamshire 

circa 'about', 
conjunction 

Cambridgeshire 

Central 

confer 'compare' 

chapter 

County 

communication 

consonant 

continued 

comparative 

Cambridge University Library 

Cambridge University Press 

Derbyshire 

East 

edition, editor(s) 

Edinburgh University Library 

folio(s), following 

footnote 

future 

Germanic 

Harley 

Historical Manuscripts Commission 

Her/His Majesty's Stationery Office 
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Hunts. Huntingdonshire 

ibid. ibidem 'in the place' 
ind. indicative 

inf. infinitive 

Leics. Leicestershire 

Lincs. Lincolnshire 

L. P. linguistic profile 

L. U. L. London University Library 

M mixed 

M. E. Middle English 

Mod. E. Modern English 

MS., MSS. Manuscript(s) 

N. North 

No. number 

Northantso Northamptonshire 

Notts. 

nr. 

O. E. 

op. cit. 

0. Scan. 

0. U. P. 

p" " pp. 

part. 

pors* 

pl. 

ppl. 

pr(ep). 

pr-p. 

pr-t. 

pres. 

p(re)t. 

P. R. O. 

pro4 

r 
Rawl. 

Nottinghamshire 

near 

Old English 

opere citato 'in the work cited' 
Old Scandinavian 

Oxford University Press 

page(s) 

participle 

person(al) 

plural 

past participle 

preposition 

preposition of place 

preposition of time 

present 

preterite 

Public Record Office 

pronoun 

recto 

Rawlinson 
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ref. reference 

rel. relative 

rh. rhyme 

S. South 

Salop Shropshire 

sb. substantive 

sgo singular 

SUP. 9 spl. superlative 

St. Saint 

Staffs. Staffordshire 

stro strong 

T. C. D. Trinity College, Dublin 

v verso 

ve vide 'sees 

v., vv. verse(s) 

vb(l). verb(al) 

vol. volume 

W. West 

Warwicks. Warwickshire 

Wilts. Wiltshire 

wk* weak 

Worcs. Worcestershire 

Yorks. Yorkshire 



Index of Sources 

The following index is of manuscript sources used in 

the thesis. The MSS. are arranged in alphabetical order by 

repository. Where relevant, the entries include: 

(1) The number of the microfilm or photostat of the MS. 

in Edinburgh UAiversity Library. 

(2) The hands c with folio references, of the text (s) used. 

(3) A description or title of the text. 

(i+) The index number of the L. P., the grid reference to 

its position on the dialect maps and/or a description of 

its linguistic origin or origins. 

(5) Notes of other hands and languages in the MS. 

(6) Page references to where the MS. is cited in the text 

of the thesis. 

Inevitably, in the course of three years' work on a 

large corpus of MSS., I began to notice and collect as time 

went on categories of information additional to those which 

I had been interested in at the start. It was not always 

possible, mainly for lack of time, to go back and collect 

from the MSS. -I had looked at earlier information relevant 

to these additional categories. In the case of the index, 

I have for many MSS. some information about non-Lincolnshire 

hands and their possible provenance; but for others I have 

no notes. Rather than attempting consistency by the 

suppression of possibly useful information, where I have it 

I have chosen to include it. Lack of such information for 
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any MS. cited in the present Index does not therefore imply 

that there are no other hands in the MS., or that their 

dialects are unplaced or unplaceable, but merely that no 

note of it has been made. 

After the main index there is a list of index numbers, 

in numerical order, cross referenced to the main index by 

repository. The index numbers are for present purposes 

arbitrary, for they depend on the order in which the various 

sources were analysed in the course of work on the M. E. 

dialect atlas. Although they have been reanalysed and 

reprocessed for the purposes of this study, I could see no 

practical advantage in ordering them according to a local 

system. A new ordering, on the contrary, would result in 

a multiplication of reference systems which would of itself 

increase the possibility of erroneous citations. In any 

case, whatever index number a MS. has in an ordered system, 

the number cannot connect it in an ordered way both with 

the repository and with its position on the map. I have 

therefore chosen to keep the original index numbers. 
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Beverley 

East Riding County Record Office, Londesborough Collection 
The Selby Court Rolls: Presentments of the Juries at the 
Courts of the Abbot of Selby 
Various hands 
Selby, W. Riding of Yorks. 
pp. 152-155. 

Cambridge 

Corpus Christi College, MS. Parker 32 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1406 
Commentary on the Gospels of St. Mark, St. Luke and the 
Pauline Epistles 
Hand B. ff. 155r-208v 
550 4,2 S. Cent. Lincs. 
Hand A Notts. 

p. 237" 

Fitzwilliam Museum, MS. 329 
The Anlaby Cartulary 
The hand of Master Thomas Anlaby 
Anlaby, E. Riding of Yorks. 
PP. 151-155. 

Fitzwilliam Museum, MS. McClean 130 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 784+ 
One hand, 200 ff. 
Speculum Vitae 
915 S. W. Lincs. mixed with a more northerly component 
p. 72. 

Gonville and Caius College, MS. 175/96 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 763 
One hand, 156 pp. 
Secular and religious-poetry 
512 3,1 S. W. Lines. 

p. 244. 

Gonville and Caius College, MS. 314/376 
Register of Spalding Priory 
Letter from Spalding Priory to Richard II 
Standardised 
p. 48. 

Jesus College, MS. Q. G. 3 (51) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 80 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. 4r-24r 
902 N. E. Notts. 
pp. 253-261. 
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Cambridge cont. 

St. John's College, MS. G. 8 (176) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 154. 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. Ir-49v 
Notts. 
pp. 253-261. 

St. John's College, MS. G21 (189) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 558 
One hand, 136 ff. 
Pilgrimage of the Life of Man 
919 S. W. Lincs. mixed with a more northerly component 
The same hand is responsible for B. M. Add. 37790 and 
B. M. Egerton 2006 
PP. 72,314,3279 329,332-334. 

Sidney Sussex College, MS. D. 3.10 (55) 
E. U. L. Ric-M- 574 
Speculum Christiani 
ff- 3v-26v 
903 S. Notts. 
pp. 253-261. 

Sidney Sussex College, MS. D. 5.3 (89) 
E. U. L. Mic . M. 30 
One hand, unfoliated 
Richard Rolle, Commentary on the Psalter 
46 2,2 S. W. Lines. 
pp. 144,235,262-263,278-291. 

Trinity College, MS. 8.15.42 (376) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1394 
Speculum Christiana 
ff. 101r-104r 
S. Warwicks. 
pp. 

253-261. 

Trinity College, MS. 0.1.29 (1053) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 92 
One hand, 118 ff. 
Religious treatises in English prose 
180 4,4 S. Cent. Lincs. 

Trinity College, MS. 0.2.40 (1144) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1395 
English in one hand, ff. 54v, 103r-104r, 114r, 117r-v 
IB (a) It N. E. Leics. 
pp. 29,96-98. 

Trinity College, MS. 0.3.10 (1182) 
English in one hand, ff. 143v-144r 
N. W. Lincs. 
p. 79. 
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Trinity College, MS. 0.8.26 (1401) 

E. U. L. Mic. M. 90 
English in one hand, ff. 73v-78v; 99v-lOOr 
Richard Rolle, Of three workings in man's soul and De 
Contricione 
181 5,11 N. E. Lincs. 

Trinity College, MS. 8.14.26 (899) 

English in one handy f. 21r 
S. E. Lincs. 
P. 79. 

University Library, MS. Additional 3039 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 87 
The South English Legendary 
Hand A, ff. lr-18r 
222 1,6 W. Cent. Lincs. 
Hand B S. E. Yorks. 
Hand C N. Notts. 
Hand D S. E. Yorks. 

University Library, MS. Additional 3042 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 400 
Hand D, ff. 83r-97r; 98v; 125v 
Speculum Christiani 
425 7,7 E. Cent. Lines. 
Hand p. ff. 109r-113r 
On-temptations 
643 6,6 E. Cent. Lines. (not entered on the maps) 

pP" 156,236,250,253-261. 

University Library, MS. Additional 6150 
E"U"L. Mic. M. 303 
English on one hand, ff. 5r-21v 

eýulm Christiani 
31b ý, 
p" 25S. 

E. Lines. 
53-261. 

University Library, MS. Additional 6686 
E"U"L. Mic. M. 546 
5andiAj_u" Vitae 

5p8 3 
8, pp. 235-269 

5,8 W. Cent. Lines. 
, land A Essex 
Kandy C, D, E and F Notts. 

UOive: t'sity Library, MS. Dd. 4.51 
E"U. L. Mic. M. 1409 
VOec'sh in one hand, ff. llv-28v 
9 

umum Christiani 

P, 
N. E. 2S3Leics. 
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Cambridge cont. 

University Library, MS. Dd. 11.45 
E. U. L. Phot. 515 
Hand B. ff. 131v-133v; 142r 
Medical recipes and the draft of a letter 
501 2,8 W. Cent, Lincs. 
Other English hands: 
Hand A. ff. 119r; 126v-127r Norfolk 
Hand C_, ff. 133v; 140r-144v Norfolk 
Hand D, ff. 145r-153r Glossary - not enough English to place 
p. 143. 

University Library, MS. Dd. 14.26(3) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1392 
English in one hand, ff. 1v-49r 
Speculum Christiani 
804 6,4 S. E. Lincs. 
pp. 237,253-261. 

University Library, MS. Ff-1-14 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 543 
Hand B, If. 25r-69r 
Speculum Christiani 
901 4,7 Cent. Lincs. 
Hand A, ff. 5r-6v and Hand C, ff. 212v-213r also probably 
Lincs. 

PP. 78-79,244,253-261. 

University Library, MS. Ff. 6.15 
E. U. L. Phot. 6 
English in one hand, fC 21r 
Poem on the ten commandments 
pp. 12,14-16. 

University Library, MS. Kk. 1.3.23 
A single leaf of English on the seven deeds of mercy 
East of Lincoln 

P. 79. 

Chicago 

Newberry Library, MS. 19169 
E. U. L. Mic. M1.965 
One hand, 198 pp. 
Prick of Conscience 
552 4,1 S. Cent. Lincs. (not entered on the maps) 
pp. 156,244. 

Downside Abbey 

Ms. 26540 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1010 
English in one hand, ff. 122r-252v 
Medulla Grammaticae 
587 1,10 N. W. Lines. 
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Dublin 

Trinity College, MS. A. 5.7 (122) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 172 
Devotional treatises 
Hand E, ff. 104r-lllr 
214 S. Cent. Lincs. mixed with a more northerly component 
Hand F. ff. lliv-116r 
207 4,6 Cent. Lincs. 
Hand A Northants. (mixed) 
Hand B Notts.? 

PP. 72-73. 

Trinity College, MS. C. 5.17 (351) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1388 
English in one hand, ff. 7r-49v 
Speculum Christiani 
807 N. E. Leics. 
pp. 253-261. 

Trinity College, MS. E. 5.6 (604) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 994 
One hand, ff. lr-54v 
Mandeville, Travels 
921 1,2 S. W. Lincs. (not entered on the maps) 
p. 157. 

Durham 

Prior's Kitchen, MS. Locellus XXV, 12 
E. U. L. Phot. 1465 
Letter from Sir John Basinge of Stamford 
Standardised 
p. 48. 

Prior's Kitchen, MS. Locellus XXV, 18 
Letter from Richard Cliffe, written at Momingburgh 
E. Riding of Yorks. 
PP. 152-155. 

Prior's Kitchen, MS. Locelius XXV, 27 
Letter from Robert Babthorpe of Babthorpe, Howden 
E. Riding of Yorks. 

pp. 152-155. 

Prior's Kitchen, MS. Locellus YGCV, 135 
E. U. L. Phot. 1469 
Letter from Elizabeth Lady Grey to the Prior of Durham, 
written at Stamford. 
Standardised 
p. 48. 
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Durham cont. 

University Library, MS. Cosin V. IV. 2 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 541 
Hand B, If. 135r-142r; 151v-152v 
Sermons etc. 
IB (b) 2 N. Cent. Lincs. 
Hand A, ff. 122v-124v; 159r 160v 
Similar but standardised 
PP- 339 102-104. 

Ushaw College, ITS. XVIII. D. 7.8 (28) 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. 4r-44v 
806 N. E. Leics. 
pp. 253-261. 

Edinburgh 

National Library of Scotland, ISIS. 6126 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1326 
Hand B. ff. 61r-62v (probably originally separate) 
Tract on grace 
609 1,8 N. W. Lincs. (not entered on the maps) 
Hand A Scale of Perfection Norfolk 

Glasgow 

University Library, MS. Hunterian T. 4.6 (89) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 609 
One hand, 104 ff. 
Poems on the Pater Noster, Beatitudes, etc. 
422 5,5 Cent. Lincs. 

Göttingen 

University Library, MS. Theol. 107r 
E. U. L. Mic, M. 641 
One hand, 169 ff. 
Cursor Mundi 

pp. 23-26. 

Grimsby 

Grimsby Borough Archives 
E. U. L. Phot. 1749 
Letter of Dame Alice Rotherham to the Mayor of Grimsby 
Written at Nettleham (three miles north-east of Lincoln) 
pp. 27-28,141. 

Grimsby Borough Archives 
E. U. L. Phot. 1750 
Letter of William Skipwith to Hugh Edon, Mayor of Grimsby 
Written at Calthorpe, Norfolk 

p. 56. 
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Grimsby cont. 

Grimsby Corporation 
Court Book of the Mayors 
f. 37v 
Indenture concerning 
ff. 72v-73r 
Indenture between 
of Wellow and the 
p. 57 

of Grimsby vol. I 

cottages in Grimsby 

Richard, Abbot of Wellow, 
Burgesses of Grimsby 

Grimsby Corporation 
Ordinances of 
Grimsby 
p. 58. 

"1435" 

Huntingdon Library 

See San Marino. 

Kingston-upon-Hull 

(actually 1498) 

Municipal Records, The Hull Bench Books 
Hull, Bo Riding of Yorks. 

pp. 151-155. 

Leeds 

Leeds University, MS. Brotherton 501 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 482 
One hand, 122 ff. 
Prick of Conscience, The Gast of Gyp etc. 
99 3,0 Extreme S. Lincs. 

the Convent 

Leicester 

Museums and Art Galleries, MS. L. Mus. l. D. 50/XII/5 and 6 

E. U. L. Mic. M. 81 
Seignory of Castle Carlton 
Original in one hand, 22 ff. 
195 6,8 E. Cent. Lincs. 
Early 16th century copy in two hands 
Very similar linguistically to the original 
pp. 25,32-33,85-88,140,151. 

Lincoln 

Archives Committee, 3 Anc. 2/1/53 
E. U. L. Phot. 1665 
Indenture between Robert Lord Willoughby of Eresby and the 
Abbot of Kirkstead about cormoning in Wildmore Fen. 
814 6,6 E. Cent. Lines. 
PP. 70,141-142,236,250. 



Lincoln cont. 

Archives Committee, Holywell Collection 71/12 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1030/10 
Document relating to Careby and Stamford 

p" 77 

Archives Committee, Holywell Collection 71/17 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1030/9 
Document relating to Careby, given at Tateshale (= Tattershall, 
Lincs. ) 

p. 78. 

Archives Committee, Holywell Collection 71/19 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1030/8 
Document relating to Careby, Little Bytham, Castle Bytham 
and Halewell, given at Stamford 

p. 78. 

Archives Committee, Holywell Collection 71/25 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1030/7 
A copy of 71/17 above 
P. 78. 

Archives COittee, Holy-well Collection 90/4 
E. U. L. rjc. M. 1030/6 
Document relating to East Bytham near Stamford 
PP' 77-78" 

Archives Committee, Maddison Deposit 2/11 
E' U' L Mic " 4,1030/1 and 1052 
F'rae ent °f Richard Rolle, Commenter on the Psalter (1E leaves) 
905 

244 4s S. Lincs. 

A/38iý'es Committee, Maddison Deposit 11/2, Cragg Collection 
j, 

U. L Mic. M, 1052 
pride5ture relating to Irnham 
p, 5 

Ga heýiraý Library 
s MS. A-4-13 (105) 

obk'! ih ýri olle hand, f. 119v 
gbly Dims, 

y 7. )s_So" 
bathe Lib 

, 
U. Lýirayý. ri" nary, MS. A. 5.2 (91) (Thornton) ýyl 

ý" rsye ý 
36 and Phot. 519 

angýll tr hd of Robert Thornton, but various different 
f' ýagegy89r 

ýa , ý22 ent4ArivitY of the Passion 
2, S. W. Lines, 
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Lincoln cont. 

Cathedral Library, MS. A. 5.16 (92) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 790 
Richard Rolle, Commentary on the Psalter 
Hand A, ff. 2r-296v 
924 Extreme S. Lincs. imposed on something more southerly 
and/or westerly 
Hand B, ff. 297r-v 
Not markedly different language from that of A 
PP. 73,244. 

Cathedral Library, MS. C. 5.7 (66) 
Devotional treatises 
Hand A, ff. 24v-26v; 84r; 104v-105r; 137r-v 
East of Lincoln? 
Hand B, f. 136r-v 
Probably Lincs. 
p. 80. 

City Library, Corporation White Book 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1415 
ff. 16v-17r 
Legal record 
ff. 46v-59r 
Customary of the City of Lincoln 
IB (a) 3 Mixed Lincoln language and a more southerly 
component 
pp. 29,49,93-95,141. 

City Library, Register 17 (Gray) 
f. 136v lines 30-36 
Declaration of John Macworth of Lincoln Cathedral 
f. 136v lines 43-51 
Declaration of the resident canons of Lincoln Cathedral 
f. 136v lines 13-9 from the bottom 
Vow of virginity of Grace Cokyne 
Mostly standardised 
f. 173r line 26 - 173v line 2 
Document of 1435 
Standardised 
pp. 48,51. 

City Library, Register 18 (Alnwick) 
Hand A. ff. 6r-8r 
Indenture of Elizabeth Lady Grey of Stamford 
V (1) (f) Cent. Lincs. 
Hand B. ff. 24r-25v 
Will of the Duke of Exeter, given at Much Gaddeston, Hertso 
and The Award of William Ainwick, Bishop of Lincoln in the 
controversy between the Abbot of Croyland and Lord Dacre 
Mostly standardised 
PP- 51-52,72,111-113,141. 
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Lincoln cont. 

City Library, Register 19 (Lumley) 
ff. 43r-46v 
Will of Sir Thomas Cumberworth of Somerby 
106 3,10 N. Lincs. 
f. 41r 
Will of Robert Sutton son of Haward Sutton of Lincoln 
V (1) (g) Lincoln 
PP. 72,114-116,140-141,151,237-238. 

City Library, Register 20 (Chadworth) 

f. 2lr-v 
Will of Richard Archer of Lincoln 
f. 36r-v 
Codicil to the will of Baron Willoughby of Eresby 
f- 70r-v 
Codicil to the will of Gervase Rudd of Stamford 
ff. 72v-73r 
Will and codicil of Richard Welby of Moulton 
All one hand 

pp. 49,55. 

City Library, MS. Vjl (Alnwickts Visitations) 
Mostly injunctions to prioresses 
The hand is that of Thomas Colstone 
V (4) (a) Lincs. / Leics. border 

pp. 45,82-84,117-119. 

London 

British Museum 

MS. Additional 10052 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. 18r-74v 
E. Warwicks.? 
pp. 253-261. 

MS. Additional 15237 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1385 
Hand B. ff. llr-28v 
Speculum Christiani 
800 4,1 Extreme S. Lincs. (not entered on the maps) 
Hand A, f. 8r only 

PP. 157,253-261. 

MS. Additional 17866 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 226 
One hand, 48 ff. 
Medical recipes 
123 S. Lincs. with an East Anglian underlay 
Later hands, ff. 47r-48r 

P. 73. 
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London, British Museum cont. 

MS. Additional 21202 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. 4r-70v 
E. Warwicks.? 
pp. 253-261. 

MS. Additional 23986 
English in one hand 
Interludium de Clerico et Puella 
PP" 12,16-20. 

MS. Additional 25288 
E. U. L. Phot. 585F 
Register of Peterborough Abbey, ff. 141v-142r 
The resignation deed of Agnes Leck, Prioress of Stamford 
The hand is that of Thomas Colstone 
pp. 82-83. 

MS. Additional 34888/35 
E. U. L. Phot. 1751 
Letter of William Tailboys of Kyme to Viscount Beaumont 
287 It, 5 Cent. Lincs. 
p. 142. 

MS. Additional 37049 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 250 
The Desert of Religion and other poems and religious pieces 
Hand A including Speculum Christiani, Second Tabula) Notts. 
Hand B. ff. 26v-27r line 12 N. W. Lincs. 
Hand C too short to place 
Hand D S. Yorks. 
pp. 80,253-261. 

MS. Additional 37790 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 251 
One hand, 236 ff. but variable language 
ff. lr-95r, Richard Misyn's Incendium Amoris and Emendatio 
Vitae 
263 3 S. W. Lincs. mixed with Cent. Lines. 
ff. 95v-96v, Pistill of St. Bernard 
916 S. W. Lines. mixed with Cent. Lincs. 
ff. 97r-115r, Julian of Norwich, Revelations of Divine Love 
575 S. W. Lincs. mixed with N. E. Lines. 
ff. 115r-130r, The Perfection of the Sons of God 
917 S. W. Lines. mixed with S. E. Leics. 
ff. 137r-225v, The Mirror of Simple Souls 
918 S. W. Lines. mixed with Cent. Rutland 
The same hand is responsible for St. John's College, 
Cambridge, G. 21 (189) and H. M. Egerton 2006 
PP. 73,143,312-339. 



London, British Museum cont. 

Additional Charter 17227 
E. U. L. Phot. 1137 
Letter from Robert Lord Willoughby of Eresby to William 
Paston 
Written at Pont de Lanche, Normandy 
Mostly standardised 
p. 53. 

MS. Arundel 1 4+ 0 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 760 
Hand A. If. Ir-165v 
Ypotys, Mandeville, Travels, Prick of Conscience, 
a of Warwick, The Seven Sages 
812 S. Lincs. but mixed with various different dialectal 
components depending on the text 
Hand B, ff. 166r-181v 
The Tale of Melibeus 
Southerly 
PP. 73-74,244. 

MS. Arundel 168 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1058 
One hand, 85 ff. but variable language 
ff. lr-6v, Poem on the Virgin Mary, The Legends of 
St. Cristyne and St. Dorothe 
644 4,2 S. Lincs. (not entered on the maps) 
If. 7r ff. 
Mixed with a N. W. Norfolk component 
p. 156. 

MS. Cotton Appendix VII 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 140 
Theological poems 
Hand B, ff. 3r-4v; 7r-20v; 22r-145v 
194 3,2 S. Lines. 
Hand A, ff. lr-2v Lines. 
Hand C. If. 5r-6v; 21r Lincs. 
Hand D. f. 21v Lines. 

pp. 80-81,114. 

MS. Cotton Vespasian A. XXIII 
E. U. L. Phot. 1762 
English in one hand, ff. 107v-115v 
Expositions on the Ten Commandments 
212 3,12 Extreme N. Lincs. 

MS. Egerton 657 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 208 
One hand, 95 ff. 
Prick of Conscience 
210 2,11 Extreme N. Lincs. 



London, British Museum cont. 

MS. Egerton 2006 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 272 
One hand, 212 ff. 
Visions of St. Matilda 
920 S. W. Lincs. mixed with S. E. Leics. 
The same hand is responsible for St. John's College, 
Cambridge, G. 21 (189) and B. M. Add. 37790 
PP- 74,313,327,329,333" 

MS. Harley 2 06 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 201 
English in one hand, If. 20v-44v 
Speculum Christiani 
206 4, $ Cent. Lines. 
pp. 244,253-261. 

MS. Harley 1288 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 231 
Hand A, ff. 4v-16v 
Speculum Christiani 
221 5,9 N. E. Lincs. 
Hand B, ff. 64r-90r 
Theological treatises including a version of Lavynham's 
Treatise on the Seven Deadly Sins, part of the Chastising 
of God's Children, and extracts from Mirk's Festial 
315 E. Cent. Lincs. mixed probably with a Norfolk 
component and possibly with an element from N. Lincs. as well 
PP- 74-75,145,236,250,253-261. 

MS. Harley 2250 
E. U. L. Mic. M0 200 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. 50r-65v 
Cheshire 
pp. 253-261. 

MS. Harley 2260 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 149 and 191 
One hand, 183 ff. 
Speculum Vitae 
198 5,3 S. E. Lincs. 
PP. 237,244. 

MS. Harley 2379 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 193 
Speculum Christiani 
ff- 57r-70v 
Norfolk 

pp. 253-261. 
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London, British Museum cont. 

MS. Harley 2388 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 194 
Hand C, ff. 56r-58v 
Speculum Christiani, Seventh Tabula 
Notts. 
pp. 253-261. 

MS. Harley 2391 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 252 
Homilies for the course of the year 
Hand A, ff. 134r line 17 - 156r 
588 it 9 N. W. Lincs. 
Hand C, ff. 235v line 7- 238v 
910 2,10 N. W. Lincs. 
Hand A. ff. 2r-134r line 16 Notts. 
Hand B, If. 156v-230v S. Yorks. 

MS. Harley 2409 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 196 
One hand but variable language 
ff. 52r-69v 
Walter Hilton, A Devout Matter 
213 1,3 S. W. Lincs. 
If. Ir-51v Essex 
If. 70r-75r Notts. 
If. 75v-77v S. Yorkso 
p. 144. 

MS. Harley 6580 
Hand A, ff. 2r-62r 
Speculum Christiani 
N. E. Leics. 
pp. 253-261. 

MS. Lansdowne 344 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. lr-66r 
Norfolk ? 
pp. 253-261. 

MS. Royal 8. E. V 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 253 
Speculum Christiani 
Hand B, ff. 14r-28v 
226 6,5 E. Lincs. 
Hand A. ff. 5v-10r Essentially the same language as hand B 
pp. 81,253-261. 



London, British Museum cont. 

MS. Royal 14. B. LI 
E. U. L. Phot. 1065 
Letter from the Prior of Beauer (= Belvoir) to the Prior 
of St. Albans. 
P". 49. 

MS. Royal 15. D. II 
E. U. L. Phot. 1763 
ff. 211v and 215v 
Scraps of late 15th century English associated with 
Greenfield Priory 

p. 59. 

MS. Royal 17. C. XVII 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 233 
One hand, 166 ff. 
Nominalaa, and religious verse and prose including Mirk, 
Instructions for Parish Priests, The Life of St. Mary 
Magdalene, The Testament of Christ, Prick of Conscience, 
Book IV, The Legend of the Holy Blood at Hayles 
45 Of 11 N. W. Lincs. 
p. 2444. 

MS. Sloane 7 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 446 
Medical recipes 
Hand B, ff. 30r-88v and perhaps 105r-107v; 108v; 109v-lily 
810 S. Lincs. mixed varyingly with a W. Midland component 
and something more northerly 
Hand A, ff. 4r-29r W. Derbs. 
Later hands, ff. 105v-106v; 108r; 109r; 112r-119v 
pp. 75,244. 

MS. Sloane 213 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 445 
Medical recipes 
Hand B. ff. 135v(b)-159r(a) 
925 Mixture of N. and S. Lincs. 
Hand A E. Notts. 
p. 750 

London cont. 

Inner Temple Library, MS. Petyt 1755 No. 511 vol. 7 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 677 and 788 
One hand, 195 ff. 
Robert Mannyng of Brunne, Chronicle and his translation of 
Peter Langtoft's Gesta Anglorum 
38 It, 3 S. Lincs. 
p. 142. 
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London cont. 

Lambeth Palace Library, ITS. 131 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 596 
Robert Mannyng of Brunne, Chronicle and his translation of 
Peter Langtoft's Gesta Anglorum 
Hand A, ff. lr-79v 
922 S. Lincs. with S. Wilts, overlay 
Hand B, ff. 80r-131v 
923 S. Lincs. with S. Wilts. overlay 
pp. 25,73. 

Lambeth Palace Library, MS. 491 B 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 168 
Hand B. ff. 326r-329v 
Sermons etc. 
IB (b) 1 N. E. Lincs. 
Hand A Prick of Conscience Notts. 
pp. 33,99-101. 

Lambeth Palace Library, MS. 501 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1390 
One hand, 42 ff. 
Secreta Secretorum 
248 S. W. Lincs. mixed at different parts of the text 
PP-739 292-311. 

Lincolns Inn, MS. Hale 135 
English in one hand, f. 137v 
Carol 
pp. 12-14. 

Marquis of Bute, MS. 68 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1130 
One hand, 384 pp. 
Northern Homier Collection 
549 2,3 S. W. Lines. 

Public Record Office 

Chancery Miscellanea 37"i"35 
Expenses of a funeral at Rippinghale, Lincs. 
Standardised 

p. 60. 

C 1/8/28 
E. U. L. Phot. 705F 
Petition to the Chancellor by Thomas Weghtfield and Agneys 
his wife against John Forster of Louth, Lindsey 
Standardised 

p. 60. 
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London, Public Record office cont. 

C 1/ 8/ 31 
E. U. L. Phot. 526 
Petition to the Chancellor by John Crosby of Haber 
(= Habrough), Lindsey 
The language belongs to Notts. 
p. 61. 

C 1/9/39 
E. U. L. Pilot. 711F 
Petition to the Chancellor by John Matresmaker of North 
Witham, Kesteven 
The language belongs to the S. W. Midlands 
pp. 4+3,61. 

C 1/9/51 
E. U. L. Phot. 712 
Petition to the Chancellor by Thomas Wheyte of Boston, 
Holland 
Standardised 
p. 60. 

C 1/9/89 
E. U. L. Phot. 717 
Petition to the Bishop of Bath and Wells by Richard Welby 

against Richard Pynchebek of Boston 
Mostly standardised 
p. 62. 

C 1/9/96 
E. U. L. Phot. 719F 
Petition of John Lawys of Boston, merchant 
Mostly standardised 
p. 62. 

C 1/9/238 
E. U. L. Phot. 747 
Petition to the Chancellor by Thomas Waldby of Southcliff, 
relating to the Wainfleet area, Holland 
Mostly standardised 
p. 63. 

C 1/9/259 
E. U. L. Pho t. 752 
Petition to the Chancellor by Symond Waynflete and Isabell 
his wife of Leverton and Leek, Holland 
Mostly standardised 
p. 63. 
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London, Public Record Office cont. 

C 1/9/294 
E. U. L. Phot. 773 
Petition to the Chancellor by Thomas Redeford and Mauld his 
wife 
Associated with Haugh (= Haugham) and other places in Lindsey 
Mostly standardised 
p. 63. 

C 1/9/436 
E. U. L. Phot. 800 
Petition to the Chancellor by William Raynold and Margarete 
his wife, of Skidbrook and Somercotes, Lindsey 
Mostly standardised 
p. 64. 

C 1/9/x+38 
E. U. L. Phot. 801 
The examination of John Typscheth by the Abbot of Hagnaby, 
Lindsey 
E. Lincs. 

PP. 71,89-90. 

C 1/9/456 
E. U. L. Phot. 805 
Petition to the Chancellor by John Wodethorp and John 
Emelyn, priest of Boston, Holland 
Mostly standardised 
p. 64. 

c 1/12/118 
E. U. L. Phot. 866F 
Petition to the Chancellor by Robert Warner of Boston, 
Holland 
Mostly standardised 
p. 64. 

c 1/15/42 
E. U. L. Phot. 902F 
Petition to the Chancellor by William Sartron of Kyme, 
Kesteven 
Cent. Lincs. 
pp. 71,91. 

C 1/15/84 
E. U. L. Phot. 904 
Petition to the Chancellor by William Gudhall 
Associated with Creeton, Kesteven 
S. W. Lincs. 
PP- 71,92. 
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London, Public Record Office cont. 

C 1/16/211 
E. U. L. Phot. 1185 
Petition to the Archbishop of Canterbury by John Aleyn 
Associated with Wilksby, Lindsey 
Mostly standardised 
p. 65. 

c 1/16/411 
E. U. L. Phot. 1181+ 
Petition to the Chancellor by the Mayor and Communalty of 
Lincoln 
Mostly standardised 
p. 65. 

C 1/18/100 
E. U. L. Phot. 652 
Petition to the Chancellor by Isabelle, wife of John Roper 

of Boston, Holland 
Mostly standardised 
p. 65. 

C 65/62 mm. 17 and 18 Nos. 53 and 56 
E. U. L. Phot. 16131 
N. Cent. Lincs. 
C 65/62 m. 17 No. 59 
E. U. L. Phot. 16132 
Fenland 
C 65/63 in. 2 No. 9 
E. U. L. Phot. 1667 
Fenland 
PP . 71- 72. 

c 65/72 
Ordinances relating to Robert Tirwhit and others 
Associated with Wrawby, Lindsey 
Mostly standardised 
P. 65. 

D. L. 41/7/7 
E. U. L. Phot. 1353 
Petition to the Earl of Suffolk by the people of Sutton, 
Holland 
Mostly standardised 
P" 66. 

E 3-01/504/19 
E. U. L. Phot. 1366 
Accord between John Fox of Wisbech and William Boydell of 
Little Carlton relating to Stamford Priory, Kesteven 
Mostly standardised 
P. 67. 
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London, Public Record Office cont. 

Prob. i1/3 (Luffenham, ff. 215v-217r) 
E. U. L. Phot. 1752 
Will of Sir Ralph Rocheford, Kesteven 
Mostly standardised 
p. 67. 

SC 1/43/151 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1054 
Letter from the Vicar of Wallcumstow 
IB (b) 3 Grimsby area 
PP. 33-34,105-107. 

SC 8/25/1245 
E. U. L. Phot. 1354F 
Petition to the Commons by the people of Malberthorp, 
Lindsey 
Mostly standardised 
P. 50. 

SC 8/115/5731 
E. U. L. Phot. 11.94 
Petition to the King by Robert Hughson of Boston, Holland 
Mostly standardised 
p. 50. 

SC 8/119/5925 
E. U. L. Phot. 1501 
Petition to the King by ? Johanna Kele, daughter of Michel 
Kele 
Associated with Markby, Lindsey 
Standardised 

p. 47. 

Sc 8/186/9300 
E. U. L. Phot. 1558 
Petition to the King by the people of Louth, Lindsey 
Standardised 

p. 48. 

SC 8/187/9308 
E. U. L. Phot. 1559 
Petition to the King by the Abbot and Convent of Vaudey, 
Kesteven 
The language suggests debased N. Lincs. 
p. 50. 



London, Public Record Office cont. 

SC 8/308/15351 
E. U. L. Phot. 852F 
Petition to the Duke of Bedford by John Dukes and Hugh 
Crosse of Pinchbeck and Spalding, Holland 
Standardised 
p. 48. 

London cont. 

University Library, DIS. 657 (Helmingham Hall MS. LJ. 1.7) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1432 
Speculum Christiani 

7PPo 91-134 
Cent. Norfolk 
pp, 253-261. 

Westminster School, MS. 3 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1485 
Hand C. ff. 205r-231v 
Richard Rolle, Forma Vivendi and Ego Dormio (in English) 
927 5,2 Cent. S. Lincs. 
Hand B Soke of Peterborough 

Manchester 

Chetham's Library, MS. 6711 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 997 
One hand, 79 ff. 
Mandeville, Travels 
801 Cent. Lincs. mixed with an East Anglian component 
PP- 75- 76 . 

John Rylandts Library, Latin MS. 341 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1386 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. 74v-82r 
906 Hunts. 
pp. 253-261. 

Melbourne 

Public Library of Victoria, MS. of The Pilgrimage of Man 
and the Soul 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 325 
One main hand, 216 ff. (the hand of 'Benett') 
220 3,5 Cent. Lincs. 
f. 96 is in a different hand and is not in Lincs. language 
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New York 

Pierpont Morgan Library, MS. M 818 (former Ingilby MS. ) 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 853 
One hand, 54 ff. 
The Pistill of Susan, Mirrour de 1'Homme, Piers Plowman (A text) 
ff. 5v-15v (Mirrour de 1 Immer 

510 3,4 Cent. S. Lincs. 
The other texts are somewhat mixed linguistically, Piers 
Plowman with a W. Midland component 

Northampton 

Northamptonshire Record Office, SS 2317 
Letter of John, Abbot of Croyland to Richard Vero of 
Addington, Northants. 
Mostly standardised 
p. 53. 

Oxford 

Bodleian Library 

MS. Additional A. 106 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 638 
Medical recipes and religious poems 
Hand A, Language A, ff. 4r-44r; 48r-54v; 136v-195v 
491 1,10 N. W. Lincs. 
Hand A, Language D, ff. 221r-231v 
493 4,10 N. E. Lincs. (not entered on the maps) 
Hand C, Language E. ff. 232v-266r 
492 4,11 N. E. Lincs. 
Hand A, Language B, ff. 44r-47v; 55r-136r 
N. Lincs. mixed with a more southerly component 
Hand B. Language C, ff. 198r-219v 
Leics. 
Hand D, f. 266v only 
Cent. Lincs. 
Hand E, Language F, ff. 267r-276v; 279r-285v 
907 N. Lincs. with an East Anglian underlay 
PPo 76,81,156. 

MS. Additional A. 268 Part I 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 166 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. 37r-83r 
N. W. Derbs. 
pp. 253-261. 



Oxford, Bodleian Library cont. 

MS. Ashmole 52 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 868 
One hand, 65 ff. 
Prick of Conscience 
926 S. Lincs. with some other components suggesting a 
W. Midland element 
p. 76. 

MS. Ashmole 1438 Part I 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 386 
Recipes 
Hand D, pp. 57-71 
908 4,10 N. E. Lincs. 
There are many other hands and languages in this MS. 

MS. Ashmole 1481 
E. U. L. Mi. c. M. 273 
Recipes 
Hand D, ff. 36r-41v 
277 2,5 W. Cent. Lincs. 
Hand A, If. 4r-12r Worcs. 

M. Bodley 61 
English in one hand, ff. 4r-29v 
Speculum Christiani 
805 b, 2 S. E. Lincs. (not entered on the maps) 
Pp. 157,253-261. 

MS. Bodley 68 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 334 
English in one hand, If. 13r-24v 
Chaucer, Treatise on the Astrolabe 
236 6,8 E. Cent. Lines. 

M. Bodley 89 
English in one hand, ff. lr-44v 
S eculum Christiani 
806 N. E. Leics. 
pp. 253-261. 

MS. Bodley 446 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 159 
One hand, 207 ff- 
Speculum Vitae 
196 5,1 S. E. Lines. 
p. 244. 



Oxford, Bodleian Library cont. 

MS. Bodley 467 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 165 
Richard Rolle, Commentary on the Psalter 
Hand At ff. lr-92v 
75 7,2 S. E. Lincs. 
Hand CO ff. 135r-154v 
62 5,3 S. E. Lincs. 
Hand B, ff. 93r-120r line 11 Northern 
Hand C, ff. 120r line 11 - 134v; 155r-171r The language is 
mixed with a northern component 
pp. 25,262-278,280,285-288,290-291. 

MS. Digby 67 Part I 
E. U. L. Mic . Pd. 495 
Astrologia etc. 
Hand A, ff. 2r-14v 
802 Mainly E. Cent. Lincs. but may have a Norfolk underlay 
and also has some affinities with material belonging to 
S. W. Lincs. and Rutland 
Hand B More southerly than Hand A. 
p. 76. 

MS. Digby 99 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 375 
Prick of Conscience 
Hand B, ff. 18r-27r 
289 6,2 S. E. Lincs. 
Hand A S. Norfolk 
Hand C Cent. Norfolk 

MS. Digby 181 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1404 
Hand B, ff. 54r-93r 
Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde 
809 Cent. Lincs. imxed with something more southerly and 
westerly - perhaps W. Leic. 
Hand Al If. lr-53v Southerly 
Hand C, f. 93v Too short to place 
PP- 76,236,244. 

MS. Douce 157 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 167 
Prick of Conscience 
Hand A. If. lr-23v 
182 S. Lincs. with a slight Essex overlay 
Hand B. ff. 24r-114v Essex 
PP. 76-77. 
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Oxford, Bodleian Library cont. 

IiS. Greaves 54 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 355 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. 1r-24r 
Somerset 

pp. 253-261. 

MS. Hatton 97 
English in one hand, ff. 2v-33v 
Speculum Christiani 
803 S. E. Lincs. but mixed with something moxe southerly 
PP. 77,253-261. 

MS. Junius 1 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 489 
Ormulum 
pp. 12,20-23. 

MS. Laud Misc. 513 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 376 
Speculum Christiani 
ff. 62r-92r 
Norfolk 
pp. 253-261. 

MS. Laud Misc. 685 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 368 
Hand A, ff. lr-57v 
Secreta Secretorum 
904 S. W. Lincs. mixed at different parts of the text 
Hand B S. W. Midlands 

PP- 77,292-311. 

MS. Lyell 37 
Hand A, ff. 5r-16v; 25r-57v 
Astrological treatises and astronomical tables 
IB (b) 4 E. Lincs. 
pp. 34,108-110. 

MS. Rawlinson C. 401 
E. U. L. Mic . M. 773 
English in one hand, ff. 2v-12v 
Speculum Christiani 
9096,7 E. Cent. Lincs. (not entered on the maps) 
pp. 157,253-261. 



Oxford, Bodleian Library cont. 

MS. Rawlinson C. 891 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 222 
Prick of Conscience 
Hand D. ff. Illy-127r 
911 S. E. Lincs. mixed with something more southerly 
Hand A, If. lr-3v Northants 
Hand B, If. 4r-34r Northern 
Hand C. If. 35r-lllv Northern 
PP" 77,244. 

M. Rawlinson D. 375 
E. U. L. Phot. 1754 
p. 216 
Poem with some kind of accrostic 
Probably Lincs. 
p. 81. 

MS. Rawlinson D. 510 
Latin MS. of c. 1270 
English in one hand, f. 3r 

p. 12. 

MS. Rawlinson D. 786 
Church Wardens' Accounts of St. Diaryýs, Sutterton 
ff. 13r-46v 

p. 30. 

MS. Rolls 22 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1420 
Hand A 
Life of St. Katerina 
912 5,2 S. Lincs. 
pp. 143,244. 

ITS. Seldon Supra 56 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 492 
One hand, 106 ff. 
Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde 
548 N. E. Lines. mixed with a Leics. component 
P. 77. 

MS. Top. Lincso d. l 
f. 73r 
Memorandum between the Prioress on Nun Cotham and Sir Thomas 
Wellbanke, Parson of Croxton 

PP- 31-32. 



Oxford cont. 

Corpus Christi College, MS. 155 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 170 
English in one hand, ff. 150r-180r 
Speculum Christiani 
914 2,7 W. Cent. Lincs. (not entered on the maps) 
PP- 157,253-261. 

Corpus Christi College, MS. 236 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1397 
One hand, 56 ff. 
Richard Misyn's Translations of Richard Rolle's Incendium 
Amoris and Emendatio Vitae 
16 2,7 W. Cent. I. 

PP. 143,267,312-339. 

Corpus Christi College, MS. 274 
Hand A. ff. Iv-3r 
N. Lincs. 
Hand B. f. 155v 
Probably Lincs. 
p. 82. 

Lincoln College, MS. 100 
English in one hand, f. 2v 
N. Lincs. 
p. 82. 

Merton College, MS. 248 
E. U. L. Phot. 27 
English in one hand, ff. 166r-167r 
Religious verses 
pp. 12,16-20. 

Pennsylvania 

Pennsylvania University, MS. Eng. 8 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 909 
Hand B, ff. 147r(a)-195v(b) 
Prick of Conscience 
551 6,1 S. E. Lincs. 
Hand A Ely. 

San Marino, California 

Henry E. Huntingdon Library, MS. HiM 124 
Speculum Christiani 
E. Warwicks. 
pp. 253-261. 



Spalding 

Spalding Gentlemans' Society 
Myntling Register of Spalding Priory 
Market Proclamations and three oaths of fealty 
p. 58. 

Stamford 

Stamford Hall Book 1461-1651 

P. 57. 

Stonyhurst College 

MS. A. VI. 23 
E. U. L. Mic. M. 1240 
English in one hand, ff. 120r-155v; 211v-216v 
Speculum'Christiani 
913 79 7 E. Cent. Lincs. 
pp. 250,253-261. 
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Index of Linguistic Profile Numbers 

16 Oxford, Corpus Christi College, MS. 236. 

38 London, Inner Temple Library, MS. Petyt 1755 No. 511 

vol. 7. 

45 London, British Museum, MS. Royal 17. C. XVII. 

46 Cambridge, Sidney Sussex College, MS. D. 5.3 (89)- 

62 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Bodley 467, Hand C. 

69 Leeds University, MS. Brotherton 501. 

75 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Bodley 467, Hand A. 

106 Lincoln City Library, Register 19 (Lumley), ff. 43r-46v. 

122 Lincoln Cathedral Library, MS. A. 5.2 (91), ff. 179r-189r. 

123 London, British Museum, MS. Additional 17866. 

180 Cambridge, Trinity College, MS. 0.1.29 (1053). 

181 Cambridge, Trinity College, MS. 0.8.26 (1401) 

182 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Douce 157, Hand A. 

194 London, British Museum, MS. Cotton Appendix VII, 

Hand B. 

195 Leicester Museums and Art Galleries, MS. L. Mus. 1. D. 

50/xII/5. 

196 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Bodley 446. 

198 London, British Museum, MS. Harley 2260. 

206 London, British Museum, MS. Harley 206. 

207 Dublin, Trinity College, MS. A. 5.7 (122), Hand F. 

210 London, British Museum, MS. Egerton 657- 

212 London, British Museum, MS. Cotton Vespasian A. XXIII. 

213 London, British Museum, MS. Harley 2409, ff. 52r-69v. 



214 Dublin, Trinity College, MS. A. 5.7 (122), Hand E. 

220 Melbourne, Public Library of Victoria, MS. of The 

Pilgrimage of Man. 

221 London, British Museum, MS. Harley 1288, Hand A. 

222 Cambridge, University Library, MS. Additional 3039, 

Hand A. 

226 London, British Museum, MS. Royal 8. E. V, Hand B. 

236 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Bodley 68. 

248 London, Lambeth Palace Library, MS. 501. 

263 London, British Museum, MS. Additional 37790, ff. lr-96v. 

277 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Ashmole 1181, Hand D. 

287 London, British Museum, MS. Additional 34888/35- 

289 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Digby 99, Hand B. 

315 London, British Museum, MS. Harley 1288, Hand B. 

316 Cambridge, University Library, MS. Additional 6150. 

422 Glasgow University, MS. Hunterian T. 4.6 (89). 

425 Cambridge, University Library, MS. Additional 3042, 

Hand D. 

491 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Additional A. 106, Hand A. 

ff. 4r-44r. 

492 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Additional A. 106, Hand C, 

ff. 232v-266r. 

493 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Additional A. 106, Hand A. 

ff. 221r-231v- 

501 Cambridge, University Library, MS. Dd. ll. 45. 

508 Cambridge, University Library, MS. Additional 6686, 

Hand B. 



510 New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, MS. M. 818. 

512 Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, MS. 175/96. 

548 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Seldon Supra 56. 

549 London, Marquis of Bute MS. 68. 

550 Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS. Parker 32, Hand Be 

551 Pennsylvania University, MS. Eng. 8, ff. 147r-159v- 

552 Chicago, Newberry Library, MS. 19169. 

575 London, British Museum, MS. Additional 37790, ff. 97r- 

115r. 

587 Downside Abbey, MS. 26540. 

588 London, British Museum, MS. Harley 2391, 

609 Edinburgh, National Library of Scotland, MS. 6126, Hand Be 

643 Cambridge, University Library, MS. Additional 3042, 

Hand F. 

644 London, British Museum, MS. Arundel 168, ff. lr-6v. 

800 London, British Museum, MS. Additional 15237, Hand Be 

801 Manchester, Chatham's Library, MS. 6711- 

802 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Digby 67 Part I. 

803 O: cford, Bodleian Library, MS. Hatton 97- 

804 Cambridge, University Library, MS. Dd. 14.26(3). 

805 O: c: Cord, Bodleian Library, MS. Bodley 61. 

806 Ox: 'ord, Bodleian Library, MS. Bodley 89, Hand A. 

807 Dublin, Trinity College, MS. C. 5.17 (351). 

809 O=tford, Bodleian Library, MS. Digby 181, Hand Be 

810 London, British Museum, MS. Sloane 7, Hand Be 

811 DUrham University, Ushaw College, MS. XVIII. D. 7.8 (28). 

812 London, British Museum, MS. Arundel 140. 

814 Lincoln Archives Consnittee, 3 Anc. 2/1/53" 



900 Cambridge, University Library, MS. Dd. 4.51. 

901 Cambridge, University Library, MS. Ff. 1.14. 

902 Cambridge, Jesus College, MS. Q. G. 3 (51). 

903 Cambridge, Sidney Sussex College, MS. D. 3.10 (55). 

904 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Miscellany 685. 

905 Lincoln Archives Committee, Maddison 2/11. 

906 Manchester, John Rylands Library, Latin MS. 31+1. 

907 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Additional A. 106, Hand E. 

908 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Ashmole 1438 Part I, 

Hand D. 

909 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Rawlinson C. 1401. 

910 London, British Museum, MS. Harley 2391, Hand C. 

911 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Rawlinson C. 891, Hard D. 

912 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Rolls 22, Hand A. 

913 Stonyhurst College, MS. A. VI. 23. 

914 Oxford, Corpus Christi College, MS, 155. 

915 Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, MS. McClean 130. 

916 London, British Museum, MS. Additional 37790, ff. 95v- 

96v. 

917 London, British Museum, MS. Additional 37790, ff. 115r- 

130r. 

918 London, British Museum, MS. Additional 37790, ff. 137r- 

225v. 

919 Cambridge, St. John's College, MS. G. 21 (189). 

920 London, British Museum, MS. Egerton 2006. 

921 Dublin, Trinity College, MS. E. 5.6 (601). 

922 London, Lambeth Palace Library, MS. 131, Hand A. 



923 London, Lambeth Palace Library, MS. 131, Hand B. 

924 Lincoln Cathedral Library, MS. A. 5016 (92). 

925 London, British Museum, MS. Sloane 213, Hand B. 

926 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Ashmole 520 

927 London, Westminster School, MS. 3, Hand C. 



Index of texts known to have been composed originally in 

non-Lincolnshire dialects, but which have been translated 

wholly or partially into a Lincolnshire dialect 

For each text, the author and the original dialect are 

given, followed by the title of the text and its L. P. 

number(s). I make no attempt here to supply detailed 

bibliography, but such odd notes as are included are intended 

to supplement (i) for prose texts, J. E. Wells ed., - A Manual 

of the Writings in Middle English 1050-1400, New Haven: Yale 

University Press; London: Humphrey Milford; Oxford University 

Press, 1916; re-ed.. J. B. Severs, 1050-1500, New Haven: The 

Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1967, and (ii) for 

verse texts, C. Brown and R. H. Robbins add., The Index of 

Middle English Verse, New York: Columbia University Press, 

1943. 

1. Geoffrey Chaucer: authorial dialect, London English. 

(a) Treatise on the Astrolabe 236. 

(b) Troilus and Crisevde 548,809. 

2. Walter Hilton: authorial dialect, probably Notts. 

(Hilton worked in Thurgarton). 

(a) Stimulus Amoris 69. 

(b) A Devout Matter 213- 

3. Julian of Norwich: authorial dialect, Norfolk. 

Revelations of Divine Love 575- 

4. William Langland: authorial dialect S. W. Midlands. 

Piers Plowman (A text) 510. 



5. John Mandeville: authorial dialect, probably Herts. 

(Mandeville was born in St. Albans). 

Travels 801,812,921. 

6. John Mirk: authorial dialect, probably W. Midlands 

(Mirk was prior of Lilleshall, Salop). 

(a) Festial1 315. 

(b) Instructions for Parish Priests2 45. 

7. Northern Homily Collection: language originally northern, 

. but place of origin not known. 549. 

8. Prick of Conscience: 'language originally northern, but 

place of origin not known. 45,69,182,210,289,551, 

552,812,911,926. 

9. Richard Rolle: authorial dialect Yorks. (Rolle came 

from Harnpole but lived much of his life near Doncaster) 

(a) Commentary on the Psalter 46,62,75,905,924. 

(b) De contricione (in English) 181. 

(c) Ego dormio (in English) 927 (also B. M. Add. 37790). 

(d) Forma vivendi (in English) 927 (also B. M. Add. 37790)- 

(e) Of three workings in man's soul 181. 

10. South English Legendary: language originally S. W. Midlands. 3 

450 222. 

1. For the distribution of the scribal dialects of the extant 
MSS, and a discussion of the Urheimat, see Martyn F. 
Wakelin, 'The Manuscripts of John Mirk's Festial', Leeds 
Studies in English, N. S. i (1967) pp. 93-118. 

2. See Gillis Kristensson-ed., John Mirk's 'Instructions for 
Parish Pri ests$, Lund Studies in English, 49 (Lund: 
C. W. K. Gleerup, 197+). 

3" See Manfred G8rlach, 'The textual tradition of the South 
English Legendary', Leeds Texts and Monographs N. S. 6 (The 
University of Leeds -School of English, 1974). 


